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WORLD CLASS COMPUTER 

AUTHORISED OSBORNE EXECUTIVE DEALERS INCLUDE: 
NEW SOUTH WALES 
AB Office Electronics — BALGOWLAH 
((12) 949 7195 
Complete Solutions — SI IRRY HILLS 
(02) 331 6799 
Delta Computer Systems — PARRAMATTA 
(02) 633 4055 
Foremost Office Equipment — PARRAMATTA 
(02) 635 5477 
Grace Bros Business Centre — SYDNEY 
GEORGE STREET — ((12) 238 9111 
Orana Cash Registers — DI 'HBO 
(069)112 5833 
S.C.C. Computing — SYDNEY 
93 Yurk SI reel — (02) 290 3344 
Kopi-Kat — KATOOMBA 
(047) 82-4074 
Our Town Computers — NEWCASTLE 
(049) 52 5105 
Bathurst Computer Services — BATIIIIRST 
(063) 31-3964 

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY 
Boulevard Business Services — CANBERRA 
(062) 48 5411 
R C Electronics — IIOLT 
(062) 54 761(8 

NORTHERN TERRITORY 
Computer Sales & Leasing -- DARWIN 
(089) 84-4656 
Davionics — 	SPRINGS 

olo) 57. 3517 

QUEENSLAND 
Competron — MAYNE 
(07) 52 97(10 
Compsoft — SPRING HILL 
107) 229 0066 
Myer Computer Centre — INDOOROOPILLY 
(07) 378 5111 
Scarborough Fair Computers — 5011TOPORT 
((175) 32 5133 
Servatronics — ROUI WALE 
(07) :141 5340 
Town and Country — TOWNSVILLE 
((177) 75 4000 
The Byte Shop — NEWMARKET 
(07) 352 6621 
The Byte Shop — TARINGA 
(07) 371 0711 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
Amity Computers — ALBANY 
(098)41 6060 
Computer Country — PERTH 
((19) 328 4644 
Ossie Computers — CLAREMONT 
(091384 5787 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Micro-80 Computing Centre — ADELAIDE 
108) 211 7244 
Myer Computer Centre — ADELAIDE 
(OR) 217 0123  

The Copy Centre — WHY ALLA 
(08(1) 45 7755 

VICTORIA 
Almer Distributors — OAK LEIGFI 
(03) 569 0169 or 568-6911 
Data Parts — SI IEPPARTON — (058) 21 7155 

— A LIII RY — (060) 21 808(1 
— BALLARAT — (053) :II 33931 
— BEN DICO — ((154) 43 4866 

Direct Data— ARMIDALE 
(03) 20 (3949 
Geelong Computer Centre — GEELONG 
(052) 22 2844 
IMA Computer Centre — SURREY HILLS 
(03) 836 8835 
Nucleus Computers — MOUNT WAVERLEY 
(03) 232 6370 
Tech-Rentals — RINGWOOD 
(03) 879 2.266 — NATIONAL RENTALS 
TASMANIA 
Coastal Computers — BIIRNIE 
((104) 31 7959 
Strawberry Entreprises — BERRIEDALE 
(002) 72-2621 

• All sales and related inquiries must go to the 
dealers 

• All Engineering and machine faults must go 
In I lills Industries in your Capital Cily. 

• OSBORNE AUSTRALIA (02) 290 3344 
Now in stock — the CIRANI01)0 10MB 

Hard Disk with a full suite of OSBORNE 
EXECUTIVE Disk Utilities & Disk Manager.  

51/4  Winchester Drive — $3695, 
comes ready to connect to the 
Executive and ready to run. 
Full 6 months' warranty. 



TAX INCLUDED 

AXA"CUTIVE4  
is Australia's Number 

now is the time to buy 
with four great offers 

INCLUDED IN OUR ONE LOW PRICE 
$1200 PURCHASE AN OSBORNE FREE EXECUTIVE BEFORE JULY 30 AND 

RECEIVE THIS ACCOUNTING 
PACKAGE WORTH $1200 FOR FREE. 

The OSBORNE EXECUTIVE with complete suit 
Dul 	 \ Printer did f MI1111118 Nation title sor‘ 	backing 
101.$:1.25D. And don't forgot to claim yotn.111% Investment allowance on lop. 
II Iluil iloasn't solve your 	 liatalm.has [milting will! 

Contact Osborne Australia for depreciation information 

THE AFFORDABLE PORTABLE  
See your dealer for a demonstration before July 30 

We Give You More 
The MULTILEDGER Accounting System includes a 
complete General Ledger, Debtors System & Creditor S. 

It is written in Australia and developed for total 
compatability with the EXECUTIVE. 
Along with MULTILEDGER you will also receive the 
Extended OSBORNE EXECUTIVE Software package. 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

Supercalc, spreadsheet and Financing Modelling 

CBASIC and MBASIC, Programming languages. 

Over $400 worth of CP/M 3.0 Utility programs 

CP/M 3.0 Plus, advanced CPM operating system 

Personal Pearl, lull database management 

UCSD, p-System Universal Format system 

Wordstar, wordprocessing and Mailmerge 

MAC Assembler etc. 
Character generator — for any language. • 

PhiSIf you twist 
your dealers arm ... 

A HIGH SPEED AMPEC CP-80 
DOT MATRIX PRINTER including Interface 

• NOW — Terminal Emulation is here — 

TOTAL VALUE 

$8336.25 
FOR 

$3198 
TAX INCLUDED 

UNTIL JULY 30 1984 

• OSBORNE AUSTRALIA (02) 290 3344 

_FULL 6 MONTHS WARRANTY ni'"'s ' 
B Y  riff COMPUTER SERVICE 61 	Attall, 

IN YOUR CAPITAL CITY ILA  1 
 a: 

----3  
Contact Osborne Australia for depreciation allowance 



Rol and 11::::II 
Roland Corporation Australia Pty. Ltd. 
39 Victoria St. Fitzroy Victoria 3065 
(03) 417 1800 
23 Cross St. Brookvale N.S.W. 2100 
(02) 938 3911 	 19/14 S1B SYSTEMS INC 

The STB Graphix Plus . an affordable way to put 
a whole new complexion on your IBM PC or XT: 
You get color or monochrome 
graphics plus a parallel printer 
port, all in one slot. 

in- Graphix Plus multi-function video board gives you 
three of the most in-demand text and graphics ca-

pabilities for one very attractive price. 
Graphix Plus includes functions for color or mono-

chrome graphics and text displays, and a parallel printer. 
A dock calendar is available as an option. 

This versatile board will drive an RGB color monitor or 
composite B&W monitor with the identical colors, resolution 
and modes as IBM's Color/Graphics Monitor Adapter. 
Graphix Plus improves on IBM's adapter with 50% faster 
scrolling, which eliminates annoying flashing and flicker. 

Graphix Plus also drives the IBM monochrome display, 
in graphics and high resolution text modes. and is compati-
ble with Lotus 1-2-35, Microsoft Flight Simulator' and other 
popular software. And, Graphix Plus provides for extended 
text capability. 

Graphix Plus also includes a lightpen interface and PC 

ROL 944 

Accelerator, STB's super ram disk emulator and print 
spooler program. 

For a graphic demonstration of how Graphix Plus can 
expand your personal computing capabilities, see your local 
dealer. For more information on the entire 
line of quality products, 
write or call us. 

Expanding Microcomputing 
411=1/111//111111k 
MIMI NI MOW 
MI NI MI  • FROM 
STB Systems. Incorporated 

IBM PCMIt is a mgmlomil Italmmirk nl IMemalmilal Btismess 
Machu. Cwt.:mon Lobo 1.2•3ts a,egntemM it:WM.14 01 
lotus Devoloorniml Corpowbon Mimosa is a moommed lodemark 
of Mtuusott Corpmafirm PC Ammtuf i1110115 .11q1151111a imdroark 
nl otic Carp 



ASHTON :TA I EN' 
distributed by VO`" frc 

Vice President of New Technology, Ashton-Tate — Wayne Ratliff said: 
6 Although we have kept all the features of DBASE 11 

that have made it so popular, we rewrote DBASE III in 'C' language from the ground up 
to have greater capabilities, storage, speed, power and ease of use, 

and to take advantage of the power and technology of 16 bit and larger computers., 

dBASE' 111"goes" 
BETTER 
Features of DBASE III 
1. Over 2,000,000,000 records per data base 
2. 128 fields per record 
3. Variable length text field up to 4K bytes per 

entry 
4. 4,000 bytes per record 
5. 10 data base files in use simultaneously 
6. Fast internal sort and improved indexing 
7. 16 digits of numerical accuracy 
8. Enhanced reports capability 
9. On line help system 
10. Full screen formatting 

System Requirements 
1. IBM PC XT and all PC compatible 

computers 
2. Minimum 256K bytes RAM, two 51/4" floppy 

disc drives 
3. Monochrome or colour display, any printer 

with at least 80 columns 
4. PCDOS 2.0 operating system 

Contact your local dealer for more information or write to 
Arcom Pacific, Freepost 2, P.O. Box 13, Clayfield Q 4011 
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FEATURES 
COMPUTERS AND MUSIC 	 20 
Computer technology has started to revolutionise the art of making music; synthesis and 
digital sound sampling have opened up new worlds of expression and quality. In this special 
feature we introduce the concepts of computerised music, discuss synthesis and other 
digital techniques, and look at various software and hardware packages available for four 
popular microcomputers. 	SIMON LEADLEY, ANDREW SYMANIZ. EVAN McHUGH, 

MIKE NEWNHAM 

THE GREAT AUSSIE SOFTWARE COMPETITION 	 48 
Win a $14,000 Labtam computer system in this all-Australian software competition — plus 
more exciting prizes! 

POCKET PROGRAMS 	 61 
More programs — for games, utilities, home business — sent in by readers for the free use of 
other readers. 

LETTER FROM NEW YORK 	 77 
Tim Hartnell, the Australian founder of Interface Publications, a booming computer 
publishing company which fosters the work of some startlingly young writers and 
programmers, writes to 'Your Computer' on his travels. 	 TIM HARTNELL 

ANNUAL INDEX OF YOUR COMPUTER ARTICLES 
	

91 
All the features, reviews, tutorials and so on of the last year listed in index form for your 
convenience. 

DATA '84 	 104 
A report on the latest computer exhibition to hit Sydney — was it bigger and better or just 
another ho-hum affair? 	 NATALIE FILATOFF 

REVIEWS 

APPLE'S PORTABLE BOMBSHELL 	 40 
Apple's new portable Ilc with a built-in disk drive departs from the Apple tradition by being 
completely sealed — it's not a hacker's paradise like the old II family! But the Ilc has some 
pretty desirable features that will appeal to people who want to use computers rather than 
rebuild them. 	 JANE MACKENZIE 

TANDY MODEL 2000 	 51 
According to Les Bell, the Model 2000 is Tandy's best computer yet — it offers speed, 
performance and — unusual for a Tandy — compatibility with many 
commercial programs. 

DBEST MACHINE FOR DJOB 	 56 
Morrow Designs has always had a reputation for high-quality computers, but the new MD-11 
surpasses even their usual standard. It just could be the best buy of the year. 	LES BELL 

ACCESS MANAGER/DISPLAY MANAGER 	 83 
These two 'tools' allow you to expand the operation of your hardware and software: with 
Access Manager you can add indexed files and multi-user operation to programs, while 
Display Manager is a screen handler and terminal driver. Les Bell wouldn't work without 
them. 	 LES BELL 

COMMUNICATIONS WITH AN APPLE 	 101 
To make your Apple 'talk' to other computers you need three pieces of equipment: a modem, 
a serial card and a communications program. 'Terminapple' is a new communications 
program for the Apple that looks set to provide great service. 	 GEORGE BRAY 
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In our August issue we take an in-depth 
look at computers in education — what's 
happening now, what's planned for the 
future, what experts think should be 
happening — plus we review some of the 
educational software packages available. 
Also reviewed in August will be the Canon 
XO-7 handheld computer, Dick Smith's 
Cat, the Atari 800XL and the Sinclair QL 
— not yet released in Australia. but 
eagerly awaited by the many Sinclair fans 
in this country. All this plus our usual 
tutorials, news and regular columns on 
popular micros. Don't miss it! 

SPECIALS 
COMPUTERS AND MUSIC 
Even the smallest home computer has 
some kind of built-in sound facility, and 
with software and hardware add-ons 
your computer can produce some 
impressive musical creations. 	20 

The Australian-built Fairlight Computer Musical Instrument — state of the art in the 
marriage of computers and music. 

POCKET PROGRAMS 
More programs from readers for all kinds of popular micros and for many varied 
applications, ranging from games to utilities. Keep them coming! 	61 

MPH 

19,790 



Are 
Australian 
R&D 
Dead? 

I Les Bell 
8 

A recent international survey conducted on behalf of PA 
Technology, a major consulting firm, reveals some worrying attitudes 
on the part of Australian manufacturing managers. The survey, 
which was designed to investigate the attitudes of management in 
manufacturing companies to the adoption of new technology in 
processes and products, was conducted in Britain, the USA, West 
Germany, Belgium and Australia early this year. 

EMF figures show Australia trailing the developed countries in 
terms of 'innovative forward orientation', one of the major 
contributing factors to industrial competitiveness. Overall, we rate 
number 12 (with a score of 52 - compare Switzerland and Japan 
at 70). We come well down the list when comparing gross 
expenditure on research and development as a percentage of gross 
domestic product, with 1.04 per cent of GDP going into R&D, and 
most of that from the government, through CSIRO. 

Yet 71 per cent of Australian senior executives in the manufacturing 
sector believe that new technology has had either 'a great deal' or 
'a fair amount' of impact on their products over the last four to five 
years. This was the highest percentage of any of the surveyed 
countries. On the other hand, 56 per cent of Australian senior 
executives believe that foreign competitors make the most 
technologically advanced products in the industries they are involved 
in. In all the other countries, respondents tended to believe that 
either their own companies, or their domestic competitors, had the 
most advanced products, but in Australia foreign competitors were 
seen to have a technological edge over the respondents' own 
companies by a factor of almost two to one. 

This gives one pause for thought. If we're so hot on adopting 
new technology - more than other countries, according to the 
figures - then why do we think our overseas competitors have such 
a commanding lead? One possible thought is that what Australian 
executives think of as 'new technology' really isn't that at all. 

Commenting on this result, Dr. Jim Fox, General Manager of PA 
Technology in Australia, said, "This figure indicates what a sorry 
position Australian manufacturing is in and contradicts industry's 
view of itself, in terms of research and development. From this 
figure it is easy to see how 15,700 jobs were lost in Australia's 
uncompetitive manufacturing industry over the past year." 

On the other hand, fewer of our executives were satisfied with 
their companies' use of R&D than their overseas counterparts (62 
per cent v an average of 65 per cent). Of those who were 
dissatisfied, 40 per cent (compared to an average of 29 per cent) 
said it was because of a lack of finance and investment, a 
significantly higher figure than in other countries. Later those who 
had suggested changes in their companies' areas of R&D emphasis 
were asked what constraints prevented them from making these 
changes. This time Australian executives provided the lowest 
response for lack of finance and investment' (39 per cent v an 
average of 54 per cent) - and the highest for 'don't know'. 

What on earth is going on here? Do our companies have enough 
money for R&D or don't they? Or are our executives just throwing 
up the first excuse that comes to mind? If they do have enough 
money for R&D, why can't they manage it effectively? 

A number of other questions spring to mind. Why is the 
government spending the biggest part of our R&D budget? What 
proportion of our R&D budget actually returns a profit over, say, a 
ten-year period? And who is spending that money: government or 
private enterprise? 

Can it be that private enterprise is sticking its head in the ground 
in hopes of rescue by technology transferred from CSIRO? 

Until we know the answers to these questions, it looks like our 
national technology policy and the policies of our industries are in a 
shambles. 



IF CHOOSING A COMPUTER 
IS DRIVING YOU CRAZY, 

CALM DOWN AT THE 
PERSONAL COMPUTER SHOW. 

The only complicated part about personal 
computers is trying to choose the right one. 

It's enough to drive any sane person crazy. 
That's why if you're in the market for a personal 

computer, you mustn't miss The 3rd Australian 
Personal Computer Show. It's the only chance 
you'll have 	..1.!4.144 The 3rd Australian 

TIM to calmly browse 	Ei Personal 
through the most AWE Computer Show 

IMMEM comprehensive 	IMF World Trade Centre 
range of 	.:1114  Melbourne LUMP microcomputers, mom= 18-21 July 1984 
peripheral equipment and software ever assembled 
atone convenient location. 

Compare the leading brands, the prices, and get 
some honest, unbiased computer advice. There's 
even a free computer seminar. 

So, if you'd like to calmly make the right computer 
decision, you'd be crazy to miss the Personal 
Computer Show. 

Admission is $4.00. Exhibition hours: Wednesday 
to Friday 10 am-7 pm, Saturday 10 am-5 pm. 

Australian Exhibition Services Ply Ltd Suite 3.2 
Illoura Plaza 424 St Kilda Road Melbourne 
Tel (03) 2674500 rsinia 



RIFA COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
ALLOW MORE TIME 

FOR THE FUN THINGS IN LIFE 
COMPUTER PRODUCTS 

THAT ARE COMPATIBLE „ . 
To meet your expanding needs, Rifa has a wider choice of 

recognised brands. 
Be it personal computer systems, letter quality printers, high 

resolution graphics colour monitors, or V.D.U.'s — RIFA has the 
products to suit virtually all of your computer needs. 

It's almost a case of "you name it, Rifa has it". Find out the 
hard facts about software. Rifa will help you get-it-together 

with the value and economy that suits your 
budget. 

We won't fazzle you with computer 
jargon, but we will offer you the most 

sensible choices from a big range of high 
quality recognised brands — and they're all 

in stock too so you won't have lengthy 
delays. 

Talk to Rifa today 
for a no obligation demonstration. 

 

MANAGING DInEcron 

 

RIFA PTY. LTD. =I- member of the Ericsson group 

VIC: 1st floor 55 A'beckett Street, Melbourne, Vic. 3000. Ph: 348 1811 
N.S.W. Cross House, 2 Cross Street, Hurstville, NSW, 2220. Ph: 570 8122 
Q'LAND: 5/59 Barry Parade, Fortitude Valley, 4006. Ph: 823 3700 mc,R.coo COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
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Windowing with IBM-PC 

	 NEWS  	

IN response to a need for office 
personnel to be able to access 
and interrelate information from 
different sources, IBM has re-
leased the 3270 Personal Com-
puter. 

Directed mainly at users of 
large mainframes who want to 
retrieve information for personal 
computing use, the 3270 pro-
vides windows into host com-
puters and can access multiple 
files. 

The new machine is said to 
combine and extend the func-
tions of multiple 3270 terminals, 
an IBM-PC and two electronic 
'notepads'. You can log onto 
and concurrently view up to four 
interactive applications, includ-
ing one host graphics session, 
from one or more computer sys-
tems. 

Each application screen acts 
like a separate 3178 or 3279 
terminal — or 'unique operating 
session'. In addition, you can 
concurrently run a PC session 
using the IBM-PC DOS control 
program. And at the same time, 
you can bring in two 'notepad' 
sessions that allow you to take 
personal notes on-line. 

The 3270's screen manage-
ment capabilities allow the user 
to view seven sessions simul-
taneously, through 'windows' 
that can be located anywhere 
on the screen. These applica-
tion windows can be made big-
ger or smaller, or take up the 
entire screen for dedicated 
applications, as your needs dic-
tate. You can also change the 
colours of the characters and of 
the background for each of the 
host and notepad application 
windows. 

You can copy information 
from any active 3270 session to 
another 3270 session, or to one 
of the electronic notepads. You 
can copy from a PC session to 
a 3270 session or to a notepad, 
and save the copied information 
in a computer file for later use. 
And you can transfer data files 
— either text or programs — to or 
from an MUS/TSO or VM/SP 
host system during a PC ses-
sion. 

In short, with the 3270-PC 
you can simultaneously display, 
interrelate and combine multiple 
sets of data from one or more 
databases or computer sys-
tems, copy data from one 
source to another, and transfer 
information between a com-
puter and the workstation; as 
well as being able to work with 
up to four interactive computer 
applications concurrently, and a 
Personal Computer session —
without having to switch back 
and forth between applications. 

The 3270-PC comes in three 
standard models, with a built-in 
256K or 320K user memory (ex-
pandable to 640K), the new 
35 cm, 2000-character IBM 
5272 colour display or the 5151 
monochrome display, a new 
keyboard and, optionally, the 
Personal Computer printer. De-
pending on the model, you can 
have one or two disk drives, or 
a diskette drive and a 10 Mbyte 
fixed drive. 

Prices for the 3270-PC range 
from $10,000 to $14,000. For 
further information, contact IBM, 
169 Kent Street, Sydney 2000. 
Phone (02) 234 5678. 

Software now 
protected by 
Copyright Act 

THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT recently made important 
amendments to the Copyright Act to make it applicable to 
computer software, at least in the short term. Software, in 
any form, is now protected by Australian copyright, fol-
lowing a decision of the full bench of the Federal Court. 

The case was on appeal by Apple Computers after Justice 
Beaumont's original decision which stated that Melbourne 
company Computer Edge was not in breach of copyright by 
importing Wombat computers from Taiwan with code in ROM 
identical to that in the Apple II, since computer software was 
not covered by copyright law. 

The Government is now examining long-term reform of the 
law covering computer software which, among other things, 
will consider the rights of educational users, the suitability of 
protection by copyright, and developments in international law 
in this direction. 

Under the latest decision, software in chips is covered by 
copyright, as are the source programs from which it evolved. 
The object codes were considered 'adaptations' under the 
terms of the Copyright Act ' 968. In his decision, Justice Fox 
determined: "There is no necessity for a literary work to be of 
any literary quality. 

"It is accepted that the term includes mathematical tables, 
codes, and, in general, alphanumerical works. 

"In the present case, there is no doubt that a great deal of 
skill went into the preparation of what was written, and that 
what was written could be read and understood by suitably 
trained people.- 

Among the changes introduced into the Copyright Act were: 

■ A change in the definition of 'literary work' to specifically 
include a computer program. 

■ Protection of programs whether originally created in source 
or object code and whether on paper or in a computer-
readable form. 

■ A new offence under the Act outlawing advertising for the 
supply of infringing material. 

■ A broadening of the anti-piracy provision to make clear that 
transmission of a program for recording is to be regarded 
as distribution of a copy of the program. 

■ A new provision in the Act to make clear that a copy of a 
program to be used as a back-up is allowable under the Act. 

The Court also found that Computer Edge was in breach of 
the Trade Practices Act because it had been supplying Apple 
user manuals when selling Wombats. 

Computer Edge has been ordered to pay Apple's costs and 
may also be liable for damages, but shortly after the case filed 
an appeal to the High Court to overturn this latest decision. 
The rapid filing of the appeal was necessitated by a change in 
the Judiciary Act, which as from May 31 abolished all appeals 
as of right to the High Court. From that date the High Court has 
to grant special leave before any appeal can proceed. 

The appeal is expected to be heard by the High Court late 
this year 
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NEWS 	
lmagineering Releases improved Perfect Software 

YOU can't improve on perfec-
tion, you might think, but the 
people at Perfect Information 
can, because the latest version 
of the Perfect range of software 
is now available. 

Atari Software Contest 
THE Great Atari Software Con-
test is on. Atari owners are in-
vited to enter the Melbourne 
Atari Computer Enthusiasts' 
competition, with great prizes in 
each of three sections: educa-
tion, games and utilities. Each 

Version 2.0 includes a dedi-
cated word processor, elec-
tronic spreadsheet, record man-
agement system and communi-
cations package. 'Pop-up' 
menus guide you through the 
processes for each package 
and all functions can be per-
formed using single keystrokes. 

Perfect software will run on 
an IBM PC, XT or compatible 
with 128 Kbytes of memory. 
Prices are: Perfect Writer $450, 
Perfect Calc $275, Perfect Filer 
$275 and Perfect Link $149. 

For more details contact Per-
fect Information, 19 Oxford St, 
Paddington 2010. (02) 332 
2177. 

winner has the choice of Atari 
hardware or Atari or APX soft-
ware to the value of $500. 

For more information contact 
MACE Software Contest, PO 
Box 133, Mulgrave North 3170.  

A NEW spelling checker and a 
connection to Ethernet for IBM-
PCs were announced for Au-
stralia by Imagineering recently. 

Correctstar is from Microsoft 
and is billed as "the fastest, 
most accurate and advanced 
spelling corrector for microcom-
puters." It features a dictionary 
of 65,000 entries, of which 9000 
commonly used words are 
loaded into memory to improve 
response. Correctstar provides 
verifications of typing errors and 
misspellings, and makes sug-
gestions of the correct spelling. 

Correctstar is available for 
16-bit machines such as the 
IBM-PC, MS-DOS machines, 
the TI Professional and DEC's 
Rainbow. It requires 192 Kbytes 
of RAM and two double-sided 
drives. Hard disk interfaces with 
Wordstar are supported. The 
stand-alone price is $220, with 
reduced rates if purchasing 
other word processing pack-
ages as well. 

The Ether-Series includes a 
number of packages for IBM- 

PC communications and net-
working. Etherlink connects the 
IBM-PC to Ethernet, which then 
opens up disk and printer shar-
ing and electronic mail. The 
configuration to do so requires 
one PC as a network server to 
between two to eight users, de-
pending on the application. The 
system is upgradable to include 
more servers as required. 

EtherShare permits sharing 
of a hard disk, with access facil-
ities to declare areas of the disk 
as public, private or shared. 
Etherprint shares the printer 
and Ethermail lets users pass 
messages, documents and files 
over the network. 

Etherlink costs $1365 before 
tax and the three software 
packages $790 each. For more 
information on all these prod-
ucts contact lmagineering, 579 
Harris Street, Ultimo 2007 or 
phone (02) 212 1411. In New 
Zealand contact Imagineering, 
1-3 Arawa Street, Auckland or 
phone 39 6124. 	 ❑ 
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MICROTRIX PTY. LTD. 
24 BRIDGE STREET. 
ELTHAM. 3095. 
VICTORIA. 
Phone: (03) 439 5155 
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What's New? ... Pussycat 

AIIPEUETIIZICIRS 
(Pardon the pun) 

What a year it has been for the Apple range. The release of the 
Macintosh" personal computer and the Apple Ile Portable 

computer has given Apple by far the finest range of personal 
computers. 

City Personal Computers is Sydney's oldest Apple dealer with 
over 3 years experience. We are the only company offering the 
full Apple range in Sydney and North Sydney. A visit to one of 
our stores will save you all the wasted time and trouble that so 

many experience with lesser computer stores. 

Macintosh 
The most innovative and exciting 
new computer since Lisa, but at only 
$4,195 including printer and 
MacWrite/MacPaint software! We 
have all the latest software and 
accessories as they become available 
such as Lotus 123, Microsoft 
Multiplan, Word, Chart and File, 
BASIC and Pascal, and literally 
hundreds more to come. 

Apple I/c 
The Apple IIc Portable must be the 
most versatile computer ever. Use it 
in business, at home, in education or 
whatever - and take it everywhere 

you go because it only weighs 3.5 kg. 
With built-in disk drive, printer 

ports and everything else you could 
need, and the enormous Apple II 
library to use, it will leave every 

other portable standing! etWa...ftstat.t.:ftte— ' 

Apple Lisa 2 
There are now three Lisa 2 models, starting at 
just $4,995 for a 512K system.' 
That must be the best value 
on the market! 
The tremendous wave of 
software coming for Lisa 
includes the Unix operating 
system. Only one dealer 
in Sydney can really 
claim to be a Lisa 
specialist and that's 
City Personal Computers 
- we've supplied more than most of the other 
dealers put together. 	

CITY 
PERSONAL 

COMPUTERS 
SYDNEY 

55 YORK ST., 
(02) 29-2461 

NORTH SYDNEY 
100 MOUNT ST., 

(02) 922-3600 
apple 

DICK Smith's new Cat is not 
your average moggie, as we all 
knew long before it was offi-
cially released in early May. It is 
a $699 computer, said to be 
able to run around 95 percent of 
the software available for the 
Apple Ile. 

The quoted $699 includes a 
keyboard incorporating the 
computer which has a 6502A 
central processing unit operat-
ing at 2 MHz. The Cat also has 
32K of ROM with an extended 
version of Microsoft BASIC. 

The Cat's graphics resolution 
is 560 by 192, and the machine 
offers two text modes and three 
graphics modes. 

In addition, the Cat includes a 
parallel printer interface, a built-
in 80-column text facility, a joy-
stick port for games control, an 
RGB output and a four-channel 
programmable sound generator 
with six-octave range. 

DEVELOPMENT 	of 	the 
Japanese fifth-generation com-
puter took another step forward 
with the construction of a rela-
tion database machine. 

According to a spokesperson 
for the Japanese Institute for 
New Generation Computer 
Technology, the new machine 
will help researchers create the 
second of two main pieces of 
hardware in the new computer. 

If developed, the fifth-genera-
tion computer would make intel-
ligent guesses, educate itself, 
understand human languages 

At the Cat release, Dick 
Smith executives also an-
nounced the opening of the first 
of nearly 50 Dick Smith Elec- 
tronics 	'Computer 	Cities' 
planned for the near future. 

Computer Cities will be lo-
cated in Dick Smith Electronics 
stores (about ten stores have 
so far incorporated them) and 
aim to offer a wide range of dif-
ferent computers, peripherals 
and software, with expert sales 
advice and support to back 
them up. 

Computer City stores also 
offer a computer demonstration 
presentation for schools. Stu-
dents, teachers and parents are 
invited to set up appointments 
with the store managers, to 
learn about and evaluate the 
Dick Smith computer range. 

For further information, contact 
your nearest Dick Smith outlet, or 
phone (02) 888 3200. 

and suggest solutions for spe-
cific problems. 

The fifth-generation project is 
a ten-year national project, 
begun by Japan in 1982, 
through its department of the 
Ministry of International Trade 
and Industry. Forty of the re-
search project's scientists are 
on loan from Japan's eight 
major computer manufacturers. 
To get an idea of the scale of 
the project, the first three years 
have been funded for $40 
million. 

Fifth-Generation Developments 
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NOW AVAILABLE FROM 
YOUR COMPUTER DEALER 
INSTANT PROGRAMMERS GUIDE. 
C64/Atari/IBM 	This collection of 
programmers tools for use with the 
KoalaPad will teach you KoalaPad 
functions and Hi-Res use. Topics 
covered include reading raw data, 
plotting, scaling data, making tones as 
well as a section on short cuts. 

COLOURING SERIES 1. C64/Apple. 
Create colourful designs, choose 

from 26 geometric designs and use 
the computer to colour your pictures 
then match the pictures with those in 
the book and colour the pictures in the 
colouring book. 

COLOURING SERIES II. C64/Apple 
Colour and create patterns, 

experiment with shape and form, learn 
geometric concepts, 28 designs on 
disk, 56 designs to colour and 
compare. Re-use store and enjoy. 

LOGO DESIGN MASTER. C64/Apple 
Learn to use logo through drawing 

and pointing. Create turtle graphics 
with the touch of a finger, requires 
minimal keyboard input converts the 
position of your finger on the KoalaPad 
Touch Tablet to logo co-ordinates, 
increases the speed of learning logo. 
Draws and stores pictures and teaches 
problem solving. Requires Apple, 
M.I.T. or Commodore logo. 

PAINT-A-RHYME. C64 
The reusable colouring in book, 

over 30 nurserey rhyme pictures to 
colour, select brush size, colour and 
nurserey rhyme from the menu. Music 
plays as each picture's completed. 
Create and store or use the "oops" 
feature to erase mistakes. Promotes 
visual identity and tracking visual, and 
colour discrimination, visual motor and 
fine musle co-ordination. 

SPIDER EATER. C64/Apple 
Turn your KoalaPad Touch Tablet 

into a musical keyboard. protect the 
treble clef from invasion of spiders. 
Play songs, make sounds-learn to 
name and recognize musical notes, 
develop ear, eye and hand co-
ordination, develop relative pitch and 
internal perception. A challenge for 
children of all ages. 

KOALA GRANS SPELLING. Apple 
Unscramble letters to make words, 

move letters by touching the 
KoalaPads' surface. No keyboard input 
required. Builds basic language skills, 
letter recognition, eye-hand co-
ordination, small musle dexterity, 
spatial relationships and problem 
solving. Practice spelling rading 
and vocabulary. Create additional 
work lists. 

U_ 	 AUSTRALIAN DISTRIBUTORS 
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Modems Overbaud? 

RECENTLY formed microcom-
puter product company, Inter-
faceware, has released four 
new products for the Australian 
market, one of which can be 
used to shoot your television 
set. 

SLR stands for Stack Light 
Rifle, which plugs into your 
computer and can be used to 
fire at objects on your television 
screen. The rifle adds extra 
realism to Spectrum, Atari, VIC-
20 and Commodore 64 games. 

The Stack Light Pen has a 
screen resolution of four pixels 
by two, giving 80 by 100 identifi-
able screen positions. The pen 
is activated by pressing on the 
screen in the required position. 
The Stack Light Pen is available 

CENTRE Industries has an-
nounced two new modems for 
its successful Cicada 300 
series. They are the Cicada 
300C and 300CT (the 300CT 
includes a phone), designed 
specifically for use with the 
Commodore 64 and VIC-20. 

Neither modem requires the 
use of an interface adapter or 

Mkrobee Expansion 
MAKE your Microbee perform 
amazing feats before your very 
eyes! According to its publicity, 
the Enhancer 1 does everything 
except cure the common cold. It 
plugs into the parallel port con-
nector and features Atari, Com-
modore and TRS-like joystick 
inputs, four-voice synth, real- 

for the Commodore 64, BBC, 
Atari and VIC-20. 

Next, the Video Pak 80 offers 
an integrated package with a 
word processor, spreadsheet 
and 80-column screen adaptor, 
in a single cartridge, for the 
Commodore 64. 

Finally, there is a Commo-
dore to parallel printer interface. 
It does the translation from 
Commodore character set to 
ASCII and still passes graphics 
characters. Using CMOS tech-
nology, no extra power supply 
is required. 

For more information on any 
of these products contact Inter-
faceware, 1/303 Pacific High-
way, Lindfield 2070, or phone 
(02) 46 4374. 	 ❑ 

power pack, and they can be in-
stalled easily by the end user. 
The modems are CCITT-V21 
standard with Telecom ap-
proval. 

For more information contact 
Centre Industries, 187 Allambie 
Road, Allambie Heights 2100, 
or phone (02) 451 5555. 

time clock, speech synth option, 
speaker with volume control, 
demo program and manual. 
And it only costs $139 — plus 
$14 if a 1.5 amp plugpack is re-
quired. 

For more information contact 
Vitronics, 109 Lawrence Road, 
Mount Waverley 3149. 

Rifles - The Ultimate Peripheral 



	NEWS 	 

Adler's No-Confusion Network 
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PROGRAMMING: 
THE IBM PC 
Willen and Krantz 
Gives you a comprehensive 
introduction to writing machine 
language software for use with 
the IBM PC. Functionally 
describes the 8088 
microprocessor, furnishes 
detailed information about the 
PC's internal structure 
and more. 

rrp $22.50 

COMPUTHINK GUIDE 
TO: SPREADSHEET 
SOFTWARE 
Jesse Berst 
This easy to understand, real 
world business tool helps you to 
put spreadsheet software to 
profitable use. Also how to find 
the right program at the right 
price. 

rrp $18.50 

COMPUTHINK GUIDE 
TO: WORD 
PROCESSING 
Jesse Berst 
This simple, straightforward, no 
nonsense consumer guide 
provides everything you need to 
find the right word processor at 
the right price. Includes 
practical, shirtsleeves advice 
unavailable anywhere else 
concerning memory 
typewriters, small computers, 
dedicated processors and all 
other major WP options. 

rrp $18.50 

GETTING STARTED ON 
YOUR MICROBEE 
Petr Lukes and 
Tim Hart nell 
If you have bought a Microbee, 
this comprehensive book will 
show you how to get the best 
out of it quickly and easily. 

rrp $9.95 

ITMAN 
158 Bouverie Street Carlton Victoria 3053 Telephone 347 3055 

Programming your Tartan 

LOCAL area networking has a 
new player in the form of the 
Adler Fileserver. The Fileserver 
is said to interconnect 255 
microcomputers and transfers 
data at 78,000 characters per 
second. 

The network currently sup-
ports the Adler Alphatronic 
series as well as name brands 
like IBM and Apple. Communi- 

THE laddies from the Scottish 
College of Textiles have de-
vised a new weave simulation 
program that allows textile de-
signers to see exactly what a 
new cloth will look like without 
touching a loom. Six million 
shades can be generated, and 
1000 points of detail can repre-
sent the weave of the finest  

cation is effective over a range 
of 1.6 kilometres and is based 
around an intelligent disk unit 
with capacity from 10 to 85 
Mbytes. 

For more information contact 
Adler) Business Machines, 
Corner Lane Cove and Water-
loo Roads, North Ryde 2113 or 
phone (02) 929 7299. 	J 

cloth. This saves the cost of de-
signing and weaving test 
pieces; savings could be 
around 20 per cent of an annual 
patterning budget of $130,000. 

For more information contact 
the Scottish College of 
Textfiles, 	Nether 	Road, 
Galashiels, Scotland. 
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MICROBE SYSTEM 80, 
TRS-80 

Write or call for a free catalogue 
on the following products: 

Blast your Microbee into 
hyperspace with the Enhancer 1 
superexpander from Vitronics!!! 

ONLY $189 
The Enhancer 1 has these incredible 

features: 
• two ATARI 

8/COMMODORE 
8/COLECO ® type joystick 
inputs 

• two TRS COLOR 
COMPUTER ® type 
(proportional) joystick inputs 

• 4 voice music/sound effects 
synthesizer 

• real time clock 
• unlimited vocabulary speech 

synthesizer (option) 
• allows connection of touch 

pads, paddles, trakballs, and 
mice! 

• built-in speaker with volume 
control 

• comprehensive user manual 
• an 8 channel, 8 bit analog to 

digital converter 
• an 8 bit digital to analog 

converter 
• a voice input channel 
• a 40 pin experimenter socket 
• includes tank target game, 

sound effects demonstration 
and powerful drawing 
program 

• compatible to all Microbees 
• 90 day warranty and 

servicing is also available 
• includes subscription to 

Vitronics newsletter 

Available direct from us or ask at your local Microbee Dealer. 
Dealer enquiries welcome. Software writers wanted. 

For the System 80/TRS-80 
Z80 PROGRAMMING has the 

following: 
• Four powerful 2K Eprom 

utilities for the unused 2K 
block in the System 80/TRS 
80 memory map. 
For Disk and Non Disk users. 
All include lowercase driver 
and key debounce. 

• Two and Three Eprom plug in 
P.C. Boards. 
Three Eprom board is 
designed to run my 3.5K 
Super or 7K Super Utility 
Plus using keyboard decoding 
and bank select. 
Over 50 powerful functions 
eg: Disassembler, Copier, 
Relocate Object Code. 
Memory display and edit, 
Renumberer, etc. 
Uses no RAM. 
For Disk and Non Disk users. 

• Lowercase with full three dot 
descenders. 
Involves four wires and plug in 
board for easy installation. 
Takes one or two character 
sets. 

• Hi-resolution graphics. P.C.G. 
type. Four switching modes. 
Only $95.00. 

• 32K, 48K and 60K memory 
upgrades. 
No piggybacking. 
Less power drain. 

• ROM One replacement. 
Lowercase driver from power 
up. 
Auto initialisation of Eproms, 
etc. 

• Dual Fast Tape ROM board. 
First ROM has usual 500 
Baud and second 1500 Baud 
tape routines. 
At the flick of a switch 
everything in ROM or which 
calls ROM, works at 500 or 
1500 Baud. 
Has I.C. timed switching to 
prevent lockup. 
No soldering or track cutting. 
Plugs in. 

• Repairs. Extra keys. Sound, 
System 80CHRS(23) as per 
Tandy, Inverse video, etc. 

CONTACT GEOFF LOHKERE AT weia  
O 

57A STANLEY AVE, MT. VJAVERLEY" 
PH. (o3) 543 1435 
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Micro Telexing 
NOW you can send and receive 
telexes using your microcompu-
ter, thus avoiding the cost of 
purchasing and installing a sep-
arate telex machine. 

Offcom Pty Ltd, of Sydney, 
has released its latest version 
of TOS (Telex Operating Sys-
tem) to suit most MS-DOS/PC-
DOS systems. Message entry is 
made simpler through the more 
sophisticated editors of the 
microcomputer and batch pro- 

IN the United States, Burroughs 
has released a new 256K de-
sktop computer which defies 
the prevalent belief that most 
new products today must be 
capable of running IBM soft-
ware to succeed. 

The Burroughs machine of-
fers several technological en-
hancements over the IBM-PC, 
including a faster microproces-
sor and smaller-sized acces-
sories. Burroughs' vice presi-
dent of dealer marketing said, 

MEMOTECH, suppliers of cards 
and peripherals for Sinclair 
computers, have brought out 
their own home computer. 

The Memotech MTX-512 of-
fers a Z80-based 64 Kbyte 
machine for $799. The machine 
has BASIC built in and a Logo-
type package called MTX 
Noddy in ROM. Expansion in-
cludes cassette interface, TV  

cessing means messages can 
be sent after 6 pm to take ad-
vantage of 50 per cent cheaper 
offpeak rates. 

Other features include the 
ability to log activity and store 
up to 1000 frequently called 
numbers and answerbacks. 

For more information contact 
Offcom, 28 Chandos Street, St 
Leonards 2065, or phone (0!) 
438 4199. 

"We've never wanted IBM com-
patibility. We're looking for a dif-
ferent niche for co-existing with 
IBM rather than being subser-
vient to or compatible with 
them." 

Not yet available in Australia, 
the Burroughs machine is 
priced at less than US$4000. 
This price includes the 
keyboard, the toaster-sized 
central computer, 256K of 
memory, a video screen and 
two floppy disk drives. 	❑ 

and monitor output, optional 
RS232 sockets and communi-
cations board. The machine 
gives 16 colours and up to eight 
virtual screens with 32 sprites 
able to be displayed at any one 
time. 

For more information contact 
Micromail, 4A Merrivale Road, 
Pymble 2073 or phone (02 
44 1029. 	 J 

Burroughs Sets Itself Apart 

Memotech Home Computers 



	 NEWS 	
Wanted: Cyber 205 Users Power Spike Protection 
ON THE eve of the commis-
sioning of CSIRO's new super-
computer, a CDC Cyber 205 
Model 622, CSIRONET has put 
out a call to see if anyone is 
interested in using it. The 205 is 
undoubtedly a highly sophisti-
cated number crunching mons-
ter whose price tag of 
$17,000,000 is only matched by 
its specifications. 

Any number describing this 
machine has more zeros after it 
than is easy to grasp; for 
example, it can easily process 
400,000,000 instructions per 
second. Or how about this one: 
the machine has virtual memory 
with a capacity of 2 to the 48th 
power, or: 

281,474,979,710,656 bytes 
(281 gigabytes), which, if you 
hadn't noticed, is one very big 
computer. 

One interesting aspect of the 
computer is the use of five 
microprocessors to control 
some of the housekeeping and 
vital functions of the machine. 
Another is the seeming vacuum  

that the machine has landed in. 
According to CSIRO, the Cyber 
205 is great for scene simula-
tion in the film and television in-
dustries; pollution monitoring 
and control; oil, gas and mineral 
exploration; 	VLSI 	design; 
meteorology and weather pre-
diction; fluid dynamics; ocean-
ography; simulation of complex 
manufacturing plants; develop-
ment of improved engines; 
atomic structure of viruses; and 
chemical synthesis. 

Great, but how many people 
will have the money and the 
applications in this country to 
pursue these sorts of projects? 
The question is a common one 
in the industry: "What are they 
going to do with it?" 

At the moment it is still up in 
the air but, as the saying goes, 
it's gotta land somewhere (or on 
someone). In the meantime, 
anyone who wants a crack at 
writing the best Tattslotto pro-
gram in Australia can contact Dr 
John O'Callaghan on (062) 
43 3204.  

EDOR electronics has in-
troduced a low-cost power 
spike filter to the Australian 
market. Designed in Australia, 
the Computer Protector ensures 
good attenuation performance 
at frequencies up to 300 MHz. 
The protectors are completely 
sealed to ensure safety for the 
user and are available in 1, 3, 

.6 and 10 amps. 
For more information contact 

Edor Electronics, 8 Bernhardt 
Avenue, Hoppers Crossing 
3030, or phone (03) 749 2605. J 

Disk Copying 
NASHUA Discs has begun a 
media transfer and software 
duplication service in its Service 
Centre at Willoughby NSW. The 
service will provide software 
copying and data transfer for 
bona fide owners and licen-
sees. 

Program and data files can 
be transferred between operat- 

ing systems in both 20 cm and 
13 cm formats for most popular 
models of microcomputer in Au-
stralia. Sixty formats are cur-
rently available and copying 
features include full format, 
copy and verification to ensure 
reliability of each copy. 

For more information contact 
Steve Bonner on (02) 958 2044. 

SANYO" (FROM $1495...., 
PERSONAL/HOME COMPUTER. 

IBM COMPATIBLE 
FEATURES 
8088 Processor (16 Bit) 

(Same as IBM/PC) 
MSDOS — (Optional 

CPM86 
128K RAM/Colour 
Single 160K Drive 
with Dual Drive option 
Green Screen Monitor 
(Optional) 
Dual 160K Drives 

(Optional 320 K) 
Green Screen Monitor 

Software Package 
Includes: Wordstar, 
Mailmerge, Spellstar, 
Datastar, 	Reportstar, 
Supersort 

(Normal price $2600) 
SPECIAL SOFTWARE PRICE 

$495 

Melbourne's largest range of programs 
Friendly expert advice and service 
Easy access — plenty of parking 

axwel
l 162-164 NICHOLSON ST. ABBOTSFORD 

(near Hoddle Street) Telephone: 419 6811 Ji 

J1r.,,, 	II 	 
OFFICE EQUIPMENT (VIC) PTY. LTD. 

OPEN SATURDAY MORNINGS 
Established 1968 — Member of 0.E.I.A. 

I-1000LE ST. 

MAXWELL 

	1 
-0. 

0 
	 2 

0 

Collinowood 
,Football 

Ground 
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	NEWS 	  
Enhanced Commodore Operating System  Computerland goes to China 
BC-BASIC fills in the gaps, ac-
cording to the publicity about it. 
It is a plug-in cartridge that pro-
vides an extra 104 BASIC 
keywords such as extra prog-
ramming commands, program- 
ming 	aids, 	high-resolution 
graphics and sprite commands, 
and sound chip commands and 
functions. 

There are functions to let you 
save any area in memory, 

IT looks like the pinball machine 
will be the only survivor in the 
surprising shakeout that has hit 
the video game industry. Quite 
simply, kids are getting bored 
with video games, and many ar-
cade owners and game man-
ufacturers are having to bite the 
energy pill. 

Even laser discs, much 
touted as the saviour of the 
video industry, seem to have 
fallen on hard times, being re- 

which means things like sprites 
can be saved for later use. The 
sound commands include con- 
trols 	for 	pitch, 	volume, 
waveform, filters, attack, decay, 
sustain, release, and special ef-
fects. 

For more information contact 
Micromail, 4A Merrivale Rd, 
(PO Box 454), Pymble 2073, or 
phone (02) 44 1029. To order 
phone (008) 23 0200. 

garded as costly and prone to 
failure. Nor do they represent 
much more than a new dog 
doing old tricks. 

Game revenues have fallen 
by 35 per cent in the US and 
many video game makers have 
started discounting to arcades 
in an attempt to get rid of 
stocks. And for the kids? It 
looks like back to the hambur-
gers, pinball machines and 
Coke.  

COMPUTERLAND, the world's 
largest chain of speciality com-
puter stores, has announced 
the implementation of its plans 
to form a joint venture with the 
People's Republic of China's 
Ministry for the Electronics In-
dustry, and open Computerland 
retail outlets throughout China 

The final form of the venture 
will be determined in negotia-
tions between now and the end 
of the year. Said William Mil-
lard, Computerland founder and 
chairman, "We have been told 
there is no limit to the number 
of outlets. The joint venture will 
operate as a normal part of our 
worldwide system." Computer-
land already has 653 stores in 
25 countries, and corporate pur-
chasing and distribution facili-
ties in Europe, Canada, Au-
stralia, Japan and the United 
States. 

Said Millard, "The PRC has 
an intense interest in bringing 
its country into the age of tech-
nology. By forming a partner-
ship with Computerland they  

will have access to the best 
products available from every 
manufacturer, not only in the 
US, but around the world." 

Computerland stores carry a 
selection of personal com-
puters, software and acces-
sories, with systems generally 
ranging in price from $1000 to 
$10,000. These computers are 
seen to be particularly appropri-
ate to a huge country with a 
largely agrarian population, be-
cause they are designed for 
users with no technical back-
ground. 

"We have already received 
US Government approval to 
ship a broad selection of our 
product line to Beijing for an 
exhibit this summer," said Mil-
lard. Soon to be submitted for 
US government approval is a 
program in which Computerland 
staff will train both technicians 
and a team of Chinese citizens, 
who will then train users of 
computers. Also being submit-
ted for approval is the imminent 
sale of several thousand com- 
puter systems. 	 iJ 

FRRZBT! Goes the Video Bubble 

"INCREDIBLE" NVAEWLUEIMP, 
 PERFORMANCE, 

ERINPLECRES 

IS THE ONLY WORD FOR THE NEW IMPRESSIONS 100 CPS DOT MATRIX 
CONNECTS TO 100'S OF POPULAR HOME AND BUSINESS COMPUTERS 

NEW PRODUCT INTERFACES AVAILABLE FOR 
• APPLE 
• ATARI 
• BBC MICRO 
• COMMODORE 
■ DEC 
■ DRAGON 
• EXCAt IBOR 
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• NEC 
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ALSO: 
IMPRESSIONS 3180 WAS .$41-695" 

15" PAPER 180 CPS NOW $1,295 
IMPRESSIONS S1310 WAS .$2,295
15" PAPER 300 CPS NOW $1,995  

FEATURES PLUS... 
■ A REAL WORK HORSE 
• RS-232 + CENTRONICS 

STANDARD 
IN 9 x 11 DOT MATRIX 
IN LONG RIBBON LIFE 2.5 M 

CHARACTERS 
NI PICA, ELITE, GRAPHIC, EX-

PANDED, CONDENSED, DOT 
ADDRESSABLE 

MI PRINT AND GRAPHIC QUALI 
TY IS THE BEST IN ITS 
CLASS 

Distributed in Australia by: 

SOFTWARE 
AUSTRALIA 
2 Somerfield Street 
Mt Gravatt Old 4122 
Phone (07) 349 4877 

USUALLY$495i SPECIAL INTRO $ 399. 
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Pick the right 
computer. . . 
and it will still be the 
best next year 

Dozens of computers come onto the 
market each year. They get good 
reviews; this year. Next year 
something better will come along. 
Most computers are at the forefront of 
technology when they are designed. A 
couple of years down the track they're 
second rate. When you are running a 
business you can't afford a computer 
that may let you down in a year or 
two. 

To stay ahead you need 
a better computer every 

year 
We build the Universe computer so it 
can be upgraded as technical 
improvements come along, or as your,  
needs grow. Its totally modular design 
means it can be continually upgraded 
both in hardware and software. As new 
developments come along, Universe 
can take advantage of them first. It 
also means that Universe owners are 
never caught out with less computer 
than they need. Any model Universe 
can he upgraded to any other. 

How far can a computer 
grow? 

Most computers have very 
little expansion capability 
to meet your growing needs. 
Universe has almost  

unlimited expansion capability. To 
give numbers: 
Memory to 6 megabytes, storage to 
200 megabytes. While you may never 
need this sort of capacity, it does 
mean you are unlikely to run out of 
computer. 

8 and 16 bit software. 
Can I run both? 

On most computers you run one or 
the other. On Universe you can run 
both. 
Universe takes the whole thing 
further by letting you run 8 and 16 bit 
software together in both a single user  

(CP/M 8-16) or multiuser (MP/M 8-
16) installation. 

Networking versus 
Multiuser. Avoid an 

Information Bottleneck 
Eventually you'll probably want to 
have more than one person using the 
computer at a time. Accounts and 
sales or wordprocessing and data 
entry. Most computers get around this 
by offering 'Networking': this means 
that several computers share the same 
data storage. In typical business 
situations this arrangement is 
unworkably slow. Universe uses an 
alternative and much faster 
Multiuser system. Each user 
shares part of the central computer 
and data with a huge increase in 
speed of access to data. 

Multiple Program 
Selection. Unique to 

Universe but Essential 
to Every Business. 

A fully 'computerised' office runs 6 to 
8 programs or packages during a day. 
Most computers let you run one at a 
time. Our unique MPS (Multiple 
Program Selection) allows you to 

switch between any 10 
CP/M 80 programs 
almost instantly. UNIVERS 

SUPERCOMPUTER 
Fill in the coupon below for a free copy of our 'Who, What, When and 
How book of computers. Or call your nearest AED sales engineer who 

will personally give you the whole story. 

Name 	  

Address 	 

Postcode 	  
July YC 

_ 

II••••p •INVIII MIMS ATM 

/54E15 
Sydney: Suite 3, Prospect 
Industrial Centre, 2 Stoddart Rd. 
Prospect 2149 (02)636 7677 
Melbourne: 53 Waverley Rd., 
East Malvern VIC (03)211 5542 
Canberra: 217 Northbourne Ave 
Canberra ACT (062)47 3403 



So you own a home computer, and with it you've 
battled aliens, balanced your chequebook, played a 
stimulating game of chess and perhaps amused yourself 
with the pleasures of BASIC programming. Well, what 
next? How about music? Simon Leadley investigates the 
ways in which computers may be used to produce music. 

MUSICAL 
COMPUTING  

HISTORICALLY, musical instrument 
manufacturers have been quick to 
adopt newly available technology. 
Music is of universal interest and is 
usually regarded as a leisure pastime, 
and perhaps it is natural that tech-
nologists should try to use new 
technology in an enjoyable manner as 
well as for purely utilitarian applications. 
So it is not surprising that the latest 
instruments draw heavily on computer 
technology. 

Sound Sampling 
For years synthesiser manufacturers 
have boasted that their particular 
instrument could emulate the sounds 
of real instruments, with varying 
degrees of success. Not until the 
advent of the digital age has this 
dream become a reality; enter the 
miracle of sound sampling. So what 
is this mysterious concept, and how 
does it work? 

Sound sampling basically involves 
looking at a voltage waveform a 
number of times a second, each time 
writing down the voltage level at that 
instant and storing it in computer 
memory as a digital number for recall 
at a later time. 

The 
PPG Music 
Computer System, 
with its central 
component, the 
Waveterm, and 
built-in monitor 
screen. 
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Figure 2. Measurement of rainfall 
between two points of time is 
analogous to sound sampling. 

Figure 1. Sound sampling of a waveform. 
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(c) 
(b) 
(a) 
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samples 
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' . Rain 
• 

47.31t1<1.45.15C841rs..... 
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Figure 3. Diagrammatical representation 
of the steps inside a voltage-controlled 
synthesiser. 

Voltage 
(0-10 V) 

Amplitude 

Attack 

Sustain 

Figure 4. Diagrammatical representation 
of the stages which make up a complete 
sound, involving attack, decay, sustain, 
release (see box in 'Synthesis and Chips' 
article for a fuller explanation). 

■MUSICAL COMPUTING 

This can be likened to the way the 
weatherman can tell how much rain 
has fallen by checking the rain gauge 
each hour (sample rate) and comparing 
it to the last reading (last sample 
value) — see figures 1 and 2. 

The advantage of sound sampling 
is that when done properly there is 
no degradation in the sound; copies 
of the waveform may be made again 
with no loss of quality. The waveform 
may be altered at will by merely 
altering the digital numbers in memory. 

Modern instruments that utilise the 
sound sampling technique include the 
Emulator and the Fairlight. This 
sound sampling technique also forms 
the basis of the new generation of 
drum machines such as the Drumulator, 
the Linn Drum and the Drumtracks. 

In a machine such as the Emulator, 
when a sound has been sampled and 
stored in memory, pressing a key on 
the keyboard will initiate the conversion 
process from digital to analogue, and 
which key is pressed determines the 
rate at which this process occurs and 
hence the frequency of the note 
played. In this way one note on an 
instrument may be sampled and then 
extrapolated to encompass a whole 
range of frequencies. 

Although in a real instrument the 
harmonic structure of a note changes 
over its frequency range and hence 
the sound will be different, the 
sampled version can still be very 
convincing. The only way to convinc-
ingly emulate the whole instrument 
would be to sample each note 
separately, but that would require 
huge amounts of memory. In a 
typical system with a sampling rate of 
30 kHz and an 8-bit format, to store 
one second of information requires 
240 Kbits of memory, or 32 Kbytes 
of RAM. 
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The highest frequency you wish to 
record also determines the amount of 
memory used. For a 15 kHz bandwidth, 
a sample frequency of 30 kHz is 
used (twice the maximum frequency). 
In modern digital recording a sample 
rate of 44.1 kHz is used and a 
massive data rate of about 2.08 
Mbits per second! That's a lot of 
RAM in anyone's language! 

The main advantage of digital 
sound sampling is its versatility. The 
sound may be easily manipulated, 
displayed, analysed or otherwise 
processed by merely altering the bits 
in memory through a control program. 
An extensive use of this application 
has been realised in the Fairlight 
Computer Musical Instrument, the first 
generation of completely digital 
synthetic sound generation. But more 
on the Fairlight later. 

Computer-Controlled Synths 
Let's not forget the ubiquitous 
voltage-controlled synth that was 
pioneered by Mr Moog in a time 
when the equivalent to an Apple II 
took up a basketball stadium and 
required its own electricity substation 
to operate it. It has certainly weathered 
the test of time. Even the most 
modern voltage-controlled synthesisers, 
and synth chips, all operate in the 
same manner as the original did (see 
Figure 3). 

Each module of the synth operates 
according to the voltage applied to its 
control. For example, the VCC will 
change pitch according to the control 
input; a change of one volt will 
double the frequency or, if you prefer, 
provide an octave pitch change. A 
keyboard can be used to provide this 
change, as each adjacent key will 
increase or decrease the voltage by 
one-twelfth of a volt, or a semi-tone  

change in the oscillator. Similarly, the 
filter will open and close according to 
a voltage, and the ADSR (Attack, 
Decay, Sustain and Release — see 
box in 'Synthesis and Chips' article) 
curves for a sound may be defined 
by a voltage under the control of a 
VCA (voltage-controlled amplifier) —
see Figure 4. 

Combinations of the control voltages 
will result in different sounds, but it 
wasn't until the advent of the micro-
processor that the sounds could be 
easily retrieved from memory. Before 
computer control, in order to change 
a sound the new parameters had to 
be entered via the controls on a front 
panel, and sometimes there were 
easily 50-70 parameters to change —
not an easy task during a break 
between songs, and virtually impossible 
during a song. 

Enter the computer. Rather than 
store the actual sounds as in sound 
sampling, the computer merely stores 
the value, at any one time, of the 
particular parameters that are on the 
front panel. Again, analogue-to-digital 
and digital-to-analogue techniques are 
used, but this time only to look at a 
voltage on a particular control, so if 
there are 70 controls on the panel 
only 70 bytes are needed to completely 
define the sound. So it isn't un-
reasonable for modern keyboards to 
have the capability for 50 complex 
sounds to be contained in non-volatile 
memory, with the added advantage 
that a cassette or disk interface may 
be included to extend the memory 
capabilities. 

The state-of-the-art keyboards in 
this range include the Prophet T-8 
and the Rhodes Chroma. The 
Chroma contains two on-board 
processors which handle parameter 
storage, velocity information, keying I> 



There really is a difference 
in diskette brands.  

It's in the way they are 
made. 

Because the computer 
industry cannot afford 
variation in the quality of 
diskettes, at Nashua we 
looked for, and found a 
way to ensure absolute 
consistency. 

Here's how we do it. 
Quality Circles.  

At Nashua we've found 
the best way to attain this 
`consistency' is to ensure 
that at each stage of 
production our diskettes 

are statistically checked to 
make sure the quality is 

'built-in' every step of the 
way. 

Rather than long 
production lines, we have 
`Quality Circles' — small 
groups of people whose job 
it is to make sure that each 
Nashua diskette is right in 
the first place. 

The result is a diskette 
with such consistency, that 
it is chosen by those people 
who can't afford mistakes. 

Phone Sydney 958 2044, 
Melbourne 428 0501, 
Brisbane 369 4244, 
Adelaide 42 0021, 
Perth 328 1888, 
Darwin 816204. 

\'Nashua 
There really is a difference. 
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The Rhodes Chroma and Apple II combinations; two keyboards to play on! 

information and data transfer to and 
from a host computer such as an 
Apple II, which allows parameters to 
be displayed on a VDU and real-time 
sequencing (digital recording) with up 
to eight voices to be played at any 
one time by computer control. Rather 
than the computer storing any music 
or sounds in its memory, it merely 
contains the digital information that 
allows it to control the synthesiser at 
any time. 

Having synthesiser architecture built 
around a microprocessor also means 
that the synths are inherently more 
flexible. Certain wheels and footpedals 
may be programmed to control 
different functions of any sound, so a 
footpedal need not only control the 
sustain of a sound as it normally 
does, but may, for example, control 
the opening or closing of the filter. 
Any software updates that are likely 
to improve the instrument's flexibility 
are merely implemented by changing 
the ROM chips that control the  

microprocessor, so the synth is less 
likely to be superseded by a new 
one, as used to be the case, every 
few months. 

External Sound Hardware 
With the addition of outboard oscillators 
and filters your own home computer 
can become a powerful instrument in 
its own right. As we have seen, the 
computer is used merely as a 
controller, but one that may be 
reconfigured merely by changing the 
software that controls it. 

Many add-on external sound 
hardware packages are available, 
ranging from simple sound effects 
units to full polyphonic synthesisers. 
The most popular micro at present 
for this type of interfacing is the 
Apple II. Packages like the Soundchaser 
from Passport Designs, which boasts 
a 49-note, four-octave keyboard and 
a 16-oscillator digital synthesiser to 
allow programmable frequency, 
amplitude and waveform modulation,  

merely plug into the slots in an Apple 
II + or Ile, or compatible computer. 
The Soundchaser retails for about 
$2000, and is distributed by Com-
puMusic, PO Box 57, Glebe 2037. 
(02) 692-9875. 

The Alpha Syntauri system is also 
based around the Apple computer 
and boasts a wide range of features 
that are found on only some of the 
most expensive professional synthe-
sisers. The Alpha Syntauri is distributed 
by Hutchings Keyboards, 9 Edgecliff 
Rd, Bondi Junction 2026. (02) 387-5507. 

What both these external sound 
hardware packages have above the 
pro-synth is the ability to be hooked 
up to printers for printing music. As 
well as being a great advantage for 
the composer, this means they can 
also be used in teaching music. 
Music courses are available on disk, 
and use the instrument keyboard, the 
computer keyboard and the hard copy 
from the printer as teaching aids. 

What can you hope to do with the 
many systems that are available 
today? Many people criticise computer 
music, saying it lacks the 'feel' of 
real musical instruments, but anyone 
who has seen Gallipoli would have to 
admit that the music of Jean-Michelle 
Jarre blends perfectly with the 
atmosphere of the movie. Vangelis 
has also provided movies such as 
'Bladerunner' and 'Chariots of Fire' 
with music that conventional methods 
of composition and orchestration 
would have failed to match. 

Imagination is the key to any 
effective use of music, and married 
with computers the limits are certainly 
extended to a degree that has 
hitherto been unknown. With computers 
reaching further and further into our 
lives every day and becoming more 
affordable, it is inevitable that the 
more pleasurable sides of their use 
will be explored. 

Besides the soundtracks mentioned, 
some other modern albums that 
borrow heavily from modern computer 
synthesiser technology include: 'Tears 
for Fears'; 'Peter Gabriel'; 'Oblivion by 
Utopia' (uses OB-8 synth, DSX 
sequencer and DMX drum (digital 
machine)); and 'Logic' by Logic 
Systems (Japan), which is all computer 
bar voice and guitar. 

References 
Musical Applications of Microproces-
sors, by Hal Chamberlain (Hayden). 
Chroma Owners' Manual, by CBS. 
Emulator Operators' Manual, by EMU 
Systems. 	 Li 
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You probably don't want to 
connect 254 Personal Com luters together... 

but if you do, or you want that comfortable eeling of 
A TIT PR can do  I. A. 	 it. 

If you've already bought Personal Computers and 
they are not ours, we won't say you've made the wrong 
decision - we can probably help you expand. You see 
our network can also link IBM, Apple and 
other Personal Computers. 

With the Adler Fileserver and local area 
network you can build up a network of 
interconnecting Adler Personal or Business 
Computers sharing programmes, data and 
Winchester disk storage. The system is easy to 
install and CP/M or MS-DOS programmes can 
be quickly transferred to the Fileserver. 

Programmes and data can be accessed by 
any number of authorised staff, allowing you to 
create one central database of information and IN OFFICE COMMUNICATIONS" 	multi-user Word Processing systems. 
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eliminate unnecessary duplication. 
Access times to the Winchester disk are far faster than 

to floppy disk and just one Adler Fileserver with 10, 20, 40 
or 85 Megabytes of storage can be accessed by as 
many as 254 Personal Business Computers. 

All data stored on disk can be quickly copied 
onto a 20 Megabyte tape streamer integrated 

into the fileserver cabinet at a rate of 6 minutes 
per 20 Megabytes. 

Adler develops, manufactures, markets, 
programs, installs and services a complete 

range of office products including our famous 
typewriters, low cost Personal Computers, dual 
8 and 16 Bit Business Computers and single and 



From the beginning of civilisation, developments in the 
art of music-making have been closely influenced by the 
expansion of technology. Early flutes as well as swords 
were fashioned from metal by our ancestors, and 
nowadays recent advances in electronics have made our 
music-making machines more powerful, more controllable 
- and more affordable. 

6.4 

The Fairlight Computer Musical Instrument, developed in Australia, 
26 	represents the state of the art In the marriage of music and 

computers. 

By Andrew Symaniz. 

THE MUSIC-MAKER of the eighties 
is increasingly expanding his or her 
role to become a hybrid composer, 
musician, and conductor all rolled into 
one — a person who to varying 
degrees is also becoming a computer 
programmer. Not only is the hardware 
of the musician beginning to look 
distinctly more 'computerish', but 
some of the latest micros are starting 
to sound distinctly musical! 

The Musical 
Computer/Instrument 
Even the cheapest personal computers 
on the market have some facility for 
creating sound. Although limited for 
more serious music-making, all kinds 
of unusual sounds may be squeezed 
out of the most mute-seeming micros, 
such as the Sinclair ZX81, via a 
cheap transistor AM radio. With the 
radio tuned between stations you can 
pick up deep, mellow, low tones, 
high-pitched pips in rapid succession, 
through to sawmill or even FM-type 
percussive bell sounds; interesting, 
perhaps, but in practical terms 
restrictive and not easy to control. 

A better solution is to attach to the 
computer an 'el cheapo' piece of 
synthesiser hardware called the `Zon 
X', which has three channels for 
either tones or white noise. These 
sound channels, as well as the mixed 
output envelope, can be controlled 
with a few POKEs from the infamous 
Sinclair keyboard. 

Since the updated Sinclair Spectrum 
was originally conceived as a sound-
producing computer it also contains 
an internal piezo speaker and a high-
level sound command (called 'Beep') 
with two parameters, which are used 
to control the length of the sound as 
well as the pitch. Niftily, because the 
pitch parameters can either be integer 
or floating point numbers, the note 
pitches can be tuned to wildly 
eccentric scales (in the spirit of Harry 
Partch — with 43 notes to the octave) 
if so desired. 

Computers incorporating sound 
chips are substantially superior to 
those which can only produce tones 
of various frequencies by switching a 
current on and off (which is extremely 
wasteful of computer time in the 
context of music production). Ideally, 
these special chips incorporate 
digitally controlled oscillators with 
built-in timers which automatically 



Envelopes and ADSR 

Figure 1. 
yoIlege envelope 

• I. A 01. ( 

Figure 2. 

key pressed 

Figures 1 and 2 graphically depict the 
concept of ADSR — attack, decay, sustain, 
release. 'Attack' is the initial phase of a 
sound; it then starts to 'decay', remains 
'sustained' at a constant level for a time, 
and then dies away as the sound is 
'released'. The steepness of the attack 
and the timing of the other phases of the 
sound contribute to different kinds of 
sounds: a sharp attack gives a percussive 
sound, while a more gradual attack curve 
produces a mellower sound. Computer 
control (or a synthesiser) allows you to 
vary these factors at will (within the 
constraints of the machine you're using, of 
course). 

The 'envelope' is this complete sound, 
consisting of its ADSR variations — and 
thus its amplitude — over time. The 
function of an envelope 'shaper', therefore, 
is to shape the amplitude of a note. A 
synthesiser must have at least one 
envelope generator, which is fired by the 
trigger or gate pulse produced by the 
keyboard. 

There are several different types of 
envelope generator, but the most common 
are the ADSR — or simply ADS —
configurations described here. The ADS 
generator produces a rising waveshape, 
whose rise time depends on the attack 
control setting. When this reaches a 
maximum level, the voltage drops back to 
a rate dependent on the decay control, 
until it reaches the set sustain level, 
where the voltage remains until the key is 
released. It then dies away at the decay 
rate. The ADSR envelope performs in 
almost the same way, except the release 
time can be different from the decay time. 

generate the required on-off signals 
at varying speeds under control of 
the computer's processor, leaving the 
computer free for more important 
tasks — for example, reading and/or 
processing timbre or real-time perfor-
mance information. 

There are several pre-programmed 
sound-effect commands provided for 
use in BASIC programs (producing 
noises suggested by their names —
Zap, Ping, Explode, Shoot), as well  

as three parameter-definable com-
mands — 'Sound, 'Music' and 'Play'. 
The 'Sound' and 'Music' commands 
are used to select any of the three 
available channels, the noise frequency 
(or in the case of 'Music', the 
semitone interval in the range from C 
to B) and the relative volume level. 
The 'Play' command controls the 
envelope shaping characteristics and 
can control sounds defined by 
'Sound' and 'Music'. 

More Potential 
A more sophisticated computer with 
sound potential is the BBC Micro, 
with its three tone channels and a 
white noise generator. Four parameters 
can be set using the BASIC keyword 
'Sound',: channel select, pitch of note, 
duration of note and a curious dual-
purpose parameter that determines 
either the volume level or specifies 
one of four separate envelopes (see 
Figures 1 and 2 for an explanation of 
'envelopes' in synthesiser terms), 
which can be user-defined and kept 
in memory for use on any or all 
channels in any combination. 

The 'Envelope' command itself is 
particularly comprehensive, taking 14 
different parameter values that are 
used to define not only separate 
ADSR (attack, decay, sustain, release) 
settings but also for defining several 
variations of frequency (or pitch 
envelope shaping) which may be 
required while the note is being 
played. 

The sound chip in the BBC is the 
Texas Instruments SN76489, which 
contributes to the powerful degree of 
control the user has over sound 
shaping. However, the waveforms 
generated by the device (as is the 
case with most micro 'soundware') 
are still the familiar harsh-sounding 
squarewave tones, which always 
seem to remind the listener of the 
video arcade environment no matter 
how much these sounds are doctored 
with amplitude or frequency enveloping. 

Not so, however, in the case of the 
6581 Sound Interface Device (SID) 
manufactured by Commodore and at 
present used exclusively in their own 
personal computers such as the 
Commodore 64. In essence the SID 
is a three-oscillator 'proper' synthesiser 
on a chip, comprising for each voice: 

• A programmable ADSR envelope 
generator. 

• A choice of four different waveforms 
(triangle, sawtooth, pulse and 
noise). 

• A master volume. 
• Programmable low-pass, high-pass 

and band-pass filter sections. 
The musical range spans eight 

octaves, and the 16-bit resolution of 
the digitally controlled sound generators, 
in terms of frequency, permits a 
resolution of 1/50 Hz per step. As 
such, portamenti and glissandi may 
be swept with inaudible stair-step ap-
proximations. 

The chip makes remarkably efficient 
use of the Commodore 64's processing 
time, since it is totally digitally 
controlled and therefore does not 
require a host of D/A converters for 
accepting and directing various control 
voltages, as is the case in the usual 
micro-controlled synth set-up. Rather 
than looking up amplitude data from 
memory, all the envelope generation 
is done on-chip, which frees the 
micro (as well as the programmer!) 
for other operations. 

By directly interfacing the SID chip 
digitally, the Commodore 64 is 
capable of some very impressive 
synthesised sounds, although, because 
there are no high-level music-related 
commands built into the ROM BASIC 
on the 64, the prospect of driving the 
chip from BASIC via POKEs can be 
somewhat daunting to the busy 
musician with limited computing ex-
perience. 

However, the potential is there. For 
example, since the duty cycle of the 
pulse waveform can be swept with 
accuracy, a very smooth pulse width 
modulation effect can be produced 
(with no audible stepping) which adds 
'motion' to the sounds, as the 
harmonic content of the tone is 
dynamically shuttled between the 
extremes of bright, hollow squarewaves 
and 'nasal' pulses. 

'Hard Sync' effects, characteristic of 
synthesisers such as the Prophet, 
can be obtained by synchronising the 
fundamental frequencies of any two 
oscillators together; and a wide range 
of complex harmonic interactions is 
possible by varying the frequency of 
one oscillator with respect to the 
other. 	 E> 
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Another bit (on the same control 

register containing the hard sync 
option) sets up the possibility for ring 
modulation of one oscillator by 
another, thus generating the distinctive 
metallic chiming sounds this effect 
produces. 

Furthermore, by setting yet another 
bit in the same register, the oscillator 
is reset to the start of the cycle; 
opening up all sorts of possibilities for 
generating highly complex waveforms 
— from synchronising the oscillator to 
external triggering (controlled in real 
time with the appropriate software), to 
generating complex phase or frequency 
modulation effects. There is even a 
gate-bit which can be reset to 
manipulate the function of the 
envelope generator at any point 
during the ADSR cycle (for triggering 
an early release or retriggering 
multiple attack cycles within the 
duration of a note). 

Even more sophisticated modulation 
generator patches can be set up by 
feeding the control registers with the 
changing values found in one of the 
'readable' registers. For example, the 
rise and fall of the third oscillator 
waveform or envelope, or perhaps 
even both, can be followed by the 
microprocessor and plugged back into 
the oscillator, filter frequency or pulse 
width registers of one of the other 
oscillators. 

With a low frequency sawtooth 
modulator you might set up a siren-
like patch, whereas a low frequency 
triangle can be used for controlling 
vibrato on another voice. 'Sample-and-
hold' is even possible by using the 
noise waveform to modulate either 
the tones of another voice and/or its 
filter frequency. Since the low-pass 
and high-pass filters can be manipulated 
to produce band-pass or perhaps 
notch filter response characteristics, if 
used in conjunction with the 'sample-
and-hold' patching, tunes could be 
played with each note sounding 
distinct in timbre from the previous 
one — all automatically taken care of 
by the computer at virtually machine 
code speed, and requiring no further 
human intervention. 

Human Interface 
In an attempt to quell any overexcite-
ment from the ranks of the Musicians' 
Union regarding the 'inhumanity of 
computer music', I should point out that 
they may rest at peace (RAP?), for 
Commodore has made several provis- 
ions for external human interfaces! 	I> 

Sound Seq-Editor Program for Commodore 64 
50 REM ft. SOUND SEQ-EDITOR FOR COMMODORE-64ft* AUTHOR.A SyMANiz 	  
79 REM 
80 REM.** "mr. - [ REVERSE ON) 
BI REM 
82 REM.** 	= [SHIFT-C1 
83 REM 
84 REM*** °X.  . [SHIFT-VI 
85 REM 
86 REM*** .8.  . (SHIFT-SI 
87 REM 
88 REM*" 	[SHIFT-E1 
89 REM 
90 REM." "_. = (SHIFT-R1 
91 REM 
92 REM**. 	. [REVERSE OFF) 
93 REM 
97 REM*** INITIALIZING 	  
98 GOSUB107.POKE532130,0.POKE53281,0.PRINTCHR.M 129) 
99 AD.8.SR.12.14.33.W*."5..HP.E1LP.0 
100 DIM NOS(100),NOX(100),DH7X86),OLX(96) 
101 00T02100 
102 GOSUB107.PRINT-HAND ON WHILE 1 DO A BIT OF HOUSEKEEPING 	 ..PRINT 
L03 FORX=070100 
104 NOIKX)." ..NOZXX)=-1 
105 NEXT 
106 GOSUB5000.RETURN 
107 PRINT-X.RETURN 
109 REM*** COMPOSE MODE NOTE INP 	  
110 PRINT.PRINT,PRINT.ENTER NOTE AND <CR>" 
120 PRINT.PRINT.TERMINATE SEQUENCE WITH 	t<CR).[PRINT 
200 REM****INPUT NOTES 
210 FORK-07089 
300 PRINT'INOTEN.,K.1, -M1..t.INPUT NOSKIL, 
340 IFNDS<K)..8.THE11GO9UB107.FORX.07010.PRINT.NEXT.RETURN 
400 AS=NOWK).008U88000 
450 GOSUB1000 
500 NEXTK 
550 PRINT-MAXIMUM OF"110 .NOTES..RETURN 
600 REMtff SCREEN VERIFYING 	  
602 FORX.070101PRINT[NEXT 
605 PRINT,PRINT,PRINT.PRINT.PR(N7 
608 PRINT.  
610 FORJ.OTOK-1 
700 PRINTNO*KJ),CHRIK58)( 
800 NEXTJ 
900 PRINTCHR.Ixt57)1.PRINT. -.RETURN 
1000 REM**. CALCULATING NOTE NUMBER ******* ***************** *****************t 
1010 POKE532130.0 
1015 RESTORE 
1020 FORX.07095 
1040 READH.REMDL.READNA. 
1060 IFNOSKK).NLOTHENNOXLK).XIRETURN 
1080 FEXTH 
1082 IFNOWK)..X.THENNOSKK).. uNOWK)-85.K.K.I.RETURN 
1083 IFNOWK)..-.THENNOAKK).° ..NOX(K).951K.K-1 ,RETuRm 
1084 IFNOWK)..E.THENNOSKK).° .[NOX<K).95.K.K-ItRETuRN 
1085 IFNOIMK)..t.THENNDSKK)f . .[NOWK).95.K.K-IIRETURN 
1090 POKE53280,7.PRINT.NOS<K)-.11 ...1121X<K).851K.K.I.RETURN 
2050 pRINT.PRINT.PRINTIWNOTES WERE USE0..PRINT.PRINT.RETURN 
2100 REM*** MAIN MENU 	  
2105 PRINT.PRINT.PRINT.7177700 YOU WANT TD-(PRINT 
2110 PRINT-COMPOSE A SEQUENCE 7 	<SHIFT C)" 
2130 PRINT"VERIFY SEQUENCE 7 	 <SHIFT V>- 
2150 PRINT-SAVE ONTO TAPE 7 	 <SHIFT SI.  
2200 PRINT-EDIT THE SEQUENCE 7 	<SHIFT E>- 
2250 PRINT-READ FROM TAPE 7 	 <SHIFT RI" 
2300 PRINT.PRINTCHRIK150WPLAY THE SEQUENCE 7 	< 	E 	)- 
2350 PRINT-REDEFINE SOUND 7 	 < 	t 	129) 
2500 GETAS.IFAS..-THEN2500 
2600 GOSUB 8000 
2800 00T02100 
3000 REM*** WRITE TO TAPE Ft 	  
3010 PRINT-FILENAME 7 	<16 CHAS 
3020 INPUT Ff 
3100 OPEN1,1,1,F* 
3110 FORX.OTOK-1 
3120 PRINTOI,NOX<X) 
3130 NEXT 
3140 CLOSE! 
3200 RETURN 
4000 REMORA READ FROM TAPE Fl 	  
4010 pRINT.FILENAVE 7 	<16 CHRS 
4020 INPUT FA 
4110 OPEN1,1,0,F$ 

Listing continued on page 30. 
you do not exceed the 100 note limit. 
You may also re-define the default 
parameters at any point, either while 
composing or following editing or 
reading from tape. In this way you can 
test the partly finished sequence using 
different sounds. If you lose track of 
what your sequence of notes looks 
like, you can verify the note memory 
on screen at any stage. 

The note names the program 

With this program it is possible to 
compose short sequences of notes (up 
to 100 notes in length) and play them 
back while still composing. You can go 
back and edit any of the notes at any 
time, and if you want to save the 
sequence on tape you can do so, 
giving it a unique filename. If you read 
back the sequence at some later time, 
you can re-edit the notes as desired 
and even add extra notes, providing 
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"I've been writing 
business programs on 
the same computer 
for 41/2  years. 

It's still state•ofthe•art." 
Dick Blume. Computer Software Consultant 

 

B uying the right business 
computer was one of the 
hardest decisions I've ever 
made. As a software 

consultant I need a computer that is 
always the best available. Impossible, 
you might think in the fast changing 
world of computers? So did I until I 
bought a Universe. 

4I bought the very first 
Universe—so long ago they 

hadn't even invented 
the name!' 

At the time (over four years ago), my 
Universe was `state-of-the-art', with a 
4MHz Z80 (8 bit), 48K of memory, 80 
column display and 600K of disk 
capacity. There is no way this would 
be adequate for me or my clients 
now. 

`Without the Universe, 
I could not have stayed 

state of the art' 
If I had bought any other computer it 
could not have been upgraded 
sufficiently to keep up with my work 
needs. I would have been forced to 
upgrade by selling the machine or 
compromise in my work for my 
clients. 

How I did it 
`My Universe has been 
upgraded 8 times — it's a 

great investment' 
I like to boast that my Universe was 
running both 8 and 16 bit software 
before IBM ever thought of the PC. 
But jokes aside, owning a Universe 
has enabled me to get the benefits of 
the latest technology first and at low 
cost. I now run 8 and 16 bit 
processors, more and faster memory, 
a different terminal, more elaborate 
I/O facilities and more disk capacity. 

`Software and data 
are always secure' 

Working for R.M. Smith, one of 
Sydney's fastest growing wholesale 
grocery firms has taught me how 
essential it is to be able to upgrade 
while securing software and data. 
I am lucky that RM. Smith use 
Universe. As a result, their computer 
system has been able to cope with 
300% expansion in 2 years and has 
never lost one bit of data during this 
time. Reliability has been outstanding 
by any standard. Total 
downtime, with 3 machines 
has been 2 hours total. 
Whatever way you look at it, 
the Universe is one hell of a  

computer for a business to have on its 
side." 

Universe Supercomputer 
Specifications 

❑ Runs both 8 and 16 bit, single and 
multiuser. All standard operating 
systems including CP/M & CP/M 86 
with Multitasking, CP/M 8-16 'PLUS' 
(8 and 16 bit at the same time), 
MP/M 8-16 'PLUS' and MP/M 86 
(Multitasking, Multiuser 16 bit with 
ultra high speed 10MHz processor). 
Access to a massive software base. 
Expansion as and when you need it. 
❑ Multiple Program Selection 
(MPS). Our version of CP/M can 
swap between any mixture of up to 
ten separate programs almost 
instantly. 
❑ Memory may be expanded up to 1 
Megabyte and disk storage up to 20() 
Megabytes. 

Impressed? Astounded? Then call 
your nearest AED sales engineer for 
the whole story. 

Sydney: Suite 3, Prospect 
Industrial Centre, 2 Stoddart Rd. 
Prospect 2149 (02) 636 7677 
Melbourne: 53 Waverley Rd., 
East Malvern VIC (03) 211 5542 
Canberra: 217 Northbourne Ave 
Canberra ACT (062) 47 3403 

awe 

UNIVERSE 
SUPERCOMPUTER 

For further information please read our other advertisements on pages 19, 33 and 39. 	 July YC 



Continued from page 28 
4120 
4130 
4140 
4150 
4204 
4205 

C.0 
INPUTOI,I.G%, C):C.0 1 1 
IFST.OGOT04130 
CLOSE1 
PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
PPINT.HANG ON A MINUTE,. 

4206 PRINT.I NEED SOME TIME TO MEDITATE.  
4207 PRINT.PRINT.PRINT 
4208 PRINT.THE SEQUENCE 011 TAPE 	16..,,PRINT 
4209 REM**. RECONSTRUCT NOTE PANES 
4210 FORK=OTOC-I 
4220 RESTORE 
4240 FORX.OTO1MWE) 
.1260 READH:READL:READN$ 
4E20 NEXTX 
4300 110.S<KI.14$ 
4320 NEXTK 
4330 RETURN 
5000 REM.** FILL HI 6 LOW FRED REGISTERS 	  .• *4 	• 4. * 	• 

5002 REM*** DH% 	HI FRED DATA 
5010 REM., DU% . LOW FRED DATA 
5015 H.0 
5020 RESTORE 
5030 PEADHIREADLIREAOKM 
5035 IFH.-1THENIRETURN 
5040 DH%<10.H1OL%(H)=L 
5050 4./0-1.60705030 
5200 REM... CHANGE SOUND-PARAMETER SETTINGS 44+4144 + / 44444444 •  
5205 P0KE53280,14.POKE53281.13 
5210 PRINT.PRINT:PRINT.PRINT 
5220 PRINTTABflOWATTACK/DECAT",TAB(30),AD 
5230 PRIKaTAB(1011.SUSTAIN/RELEASE.:TAB(301)98 
5240 PRINTTAB(10)r .WAVEFORM.:TA8(31),W$ 
5250 PRINTTAB(10)1 .HIGH PULSE-WIDTH 11"/TAB(30);HP 
5260 PRIWTAB<I0)1.LOW PULSE-WIDTH It.:TAB(30),LP 
5265 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
5270 PRINT:INPUT.  REDEFINE ATTACK/DECAY (0-255›.:040 
5275 IFAD<0 OR A0)255 THEN GOSUB5380:GOTO 5270 
5280 PRINT:INPUT.  REDEFINE SUSTAIN/RELEASE <0-255:.:SR 
5285 IFSR<0 OR SP)255 THEN GOSUB5360:GOTO 5280 
5290 PRINT:INPUT.  REDEFINE WAVEFORM <T,S,P,11)•11,/$ 
5300 IFWS..T" THEN W.17.6070 5370 
5310 IF618..S.  THEN 14.33:60TO 5370 
5320 IFWS=.P.  THEN W.65.GOTO 5350 
5330 IFW$."N" THEfl W=12910070 5370 
5340 GOTO 5290 
5350 PRINT:1NpUT.  REDEFINE HIGH PULSE-WIDTH N <0-15,.114P 
5355 IFHP<0 OR HPIS THEN GOSUB53801GOTD 5350 
5360 PRINT.INPUT.  REDEFINE LOW PULSE-WIDTH V <0-255) ,ILP 
5365 IFLP 0 OR LP:255 THEN G0SU85360:6010 5360 
5370 POKE53280,0:POKE53281,0;RETURN 
5380 PRINTTABC10,..2*...OUT OF RANGErnslr:RETURN 
5400 REM*** PLAY OSCILLATOR ONE ,1,4***4***.44, #$V4"41, 4.14,14,1, 4,0...4 4,44, ...4t 

5406 P0YE542.96.15.P0KE53220,6 :POKE53281,13.60SUB107:G0S1J8600 
5410 FORX.07099 
5420 Y.1.10%)1IFY<OTHENGOT05470 
5430 P0KE54276,0 1 POKE54277.AD I PONE54276,SR 	POKE54275.HP 	POKE54274.LP 
5440 P06654276,14 1 P0VE54273,DH%<Y> .POKE54272,01..%(T) 
5450 FORT.1T050:NEXTT 
5,460 f•EXTX 
5470 POVE54296,0.POKE53260,0:POKE53261,0.RETURN 
5600 REM*** EDIT NOTES * ******** 	************************ ***** ........ 
5605 POKE53260,ENPOKE53291,15 
5610 GOSU01071005,06600 
5615 PRINT"IIEDIT 1.141CH NOTES .; 
5620 INPUT El 
5625 IF El<=0THEN GOSU8107:PRINT.EXIT EDITING MODE.:GOSUB600.00705810 
5626 IFE1 ,/,  AND El<100THEN GOSU65800.K.E141.60SUB1000.60705610 
5630 PRINT.AAND CHANGE IT Tog.; 
5640 INPUT E2$ 
5650 .101,E1-1)=E25.KI.K. 
5660 Y=E1-1 
5670 30SU61000:K.F 1 
5700 60705610 
5900 Z.K.FORZ=KTOEI:NOM2)=.01 6.160SU810001NEXT2:00705610 
5810 POKE53280.0:POKE53261.0:RETURN 
7000 REM**. DATA 	HI FRED , LON FRED , NOTE KAKE 	 ***** 	******** 
7100 DATA 1,18,C-4,1,35,CM-4,1.52,D-4. 	1,70,00-4.1,90,6-4,1,110,F-4 
7150 DATA 1,132,F11-4,1.155,6-4.1.179.611-4,. 	1,205,A-4,1,233,0N-4,2.6,8-4 
7200 DATA 2,37,C-3,2.69,CM-3.2,104.0-3, 	2.140,13143.2.179,E-3,2,220.F -3 
7250 DATA 3,9,FM-3.3.54.0-3,3,103.0N-3, 	3,155,A-3.3,210,AR -3,4,12.8-3 
7300 DATA 4,73.C-2,4,139,CM-2,4.206,D-2, 	5.25.011-2,5,103,E -2.5,185,F -2 
7750 DATA 6,16,FR-2,6.108,6-2.6.206.GO -2, 	7,53,0-2.7.163,04 -2,8.23,8-2 
7400 DATA 8,147,C-, 9,21.00-.9,159.0- . 	10,60,011-,10,205,E-,11,114.F - 
7490 DATA12,32.F0- ,12.216,6-,13,156,04 - , 	14.107,0-,15.70.AN - 
7500 DATA16,47,8-. 17,37,C,16.42,CO3 	16.63,0.20,100,0N 
7550 DATA21.154,E.22.227,F.24.63,F11. 	25.177.6,27.56.01,28,214.A 
7600 DATA30,141,AN,32.94.13.34,75,C4, 	36,85,C04,38,126,134 
7650 DAT1140,200.0.14,43.52.E+,45,190,F*. 	48,127,Ft.4.51,67,G* 
7700 DATA54.111,1344.57.172.44.61.126.0114. 	64,192.84.68.149,E42 
775.: DATA72.169,C0112.76,252.042. 	 81.161,011.2, 86,105,E.2.91.140.F.2 
7900 DATA96,254.F0142.102.194.042, 	 108.223.6012,115.88,A42 
71)50 OATA122,52.h1142.129,120,9+2,137,43, 	C43,145,63,C1113.153,247.013 
7990 DATA183.31.011.3,172,210,E*3. 	 163,25,F*3,193.252,F4 4 3 
7950 DATA205.133.613.217.189.01143. 	 230.176,A+3,244.103.0.1 1 3, 0.0,REST 
79E0 DATA -1,-I.i 
8000 REM**** COMMAND INSTRUCTION: 	  1441144414144141 * 

3010 IFAS..-.  THEN GOSLA107:DOSU6102.GOSLe110:606013600.605062050:RETURN 
8020 IFA$...x.THEN GOSU8107:60SUB500:RETuRt. 
8030 IFA$...O.THEN DOSUR107:6CISU83000:RETURN 
9040 IFAS."-"THEN DOSU8107:60SU85600:PETURN 
0050 1FAS ._.THEN GOSU8107.60SUB102:60SUB4000160U6600:RETURN 
8060 1FAV..E.THEN 60SUP5400.601U6107:605U8600.RETURN 
9070 IFA$,.....THEII GOSUB107.6085200.60606107:60SUB600.RETURN 
7000 RETLwri 

recognises are the familiar C, D, E, F, 
G, and so on notation, including sharps 
(C#, D#, F#, G#, A#). 'C' denotes 
middle-C and the octave above C to B 
is denoted by a '± ' immediately 
following the note name or sharp sign 
(shift-3), if any. Similarly, the octave 
below C to B is denoted by a 
immediately following the note name. 
Other octaves are denoted by adding 
'2', '3', or '4' following the '-', or a '2' 
or '3' following the ' t '. The total range 
of notes spans almost eight octaves, 
starting with the lowest note, "C-4', 
and finishing with the highest, "A# -I- 3'. 
If a string of symbols is keyed in 
which the program does not recognise, 
the border colour, which is black for 
both composing and editing modes, will 
flash to yellow to alert your attention. 

After running the program (of course 
taking the precaution of saving the 
listing beforehand — it's amazing how 
fast a runaway POKE can turn an 
hour's work into garbage!), you will be 
presented with the main menu which 
asks you what you want to do. A 
sensible option at this point would be 
to compose a sequence (Shift-C). You 
are then instructed to enter the notes 
one at a time, each followed by 
carriage return. 

When you feel you have entered a 
sufficient number of test notes you can 
terminate the sequence with an 
asterisk, which will put you back to the 
main menu with a message informing 
you how many notes you have used. 
You can now directly skip to the other 
pages such as editing (shift-E), 
redefining the sound parameters (up-
arrow) or playing (pound sign). You 
can still play, edit, redefine or verify 
on-screen from the composing mode, 
but you will need to confirm your entry 
with a carriage return. 

If you have already terminated the 
sequence with an asterisk or perhaps 
have decided to edit a sequence 
stored on tape, you can add extra 
notes by calling up the editing mode 
and entering a note number higher 
than the number of notes already in 
memory. The program will acknowledge 
your intention with a 'wink' on the 
screen, and proceed to provide space 
up to the note number you have 
entered. However, you will need to fill 
in all those extra spaces before the 
yellow border disappears. To exit from 
editing mode just enter zero for note 
number and carriage return. 

N.B. It is not possible to play or 
redefine sound parameters (or do 
anything else, other than editing) whilst 
in editing mode. 

If you have trouble typing in this 
program, send me a self-addressed 
padded postbag with cassette and 
small donation covering postage, 
and I will be happy to record the 
program and send it to you. 

'MUSICAL COMPUTING 	 
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IF YOU CAN'T GET 
AN IBM PC, SETTLE 

FOR SOMETHING BETTER. 
Once you discover the performance and the 
power of the Corona PC's:El° you'll quickly 
see the difference in today's standard for 
micro computing in the IBM-compatible 
world. Because the Corona PC's go 
beyond the standard to give you much 
more of what you're looking for in an 
IBM-compatible PC. 

❑ Powerful, low-cost desktop and 
portable computers. 

❑ 16-bit, fully compatible with IBM PC 
standard. 

❑ Crisper, cleaner display and higher 
resolution graphics (640x325 pixels). 

❑ 128K byte memory, room for 512K 
bytes on main board. 

❑ Fast-access 320K byte floppy, 
communication and printer ports and 
4 expansion slots are included. 

❑ RAM-disk software. 
❑ Includes MS-DOS1 , GW BASIC2, PC 

Tutors, and MultiMate' professional 
word processing system. 

❑ Optional hard disk. 
❑ Fully supported direct by AWA. 

Corona PC's are available through 
AWA's continually expanding dealer 
network. For further information, 
ring AWA, or clip the coupon. 

NSW (02) 922 3300 ACT (062) 47 7522 
VIC (03) 529 4133 QLD (07) 369 3577 
WA (09) 321 9334 TAS (002) 34 4532 
SA (08) 79 9581 
	

Auckland 76 0129 

CAWA COMPUTERS 
To: Corona PC Co-ordinator, AWA Computers, 

132 Arthur St, North Sydney, N.S.W. 2060 
Yes! Please send me more information on the powerful 
Corona P C. 
Name: 	  

Position: 	  
Company: 	  

Address: 	  

City: 	 Postcode: 	 Tel: 	  

AWA Computers Division. Amalgamated Wireless (Australasia) Limited Incorporated in N.S.W. 
IBM is a registered TM of International Business Machines. 1. TM Micropro. 2. TM Digital Research. 3. TM Comprehensive Software Support. 4. TM Software Systems. 



The CMU-800 Compumusic console from Roland, which hooks up to an Apple II or Ile. 

Two of the terminals on SID are 
able to read (via an ND converter) 
the composer's manual intentions 
from the movements monitored on a 
couple of joysticks plugged into the 
control ports on the side of the 
computer. These can be used in 
performance for control of various 
elements (say, filtering in the X 
direction, and modulation in the Y 
direction). Furthermore, there is even 
provision for an external analogue 
input which can take sources such as 
voice, guitar or even the 'daisy-chained' 
outputs from other computers and mix 
them with the audio output, or 
process the lot through the prog-
rammable filter, which opens up a 
few possibilities for speech synthesis. 

The Computerised 
Music-Instrument 
If all the computer jargon about 
'POKEs' and control registers is not 
really for you, there is another side 
to the computer musician's coin, but 
you do need to be prepared to part 
with quite a bit of money at present 
for the luxury of convenience. 

For the non-technical musician 

there are several systems already 
available which use computer power 
to control analogue sound production, 
and even some that enable the 
computer to produce sound digitally 
using computer-generated waveforms 

in a fashion similar to the cream of 
all computer music instruments, 
Australia's own Fairlight CMI. These 
bolt-on computer packages can 
further be subdivided into those that 
need to be programmed to play 
music (using a special music com-
poser's language) or those that offer 
real-time playing capability. 

Because the Apple computer offers 
both quality and flexibility (with its 
host of expansion slots on its mother-
board), an Apple II of some kind is 
often the first choice for synthesiser 
manufacturers in search of an 
intelligent micro controller for driving 
their hardware. 

For example, there is the Amdek 
Compumusic console from Roland, 
which when hooked up to an Apple II 
or He can be used for non-real-time 
eight-note polyphonic compositions, 
with each of the eight channels 
sequenced individually. Although the 
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system has its own limited sound-
generation capability (which can be 
used to listen to compositions created 
and edited on the Apple keyboard 
and tabulated on the monitor in a 
variety of formats), the unique 
'strength of the system lies in its 
ability to harness the Apple's micro-
computing power to control any 'one 
volt per octave' synthesiser on the 
market via the gate and control 
voltage outputs on the rear panel. 

In the hands of a competent 
working musician this powerful 
composer's tool operates very 
similarly to a word processor (in this 
case perhaps a music processor), 
since compositions may be tried out 
and tested before hooking up to all 
the latest in expensive studio synths 
at studio-time rates! 

For those musicians interested in 
experimenting with digital synthesis 
techniques, there are several systems 
available which use the Mountain 
Computer hardware card for the 
Apple in conjunction with their own 
performance keyboards (see John 
Donnan's 'Introduction to Digital 
Synthesis', Your Computer Yearbook 
1984). 

The future for synthesiser music in 
the recording studio looks particularly 
rosy at present, with the adoption of 
a common protocol by the major 
musical electronics manufacturers for 
communicating with each others' 
products as well as with personal 
computers. 

The so-called MIDI (Musical 
Instrument Digital Interface) will allow 
entire recording and performing 
systems to be combined into one 
programmable whole. Via the home 
computer the composer will take on 
the role of 'conductor' of a personal 
synthesiser orchestra, and ultimately 
in the studio he or she will be able 
to create multi-track master recording 
directly into the multi without even 
requiring the studio console, with 
entire sequences programmed onto 
floppy disk. 

But most importantly of all, MIDI 
will change the way musicians and 
composers think creatively. With a 
whole generation of musical minds 
raised on the seemingly unlimited 
possibilities of MIDI composition 
techniques, surely the range of both 
musical expression and creativity will 
keep on expanding in tune with the 
advance of technology. There could 
also be the added bonus of linking 
musical synthesis to video synthesis 
via the MIDI ... anything is possible!`] 
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Universe Supercomputer 
Starts small, thinks big 

We build the Universe Super-
computer for both large and small 
businesses. Using a totally modular 
design approach we build the computer 
right for your needs this year. Yet able 
to grow for next year. 
While costing little more than many 
personal computers, the Universe has 
reliability, speed of operation and 
expansion potential these machines 
cannot offer. 
Here are just some of the ways Universe 
is better: 

1. Obsolescence proof. Because 
the Universe is S100 based it can be 
upgraded quickly and easily as new 
developments come along or as your 
needs change. 

2. The biggest software base. 
At present much of the best software is 
8 bit. Gradually this is changing to 16 
hit. Your Universe can he bought as an 
8, 16 or 8 plus 16 bit machine. We tailor 
the machine to you needs no 
Universe can run both 8 and 16 hit 
(CP/M 80 and CP/M 86) software at the 
same time So it has access to over 75% 
of available application software. Most 
computers only run one operating 
system and give access to less than one 
third of available software. 

3. Flexible storage capacity. 
Most personal computers use limited  

capacity (and lower reliability) 'mini-
floppy' disks. The Universe uses high 
reliability industry standard 8 inch 
floppy disks and optional Winchester 
hard disks. As a result access to data is 
very much faster. Universe's high speed 
disk I/O processor further enhances the 
data processing speed. 

4. Single or Multiuser. While 
many businesses manage with personal 
computers for a while, they eventally 
run into trouble when more than one 
person needs to use the computer at 
one time. A few PCs offer 'Networking' 
- several computers share data storage, 
usually on a common hard disk. This 
arrangement is unworkably,  slow in most 
business applications. Universe offers 
the much faster Multiuser system where 
several users share the main computer. 

5. Unique Multitasking 
capability. Most computers only let 
you do one thing at a time. Universe's 
MPS (multiple program selection) 
facility lets you swap between up to 10 
programs and sets of data almost 
instantly. 

6. Higher processing speed. A 
slow computer can cost you time and 
money. So Universe is built for speed. 
On industry standard sorting tasks it 
runs 3 times faster than an IBM PC 
and twice the speed of an NEC APC. 

Our customers have the last word. 
Perhaps the most telling point we can 
make is that every single Universe we 
have ever commissioned is still in use 
by the original puchaser and still doing 
the job every day. 
Note: Special arrangements for consultants 
and dealer enquiries are welcome. 
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Above: The 
DX-1 in place I 11 I 
inside the 
Apple. 

NI;   

WOW! The novelty still hasn't worn off after hours of 
messing around with it. The Decillionix is just one of 
those pieces of modern technology that causes your 
usually jaded computer journalist to say it twice in the 
same article. WOW! 

Apple 	By Evan McHugh 

Right: the DX-1 board. 
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THE DECILLIONIX DX-1 is a real 
sound processing system for the 
Apple II range of computers. It is a 
hardware board that fits into one of 
the computer's slots and also requires 
an external speaker and microphone. 
The speaker is for the sound to 
come out, naturally, and the microphone 
is for you to put some sounds in. 

What sort of sounds can you 
produce? Well, just about any sound 
you can think of. There are some 
constraints on what you do with the 
sounds, for example the length of 
time the sound is made and the 
environment in which you are recording 
it, but if you assume that the sounds 
will go in wherever it is normal for an 
Apple II to operate safely, it's not too 
hard to work out these constraints. 

The system operates by using 
digital-to-analogue and analogue-to-
digital converters for the purposes of 
producing and sampling sounds. The 
rate of sampling is determined by 
you, with corresponding quality and 
time trade-offs. The less you sample 
a sound the poorer its quality, but 
the longer the sound can be. Very 
short times with high sampling rates 
will give very good sounds. 

You can quite happily record voice 
at a sampling rate around 70, but 
you're better off going for around 30 
samples. This may not appear to 
make sense — the higher samples 
should be better — but in practice all 
the values are inverted, because the 
number refers to the record time, not 
the sample rate directly. 

Other sounds that are more 
constant — that is, less detailed in 
structure than the human voice — are 
easier to record, since the sampling 
can be more slack. 

Roll with the Software 
With the hardware comes the software 
which will help you get them sounds 
rollin'. Not only will it record sounds, 
but there are also some preset 
rhythms and soundbases. Soundbases 
are collections of sounds, for example 
drums or synth noise, that can be 
played back and are stored on disk. 
You get three soundbases with the 
package: drums, weird noises and 
synth, and there are ten rhythms 
ranging from rock to waltz. 

From the main menu you can go 
to sound samples, which will play 
demonstrations of sounds from the 
presently loaded soundbase. There 
you can cycle through all the sounds, 
getting faster with each sound, 
randomly playing all sounds slowly or 
quickly, playing one sound slowly or 
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MUSICAL COMPUTING 
Anyone who has played a game on a Commodore 64 or 
VIC-20 will be aware of how good the sound can be. It 
creates a more active and fun environment where, even 
if not much is happening on the screen, plenty is 
happening in your ears. Never a dull moment, as the 
man used to say. So, it is not surprising to find some 
very good music packages in the Commodore software 
range. 

quickly, roller coaster playing one 
sound, falling-object playing it and 
playing forward and backward. Clearly 
with a bit of time the possibilities for 
new sounds are endless. 

Moving on, you can play all the 
rhythms with the sounds, until in 
menu three you get to the keyboard 
playing of sounds and recording of 
new soundbases. At this point you 
may want to vary pitch in the 
sounds. To do this you just change 
the playback rate and thereby speed 
up the sound. Here you run into the 
DX1's major problem. While you can 
play a sound at a higher pitch, this is 
at the cost of the length of the 
sound. There is no way around this 
on the provided software, which isn't 
to say you could not solve the 
problem by writing your own software, 
assuming you know enough BASIC 
and understand the dynamics of 
computer sound well enough. 

The next two options are the ones 
that most fully exploit the abilities of 
the DX1: the auto-sequencer and the 
unformatted recording facility. The 
autosequence option gives you the 
ability to program the playing of a 
soundbase at any pitch, volume or 
direction. This process is not a 
simple one to produce but gives the 
most control and satisfaction over the 
result. 

The unformatted recording facility 
gives more control over the envelope, 
or memory, that contains the sound 
you are interested in. You can set 
the start address and the number of 
pages of memory you want to 
allocate, all the way up to 96 pages 
— all the available memory. This 
gives you more space to allocate to 
one sound and the ability to determine 
where that sound begins. 

There are utilities to load, save and 
protect soundbases and sequences, 
and the manual gives full instructions 
on the facilities of the system. One 
useful feature of the manual is the 
amount of space it gives to a 
discussion of the theory of operation. 
This discussion complements the fact 
that the workings of the entire 
software are freely accessible to the 
user, which makes the package very 
satisfactory to use. Decillionix basically 
regards this system as the basis for 
larger systems and as an 
experimentation device; as such, free 
access is necessary and therefore 
provided. 

The DX-1 is distributed by Thinking 
Systems, PO Box 260, Cammeray 
2062. 	 j  

BY FAR the best package for the 
C64 is the Musicalc suite. 'Musicalc 
1' is far more easily described in 
terms of what it can't do, rather than 
what it can; it would take forever to 
describe the extensive features of the 
package. Even the manual for it is 
70 pages long! 

Musicalc 1 is described as a 
"synthesiser and sequencer". As such 
it can be used as a musical instrument 
or sound effects generator, 
compositional or songwriting aid, or 

By Evan 
McHugh 

tool for learning music theory 
and about synthesisers. The package 
is menu-driven, although some of the 
menus are very sophisticated and 
resemble mixing board layouts rather 
than menus. 

Musicalc 1 gives you three voices 
to work with and facilities to control 
each voice separately and, where 
applicable, all at once. There are 32 
preset sounds and 32 tunes (or 
scores) for you to use, and you can 
save the same number of your own t 

Commodore 
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An illustrator's image of the Multi-Sound Synthesiser for 
the VIC-20, from Broderbund Software. 

I MUSICAL COMPUTING 

sounds and scores. The package can 
also be interfaced with other files and 
programs if necessary. Sounds can 
be adjusted in a variety of ways, 
including imposing different waveforms, 
filters, using gates, synchronisation, 
varying pulse width, and using 
transposers for changing the pitch of 
each voice. 

To learn how to use all these bells 
and whistles you have the manual, 
which, apart from describing all the 
different features of the package, also 
guides you through the use of most 
of them with carefully laid out 
tutorials on the synthesiser, sequencer 
and keyboard. The keyboard, by the 
way, refers to the keyboard of the 
Commodore. 

Sound quality is largely dependent 
on the quality of the speaker in your 
television or your hifi set, both of 
which can be plugged in through the 
audio output of the Commodore.. 

There are two additional Musicalc 
packages. 'Musicalc 2' turns your 
Musicalc compositions into standard 
musical notation so they can be 
viewed on the screen or printed out. 
'Musicalc 3' lets you customise your 
Commodore keyboard to play any 
kind of scale you want. It also allows 
you to transpose, combine and move 
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keyboard scales, and gives you 80 
scales from around the world to play. 

Still for the Commodore 64 but on 
a very different tack is 'Jukebox', 
from Spinnaker software. This is a 
music game that plays all kinds of 
jukebox' music while you leap about 
a maze trying to win gold coins. As 
you win the coins you can use them 
to keep the jukebox going, and the 
game as well. You win gold coins by 
landing on records and making them 
grow. Eventually the records become 
'gold' and you win a coin. 

This may not be the most serious 
computer music package, but it is a 
lot of fun and gives a good idea of 
the musical abilities of the 
Commodore. 

For the VIC 
Packages for the VIC-20 are not as 
sophisticated as those for the C64, 
but there are still a couple that will 
give VIC owners lots to do with their 
computers. The first of these is the 
'Multi-Sound Synthesiser', written by 
Darren Hall and published by 
Broderbund Software. 

The Multi-Sound Synth is limited, 
and more likely to be of interest to 
those who want to get some sounds 
out of the machine without having to  

wade through dozens of menus, 
musical concepts and involved 
manipulations before getting the least 
peep out of your little computer. With 
the Multi-Sound what you see is what 
you get, so your VIC becomes a pre-
programmed synth at the touch of a 
button. 

The options are limited. Mode 1 
turns the keyboard into an electronic 
piano; Mode 2 gives you a piano 
with a rhythm (drums) behind. Mode 
3 gives you programmable background 
music, or the ability to store a tune 
and play it back whenever you wish. 
The fourth and final mode is the 
white sound synthesiser that supplies 
some background noises and special 
effects. 

The manual for the package is 
helpful, although you can get by 
without even using it, given the high 
level of user friendliness of the 
package and its simplicity. 

More Sophistication 
Getting more sophisticated (it should 
be, it costs twice as much), is the 
'Synthesound', written by T. Dachsel 
and D. Hassinger. This is a synthesiser 
like the previous one, with the 
addition of a lot more bells and 
whistles so you can have far more 
influence over the type of sound 
produced. 

Synthesound gives you four 
controls over the envelope: attack, 
decay, sustain and release. There are 
four low frequency oscillators and the 
three voices give you a four and a 
half octave range. 

The keyboard gives you two 
octaves to play with at any one time 
and features a fast attack. A high-
resolution piano keyboard display can 
also be selected. 

The sequencer gives a four-voice/20-
note repetition of melodies and 
rhythms which can be saved and 
replayed as required. Thus the 
layering effect of multiple instruments 
is easily achieved. The programming 
of new sounds is possible under 
software control, although these may 
be hard to work out. To make the 
job a little easier there is a list of 
examples and how to go about 
producing them at the back of the 
manual. 

The manual itself is very chatty, 
but well devised and comprehensive. 
It often gives instruction in the form 
of tutorials, and there are plenty of 
examples to help you on your way. 

All the packages for the Commodore 
64 and VIC-20 were supplied for 
review by lmagineering. 



Simple Music Tutor 
'The Musical Computer — The Music 
Tutor' is published by Atari Program 
Exchange and is described as "an 
overview of the mechanics of music". 
It is suitable for ages six and up. 

The operation of this program is 
simple and clear. It takes you through 
the fundamentals of musical notation, 
looking at the bass and treble clefs 
and teaching the scales. Rhythms are 
also covered by lessons in counting 
and the values of notes. These are 
then followed up with exercises to 
test comprehension; twenty questions 
are asked on each topic, with the 
correct answer supplied straightaway 
if the wrong answer is given. 

In the second phase, the computer 
goes on to teach about notes and 
rests, dynamic and tempo markings, 
sharps and flats, and miscellaneous 
signs and symbols such as accenting 
notes and repeating measures. At the 
end of these lessons a single 
exercise covers all the theory taught. 

You would expect colour and sound 
to help hold users' interest, and there 
is lots of both. They are also used 

• very effectively to demonstrate some 
of the concepts described. 

This program is available both for 
older 400 and 800 models and the 
newer 600XL and 800XL Ataris. 

Music 1-2-3 
'Music 1-2-3', a much more thorough 
course, is again available from the 
Atari Program Exchange. The package 
was developed by the Minnesota 
Educational Computing Consortium, 
and comes as three separate 
programs. 

Music 1 considers terms and 
notations and provides drills for 
identifying notes, keys and terms. 
This is pitched at the lowest level of 
difficulty, with successive packages 
getting progressively more involved  

and challenging. Various scales are 
displayed, with sharps and flats, note 
lengths and rests. The coverage for 
musical terms is also comprehensive, 
looking at the use of 57 terms and 
extending into some that are less 
commonly used. Enharmonics (intervals 
less than a semi-tone) are also 
covered. 

The manual is aimed at the 
teacher, with sections that can be 
copied and given to students so they 
can do some written work. A great 
deal of time is spent explaining the 
approaches used for teaching with 
the aid of a computer, and suggesting 
remedies for any difficulties students 
may have. There are also lessons 
designed to familiarise students with 
the computer, so that the music 
lessons are not hindered by problems 
with the machine itself. 

The second package is heavily drill-
oriented, covering time signatures, 
notes and rest types and counting. 
This drill has the student determine 
the type of note or rest which should 
be added to complete a measure. 
There are drills in recognising 
intervals by ear and by sight, followed 
by an exercise in recognising incorrect 
or missing notes. Patterns are played 
with their notation displayed and the 
student must determine the correction 
or addition to be made to the notation. 

The final lessons are on rhythm. 
The first has the computer play three 
rhythms and the student picks the 
one that matches the musical notation. 
Then he is shown a notation and has 
to match it by pressing any key on 
the keyboard in the rhythm displayed. 

The manual for this lesson is as 
well organised and clear as the first, 
and indeed all the manuals display a 
high level of structuring and careful 
writing. 

The final diskette takes a heavily 
sound-oriented approach to helping  

students in the determination of whole 
and half steps, recognition of 
arpeggiated major, minor, augmented 
and diminished triads, identification of 
major scales, and so on. 

Apart from the obvious challenges 
a number of the lessons offer, 
varying levels of difficulty can be 
attempted. As you become more 
proficient in recognising something, 
the recognition can be made more 
subtle. 

'Music 1-2-3' was developed for the 
older Atari 400 and 800, and needs 
a special translator for use with the 
XL models, but we anticipate that this 
will be sold as part of the complete 
package for these machines. 

Composition 
To round out the music range for the 
Atari there is a cartridge available 
called 'Music Composer'. This is 
published by Atari and is considered 
suitable for ages eight to adult. The 
term 'music composer' may not in 
fact be the best description of the 
package, since composition is only 
one of the functions it can be used 
for. 'Music editor' would probably sum 
up more comprehensively what this 
package actually does. 

The program lets you define music, 
note by note, in terms of its pitch 
and duration. Up to ten pieces can 
be programmed without saving to 
diskette or tape, and up to four of 
these can be played at once. Music 
can also be modified; notes, volume, 
tempo, key and time signature can 
be changed. 

One nice feature of the package is 
that when you are writing a piece of 
music the whole tune is played back 
after each note is entered so you 
can hear where you are going. There 
is also a delete function and a 
capacity to access the functions from 
BASIC programs, which opens a 
much wider scope for manipulation of 
sounds. 

The manual is another plus for this 
package. Not only does it give an 
overview of the program, there are 
also tutorials that show you how to 
enter, arrange, save and retrieve 
music. Information is also provided on 
the music file structure that is used 
when storing music. Finally, there are 
a couple of example BASIC programs 
at the back. 

'Music Composer' runs on all the 
Atari machines, both new and older 
models. 

All the review packages for the 
Atari were supplied by Futuretronics.D 

■ MUSICAL COMPUTING 
Evan McHugh looked at three packages for Atari 
computers which give a feel for the range of music 
applications for this machine. They covered the very easy 
through to the more sophisticated, but all the packages 
could be used by the average person without too much 
study or effort, the only difference being in the quality 
of the finished work. 

Musical Atari 
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Product Review Summary 

Product: BeeThoven BeeComposer Combined Package 
Ratings: 
Ease of use: Very good Excellent Excellent 
Entertainment: Good Excellent 
Educational: Fair Excellent 
Documentation: Excellent Excellent 
Use of graphics: Very good 
Value for money: Very good Excellent Excellent 
Holds interest: Yes Addictive 
Price: $89.50 $29.50 $119.00 
Review unit trom: Robotron Pty Ltd, PO Box 232, Mooroolbark 3138. 

NO DOUBT all users of the Microbee 
are familiar with the capabilities of its 
tone generator. It produces a series 
of beeps and pops that resemble 
tunes and, using machine code 
routines, it can be made to generate 
quite unusual and effective sound 
effects. Articles in Your Computer, 
June/July 1983, provided some good 
routines to this end. 

Milan Hudecek of Robotron, a 
Melbourne-based firm, was the source 
of those articles. He is now marketing 
a piece of hardware called 'BeeThoven', 
which plugs into the MicroBee parallel 
port and takes sound synthesis on 
the Bee a few steps further. 

Also available from Robotron is a 
program called 'BeeComposer', which 
is a machine code music composition 
program for use with BeeThoven. 

The main elements of BeeThoven 
consist of three tone generators, one 
noise source and three noise/tone 
mixers. The frequency of each tone 
generator is independently programm-
able over a wide range. Noise may 
be mixed with each of the tone 
sources, and a programmable envelope 
generator is provided for amplitude 
modulation of each voice for functions 
such as attack and decay and 
programmable volume control. 

All these features combine to 
permit the creation of a wide range 
of sound effects and musical notes. 
BeeThoven is supplied with a demon-
stration tape giving some idea of its 
capabilities, and after using the  

package for a time, I believe there 
are not many sounds it can't 
reproduce. 

A software driver which allows your 
programs to control BeeThoven is 
also provided on the demo tape. All 
commands to control sound generation 
are passed to BeeThoven via this 
driver. 

There are also two DB-9 plugs 
mounted in the case. These permit 
the direct attachment of either Atari 
or VIC-20 joysticks. The BeeThoven 
driver is used in this instance to read 
the ports and return the joystick 
position to the calling program. I 
found that running under BASIC the 
response is a little slow. This is no 
fault on the part of BeeThoven, but is 
due to the impracticality of using 
BASIC for real-time applications. 
Under machine code the performance 
was excellent, the only controlling 
factor being the efficiency of program 
coding. 

The documentation supplied with 
BeeThoven is first class. It is presented 
in a spiral-bound booklet which 
leaves nothing out; each command is 
fully explained as to its function and 
use. There is a program on the 
demonstration tape called 'Tutor', 
which is used in conjunction with the 
manual to guide the user through the 
commands and explore the operation 
of each. The manual contains a table 
which specifies the data values 
required to generate each note of the 
tempered musical scale, and there  

are both BASIC and Assembler 
source listings of routines to generate 
various sounds. 

While BeeThoven is not physically 
large, its size belies its abilities. It is 
a most impressive device. BeeThoven, 
demonstration tape and manuals 
together sell for $89.50. 

Very Impressive Composer 
For an extra investment of $29.50 
you can purchase BeeComposer, 
which transforms 'impressive' into 
'very impressive'. 

BeeComposer is a machine code 
program which enables the user to 
create, transcribe and edit musical 
compositions, and immediately play 
them on BeeThoven. It supports all 
standard musical notation and 
provides for the selection of key 
signature, time signature and tempo. 
You can compose in three parts, or 
voices, and save all your compositions 
to tape for later playing or editing. 

After loading, BeeComposer signs 
on with its own fanfare, then displays 
the great staff and below it the lower 
bass staff. Music is entered onto the 
staves by means of simple keystrokes. 
Cursor control makes the tasks of 
composition and editing very easy 
indeed. BeeComposer makes very 
good use of the MicroBee's high-re-
solution graphics and all characters 
are clearly recognisable as the 
musical elements they are designed 
to represent. 

On the 'flipside' of the BeeComposer 
cassette, a demonstration composition 
is provided. This is loaded in via 
BeeComposer and, when played, is a 
perfect example of the magic of the 
BeeThoven-BeeComposer symbiosis. 

One observation made by a 
number of people who have seen 
and heard this package in operation 
is that it has real potential as a 
means of teaching music. The user is 
able to write a piece and play it 
immediately. He or she may then edit 
the composition, replay it, and 
demonstrate instantly the behaviour of 
each individual element of a piece of 
music. 

Again, the manual supplied with 
BeeComposer is first class in both 
quality and presentation. It clearly 
explains the operation of every 
command used by BeeComposer, and 
provides a description of the use and 
function of each component of music 
notation. 

To sum up, BeeThoven is certainly 
a worthwhile addition to your system. 
If you intend purchasing it, then I 
would recommend that you also buy 
BeeComposer, especially if you have 
a musical bent. 

■ MUSICAL COMPUTING 
Many people support Australia's own Microbee, covering 
a range of activities from business to games. One of the 
many applications developed for this .machine is the 
Bee Thoven/BeeComposer hardware and software 
packages. Mike Newnham reviewed them recently. 

Bee Thoven 
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COMPUTER 
OBSOLESCENCE 

How we avoid it 
Will the computer you buy be the best next year? 
Computers become obsolete at a frightening rate. You 
can wait (and miss out on the benefits) or buy a 
computer that will soon be a compromise. The 
Universe Supercomputer avoids this problem 
because it is continually being upgraded both in its 
hardware and software so that all existing owners 
benefit. 
How do we do it? The Universe is based on World 
Standard S100 plug-in cards. All major innovations in 
microcomputer technology (such as 16 and 32 bit 
microprocessors) are available first on these cards. 
Plug-in improvements As a Universe owner you can 

• upgrade first. Universe owners were able to upgrade 
to 16 bit microprocessors (for under $1,000) over 18 
months before IBM or DEC released their PCs. 
By expanding rather than changing computers you 
keep all your existing software and data. No traumatic 
changovers, no waiting, no need to pay for a computer 
that's bigger than you need. 

Compare the specifications of the Universe today: 
❑ Runs both 8 and 16 bit, single and multiuser. 
All standard operating systems including CP/M 
& CP/M 86 with Multitasking, CP/M 8-16 `PLUS' (8 
and 16 bit at the same time), MP/M 8-16 'PLUS' and 
MP/M 86 (Multitasking, Multiuser 16 bit with ultra high 
speed 10MHz processor). 
An almost unlimited software base plus Multitasking 
up to 25 terminals, if and when you need them. 
❑ Multiple Program Selection (MPS). Our version 
of CP/M can swap between any mixture of up to ten 
separate programs almost instantly. Conventional 
computers only let you do one task at a time. 
❑ Memory may be expanded up to 1 Megabyte and 
disk storage up to 200 Megabytes. Start small and 
expand inexpensively as and when you need to. 
Impressed? Astounded? Then call your nearest AED 
sales engineer for the whole story. 

Sydney: Suite 3, Prospect Industrial Centre, 
2 Stoddart Rd. Prospect 2149 
(02) 636 7677 Telex AA 70664 
Melbourne: 53 Waverley Rd., East Malvern 
VIC (03) 211 5542 Telex AA 30624 
Canberra: 217 Northbourne Ave Canberra 
ACT (062) 47 3403 Telex AA 62898 

UNIVERSE 
SUPERCOMPUTER 

For further information please read our other advertisements on pages 19, 29 and 33. 	( 10, Ayux. NI I ) I 



REVIEW 

Portables are the fastest-growing area of microcomputing, 
so it's hardly surprising all the big companies are hastily 
producing their own version of a portable, from the tiny 
lap computers to new Osborne-like heavies. IBM has 
released the Junior, which has met with a distinctly 
mixed reaction, and Apple has now come out in direct 
competition with the Ilc. 

By Jane Mackenzie 
LET ME SAY right from the start that 
this review is not going to concentrate 
on the technical aspects of the Apple 
11c. I'm a user of computers, not a 
hacker or a programmer, and the Ilc 
is aimed at users; unlike other 
members of the Apple II family it's 
designed for people who aren't so 
much interested in what goes on 
inside their computers as in what 
they can do. 

The biggest shock for Apple lovers 
is that you can't open up the Ilc and 
get inside it; there are no expansion 
slots, and opening up the case in 
fact voids the warranty. This means 
you won't be able to use the Ilc in 
all those unusual applications people 
have found over the years for the II, 
II + and Ile: controlling the temperature 
of pottery kilns, interacting with 
synthesisers, turning lights on and off 



Above: You can even use the Apple Ilc in 
your penthouse! 

Top left: The Ilc viewed from above. 

Left: 
Side view showing the built-in 
13 cm disk drive. 

Far left: 
At the back of the Ilc are ports for a 
printer, plotter, monitor, TV, modem, 
second disk drive, joysticks and other 
games controls, and a mouse. 

at random intervals for security 
reasons, and so on. 

However, what you can use the Ilc 
for is what probably 90 per cent of 
people want computers for anyway: 
word processing, financial planning 
(using spreadsheets), list management 
(using database programs), education, 
graphics, communications and games 
— and its portability means you can 
do all these things both at home and 
at the office. 

Designer Apples 
The Ilc isn't immediately recognisable 
as a member of the Apple II family;  

even the colour is different! Apparently 
the people at Apple have realised 
that if they want their computer to be 
used in the true portable sense, it's 
got to look good enough to sit in the 
living room. As John Sculley, Apple's 
president and chief executive officer, 
said, "If people are going to have a 
computer in their home, it has to look 
like something you'd be proud to 
display all the time. It can't look like 
a typewriter with a TV on top of it or 
it will spend a lot of time stuffed in a 
closet." 

So Apple commissioned Frog 
Design, a West German firm which 



SPECIFICATIONS AND REPORT CARD 

Unit: 
Made by: 
Processor: 
RAM: 
ROM: 

I/O: 

Languages: 

Operating Systems: 
Keyboard: 
Display: 
Graphics: 

Sound: 

Peripherals: 

Best points: 
Worst points: 

Apple Ilc 
Apple Computer Inc. 
65CO2 
128K 
16K including Applesoft BASIC, disassembler and monitor 
program 
Ports for modem, printer/plotter (serial), second disk drive, 
mouse, joysticks or other games controls, TV, monitor, flat LCD 
screen; no other expansion slots available 
Applesoft BASIC (built in), Pascal, FORTRAN, SuperPILOT, 
Logo, 6502 Assembly Language 
ProDOS, DOS 3.3, Pascal 
63-key QWERTY, switchable to Dvorak layout 
Monitor or colour TV, 80 or 40 columns, upper and lower case 
Three modes available: low-resolution, 40 by 48 pixels in 16 
colours; high-resolution, 280 by 192 pixels in six colours; 
ultrahigh-resolution, 560 by 192 pixels in 16 solid colours 
Built-in speaker with volume control and headphone jack socket; 
five-octave range 
Monitor, printer, plotter, modem, mouse, joysticks and games 
controls; flat LCD screen to be available late this year 
Range of programs available, portability, documentation/tutorial 
Limited expansion, can't run CP/M programs, a bit slow 

Ratings: 	 Excellent 	Very Good 
	

Good 	 Poor 
Documentation: 	 • 
Ease of use: 	 • 
Functionality: 	 • 
Support: 	 • 
Speed: 	 • 
Value for money: 	 • 

Price: 	 $1775 incl. tax, $1565 excl. tax; matching monochrome monitor 
—$335 incl. tax, $295 excl. tax 

Review unit from: 	Apple Computer Australia, 37 Waterloo Rd, North Ryde 2113. 
(02) 888-5888. 

The Apple Ilc with 
its portable mono-
chrome monitor 
(and stand), both in 
Apple's new 'Snow 
White' style. 

also designed the Sony Walkman, to 
design the Apple Ilc and its peripherals. 
The result is the 'Snow White' look, 
as Apple has christened it: an ivory-
coloured, fine-grain-textured case, with 
slightly darker toning beige keys and 
a small, brightly coloured Apple logo 
in the top corner. (A little bird told us 
that when Frog Design was developing 
the new Apple look, it christened the  

new colour scheme 'Apple Fog', but 
the people at Apple weren't exactly 
rapt about the images that name 
conjured up; hence 'Snow White'.) All 
future Apple II products will use the 
'Snow White' design. 

The Ilc is a true portable; it weighs 
3.5 kg, which is slightly hefty to carry 
around for any length of time, but is 
excusable by the fact that this weight  

does include a built-in 13 cm disk 
drive — all in the one box. 

Similar in size to the average office 
binder, the Ilc uses its foldaway 
handle as a stand when in use, to 
bring the computer to the correct 
height and angle. The 63-key keyboard 
feels slightly 'rattly' compared with the 
Ile's, but once you're over the initial 
adjustment to a new keyboard it's 
certainly able to cope well with a 
touch typist's speed. The only slight 
annoyance I found was that the 
backward slash key had been placed 
between the 'z' and the left shift key; 
I kept hitting it by mistake instead of 
shift. 

Incidentally, we in Australia are 
getting the 'international' version of 
the keyboard; the North American 
version has a couple of keys in 
slightly different positions — including 
the offending backward slash. 

Adding Things On 
Despite the fact that you can't open 
up the Ilc and plug in boards to 
operate peripherals, you can attach a 
good range of I/O gear to it via the 
built-in plugs at the back. 

As well as the on/off switch on the 
back, there are seven ports available 
— each with a different configuration 
and distinguished by an icon etched 
next to it, so it should be impossible 
to plug a peripheral into the wrong 
slot. Apple has in fact designed a 
range of peripherals to match the 11c, 
but older Apple accessories such as 
the Imagewriter printer, joysticks, 
hand controllers and the colour plotter 
are said to work with it. 

In all, you can operate your Ilc 
with: a printer, monitor, TV set, 
plotter, extra disk drive (one only, 
unlike the Ile), modem, mouse, 
joystick and other games controllers, 
and, once it's released, a specially 
designed flat-screen portable display. 
This 80-column by 24-line liquid 
crystal display screen weighs less 
than 1.25 kg, and will make the ftc 
truly portable; it and the screen will 
fit comfortably into a briefcase for full 
computer operation anywhere that 
power is available. The flat screen is 
expected to be available towards the 
end of this year. 

The present monitor for the Ilc (in 
the 'Snow White' style, of course) 
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displays 80 columns with absolutely 
no wobble or flicker on its 215 mm 
(8.5 inch) screen, although the 
individual characters are rather ,small. 
The monitor costs an extra $335 
($295 ex. tax), and if you're going to 
use 80-column applications at all a 
monitor is a must; the Ilc will not 
display 80 columns on a TV screen. 
The 80/40-column switch is handily 
located just above the keyboard, but, 
as you're reminded repeatedly in the 
manual, must be pressed before you 
switch on the computer. If you try to 
run a program with the wrong switch 
setting, you simply get an error 
message, and have to switch off and 
boot up from the start again. 

If you're really serious about using 
the Ilc as Apple wants people to use 
it — as a business machine you can 
also use at home — a monitor 
becomes an essential purchase. You 
simply can't use word processing and 
spreadsheet programs without one, so 
you have to add an extra $300 to 
your computer budget when working 
out what you need to buy. 

I tested out the portability of the Ilc 
system by taking home the computer 
and monitor from our office one 
weekend. The computer itself is easy 
to carry; the plastic-coated handle 
doesn't slip or dig into your fingers. 
The monitor has a slot at the top to 
slip your fingers in for carrying; while 
it's adequate, I'd have felt happier 
about carting it around if the slot had 
been a bit deeper. I kept feeling my 
fingers would slip out and it would 
crash to the ground! 

• Unfortunately, computer and monitor 
don't complete the system — the Ilc 
runs via a power transformer, which 
you have to carry with you too, and 
that weighs about as much as the Ilc 
itself! This, complete with the necessary 
power and monitor cables, means 
you tend to finish up with a bag full 
of power pack and cables, plus the 
computer, plus the monitor. It's still 
feasible to transport the system 
between home and office, but I don't 
think I'd like to do it on a rush-hour 
train! 

More Peripherals 
As well as being able to operate a 
colour or monochrome monitor, the 
Ilc comes with an RF modulator to  

attach to your TV set; it's not an 
optional extra as it was on the Ile. 

The Scribe printer for the Ilc 
(supposed to be available here this 
month) uses the new thermal transfer 
technology to achieve clear, quiet 
printing at two speeds. In draft mode 
it prints 80 cps, while for higher-resol-
ution near-letter-quality mode it runs 
at 50 cps. Shifting between the two 
speeds is achieved by flicking a 
switch on the front panel or by 

issuing a software command. The 
Scribe can also print graphics; a 
20.3 cm by 19 cm graphic image is 
said to take less than four minutes to 
print. 

The Scribe is small and lightweight 
(5.26 kg), and offers various typestyles 
and sizes as well as such features 
as underlining, superscripts and 
subscripts. It can use either a black 
or a three-colour ribbon to produce 
several colours, and does not require 
special paper. 

A second disk drive, called the 
Disk Ilc, can be added, to provide 
another 143K of storage. Nowhere in 
the Ilc literature is it stated whether 
the Ilc will run with the older Ile disk 
drives, or with third-party hardware. 

As well as joysticks and games 
controllers, the Ilc has a built-in port 
for a mouse. The AppleMouse Ilc 
comes with MousePaint software and 
a training disk, and much of the 
software being written or 'enhanced' 
from Apple Ile programs for the Ilc 
will take advantage of the availability 
of a mouse as a cursor-control tool. 

Speaking of Software ... 
The whole concept behind the Ilc  

naturally included the idea that it 
would run the vast majority of the 
estimated 10,000-15,000 programs 
already written for the Apple II family. 
This is no doubt the reason Apple 
opted for a 13 cm built-in drive rather 
than the more compact microdrive. It 
is claimed that the Ilc will run all 
software for the Ile except: 

• Any program using the CP/M 
operating system (there's no 

The Ilc with its 80-
column by 24-line 
flat LCD screen, to 
be available later 
this year, which 
will make the com-
puter more truly 
portable. 

equivalent of the CP/M boards 
available for the Ile). 

• Any program using an Apple 
operating system before DOS 
3.3, although it's claimed to be 
simple to reformat to 3.3. 

• A program in which the developer 
has incorporated a copy protection 
mechanism or used reserved 
memory locations not recom-
mended by Apple. 

■ Programs using add-on boards 
not available for the 11c. 

Apple is conducting compatibility 
tests on Apple II programs to determine 
which are fully compatible with the 
Ilc, and is publishing an updated list 
of findings every two months (in the 
USA, that is). Of the programs tested 
to date, 90 per cent are claimed to 
run on the 11c. Apple expects software 
developers to resolve most incompati-
bility problems by releasing new Ilc 
versions of their packages. Talk to 
your dealer about availability of 
programs and of this compatibility list. 

Meanwhile, Apple and a number of 
independent software publishers have 
already released 16 best-selling 
programs in a form which takes 
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advantage of the 'lc's increased 
memory: 128K RAM instead of the 
Ile's 64K. 

One of the products released by 
Apple is 'AppleWorks', an 'integrated' 
package including a word processor, 
database management program and a 
spreadsheet. This program was newly 
arrived in Australia as we were 
reviewing the Ilc, and although we 
managed to get hold of a copy there 
was no manual available. Undeterred, 
I muddled through a few of the 
sample programs and received the 
impression that for the average user 
this integrated package would be the 
answer to most computing needs, but 
a closer review will have to wait till 
we can get a better look at the soft-
ware. 

The other packages especially 
released for the Ilc are: 
■ Apple Access II (communications 

software) 
■ Bank Street Writer (word processor 

from Broderbund Inc.) 
■ Dollars and Sense (from Monog-

ram/Tronix Publishing Inc.) 
■ Multiplan (from Microsoft) 
■ PFS:File and PFS:Report (from 

Software Publishing Corp.) 
For home education there are the 
following packages: 

■ Apple Logo II (from Apple) 
■ Crypto Cube (from Designware 

Inc.) 
■ Fact and Fiction Toolkit (from 

Scholastic Wizware) 
■ Grandma's House (from Spinnaker 

Software) 
■ MasterType (from Scarborough 

Systems) 
■ Rocky's Boots (from The Learning 

Company) 
■ Stickybear Shapes (from Xerox 

Education Publications) 
■ The Apple Education Classics 

(from Apple) 
Finally, there are two games already 
upgraded for the Ilc: 
■ How about a nice game of 

chess! (from Odesta Corp.) 
■ Zaxxon (from Datasoft Inc.) 

Ask your Apple dealer about the 
availability of all these programs in 
Australia. As further software is 
enhanced and developed for the Ilc it  

will be released bearing a red and 
yellow sticker saying 'Works on the 
Apple Ilc', so let's hope the problems 
many people found when trying to 
run II + programs on the Ile are 
avoided. 

What's Inside? 
Although I promised this review 
wouldn't be technical, we can't write 
about a computer without telling you 
a little about what goes on inside it. 

The heart of the Ilc is a 65CO2 
microprocessor — similar to the 6502 
of the original Apple II family, but 
based on CMOS technology. The 
main advantage of CMOS processors 
is their low power consumption and 
low heat generation; the disadvantage 
is that they operate more slowly. This 
is noticeable in the Ilc if you're used 
to the Ile, but since the Ilc isn't 
aimed at number-crunchers users 
may not find the slower speed a 
problem. Since CMOS processors, 
with their low power consumption, 
can be battery-operated, we wonder if 
Apple is planning to release a battery 
system for the Ilc to make it more 
fully portable. 

As mentioned, the Ilc has 128K of 
RAM, plus 16K of ROM. Applesoft 
BASIC is resident in ROM, as in the 
Ile, and the disassembler and monitor 
program are also in ROM. 

As well as the switch to change 
between 40 and 80 columns, there is 
a switch on the front of the Ilc to 
change between the standard QWERTY 
keyboard and the faster Dvorak 
keyboard. I saw this operating on a 
demonstration model, and literally all 
that was required was a press of the 
switch before power-up and some 
form of key-change or overlay to 
display the new keyboard layout. 
Unfortunately, I couldn't get this 
keyboard changeover working on the 
review model, although I suspect this 
was because I was largely working 
with demonstration and training 
programs rather than actual data. 
Although relatively few people use the 
Dvorak keyboard at present, those 
who do claim it increases typing 
speed by up to four times, so its 
inclusion on the Ilc could be a good 
piece of forward-thinking. 

The built-in speaker's volume can 
be controlled by a knob on the left of  

the computer, and a headphone jack 
is also provided. The Ilc's audio 
system is said to have a range of 
five octaves, and one of the demon-
stration programs included a very 
clever rendition of a Mozart sonata to 
show off its capabilities! 

The Ilc can run three operating 
systems: ProDOS, Apple's newly 
developed OS; DOS 3.3 (but no 
earlier versions); and Pascal. As well 
as the built-in Applesoft BASIC, Apple 
supplies Pascal, FORTRAN, Super-
PILOT, Logo and 6502 Assembly 
Language for the Ilc. 

Learning to Use it 
A basic concept behind the Ilc is that 
it is an off-the-shelf, ready-to-use 
computer system. If you buy the 
basic system, it comes in one 
carryable box with a handle at the 
top, so you literally carry it out of the 
shop to your home or office, plug it 
in (it's easy — even I managed it first 
try) and off you go. 

Inside the box are the computer 
itself, a video cable and RF modulator, 
the power transformer and power 
cable, the warranty card, three 
manuals and five diskettes. The 
manuals and the diskettes together 
form a comprehensive training 
program for the 11c; work through 
from beginning to end and you'll not 
only learn how to operate this 
particular machine, but also get a 
grounding in what a computer is and 
the applications you can use it for. 

The first manual concerns itself 
solely with setting up the Ilc, showing 
you with both instructions and clear 
photographs exactly which accessories 
attach to which ports at the back of 
the computer. As I said before, 
setting up is simplicity itself. 

The second manual is the 'Interactive 
Owner's Guide', which operates in 
conjunction with four of the diskettes 
to take you through from an introduction 
to computing to a demonstration of 
integrated word processing, database 
management and spreadsheet 
programs. This manual is an excellent 
piece of documentation; it assumes 
no prior knowledge, never explains 
things in unclear terms, and backs up 
the tutorial diskettes both with 
summaries of their contents and extra 
information. P 
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Was Rembrandt 
really an Australian? 

It's easy to see why one American reviewer got our all-Australian software confused with a 
European masterpiece. Our programs have been praised in England and pirated in Taiwan. 
In Australia, they've been used and used and used. We want to make more all-Australian 
programs that are solidly useful. 

The success we've had is enabling us to do just that. We have been forming a team of talented 
programmers whose sole aim is quality. We're preparing a series of masterpieces. None of 
them will be paintings, all of them will be the finest programs for the finest computers. They 
will all bear the name Zardax, as your guarantee of quality. 

What's all this got to do with Rembrandt? Read on. 

— "this word processor is a piece of cake to use." Infoworld 22/2/82 
— "superbly easy to use, quick, convenient." PCAL Report Dec 83 
— "in many ways better than a dedicated word processor" The Australian 31/3/84 
— "if word processing is an art, Zardax is a Rembrandt." In-Cider March 83 
— "highly recommended." Softalk Jan 84 
— "Zardax wins praise for being well-nigh bulletproof" Your Computer April 84 

Zardax® 
Zardax Word Processor I — for Dos. 3.3 on the Apple II computer 
Zardax Word Processor II— for ProDOS on the Apple //e and //c 
Zardax Word Processor III— for the Apple /// computer 
Zardax WRITER 	— a new generation program for the IBM PC 

 

16 Carrara Street, 
Mt Gravatt Q. 4122 
P.O. Box 397, 
Mt Gravatt Q. 4122 
(07) 349 9883 

COMPUTER 
SOLUTIONS 

 

Publishers of Zardax software 
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The Apple Ilc in its' off-the-shelf box; 
you just carry it home from the 
shop, set it up, and 
away you go. 

  

  

beginner's tutorial, I can't recommend 
it too highly. 

The third manual and the fifth 
diskette contain the system utilities —
instructions on formatting disks, 
creating files, setting up for different 
printers and so on. The first thing it 
shows you is how to copy the 
System Utilities disk (which includes 
formatting a blank disk) — a good 
introduction to the concept of back-
ups! 

If you want to know all the ins and 
outs of the inner workings of the 11c, 
it's available in the form of the Apple 
Ilc Reference Manual, which is 
obtainable separately from Apple 
dealers. This includes details of 
memory addresses, firmware listings, 
timing charts and the like, so you 
don't have to be permanently ignorant 
about what makes your Ilc tick. 

In the Marketplace 
According to Apple in Australia, the 
concept of the Ilc quite coincidentally 
came about at the same time as IBM 
was planning the Junior; the fact that 
they're in direct competition with each 
other is quite coincidental. Whatever 
you believe about that, it is a fact 
that there is no other computer, 
except for the Junior, in quite the 
same category as the Ilc — portable, 
but with built-in disk drive and plenty 
of software. 

Since the PCjr isn't yet available in 
Australia, and shows no imminent 
signs of being so, it wouldn't surprise 
me if Apple walked away with the 
'powerful portable' market in this 
country. Even in the US, where the 
Ilc was launched with great fanfare 
and ra-ra (and dinner and drinks for 
4000 people), Apple claims to have 
taken orders on debut day for 50,000 
machines in seven hours. It took 
Apple two and a half years to sell 
that many of the original Apples, and 
IBM seven months to turn over that 
number of PCs. When Apple brought 
out the Macintosh, its goal was to 
sell 50,000 in 100 days, an ambition 
which it claims to have beaten by 
20,000 units. All in all, I think recent 
predictions that Apple's death knoll 
has sounded since IBM joined the 
microcomputer market could be 
somewhat off the beam. 

However, with the introduction of 
the Ilc, Apple is undercutting its own 

market for the Ile. There has therefore 
been a rethink about the target 
market for the Ile, and a consequent 
'price restructuring' (it makes you 
wonder what these machines actually 
cost to produce, the way the prices 
can be changed at the drop of a hat 
to suit the market trends ...). The Ile 
is now being aimed primarily at the 
education market — where a built-in 
disk drive in every unit is not required 
- and at more dedicated hobbyists 

who still want to make their computer 
do all sorts of fancy interfacing with 
the real world and thus need the Ile's 
expandability and adaptability. The Ile 
will consequently be considerably 
cheaper once the Ilc is released than 
it has been till now. Apple is also 
working on a new networking system 
for Iles in classrooms, to be released 
later this year. 

However, if I were a computer user 
looking for a machine that's powerful 
enough to be useful, portable enough 
to be used at home and at work, 
and versatile through its wide range 
of software, I'd buy a Ilc. It's obviously 
not for everyone — not for hackers, 
and not for big businesses or number 
crunchers. But for the average user, 
it's as near to perfect as you'll get. 

As for service, Apple's current aim 
is to achieve 24-hour turnaround from 
the time of delivery to a dealer to the 
computer being fixed. The only time 
you should have to wait longer for 
repairs or service is if you're unlucky 
enough to take your Apple in to a 
dealer who's had another machine 
with the same fault in the same day; 
then he'd have to order another part. 
If Apple achieves this service aim, 
they'll be setting an example the rest 
of the industry could do well to fol-
low. 

The recommended retail price for 
the Ilc is $1775 including tax ($1565 
without tax). By the time you read 
this article it should be available off-
the-shelf from Apple dealers and 
perhaps other outlets in department 
stores which Apple is in the process 
of arranging. Some of the peripherals 
won't arrive till later this year, and 
you'll need to enquire about the 
availability of the new Ilc software, 
but the basic system is here now; for 
once we didn't have to wait a year 
or more for a new computer to reach 
here from the US. 

 

The tutorial diskettes themselves 
are mainly double-sided, and comprise 
the following demonstration programs: 
■ Apple Presents the Ilc (similar to 

'Apple Presents Apple', which 
came with the Ile) introduces 
new users to the keyboard and a 
few other basic concepts. 

■ The Apple at Play not only 
includes a couple of games, but 
also an example of a home 
finance program (work out the 
amortisation on your home loan —
if you want to be depressed, that 
is) and the aforementioned 
Mozart sonata. 

■ The Apple at Work introduces 
users to the concepts of word 
processing, spreadsheets and 
database management, and 
leaves them with whetted appetites 
to try the wonders of integrated 
software packages such as 
AppleWorks. 

■ The Inside Story is for those 
who want to know a little about 
what makes the computer work, 
and introduces the concept of 
saving data on disks. 

■ Exploring Apple Logo introduces 
the Logo programming language 
for both children and home 
users. 

■ Getting Down to BASIC is an 
introduction to BASIC program-
ming. 

If new users work their way 
through all these diskettes together 
with the owner's guide, they should 
emerge after several hours feeling 
happy and confident with their Ilc and 
their own abilities to be able to 'get 
into' computing, and ready to start 
work with a 'real' program. As a 
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EASE OF USE 
— SIMPLE and CONSISTENT 
— HELP — 3 levels, for the 

• current: 
— BUILDING you are in 
— ROOM you are in 
— QUESTION being asked.  

- 3 TUTORIALS. 
USING META 4 

— DESIGNING WITH META 4 
— META 4 EXAMPLES 0 

Designed from the ground up to be 
totally consistent, and as easy to 
install, learn and use as possible. You 
can quickly learn to use the system 

1. MONEY-BACK 
GUARANTEE 

If  you are not satisfied with META4, return it within 
14 days for a cheerful refund. If you buy from a dealer, 

check he is prepared to do this before you buy. 

2. TELEPHONE CONSULTING 
If  there is something you want clarified after you 
have purchased  META4,  ring us up. Maximum 

time for 	 1115 minutes. 

BASIC CONCEPTS 
META4 uses familiar concepts to aid 
you in it's use: 

ROOMS — META4 has many rooms 
in it. Each room is used to store 
information about a different type of 
thing. 	. 	' 

QUESTIONS A ANSWERS— when 
you go into a ROOM META4 asks you 
QUESTIONS about the type of thing 
le.g. CUSTOMER. INVOICE. PRO-
DUCT. etc) held in the ROOM. and 
stores away your ANSWERS.  

RECORDS — META4 stores, the 
ANSWERS to a set of QUESTIONS in 
a room as a RECORD. There can be 
many RECORDS in a room,  

DOORWAYS — You can move from 
ROOM to. ROOM through DOOR-
WAYS. META4 automatically relates 
information in one ROOM to 
information in the next.  

META4 IS EXTENDABLE 
All the features of the system are fully 
extendable to your own applications. 
You can add your own BUILDINGS. 
ROOMS. DOORWAYS and 
QUESTIONS. You can define your 
own maps. HELP text and tutorials.  

NOW there is a REASON to buy a computer. Introducing ... 

the australian data base adventir 
WINNER 

META4 is a revolutionary new data base system which gives YOU full control 
of your computer with NO PROGRAMMING. No other Data Base system even 
comes near it. Now you can have an integrated Data Base system for your 
business or Profession for as little as $395.00. 
META4 may be the only program you need to buy for your computer.  

WINNER of 1stPRIZIn the Business Division ot the 
1 983 ALISOIM• Challenge 
programrning competition, 
sponsored by VERBATIM 
(Australia) Pty Ltd•  

BASIC FACILITIES 
META 4 is a comprehensive Data 
base Management system, 
including: 
— FULL DATA BASE 
— SIMPLE SPREAD-SHEET 
— SIMPLE WORDPROCESSING 
— MAILING LISTS 
— STAN DARD )LETIERS 
— LABELS 

THINK OF AN APPLICATION 
META4 is suitable fora very wide 
variety of business. professional. 
academic and personal appli-
cations. such as: 

BUSINESS:  
CUSTOMERS QUOTES 
ORDERS 	SALES 
INVOICES 	ACCOUNTS 
CREDITORS 	NAMES 
LETTERS 	ADDRESSES 
FINANCIAL 	LABELS 
SUPPLIERS 	PRODUCTS 
CATALOGUES PERSONNEL 
DRG.STRUCTURE DEPTS 

PROFESSIONAL: 
MEDICAL 	DENTAL 
LEGAL 	PHARMACEUTICAL 
INSURANCE FARMING 

ACADEMIC 
LIBRARY 	STUDENTS 
TIMETABLES SCORES 
BOOKS 	BORROWERS 
PAPERS 	AUTHORS 
REFERENCES LECTURES 
FORMULAE 

INDUSTRY:  
VEHICLES 	REPAIRS 
MAINTENANCE PRODUCTION 

REAL ESTATE 
PROPERTIES ENQUIRIES 
ADVERTISING CLIENTS 
RENT 	 COMMISSIONS 

PROJECT: 
TASK LISTS 	SCHEDULES 
DIARY, 	MEETINGS 
MANUALS 	DOCUMENIN 
TIMESHEETS ESTIMATING 
BUDGETS 

Information from any or all of the 
above applications can be AUTO-
MATICALLY LINKED & CROSS-
REFERENCED. since META4 is a 
true Data Base system.  

BUILDINGS —. A building is a 
collection of related ROOMS and 
DOORWAYS. A BUILDING cor-
responds to the traditional concept 
of a Data base. 

META4 IS PORTABLE 
Any applications you develop under 
META4 will run without change on 
any computer that META4 runs on.  

WRITTEN IN ITSELF 

Only META4 is powerful and elegant 
enough to use itself. All the system 
documentation is stored in standard 
META4 BUILDINGS, and printed out 
as a standard META4 report When 
you use META4 to define a new 
application, you answer standard 
META4 questions In standard rooms 
in a META4 building. 

DETAILED FACILITIES 
— Menu driven 
— True DATA BASE —

RELATIONAL/NETWORK. 
— Variety of Answer-types e.g. 

CALCULATED, DATE, YES/NO, 
NUMERIC, TEXT, LIST 

— FULL PROMPTING 
— Automatic VALIDATION 
— Powerful Selection & Reporting 
— All facilities fully EXTENDABLE 

to user's own applications. 
— No programming 
— Full DATA DICTIONARY defined 

as a META4 application. 
— Automatic TOTALLING of lists. 
—, Automatic COPYING of 

ANSWERS from one room 
to another. 

— Automatic MAINTENANCE of 
records in other rooms 
(Secondary Index facility) 

— Copying of information to and 
from other products such as 

I WORDSTAR. 
—B-Tree Sam Source 

Code in MICROSOFT BASIC.  

DISK FORMATS AVAILABLE 
5" IBM-PC DOS 320K 
5" APPLE-II CP/M 126K 
8".CP/M SS/SD 256K 
Other formats by request 

MINIMUM HARDWARE Rum 
CP/M — Minimum 56K System 
IBM PC-DOS, MS-DOS — Minimum 
of 128K RAM. 
APPLE-II — 64K RAM, 80-Column 
Card, CP/M card, 2 diskette drives. 

Prices (Inc. Sales Tax) 
Manual alone 	 $30.00 
META 4 (CP/M) 	  $395.00 
META4 (IBM-PC) 	 $595.00 
META 4 (MS-DOS) 	 $595.00 
NOn-Stendard Disk 
Conversion 	 $50.00 
Post & Packaging 	 $10.00 

VISA 

be nHcard 
welcome here 

BACK A WINNER! GO FOR META 4. ORDER DIRECT FROM: SYSTEM SOLUTIONS PTY. LTD. 28.30 PALMEDSTON ST, BEAWICK VIC 103) 707 2851 
OR FROM ANY OF THE FOLLOWING DEALERS: 
VIC: 	ALPHA R & 0 (AUSTRALIA) 789 4658, COMPSOFT MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES (03) 428 5269, COMPUTERS 2000 (03) 781 4244, EMERALD HILL COMPUTER BROKERS (03)„6908095, 

METROPOLITAN BUSINESS MACHINES (03) 3832222, PRESIDENT COMPUTERS (03) 529 1788, ROBOCOM (AUSTRALASIA) (03) 429 6233 
NSW: 	J T MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES (02) 848 0452, THE COMPUTER WORKS (065) 553 5485 
01.0: 	MERMAID COMPUTERS (075) 3555511 	 . 
WA: 	COMPUTER AGE (09) 384 1111 .SA: COMPUTER MARKETING HO (08) 26024401 . . .   'Apple Users Society of Melbourne 
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The Prize 
The winner of the Great Aussie Software 
Competition will receive a model 3006 
floor-standing Labtam computer, in-
cluding a 15-slot IEEE-796 multibus 
motherboard and switched mode 
power supply. 

Included within the cabinet is a Z80A 
CPU running at 5 MHz with 128K RAM, 
and an Intel 8086 CPU runningat 8 MHz, 
also with 128K RAM. Labtam is also sup-
plying an extra 128K of RAM, bringing 
the total to 384K. 

CP/M-86 for 16-bit operation and CP/ 
M2.2 for 8-bit operation are included, as 
well as MS-DOS. Labtam is also giving 
the winner copies of Wordstar Profes-
sional and Supercalc 2. Battery back-up 
is supplied for the real-time/date clock 
and time counter. 

The desktop console is Labtam's own 
high-resolution terminal and keyboard, 
which enables the provision of REGIS 
graphics. Storage on the system is via a 
20 cm floppy disk drive providing 1.2 
megabytes of storage, plus a Winches-
ter disk drive with 10M. 

To complete this outstanding compu-
ter system, Anderson Digital Equipment 
has donated a Mannesmann Tally 
MT 160 printer to provide output from 
the machine. The MT 160 is a high-
resolution printerwith graphics capabil-
ity, and prints at 160 characters per 
second. 

     

The Labtam 3006 is an Australian-designed and built microcomputer that 
meets the highest specifications and requirements. It was originally built 
by the company for its own use in scientific applications, but proved to be 
such a top performer that other companies wanted the chance to use it —
so Labtam started building them commercially. 

You can win a Labtam 3006 plus many extras, worth a total of over 
$14,000, by entering the Great Aussie Software Competition. 

  

  

        

         

             

             

RULES 
1. The program must be in a language compatible 
with CP/M 2.2. CP/M-86, MP/M-86, MS-DOS or 
IDRIS. In the event that a program is submitted 
under MS-DOS. it must not be hardware depen-
dent (i.e. IBM-PC). 
2. The program must be submitted on an IBM-
compatible, single-sided, single density, 20 cm 
diskette, or an IBM-compatible (under the above 
operating systems) 13 cm diskette. 
3. A short written resume of the program should 
accompany the entry. and it should be in a printed 
listing or typed form. 
4. All entries must be accompanied by an original 
coupon from 'Your Computer'. The coupon must 
be signed, and in the case of a joint effort from, for 
example. a company, the signature must be by 
someone authorised to sign on behalf of the 
company. 
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5. The judges' decision is final and no correspond-
ence will be entered into over the competition, nor 
any interviews granted. 
6. No employees or relatives of the Federal Publish-
ing Company Pty Ltd, Eastern Suburbs Newspapers 
Ply Ltd, or Labtam International Pty Ltd, their ad-
vertising agencies or associated companies, are elig-
ible to enter. 
7. The competition will run in 'Your Computer' for 
four issues from June to September 1984 inclusive, 
and entries will close by the last mail received on 
September 30, 1984. 
8. Entries which do not comply with these condi-
tions, including entries received after the closing 
time. will be disqualified. 
9. All entries, whether disqualified or not, will be 
returned to the appropriate participants. 
10. The winning program remains the property of 
the author for him or her to use and apply as  

desired. 
11. The prizes in the competition have no monetary 
refund value, are not transferable. and cannot be 
substituted or varied. 
12. The competition will be judged by a panel of 
experts, which will use its best endeavours to see 
that every entry is properly considered. 
13. Any omission to consider any entry and/or error 
by the judges or by any representative of Labtam 
International Pty Ltd or Federal Publishing 
Company Pty Ltd shall not invalidate the competi-
tion or give rise to any rights in any competitor to 
take proceedings against either of the promoters of 
the competition or any officers or employees of 
either of these companies at law or in equity on any 
account. 
14. All competitors taking part agree as a condition 
of entry to accept the judges' decision as final and 
binding. 



All you have to do (all! we say) is write an original, innovative and useful 
program for any application you choose, and send it in to Your Computer 
for evaluation. Our panel of judges will whittle the entries down to a short 
list, and then subject these shortlisted finalists to a thorough scrutiny and 
workout. 

Our judges are all people well experienced in the world of program-
ming: Les Bell, founding editor and now contributing editor of this 
magazine, and a well-known software consultant in his own right; Matt 
Whelan, former Managing Editor of Your Computer and now head of this 
publishing company's EDP department; and Dr Barry Thornton PhD, DSc, 
dean of the Faculty of Mathematical and Computing Sciences at the New 
South Wales Institute of Technology. Dr Thornton is also Chief Executive 
Officer of the Foundation for Australian Resources — which he set up nine 
years ago — and was Technical Director and General Manager of Honey-
well for eleven years. 

Format 
We'd like to be able to test your pro-
grams on a Labtam computer, so here's 
some information about its specific es-
cape sequences and soon. 

A Labtam terminal behaves like an 
ANSI-standard terminal, or alternatively 
can use VT52 cursor positioning escape 
sequences. The people at Labtam have 
also implemented a subset of the DEC 
REGIS graphics set, although they warn  

that they haven't incorporated all the 
more intricate options. 

If you'd like more details about the 
Labtam escape codes, write to us and 
we'll send you a photocopy of the actual 
manual — we just don't have enough 
room here to list them all. However, if 
you follow the above standards and 
don't go into the intricacies of various 
subsets, Labtam tells us it should all be 
straightforward .  

More Prizes * 
The second prize, a Mannesmann Tally 
MT 80 Spirit printer, has also been 
donated by Anderson Digital Equipment 
and is worth around $800. It prints at 80 
characters per second and provides 
such features as underlining, bold face, 
super and subscripts, italics and a 
special graphics mode. 

Third prize, donated by Magmedia, is 
three boxes of Xidex precision flexible 
disks, either in 20 cm or 13 cm format, 
as the winner wishes. These diskettes 
retail at between $60 and $70 per box. 

Fourth and fifth prizes are two years' 
and one year's subscription to Your 
Computer respectively. 

Aside from winning one of these 
marvellous prizes, the winner's name 
will be publicised nationally, and he or 
she will retain ownership of the winning 
program to market, publish or other-
wise use as they please. 

The winning program does not 
necessarily have to be super-complex or 
business-oriented. The spirit of the 
competition is to reward original Austra-
lian initiative in producing a well-
written, well-structured, useful and in-
novative program. It should reflect an 
original approach to solving a problem 
(regardless of its size or complexity) by 
the use of a computer. 

ENTRY FORM 
	  1 
GREAT AUSSIE SOFTWARE COMPETITION 

Please complete this entry form and send it, with your program and resume, to Great Aussie Software 
Competition, 'Your Computer', 140 Joynton Avenue, Waterloo 2017. 
In the event of a joint entry, please list separately the names (and, if applicable, job titles) of the competitors. 

Name 1 (and job title): 	  

Name 2 (and job title): 	  

Name 3 (and job title): 	  

Address: 	  

Postcode: 

Language of Entry: 	  

I declare that the attached program is original and has been written by me/my group' . 
*Delete as necessary. 
Signature: 	  
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It's like this all the time; anxious company executives waiting for 
their custom built baby. Our reply is always the same, "To fit within your 
requirements and be a time and money saver, waiting 30 days for 
delivery is worth it". 

Labtam will nurture and care for your new investment showing 
you how to make it grow and expand, ready for your future needs. 

The Labtam Series 3000 Computer is an affordable, high 
performance computer built specially for real 
world processing applications to protect your 
investment in both hardware and software. 

For further information contact: 
VICTORIA, HEAD OFFICE 43 Malcolm Road, 
Braeside, Australia, 3195. Telephone: (03) 587 1444. 

SYDNEY. Ground Floor, 2 Help Street, Chatswood, 
N.S.W. 2067. Telephone: (02) 411 2588. 

Leading the Field. 

Graf-X D.A.G. L1391. 



Tandy was one of the early starters in the personal 
computer game, with the 1977 launch of the TRS-80 

Model I. Relying solely upon its own distribution network, 
it has doggedly promoted its own operating system - 
TRS-DOS - and its own way of doing things. With the 

TRS-80 Model 2000 it has broken with tradition, as 
Les Bell reports. 

TANDY MODEL 2000 
I COULD NEVER quite appreciate the 
Tandy 'technocrap' silver and grey 
styling, and they lost me forever (I 
thought) with the introduction of TRS-
DOS. The TRS-80 family, or at least 
the eight-bit branch of it, was just too 
far away from the mainstream. Rather 
after the fashion of some mainframe 
companies, Tandy tended to give the 
impression that you would be 'locked 
in' to its way of doing things, despite 
the considerable amount of software 
available from third parties. 

When it decided to make the move 
away from the eight-bit world, the 
company introduced the Model 16, a 
68000-based system which uses the 
XENIX version of the UNIX operating 
system. This machine is perhaps 
ahead of its time: while the rest of 
the world pauses to work with the 
8088, the 68000 is largely being 
ignored; and by the time we start 
looking at more powerful processors 
again it seems that the 68000 will be 
largely overshadowed by the 16032 
and 80286. 

Perhaps realising this, the Tandy 
designers have taken a step back to 
orthodoxy in the Model 2000. At the 
same time, they have not forsaken 
the quest for performance. By using 
the 80186 processor — and at a 
relatively high clock speed (8 MHz) —
they have been able to achieve a 
machine that outperforms the 68000 
school, yet is compatible with the 
IBM PC way of doing things. 

The Model 2000 is without a doubt 
the best thing Tandy has ever done. 
It is well conceived, well designed 
and well thought out. It brings Tandy 
back to the mainstream of PC 
software activity, where it can take 
advantage of products which have 
become 'industry standards' like 
dBase II, Microsoft Word and others. 

The Model 2000 has been designed 
to be MS-DOS compatible, rather 
than IBM PC compatible (though 
some IBM PC programs will run). I 
would guess that the thinking of the 
designers was as follows: to maintain 
IBM PC compatibility, we will be 
forced to use the same memory map, 
the same graphics resolution, the 
same keyboard design, the same 
expansion bus and a number of other 
'features' which in today's technology 
are a liability — and even then, we 
still wouldn't be able to run all IBM 
software. It is better to run the same 
operating system, with a similar 
ANSII-standard screen driver, and 
accept the incompatibility. Our higher 
performance will outweigh the com-
patibility issue, and we have enough 
clout to be able to get all the major 
software rewritten for our machine in 
any case. 

That's a powerful argument. There's 
no doubt that the performance of the 
Model 2000 is much higher than that 
of the IBM PC, and that Tandy is 
organising software for its machine. 
An examination of the US market 
shows, however, that the less 
compatible a machine is with the IBM 
PC, the less well it does in the 
marketplace, all other things being 
equal. Thus, highly compatible 
'clones' have done well with virtually 
no promotion, while less compatible 
machines from companies with bigger 
budgets — like the TI Professional 
and the Wang PC — have not done 
as well, despite improved perfor-
mance. 

However, none of these machines 
has had as much going for it as the 
Tandy Model 2000. The performance 
scales are weighed heavily in favour 
of the Model 2000, as our benchmarks 
showed. Of the machines benchmarked  

recently, the Model 2000 was the top 
of the list. It executed the Sieve of 
Eratosthenes benchmark (programmed 
in Microsoft C) in 3.82 seconds, only 
62 per cent of the nearest competitor's 
time, the Sord M68, which is a 
68000 processor running at 10 MHz 
(its time was 6.13 s, programmed in 
the CP/M-68K C compiler). 

Other benchmarks in MS-BASIC 
revealed a similarly high performance. 
The only machine which got near the 
Model 2000 (Sieve: 789.89 s) was 
the Dulmont Magnum (Sieve: 957.97 
s). 

Our final benchmark was a program 
in dBase II which creates a file of 
1000 records (Stage 1), indexes it 
(Stage 2) and then finds 12 records, 
deletes them and packs the file 
(Stage 3). This benchmark is designed 
to give some indication of the 
machine in a commercial application, 
where processor speed is less 
significant and disk performance 
becomes more important. 

Here, the Model 2000 significantly 
outperformed the competition in stage 
1, but dropped back in stages 2 and 
3. The reasons for this are two-fold: 
firstly, the first stage of the benchmark 
involves a fair bit of processor activity 
as it generates random numbers 
(remember dBase II is an interpreter), 
and secondly it generates the file 
sequentially without much track-to-track 
head motion. In stages 2 and 3, by 
comparison, there is a lot of track-to-
track motion of the disk drive head, 
and here the 13 cm floppies on the 
machine proved to be the weak link 
in the chain. A vintage 1979 20 cm 
disk system with a 2 MHz 8080 
processor did almost as well in these 
stages. 

The moral of the story here has 
two levels of interpretation. One, it ► 
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The Tandy 2000 demonstrating a graphics program, flanked by some of the 
wide range of software it will run. 

SPECIFICATIONS AND REPORT CARD 

Unit: 
Made by: 
Processor: 
Clock speed: 
RAM: 
ROM: 
I/O: 
Languages: 
Keyboard: 

Display: 
Graphics: 
Peripherals: 
Expansion: 
Best points: 
Worst points: 

TRS-80 Model 2000 
Tandy Corp. 
80186 
8 MHz 
128K minimum, 768K maximum 
Bootstrap only 
One serial, one parallel Centronics 
BASIC as standard, plus MS-DOS languages 
90-key OWERTY, numeric and cursor pads, 12 programmable 
function keys 
80 by 25 alphanumeric display 
640 by 400 mono or colour with option boards 
Printers, modems, you name it 
Four slots available 
Fantastic speed, good graphics 
Disk drives should be faster 

Ratings: 
Documentation: 
Ease of use: 
Functionality: 
Support: 
Value for money: 

Excellent 	Very Good 	Good 	Poor 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

Extras included: 
Options: 
Price: 

Review unit from: 

Mono graphics and colour graphics kit 
Hard disk (10 Mbyte), mouse/clock board 
$4450 incl. tax (Model 26-5103 with two floppy drives): $6950 incl. 
tax (Model 26-5104 with 10 Mbyte hard disk and one floppy) 
Tandy Corp. of Australia 

shows that improvements in the 
silicon technology — such as faster 
processors — have less impact than 
expected unless they are accompanied 
by improvements in other elements of 
the hardware such as the disk drives. 
This is something that will have to be 
borne in mind by hardware designers. 

For those who are contemplating 
buying the hardware, the benchmark 
reveals something else. The Model 
2000 will be significantly faster than  

8088-based machines (like the IBM 
PC) on straight sequential file pro-
cessing (like running compilers and 
so on), and there's just no comparison 
on processor-bound tasks like gener-
ating prime numbers. But where disk 
I/O takes up a significant fraction of 
the time — as in commercial applications 
or with indexed databases — the 
improved performance of the Model 
2000 processor is less significant. 

However, if you reduce the impact 

of I/O by, say, moving to hard disk, 
then the processor becomes a 
significant factor again. In short, then, 
for commercial applications, you won't 
realise the full benefit of the 80186 
processor in the Model 2000 unless 
you use the hard disk-based version. 
You generally would for commercial 
applications anyway, and the Tandy 
price for a hard disk version is good 
value compared to floppies only. 

On the Outside 
The Model 2000 is finished in an off-
white (cream?) moulded resin case 
with comfortable rounded edges and 
a pleasing appearance. At the front 
left is a black panel containing a 
silver name badge and the power 
and reset switches. Both are rocker 
types and the power switch contains 
an indicator. At the right of the front 
panel are two half-height floppy disk 
drives, each with a capacity of 720 
Kbytes. 

The blank front centre of the front 
panel optionally masks a built-in 10 
Mbyte hard disk drive (another drive 
can be attached externally). 

Under the front panel is a recess 
which helps to reduce the desk 
space occupied by the machine by at 
least partially sheltering the keyboard 
when it is not in use. The keyboard 
itself is comfortable and well thought 
out, with separate numeric and cursor 
pads (the latter in an inverted T), and 
12 function keys across the top of 
the keyboard where templates can be 
used to label them. The keys have a 
good feel, and the rounded edges of 
the keyboard make it comfortable to 
use. 

At the rear of the machine, the 
lower edge carries the connectors for 
the standard Centronics parallel and 
RS-232C serial ports, while the right 
side carries the power connector. 
There are four slots for expansion 
boards in a steel-lined chassis; each 
board is carried on a metal tray 
which bends up to form a back panel 
to carry connectors. Boards are held 
in place by simple push-locks. 

Mechanically, the Model 2000 is a 
good balance between ruggedness 
and light weight. It is solid enough to 
withstand the usual (and most 
unusual) stresses of office life, yet 
won't break your back as you carry it 
to the car. 

The standard system is completed 
by a screen: either monochrome 
(what we used to call black-and-white, 
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VIDEO MONITORS 
	V Get a clear honest image! 

Computer data and graphic 
displays never looked 
better, brighter, sharper 

High Resolution 
• Recommended Display Characters: 

1920 (80x24). 
• High quality, non-glare CRT. 
• Compact and Lightweight with all Controls Inside 

Front Panel. 
• All units 100% Factory Burned-In. 
• 800 lines centre resolution. 
• Suitable for Apple®—and other computers. 

(Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer 
Computer, Inc.) 

• Green or Orange Phosphor available. 
• 18 MHZ. 
• Direct Import Price. 

Green Phosphor $189.00 S.T.I. 
Orange Phosphor $199.00 S.T.I. 

SCHOOL AND CLUB BULK BUYS—
Please ring for pricing 

SPECIFICATIONS 
CRT SIZE 
12 inches non-glare 90 degree deflection 
INPUT SIGNAL 
1.0-2.5V p-p composite video signal 
INPUT INPEDANCE 
Normal 75 ohm, high approx. 50K ohm 
INPUT TERMINALS 
RCA phone lack 
RISE TIME AND FALL TIME 
Less than 25 us 
VIDEO BANDWIDTH 
20 MHz + -3dB 
SCANNING FREQUENCY  

Horizontal: 15.75 KHz 1- -0.5 KHz 
Vertical: 50 Hz/60 Hz 
Horizontal Retrace Time: Approx 8.5 us 
Vertical Retrace Time: Approx 800 us 
PHOSPHORS AVAILABLE 
Amber. Green 
RESOLUTION 
Centre: 1000 Lines 
Corner: 800 Lines 
Geometric distortion: 2% or less 
Linearity: less than 2% 
CONTROLS 
Front: POWER ON/OFF, brightness 

contrast 
Rear: V-Hold H-Hold V-Line V-Size 

Green $179.00 
	 -111111111\  

Amber $199.00 

Ritron 11 Monitors are now available to increase our range of Data Displays. 
They feature a unique adjustable swivel base that tilts forward or back 
30 degrees and swivels right to left 60 degrees. 
Technical specifications are listed below: 

School and Dealer Enquiries Welcome 

JUKI PRINTER WITH 8K BUFFER 
Daisy Wheel 18cps 

$1045 

• 111111111106 
2.4 Mbyte CP/M 
system for $2700 

uni,..._1111111111111am . 
r- 

Save 5 minutes each print run. 
A high quality daisy wheel printer 
with a large buffer so it won't tie up 
your computer. The JUKI uses the 
wide range of Adler wheels and 
readily available IBM selectric 
ribbons. (Selectric is a Registered 
trade mark of IBM). 

Please address tax exempt, school, wholesale, and dealer 
425 High St., Northcote, Vic. 48-50 A'Beckett St., Melb., Vic. 	 enquiries to: RITRONICS WHOLESALE 
Phone (03) 489 8866, (03) 489 8131, Mail Order Hotline (03) 481 1436 	1st floor 425 High St. Northcote 3070 (03) 489 7099 
Mail orders to P.O. Box 235 Northcote 3070 Vic. Minimum P & P $3.00. (03) 481 1923 Telex AA 38897 

Yes that's right 2.4 Mbyte and the Ferguson Bigboard II you 
get a 4MHz Z80 system with two RS232 ports plus a 
centronics and STD bus expansion. If you want we can add 
Eprom programming facilities. Comes complete with CP/M80. 
Check it out at our computer division C-Tech in A'Beckett St. 

ROD IRVING ELECTRONICS 
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The time 
has come to 
put the old 
workhorse out 
to pasture 
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The days when dBASEII* stood all by itself at the 
apex of the database management pyramid are past. 
The old workhorse has been put out to pasture by a 
new breed of faster, easier, more powerful packages. 
It's not that the old horse hasn't done its job: it has, 
gloriously. Those of you using dBASEII know that it 
has paid for itself many times over. In its time it was 
dBest And now there's no denying that it's slow, it's 
cumbersome, it's difficult to live with — when you 
compare it with some of the newcomers on the 
market. 

Fresh out of the starting gate. 
So who are the newcomers that have usurped the old 
master's position? 

Delta: 
We regard it as the most complete user-oriented 
database system on the market today and for the 
forseeable future. Delta caught our attention when it 
received the UK government's prestigious RITA 
award for "best software of its kind", followed closely 
by IBM UK's adopting it as their own distributed 
product for the IBM PC. Everything we have learned 
about it since working with it here has served only to 
increase our enthusiasm. Delta has so much to offer 
— and you don't have to he a programmer to get it 
all. 

Dataflex: 
Dataflex is a true multi-file, multi-user database 
management system. "Flex" offers you unlimited 
flexibility in the development of high quality, easy to 
use database applications — in a minimum of time. 
"Flex" is for software developers everywhere, as well 
as for users with complex applications. 

Take some advice from an 
experienced punter. 
"Dataflex . . . truly the best application 
development tool on the market today. Its 
power and flexibility have enabled us to write a 
total package in less than 50% of the time 
compared to conventional methods." 

Tim Lamberton, M Sc. 
software consultant to 
Occidental Life. 

Place your bet on a winner. 
Delta and Dataflex are available at leading computer 
stores everywhere. Ring up your local dealer and ask 
him for a demo. If he doesn't know about the 
product you're interested in, ring us. Or better yet, 
have your dealer ring us. It's time he got on the inside 
track. 
*copyright Ashton-Tate. **Offer holds until May 30. 

Delta and Dataflex distributed in Australia by 

Intelligence 
(AUST. PTY. LTD.) 

Sydney: 4th Floor, 204 Clarence Street, 
Sydney, NSW 2000. 
Phone (02) 267 1711. Telex: MNC AA25026. 
Melbourne: Suite 303, 620 Sr Kilda Road, 
South Melbourne Vic 3004. 
Phone: (03) 51 1406 Telex: AA39219. 
Brisbane: (07) 343 9122 Perth: (09) 322 1677 
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enhancements 
Make your VIC-20 talk. 
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Stonechip colour lightpen. 

$65.00 
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Cartridge 	 $47.00 

Top VIC-20 games software. 
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lelpar (BM   $17.95 
Panic tune \ pi 	  $19.95 
Sc ramble oiliest)] 	 $19.95 

Brilliant 
arcade games 
with excellent 
graphics 
and sound. 

I Irasi 	 $23.95 Multi level, colour. 

lots moor lit the VR -.'II Also enhancement, for 
C64. 'midair Spectrum .,nd ZX-81. 
Send self-addressed envelope for ,alalogue. 

er  dolphin computers 
WI Reserve Road, 	 Telephone roll 4 	491i 
ARTARMON, NSW 2064. 	 relent AA20677 

Enquire It your IN al r omputet shop Of mail prefer from 
Dolphin. Mail rads, cert. post 5200 (software only), 
pate courier $5 rill Sydney, $1, rrl/ Australia, enc lose 
cheque !Houle\ order 'Link, ard details All none. 
guaranteed 	 rrearia111/11`. 1111 11/1111(1. 
All prix es 111(1111111 S.111, has.  

**Dealer enquiries welcome** 

Australian distributor: 

only it's green) at $349 or high-resol-
ution colour at $1149. For colour use, 
a colour graphics board is necessary, 
at $349, plus a hi-res graphics board 
($699). 

We reviewed the standard Model 
2000, which includes two 720K disk 
drives, keyboard, MS-DOS, BASIC 
and 128 Kbytes of memory. We also 
had the hi-res graphics card and 
colour monitor, together with dBase II 
and MultiPlan. It arrived in a couple 
of boxes, and we simply unpacked it, 
plugged everything together and it ran 
first time — although we were a little 
perplexed by the fact that drive A: is 
the lower of the two drives, a 
reversal of the 'standard'. Perhaps we 
should have read the manual first! 

We encountered no difficulties or 
problems with the machine apart from 
the odd disk error which more than 
likely was due to the particular disks 
we were using. There are a few 
things that could be improved on the 
machine: for example, although the 
colour monitor has excellent resolution 
and colour saturation, it also has a 
highly reflective screen surface which 
can be quite distracting. We were 
also surprised at how slowly BASIC 
programs scrolled when listed to the 
colour screen. 

The operating system is MS-DOS 
2.0, and there are no surprises here; 
it works just like MS-DOS does on 
any other machine. It is supplied with 
the usual series of utilities. Perhaps 
of more interest is the software 
support from other suppliers. 

Range of Software 
Tandy has a range of software 
available for this machine that stands 
up well. For word processing, for 
example, there's pfs:Write ($179.95 
(all prices include sales tax)), Microsoft 
Word ($499.95) and MultiMate 
($349.95). For simple electronic filing, 
you can have pfs:File ($179.95) and 
pfs:Report ($149.95), while for serious 
database work, dBase II is available 
($699). The standard spreadsheet is 
MultiPlan ($349.95). 

The Microsoft range of languages 
is available, together with Ryan-McFar-
land COBOL. For private use, there's 
The Home Accountant Plus, Planetfall 
and The Witness. 

A fair selection of IBM PC software 
will run, generally those programs  

which have simple screen handling. 
More complex programs which do 
direct screen accessing simply won't 
work. However, the majority of 
accounting packages and similar 
commercial software don't suffer from 
this problem. 

The Model 2000 will automatically 
sense the disk format and will 
automatically read and write IBM PC-
DOS or MS-DOS standard disks 
(which is, of course, how we were 
able to try Microsoft C on the 
machine). 

The high-resolution graphics board 
provides a monochrome display with 
a resolution of up to 640 by 400, 
and with the addition of a colour 
graphics board it is possible to 
display a palette of up to eight 
colours simultaneously from a total of 
fifteen. The version of Microsoft's GW 
BASIC supplied has additional 
commands to allow complete control 
of the graphics (such as a PALETTE 
USING statement which allows the 
colour palette to be quickly loaded 
from an array). 

A graphics dump program is 
supplied which allows the screen to 
be dumped from a BASIC program to 
the CGP-220 colour ink-jet printer. 
(This printer, by the way, is the same 
as the Canon one which I raved 
about a few months ago). 

Another peripheral that's available 
is the DigiMouse/Clock board, which 
presumably will be needed when the 
Microsoft Windows package becomes 
available. 

Summing Up 
The TRS-80 Model 2000 is a very 
high-performance machine indeed, for 
those who are not totally concerned 
about IBM compatibility in the graphics 
area. Its benchmark performance 
shows it to be the fastest machine 
we have tested to date. This speed 
improvement is most obvious on in-
memory processes, such as large 
spreadsheet calculations, number-
crunching and other computer-bound 
processes. In typical commercial disk-
oriented applications, the difference is 
less evident, and a hard disk would 
be well worth while. 

Once again, the Model 2000 is 
easily the best thing Tandy has ever 
done; it should find enthusiastic 
support in the local marketplace. 
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For many years Morrow Designs had a very low profile, 
being known only to the cognoscenti in the computer 
community as producers of high-quality products. Here 
Les Bell reports on the latest machine from a company 

fast becoming famous for value for money. 

dBest Machine 
for dJob 

BACK IN 1977, the Morrow CPU/Front 
Panel was the state of the art. I'd 
just arrived in Australia, found myself 
without a personal computer and 
starting building one around the 
Morrow CPU, and it was then that I 
realised just what kind of designer 
George Morrow is. Through clever 
use of bipolar ROMs, open-collector 
logic and other technical trickery, 
George was able to get more 
performance out of less hardware 
than anybody else. 

That became the hallmark of 
George's company: to get more 
performance for the dollar through 
good, clever design — without sacrificing 
quality at all. Over the years, I've 
had Morrow memory, disk controllers 
and other hardware in my computers, 
and all have performed flawlessly. 

Back in those early days, George's 
company was called Thinker Toys —
a clever name but one that didn't 
convey the right image of quality. 
After the change to Morrow Designs 
came the first complete computer 
from the company: the Decision One, 
a small multi-user system that runs a 
copy of UNIX called Micronix (and 
very nice it is, too). 

More recently, the company has 
continued to apply cost-cutting design 
principles to a line of personal 
computers called the Micro Decision. 
The original Micro Decision was 
reviewed in these pages some time 
ago, but the latest model represents 
quite a leap forward and is worth 
further examination. 

The Micro Decision MD-11 is a 
single-user machine based on an 
eight-bit Z-80A processor, and running 
the CP/M operating system. It is 
supplied with a range of bundled 
software for word processing, spread- 

sheet budgeting and database 
management, together with a couple 
of BASIC interpreters. 

So what? I hear you say — and 
well you might. Adam Osborne was 
doing that kind of thing three years 
ago; there's nothing new about low-
cost eight-bit systems with bundled 
software. But my description above 
doesn't tell the whole story. 

The MD-11 has two disk drives: 
one floppy with 400 Kbytes capacity 
and an 11 Mbyte hard disk. It has 
128 Kbytes of memory internally, 
rather than the more usual 64K, and 
it puts it to good use by running the 
CP/M Plus (aka CP/M 3.0) operating 
system. The bundled software 
includes NewWord (a CloneStar), 
SuperCalc, Microsoft BASIC, BAZIC, 
Perfect Pearl, and a number of very 
sophisticated utilities — including a 
special PILOT interpreter. All of this 
sells for under $5000 — including 
terminal and printer — admittedly plus 
sales tax. 

All this adds up to a machine that 
represents the sophisticated, high-per-
formance, low-cost end of the eight-
bit market — the kind of machine that 
makes the performance of most 16- 

The MD-11 has very versatile display pos-
sibilities; here it is running a break-even 
analysis. 

bitters look a bit sick, as you'll see, 
and leaves them for dead on a 
value-for-money comparison. When I 
editorialised a couple of months ago 
about eight bits not being dead, this 
was the kind of machine I had in 
mind. 

A Small Box 
The MD-11 is a small box, not much 
bigger than a pair of disk drives, 
which attaches to an external terminal. 
Virtually any kind of external terminal 
will do, but Morrow produces its own 
terminal which works particularly well 
with the machine and would be a 
good choice. 

Most of the front panel of the 
machine is a cut-out for the disk 
drives. At the left is a half-height 
13 cm disk drive with a blank panel 
above it, while in the centre of the 
machine (right side of the cut-out) is 
an 11 Mbyte (formatted, 12.7 Mbyte 
unformatted) 13 cm hard disk. At the 
right side of the machine is a name 
badge, and recessed under the lower 
edge is the reset button and the 
power light. 

At the rear of the machine is the 
power switch and the power cable's 
IEC connector, together with three 
serial ports. Two of these are regular 
RS-232C ports, one intended for the 
printer and one for a modem or other 
communications, but the third can 
also be used as an RS-422 port, for 
use with Morrow's local area network, 
which was first demonstrated at 
Comdex last year. It could also be 
used for HDLC, SDLC and bisync 
communications to remote mainframes, 
and software for this is expected 
before long. 

Inside the box — under that plain 
vanilla cover — lurks a Z-80A processor 
running at 4 MHz, which is not fast, 
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The complete Morrow MD-11, including Morrow's own terminal, which is part of the 
$5000 package. 

but certainly adequate. More impor-
tantly, there's 128 Kbytes of RAM, 
which contribute to the machine's 
speed in another way. There's also a 
bootstrap ROM which has been 
intelligently written. The ROM contains 
diagnostic routines which run at 
power-on (though not on reset: by 
then we know the memory's OK and 
don't want to be kept waiting), as 
well as a smart bootstrap: if there's a 
floppy in the drive, it will offer to boot 
from there, otherwise it normally 
proceeds to boot from the hard disk. 

The cunning design of the disk 
controller circuitry contributes to the 
low cost of the machine, in the best 
Morrow traditions. Unlike most 
machines, which have separate disk 
controllers for the floppy and hard 
disks, this one uses one disk controller 
chip and associated components, but 
has two data separator circuits, which 
it switches between under software 
control. Cunning! The circuit will 
support up to two floppy disks and 
two hard disks. 

Distinguished Software 
It is in the software area that the 
MD-11 further distinguishes itself. 
Firstly, the operating system is not 
the CP/M 2.2 that we've all come to 
know and love; instead it's CP/M 
Plus, which is a considerable im-
provement over its illustrious antece-
dent. 

Of most interest to the non-technical 
user is the fact that the system no 
longer requires you to type control-C 
whenever disks are changed. Instead, 
the system automatically senses 
media changes and takes the appro-
priate action. Secondly, cryptic error 
messages like 'BDOS Err on B:Bad 
Sector' have been banished in favour 
of more helpful messages and the 
option of aborting the operation, 
retrying it, or ignoring the error and 
proceeding. Actually, Morrow has also 
provided this facility on its CP/M 2.2 
implementations, but CP/M Plus 
handles this a lot better. 

Next CP/M Plus shares some 
features with MP/M and Concurrent 
CP/M: like password protection on 
disks and files, and date and time 
stamping of files. With a hard disk 
system, security becomes a problem, 
since you can't simply remove the 
disk and lock it in a drawer, as you 
can with floppies. The password 
protection is therefore a particularly 
useful feature. Use it with care, 
however, or you'll do what we did: 
put password protection on almost  

every file on the system and then 
forget the passwords the next day, 
forcing us to restore the disk from 
back-ups! 

The date and time stamping feature 
allows the system to automatically 
record any two of the date and time 
at which a file was created, or at 
which it was last updated, or at 
which it was last accessed. This can 
be particularly handy with hard disk 
systems; if you know a file hasn't 
been updated since before the last 
back-up, you don't need to make 
another back-up. 

Less obvious unless you look for it 
is the command line editing feature. 
After typing a command line, you can 
recall it and edit it, and then re-transmit 
it to the operating system. The 
command line editor uses control 
keys similar to WordStar's, and is 
incredibly useful if, like me, you often 
have to type lines like: 
LINK B:STUDENTS, AM8OPLI.IRL[S, 
A,0], AM80BUFIRL, SCREENS.IRL[S]. 

Your chances of getting lines like 
that right first time aren't too good! 

Possibly of more significance to 
commercial users is the speed of the 
system. One of the most significant 
features of CP/M Plus — compared to 
CP/M 2.2 — is that it does not 
sequentially search through the disk 
directory to find a file. Instead, it 
computes, using a technique called 
hashing, the position where the 
directory entry ought to be, and starts 
searching there. Since a typical hard 
disk can have 1024 or more directory 
entries, this provides a tremendous 
speed improvement when frequently 
opening files. 

A second, equally important 
technique used by CP/M Plus is track 
and sector buffering, and this is 
where the 128 Kbytes of memory 
comes in. Instead of using a 1 Kbyte 
or smaller disk buffer, as most 
systems do, to act as a 'window' 
through which files are passed in 
small chunks, CP/M Plus makes use 
of its secondary banks of memory to 
build large disk buffers. 

This is particularly important for 
files which are accessed randomly, 
like databases, and becomes extremely 
significant where multiple files are 
open for random access at one time, 
as in the case of dBase II. On the 
average, according to a benchmark I 
saw in a US publication, CP/M Plus 
provides a seven-times speed im-
provement in access to indexed files, 
such as are used by dBase II and 
similar database systems. 

Benchmarking 
Now the MD-11 already has a hard 
disk, which is quite quick, and with 
the CP/M Plus operating system it 
ought to be even quicker. So we 
conducted some benchmarks, using 
Microsoft BASIC and dBase II. The 
results are shown in Table 1. 

The Sieve benchmark is the 
standard Sieve of Eratosthenes prime 
number generation benchmark as 
described in Byte and elsewhere. 
This reveals nothing startling: for 
processor-bound tasks, the MD-11 is 
a fairly standard 4 MHz Z-80 machine. 
The BM9 benchmark (another prime 
number generator) similarly reveals 
nothing new. 

The Disk Test benchmark, however, 
comes in at 11.66 seconds, revealing 
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The MD-11 running NewWord, a powerful WordStar near-clone. 

the speed of the hard disk. We 
suspected it should be fairly quick: 
performing a large and complex PUI 
compilation, the MD-11 was three 
times faster than a floppy-based sys-
tem. 

The dBase II BMARK benchmark 
comprises three stages. Stage 1 
simply writes out a file consisting of 
1000 records, with the key value 
generated by a simple pseudo-random 
number generator. Stage 2 indexes 
that file, while stage 3 does a find 
and delete on 12 records, followed by 
a pack of the file. 

The results are interesting, to say 
the least, particularly compared with 
the Tandy TRS-80 Model 2000, which 
we were reviewing at the same time 
and which represents the state of the 
art in high-performance processors. 
The MD-11 was slower than the 
Model 2000 in stage 1, primarily 
because that stage involves a 
significant amount of processor 
activity in generating the pseudo-ran-
dom numbers. 

However, in stages 2 and 3, the 
MD-11 was almost five times faster, 
largely due to the buffering provided 
by the CP/M Plus operating system, 
but also thanks to the hard disk. 
Overall, the MD-11 was almost three 
times faster (-200s v —600s). The 
Tandy will win hands down every 
time where processor-intensive tasks 
are involved, but in running dBase II 
and similar applications which are 
disk-intensive, the MD-11 will do bet-
ter. 

Notice also that the performance  

barely degrades when the BMARK 
benchmark is run on the floppy disk. 
This brings home the point that the 
performance is largely due to the 
operating system, optimisation of 
buffering and the disk controller 
circuitry rather than the rotational 
speed of the hard disk. 

For some time I've been lecturing 
at seminars on dBase II about the 
impact that the hardware and the 
operating system can have on dBase 
performance, and when the MD-11 
first appeared I suggested it might be 
the best combination of hardware and 
software to run dBase II. These 
figures confirm this view. If I were 
buying a machine to run dBase II, 
this would be the one — no doubt 
about it. 

Powerful Packages 
The MD-11 doesn't have dBase II as 
standard, however. Instead, it comes 
with a database system called 
Personal Pearl, which I have only 
played with briefly, but which seems 
to have a lot of potential. Rather than 
requiring the user to write programs, 
Personal Pearl works through the 
creation of screens and reports. It 
seems to be quite powerful, though 
of a completely different style to 
dBase II, with which I am more famil-
iar. 

The word processor supplied with 
the MD-11 is NewWord, from NewStar 
software. This package looks for all 
the world like WordStar, but with a 
few significant differences. NewStar is 
in fact a group of former MicroPro 
employees who wanted to produce an 
enhanced version of WordStar — and 
that's what NewWord is. 

On starting up NewWord, it signs 
on with a main menu very similar to 
WordStar's. The only difference is  

that the Mailmerge option isn't there, 
because NewWord automatically 
mailmerges if required. Once editing 
a document, again, the screen is very 
like WordStar, but with a few important 
differences. Perhaps most important 
to the majority of users is the 
Undelete key. 

One of the most common criticisms 
of WordStar is that the delete word 
key, T T, is right next to the delete 
line key, T Y, and it is very easy to 
accidentally hit the wrong one. And 
with WordStar, once some text has 
been deleted, that's it — it's gone 
forever. The user is faced with the 
agonising choice of trying to rewrite 
the missing text or abandoning all the 
work he/she has done in that edit 
session. Has it happened to you? 
Yeah, I thought so! 

With NewWord, every piece of text 
bigger than a single character that is 
deleted is placed into a buffer. The 
buffer normally defaults to a size of 
100 characters, but the user can 
change it if required. The T U key, 
as well as acting as the interrupt key, 
also will recall the last piece of text 
deleted, from that buffer. So if you 
accidentally hit T  Y instead of f T, 
just hit T U and the deleted text will 
magically reappear! 

There are a number of other 
changes in NewWord. For example, 
you can now position the cursor to 
any page number, so if you are used 
to working with page-oriented systems, 
this facility will be very handy. Best 
of all are the print enhancements: at 
the end of the questions which the 
system asks the user about printing, 
there's the usual WordStar question 
about pausing between pages, then 
NewWord goes on to ask which 
printer you want to print on. The 
program has a wide range of printer 

Table 1. Benchmarks. 

Machine 
2 MHz 8080 
Morrow MD-11 
Morrow MD-11 
Morrow MD-1 1 
Morrow MD-11 
(floppy disk) 
Morrow MD-11 
(hard disk) 
TRS-80 Model 2000 

Benchmark 	Language 
BMARK 	 dBase II 
BM9 	 BASIC (MBASIC) 
Disk Test 	 BASIC (MBASIC) 
Sieve 	 BASIC (MBASIC) 
BMARK 	 dBase II 

BMARK 	 dBase II 

BMARK 	 dBase II 

Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3 Total Time 
247.66 287.48 347.61 882.75 

706.79 
11.66 

1723.70 
110.00 65.60 85.30 260.90 

107.50 52.00 60.80 220.30 

80.92 237.69 285.89 604.50 
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SPECIFICATIONS AND REPORT CARD 

Unit: 
Made by: 
Distributed by: 

Processor: 
Clock speed: 
RAM: 
ROM: 
I/O: 
Languages: 
Keyboard: 
Display: 
Graphics: 
Peripherals: 
Expansion: 
Best points: 
Worst points: 

Morrow Designs Micro Decision MD-11 
Morrow Designs 
Automation Statham (Sydney) — (02) 709-4144; Archives 
(Melbourne) — (03) 699-8377; Microtrix (Melbourne) 
— (03) 439-5155 
Z-80A 
4 MHz 
128 Kbytes 
8 Kbytes, containing bootstrap and memory test 
Three serial ports, RS-232C and RS-422 
MBASIC, BaZic standard, plus other CP/M languages 
Full QWERTY 
80 by 24, green 
Line drawing set 
Printer, modem, etc. 
Additional floppy, hard disk 
Excellent speed, superb value for money 
It's a pity it wasn't available three years ago! 

Ratings: Excellent 	Very Good 	Good 	Poor 
Documentation: 
Ease of use: 
Functionality: 
Support: 
Value for money: 

• 
• 

• 
• 

•  

Price: 
Review unit from: 

$5499 incl. tax with terminal: $4410 incl. tax for computer alone 
Automation Statham Pty Ltd, 47 Birch St, Bankstown 2200. 
(02) 709-4144 

drivers which are installable as it 
runs, so you can set up the system 
to default print on your daisywheel 
printer, but if you specify 'draft' have 
NewWord send its output to a dot 
matrix printer. 

A few of WordStar's features are 
missing: for example, the ability to 
set and find place markers (for 
example, T K1,  T  01) which I use a 
lot when editing programs — but then, 
most people will never miss that 
feature. Also, the help facility works 
slightly differently; but overall most 
WordStar users will experience very 
little pain and should find the 
changeover worthwhile. 

The MD-11's spreadsheet is 
Supercalc, which is one of the 
standards of the industry. The 
spelling checker is Correct-It, which 
has a 36,000-word dictionary. Both of 
these programs are fairly straightfor-
ward, and offer performance that is 
about standard for the eight-bit world. 

The MD-11, since it incorporates a 
hard disk, raises the problem of 
back-up. This is handled very adroitly 
by a Morrow-supplied utility called 
Backfield. Backfield calculates a 
checksum for every directory entry 
and compares that checksum with a 
value stored in a file from the last 
time it was run. If the values are 
different, then the file has been 
updated and should therefore be 
backed up — which Backfield proceeds 
to do. 

Morrow Terminal 
The MD-11 is normally supplied with 
a Morrow terminal, and there would 
seem to be little point in using any 
other terminal for a couple of reasons. 
Firstly, the MD-11 has an installation 
program which runs automatically on 
power-up and copies all the software 
onto the hard disk and then installs it 
for the appropriate terminal, and this 
works best for the Morrow terminal. 
Secondly, the Morrow screen has a 
number of unique features which 
work well with the MD-11. 

For example, the keys on the 
terminal all generate unique codes —
including for combinations of shift and 
control keys — and these are interpreted 
by the BIOS (Basic Input/Output 
System) in the MD-11. A utility called 
KEY allows the user to amend the  

key translation table in the BIOS, 
thus effectively reprogramming the 
keys. This means that programs like 
NewWord, SuperCalc and Personal 
Pearl can make use of the cursor 
arrow keys, the HELP key and other 
special keys regardless of what codes 
they actually generate. 

The terminal has a crisp green 
display which is quite easy on the 
eyes. The keyboard is slightly higher 
in profile than is fashionable these 
days, but is quite comprehensive and 
comfortable to use. There are twelve 
function keys across the top row of 
the keyboard, and with the MD-11 
these can, in effect, be reprogrammed. 
The KEY.COM utility reads in a 
standard ASCII text file — possibly 
created with NewWord — and changes 
the translate table, then automatically 
chains to the appropriate applications 
program. 

Finally, the MD-11 is supplied with 
an interpreter for the educational 
language PILOT (Programmed Inquiry, 
Learning Or Teaching). While this is 
of limited interest to the majority of 
users, it is quite important for computer 
novices since a set of PILOT programs 
is provided which replaces the CP/M 
command line with a set of menus, 
thus relieving the user of the job of 
learning all about the CP/M com-
mands. 

Perhaps the major benefit of this is 
when the system is first being 
installed. A PILOT program automati-
cally takes care of formatting and 
verifying the hard disk, copying the 
various files off floppies and finally 
performing the installation for the 
user's terminal. The whole process 
requires virtually no operator interven-
tion. 

The other two languages supplied 
with the MD-11 are Microsoft BASIC 
— the industry standard, to coin a 
phrase — and BAZIC by Micro Mike's, 
which is a version of North Star 
BASIC and has some interesting 
features for commercial programming. 

Summing up, then, the MD-11 is a 
good, solid commercial machine 
which offers extremely high perfor-
mance in disk-bound applications 
such as running dBase II applications. 
It is extremely sophisticated in 
operation, civilised in its error handling, 
and offers access to a wide range of 
thoroughly debugged and well-tried 
software. At its price of $4410 
including tax, or $5499 for the system 
complete with terminal, it represents 
a) high performance and b) excellent 
value for money. In fact, I venture to 
suggest that for a small business 
machine, this must be the best value 
for money and the highest performance 
on the market today. 
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ASHTON TATS 

FRAMEWORK 
Framework®  is the first of a new generation of 

products that goes beyond today's integrated 
spreadsheets. It is an order of magnitude better 
than the original integrated products and windows. 

The heart of Framework is a unique "frames" 
technology. Frames are actually self-contained, 
inter-related displays that can be nested, resized 
and relocated anywhere on the screen. Frames 
bring new flexibility to the way information is 
created and managed with a PC. With this truly 
three-dimensional design, the user can create 
infinite logical hierarchies of information, leading 
to as deep a level of complexity as needed for the 
task at hand. There is no limit to the number of 
frames that are active in the system. Framework's 
user interface is one of 
the most elegant 
designs yet conceived. 

Word Processing 
Framework's word 

processor is dynamite! 
It gives users the choice 
of frame or fullscreen 
viewing of documents, 
multiple margins with-
in a single file, auto-
matic justification and 
repagination, header/ 
footers, page numbers 
and more. The stream-
lined menu system 
helps new users get 
started in a hurry and 
"shorthand" commands 
help veterans work even 
faster. 

Outlining 
The innovative and 

very powerful outline 
processor can be used 
as 	a 	standalone 
organizer or as a com-
panion to the word 
processor. Using this 
outline mode, single 
ideas can be quickly 
captured and then expanded into fuller concepts 
and solutions. Any outline-frame or subheading 
within an outline can be instantly expanded to 
include text, spreadsheets, graphs or databases. 
Finally, with Framework, your PC is truly a thinking 
machine. 

Database 
Framework's database system can be learned 

quickly and put through its paces effortlessly 
because most commands are common through-
out the entire program. Framework itself will 
handle most of your analytical information 
management needs, and if very large data 
handling is required, Framework is fully 
compatible with dBASE Il®. 

Spreadsheet 
Spreadsheets are simple to create, use tra-

ditional row/column or English-language cell 
addresses, can be linked to automatically update 
other files based on cell data and have an exclusive 
international numerics feature that will change 
entries to accurately reflect changes in currency 
denominations including the placement of commas 
and decimal points. 

Graphics 
The graphics portion of Framework has been 

designed to produce exceptional charts and 
graphs on standard monochrome monitors, Six of 
the most frequently used business graphs are 
built-in and can be automatically drawn and 
updated from data in spreadsheets and database 

files. 
DOS Access 
The new DOS access 

capability allows any 
user to actually run 
other PCDOS software 
inside Framework. This 
allows users to gather 
data from other pro-
grams without quitting 
Framework. It will be of 
great help to people 
who frequently shuttle 
between programs and 
to businesses who per-
form frequent inter-
change of programs or 
data 	with 	larger 
systems. 

Custom 
Applications 

Framework comes 
complete with its own 
programming language. 
Users can begin writing 
their own custom pack-
ages or use software 
developers right away. 
In addition, dealers will 
continue to receive the 
excellent support that 

has helped make Ashton-Tate the front-runner in 
the software industry with dBASE II and FRIDAY! 

Hardware 
Framework will run on the IBM PC, PC XT and all 

compatibles. It requires just 256K RAM and dual 
360Kb floppy disk drives with monochrome 
display. 

Availability 
Framework will be available in Australia from the 

end of July. Contact your dealer end-June for more 
details or write to the Master Distributor, ARCOM 
Pacific, Freepost 2 (no stamp required), P.O. Box 
13, Clayfield, Old. 4011. 

,software distributors N. wholesalers 

m master distributors 
dBASE!! & Framework are registered trade marks of Ashton-Tate. IBM products are the registered names of international Business Machines. 



Iti)G1t111111 
'V.3t1 PVIA 
c;0140 LP,TA 	 2)5,,2.4,128,253! 

00150 DATA 20':;,42,12S,25,713,15,246,253,54,0,33,33,64,240,14,4,62,32,6,255,119,35116,: 
7,64sfl40$6'6,331,?465-205,1E,129,2 4 1. 1,32,249,205..10,1?9,1S,190,32v103r35,19714,24.5 
001,50 DATA 2.5,18,129,205r18,128,T05,13,128,TA,5,32,831119,205,18,128,35,119,'205,18, 
18,128,254, 972,6t"73f,119,2n,12/122,35019 
00170 DATA 19,19,11,8,246,221,330.1,24.6,14,0,12,205,12,120,254g755,32,249,205,18,128, 
,253,1260,277,6P7253,119r0,18,20t-0,1P,129,119,35,16,249 
00180 DATA 205,180.29,119,3,121,221,190,0,32,213,15,255,255,201,1,0,0,201,,205,18,128, 
5,12,122,254 g 77,72,9,33.;587 0,2 ,84,93,195,105,11,27,27r27,27,27,27,24,245 
00190 DATA 205,42.128,253,33,15,24,253,54,0,33,37,64,240,,52732,14,4,5,255,119,75,16, 
7,64,24016,6173,1,246,205,19,128,254,1 ,-P,249.205,19q129,19,119,19,35 
00200 MIA 16.24/,205,1P,129,254,77,32,225,205,18,128,254,67,32,218,195,134,116 
00210 DATA aff),42,129.253,33,15,246,253,54,0,33,33,64,240,14,4,62,32,6,255,119,35,16, 
7,64,240,6,6,33.1,246,205,12,128,254,1 ,32,249,205,1P,129,18,19002,102,75,19,16,245 
00220 DA1A 20'5,19028,205,19,129,205,18,128,254,5,32,77,119,205,18,128,35,119,205,18, 
18,1 29,254,5,3269,75,119,205,18,129,35,119 

00230 DATA 19q19,21,37,11046,14,0,12,205,18,128,254,255,32,249,205,18,128,185,32,30 
0,2i7,68,253,119.0.19,205i18,128.35,16,250 
00240 DATA 20!-J,180.29,121,221,1 90,0,32,216,1,255,R55,201,1,0,0,201,205,18,128,18 19,1 
f?,254,77,32,9,33,58,0,25,84,93,195.101,117,27,727,27,27,27,27,24,245 
00250JIATA 205,42,129,257,33,15,246,23,54,0,33,33,64,240,62,32,14,4,6,255,119,35,16y 
7,64,240,6,6.73,1,246,205,1902E,254,1,32,249,205,19,128,19,119,19,35 
00260 DATA 16.'147,205,1,12,9,254,77,32,225,205,18q128,254,67,32,218,195,130,117 
00270 RESTORE:E0R A=29696 TO 70268:READ D:PONE A,D:NEXT A 
002:90 CLS:POY 20:UNDERLINE:CURS 23,1:PRINT"MACHINE CODE SAVER":NORMAL 
00290 CURS 20,3:PRTNT"f3AVE"TAD(25)"1" 

'.,00300 CURS 20,5:PRINT"LOAD"TAD(25)"2" 
i'00310 CURS 20,7:PRV.NT"VERIFY"TAB(25)"3" 
'.00320 AO$=KEYV,IF A0$="" THEN 320 
'00330 TF 40$="1" THEN 370 
100340 IF AC/$="2" THEN 540 

.V)050 IF AO$="3" THEN 640 
'00360 GOTO 320 
00370 CLS:CURS 28,1:PRINOVE,',>":PLAY 2:0:POKE 233,4 
00380 CURS 1.2:PRMT( ):TNPUT"ADDRESS START:"A1$:A0=VAL(A1$):TF FRACT(A0)=0 THEN LET A 
URS 1,2:PRINT CA64 323:PLAY 23:60TO 380 

61 
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The Game 

when a key is pressed. They 
then toggle on and off between 
the two every time a key is 
pressed. (See printed graphics 
dump on CHOPLIFTERS! in-
cluded with program listing). 

10 HOME 
20 POKE - 16304,0: POLE - 16297,0 
30 POKE - 16300,0 
40 GET Af1;0 = PEEK 1 - 16336) 
60 POKE - 16299 ,0  
70 GET A14:0 = PEEK I - 163361 
90 00TO 30 
100 HCOLOR. 3 
110 x' = 279:y = 191:A - 	= 0 
120 HELOT A,B TO A' TO X,Y TO X,B 
124 POKE 230,32: POKE • 16300,0 
125 x = x 

0 = B 

126 IF A 
127 IF 11 

128 Jr 	0 THEN X - 0 
179 IF 	• 0 THEN y 	0 
170 0C=1 -. 170 

II,1111111111111 4 VIII  ll llll <1. HO IIIIIIII 

111 311 111111 1111 

Apple II 

- 	1:1' = 	y 	- L:A = 	A 	• 	1: 
1 

, 	279 THEN A = 279  
191 THEN B = 191 

Apple II 
Hi-Res Page Peeker 
Tony Humfrey, Parkes, NSW 

This short routine enables the 
user to view what has been 
drawn on a hi-res game. This is 
useful if you want to get a 
printed picture of the hi-res 
screen reproduced on thavrint-
er, but don't know which hi-res 
screen (1 or 2) it is on. 

The program requires the 
user to first load the hi-res pic-
ture — if it is a game, insert a 
normal disk that doesn't have a 
hi-res drawing straight off (e.g. 
the System Master Diskette) 
and press reset. If this doesn't 
reboot the disk try Ctrl — open 
apple — reset (only on the Ile). 
Then run this program. The pro-
gram starts off with the dump of 
screen 1 and flips to screen 2 

Tony Humfrey, Parkes, NSW 
Alright, so the title's not 

imaginative. But don't let that 
fool you. 'The Game' is hard. 
The play is familiar. You control 
a ship at the bottom of the 
screen which can move left or 
right. Above you, the competi-
tion computer companies loom. 
Only one of them is on the 
screen at any time. You (being 
the faithful Apple supporter you 
are) must shoot down such 
names as IBM, PET, and the 
VIC. 

At the beginning, you are of-
fered the choice of either steer-
able bullets or normal missiles. 
Steerable missiles allow you to 
control the path they take, but 
are considerably more danger-
ous to use as you have to be 
under the enemy and thus open 
to attack to hit them. Normal 
missiles are less accurate, but 
safer. 
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60 PRINT 	: 	PRINT 	: 	PRINT 	. 	THE.  
SCORING IS AS FOLLOWS:.: 	PRINT 

: 
	

PRINT 	. 	 10 POINTS PE 
R SHIP 	IN LEVEL 	PRINT : 

PRINT 	(INCREASING PT 	1 	TO 
TO POINTS 	 PEP LEVE 
L THEREAFTER( 

670 

680 

690 MV 
700 HP  
710 .  

FOR W 	1 	TO 2:A = 	PIE. 	I 

163361: 	NEXT 'W 
UTAH F 	1: 	HIPP 0 	• 	1: 	PPTNT 

	

INT 	4 	RND 	* 51  
. 	/NT 	r_RMD 	111 	. 	1111 

VTAB BADYV: 	HTAB HEADY: 	PRINT 
ENEMY*. 

70 PRINT I PRINT .STEERABLE MISS 720  IF 	PDL 	101 	1 	150 AND 	PDL 	I 
ILESIWNI.:: 	GET SS: 	PRINT 01. 7 	240 THEN.H 	= H 	• 	I 

SO VTAB 23: 	INVERSE : 	PRINT "HIT 730 IF 	PDL 	101 	1 	inn AND 	PEE 	( 
ANY KEY TO CONTINUE":: 	GET 01 	10. THEN.H 	- 	H- 	1 

MS 740 IF 	pnL 	‘nI 	1 240 THEN H = H 
90 NORMAL 	IN . 	INT 	I RND 	III 	* + 	2 

10) 	, 750 TF 	PDL 	101 	< 	TO THEN H = H - 100 LEVEL - I:MEN = 7:ENEMy - 20 2 
*TO HIT = la 760 IF so - 	"Y. 	THEN II = 120,ENEMY$ 	.<1/.:SHOT 	= 	INT 	114 770 IF BABYV._=. 	5.57  THEN 	1:180 

IT 	1..31 780 IF H < 	I 	THEN H - 	1 130 HBADY = 	INT 	1 	RND 	(I) 	* 371 	* 790 IF H 	1.36 TMEN..H = 16 
2 800 VTAB 221 	PRINT 140 RADIO 	TNT 	t AND 	111 	* 	17 / 810 VTAB.22:. ..TAB,H: 	FEINT YOU, 

870 VTAB 72: 	PRINT 
150 NV 	= 	INT 	4 	RND 	111 	* 3) 	- 	I 8.30 vrAD.DAniv: 	HTAB' HEADY: 	PRINT 
160 HM = 	INT 	I 	RND 	III 	* 1( 	- 	I 
170 HOME 840 IF MV = 2 THEN PAD,/ = RADIO 
IRO VTAB 23: 	HTAB 20: 	PRINT "LEV 

EL 	:.:LEVEL: . 	SHIPS 	:":MEN 850 IF MV = 	t THEN BADYV ,BADYV 
190 H = 20 
200 REM I 	GAME START 	1 860 IF MV = 3 THEN PADYV 	138000 
210 NORMAL 	11.1 	= 	/NT 	f 	PND 	(I) 	* • I 

101 	+ 	1 870 IF MV = 4 THEN BADYV = PADYV 
220 IF W = 1 THEN VOUS • 1 

880 IF HM = 4 THEN HEADY = HEADY 
230 IF W = 2 THEN 000s = . • I 

890 IF NET = 5 THEN HEADY = HBADY 
240 IF W = 3 THEN YOUs 	" 1 

900 IF HM 	1 THEN HEADY = HEADY 
270 IF w 	THEN 'mos 	I.) - 	1 

910 IF HM = 7 THEN HEADY = HBADY 
260 IF w 	g THEN YOUs = - 	1 

920 IF BADYV < 	1 THEN RADIO 
270 4r 	= 	THEN-YOUR 	, 930 IF HEADY < 3 THEN HEADY . 3 

940 IF HBAny 1 37 THEN HEADY = 3 
280 IF W = 7 THEN YOLM = 	' 	4/1 7 

950 R = 	INT 	I 	RND 	(1) 	* 81 	+ 	1: 	IF 
290 IF W = 8 THEN YOUR = " 	'4' R = a THEN 	.000111 1450 

960 IF RADYV 1 70 THEN RADII/ = 2 
300 IF W = 9 THEN YOUR = 	(-I 0 

970 IF F = RADIO AND H 4 4 = NBA 
310 IFW = 10 THEN YOLM 	. DY IHELL11120. 

98p IF F = BADMV 	* 5 . -.413A 320 VTAB 22: PRINT DY THEN. 1020 
110 
140 

VTAB ?2: 	WIAT,  H. 	..101 YOU% 
VTAP 77: PRINT 990 TF F = BADYV AND H • 6 = HBA 

no NV. 	- 	. 	I 	FAIL 	; I ; 	F 	n(_ • 
DY THEN .020 

INT 	I 	RND 	I11 	. 	PI 	• 	I: 	IF 1000 NEXT F I 

P 	= 	8 THEN 	001-..1, 	:451 
1010 VTAB 1: PRINT 

170 HM 	= 	TNT 	I 	RND 	III 	'I 	1 
110 

 

VTAB 	 .ENEMT I.:ENE 
GOTO 330 

44.470, REM -5 ,WILD6LON..] 
wax). FOR T = 	1 	TO 15 

I. 	PDL 	10/ 	1 	150 AND. 	PPI 	I 1040 INVERSE 

	

240 TOON H = P 1 	11 	FFP 
W =1 1 	TO 	 PEEK 	I 	- 	163 

10110. F 	 F 	1 
1060 IF D e 	1 	THEN 0 = 	1 

7=0: 	NE-T W 1070 IF 	- 	1 	< 	1 	THEN G . 	1 
400 IF 	PDL 	101 	< 	IOU. AND 	PD1. 	I 1080 VTAB,D: 	UTAH 0 - 	1: 	PRINT 

0) 	In THEN H 	= H - 	I: 	FOR 
W 	= 	I 	TO 	1:A 	= 	PEEK 	I 	- 	163 1090 NEXT 0 • 
161: 	NEwT W. 1)00 NORMAL 

410 IF 	PDL 	101 	, 240 THEN H = H 1110 FOR D 	F 	To F * 
• 2: 	Fra.-.w 	1 	TO 	2:o5 	= 	FEE. 1120. IF.D.:;1,  THEN 	D 	= 	I 

t 	- 	163361: 	NEXT W 1130 VTAB D: 	HTAB G - 	I: 	PRINT 
420 IF 	EDL 	(0; 	I,  THEW H 	H 	- 

2: 	POP W = 	I 	To 	, 	PFFK 1140 TIMYT,D 
• - 	167111: 	Mr , T 	w 1110 NEXT-T 

430 IF H e 	1 THEN H 116Q FOR R = 	1 	TO 	100:A = 	PEFK 
449 1, 	. 	THf•I 	H 	= 	16 1 	- 	16136 1 : 	NE 
459 IF BADYV , 20 THEN RADYV = 7 1170 ENEMY = ENFM,e,  - 	1:5cRE 	=oF 

E • HIT: 	IF' ENKM," 	1 	rPFN 
460 VTAB PADYV: 	HTAB HEADY: PRINT On 

ENFOlys.. 1180 GOTO 	1750 
470 IF 	PEEK 	1 	- 	16287; 	1 	127 OR 1190 REM 	HOWDY 

PEEK 	1 	- 	162961 	127 AND F 1200  HOME : 	TAF 7: 	FRT"' 	....Fr 
6A6 

LAS 	0 THEN 610 
,1 MS :.:scpE: 	vTAF 	in: 	PpiNT 

490 VTAB BADYV: 	HT/18 HEADY: PRINT EVE. 	:.:LEVE:. 	I 
121n VTAB 	PRINT .FHTP9  

.:MEN 500 IF MV 	1 	THEN BADYV = PADYV 1720 FOR s = 	L 	TO 	.500: 	NEYT s - 2 1210 INVERSE 	(ONE 	VTAp 	171 	PRINT 
510 IF MV . 2 THEN RADYV 	BADYV 

1 
.PREFF ANY KEY T0 CoNTINOE- ,  

GET As: 	No.mAL 	7,01-D 	174 
520 IF MV . 4 THEN BAD,/ 	RADIO 0 

• i 124n HIT 	= 	HIT 	:NT 	I 	RND 	III 	* 530 IF MV . 5 THEN PADYV 	BADYV 10 1 	• 	1:5HOT 	= 	INT 	;PIT 	! 
1:LEVEL 	= LEVEL 	. 	1:ENEMY 

540 IF Hm 	4 THEN HEADY = HEADY LEVEL 	* 	L0:0 	= 	INT 	I 	PHD 	11 
• 1 ) 	* 	101 	r 

5110 TF NM 	S THEN HEADY = HpAPY 1250 I,  LEVEL / 	2 . 	TNT 	(LFVEl 	/ 
21 	THEN MEN = MEN 	I 

560 IF 104 - 	1 THEN HBADY = HEADY 1260 IF 0 . 	I 	TUFF: SNIPS = 	.IFY.  
- 2 

570 IF Ha - 	THEN HEADY • 	HEADY 1770 IF R = 7 THEN SHIP% = .Vt.. 

580 IF BADYV I 	I 	THEN PADYV . 	1 1280 IF 0 - I THEM SNIPE r 

590 IF HEADY 	..THEN HEADY = 3 
600 IF HEADY 1 77 THEN HEADY = 3 1200 IF 0 	4 THEN sHIPS = 	"DEC.  

610 IF PADYV 1  20 THEN PALM/ = 2 110n I,  C 	- 	n THE. SHIFx 	.NE." 
0 

620 -GOTO 330 1110 1F n = 6 THEM SHIPS = 	"BEE.  
610 0 	H 
640 FOR F = 21 	TO I STEP 	- 	1 1120 IF 	0 	THEN 	11-11.5 = 	"PET.  
650 IF 0 < 0 THEN 0 = 0 
660 F: 	HTAB 6 * 3: 	PRINT 1110 IF R = P THEN SHIPS = "AOC.  

The game was written for a 
joystick (or paddle — PDL (1) 
moves you either button fires). 

The program could possibly 
be sped up in a number of 
ways. I will not tell you how, be-
cause figuring it out is half the 
fun (anyway, I'm too lazy to 
bother trying). 

LIST 

1 REM 	  
2 REM : 
3 REM I 	THE GAME 
4 REM t 
S REM I BY To6w.Homf6RY 
6 PEN : 
7 REM : 	 1 

10. INVERSE 
20 HOME : PRINT TAB) 1611.THE 

ANS 
30 NORMAL 
40 PRINT : PRINT 	THE OB1ECT 

OF 'THE GAME .  IS TO SHOOT DO 
WN ALL OP THE OPPOSITION cm 
DuTeR 	COMPANIES - 

50 PRINT 	IF THE ENEMY SHOOTS 
YOU IN THE CENTFIE:TOU APE D 

FAD, YOU GET THREE LIVES AND 
ANEXTRA LIFE AFTER EVERY SEC 
OND WAVE 	OF THE ENEMY.. 



Wizard 
This program will tell you the 

distances between any two 
planets in the solar system, and 
other information. 

G. Shapley, Matraville, NSW 
5 	REMPLANATARY DISTANCES AND 

OTHER INFORMATION* 
10 CtS 
20 PRINT" 
30 PRINT" 
40 PRINT" 
50 PRINT" 
60 PRINT 
70 PRINT 
80 	PRINT" I WILL TELL YOU THE " 
90 PRINT 
100 PRINT"DISTANCE BETWEEN ANY " 
110 PRINT 
120 PRINT"PLANET'S IN THE SOLAR" 
125 PRINT 
130 FRINT"SY6TEM." 
132 PRINT 
134 PRINT"DO YOU WANT IT PRINTED"; 
135 1NPUTC$ 
140 PRINT 
150 PRINT"1ST PLANET"; 
160 INPUTA$ 
170 PRINT 
180 PRINT"2ND PLANET"; 
190 1NPUTB$ 
200 CLS 
210 IFFOWSUN"THEN240 
220 D$="DIAMETER=139200 P.M." 
230 A=0 
240 IFA$<>"MERCURY"THEN270 
250 D$="D1AMETER=4876 K.M. 	YEAR=88 DAYS" 
260 A=57920*1000 
270 IFFM<>"VENUS"THEN300 
280 DWDIAMETER=12070 P.M. 	YEAR=222.7 DRYS" 
290 A=1000*108100 

PLANETARY DISTANCE AND" 

OTHER INFORMATION." 

123 

11111111111111111 
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1340 IF 0 = . THEN SHIPS 	TF,.  

1150 IF 0 = 10 THEN SHIPS = .7.,' 

1360 ENEMY, = SHIPS 
1170 GOTO 120 
1380 GOTO 1420 
13.0 HOME : POINT "SCORE -":SCFE 

: PRINT : PRINT "IFVFI. ..ILE 
VEL:. PRINT : PF:NT 	PENT 
SAME OVER.HENRY,UAWT-ANOZNSF- 

ONE'":,  GE' As: :0 AX 	- Y.  
THEN 10 

1400 IF AS 	THEN POINT • PRIM' 
".CATALOG":, NEW 

1410 6000 11.0 
1420 FOR T = L.In .10:0 = PEEK 1 

- 161361: INVERSE : "TAD 72 
: POINT 	NEXT T: NORMAL 

1430,MEN 	MEN - 1: IF MRN = e 0 
THEN-1-7.0 

1440 GOTO 110 
1450 FOR A =.11ADYV TO 2? 
1460 2 = HBADY • 1 • 
14.0 VTAS A: HTAB 7: PRINT •!. 
1480 NEXT A 
1490 FOR. A., BADYV TO 22 
1500 VTAB A: HTAB Z: PRINT • 
1510 NEXT A- 
1520 IF 2 - 3 . H OR 7 - 2 = H OP 

- 4_ H THEN 1420 
1530 RETURN 

IRUM 
THE GAME 

THE OBJECT OF 'THE SAME' IS TO 
SHOOT DOWN ALL OF THE OPPOSITION 
COMPUTEP COMPANIES 

IF THE ENEMY SHOOTS YOU IN THE 
CENTRE,YOU ARE DEAD.YOU GET THREE 
LIVES AND AN 
EXTRA LIFE AFTER EVERY SECOND WAVE 
OF THE ENEMY. 
THE SCORING IS AS FOLLOWS: 

10 POINTS PER SHIP IN LEVEL 1 
IINCRFASING BY 1 TO 10 POINTS 
PEP LEVEL. THEREAFTER: 

STEERABLE MIESILIESLY4M1 
HIT ANY KEY TO CONTINUELEVEL 

:1 SHIPS :3 
ENEMY :10_ 

Planetary Distances 
& other information. 
300 IFFM<>"EARTH"THEN330 
310 DS="DIAMETER=12757 P.M. 	YEARS=365 DAYS" 
320 A=149600*1000 
330 IFF1$0"MRRS"THEN360 
340 D$="DIAMETER=6787 P.M. 	YEARS=687 DAYS" 
350 A=228000*1000 
360 IFA$<?"JUPITOR"THEN390 
370 DWDIRMETER=142749 P.M. 	YEARS=4343,5 DRYS" 
380 A=778340*1000 
390 1FA$<>"SATURN"THEN420 
400 D$="DIAMETER=119000 P.M. 	YEARS=10767 DAYS" 
410 A=1427*100000*10 
420 1FA$<>"URANUS"THEN450 
430 D$="DIAMETER=51800 P.M. 	YEARS=30660 DAYS" 
440 A=2870*100000*10 
450 IFA$0"NEPTUNE"THEN480 
460 D$="D1AMETER=49500 P.M. 	YEARS=164.8 YEARS" 
470 A=493*100000*10 
480 IFA$<>"PLUTO"THEN510 
490 DS="DIAMETER=UNKNOWN 	YEARS=247.7 YEARS" 
500 A=5898*100000*10 
510 IFD$=""THEN150 
530 IFC$="Y"THENGOSUB 560 
535 PRINT" 	":A$ 
540 PRINTD$ 
542 PRINT 
550 A$=6$ 
551 IFX>OTHEN580 
552 X=X+1 
554 6=A 
555 GOT0210 
560 LPRINT" 	";A$ 
565 LPRINT" 	".D 
570 LPRINT 
575 RETURN 
580 PRINT"THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE " 
585 PRINT"TWO PLANETS IS ";ABS(B-A, 
590 IFC$="Y"THENLPRINT"THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE ") 
600 IFC$="Y"THENLPRINT"TWO PLANETS IS ";ABS(B-A) 
610 PRINT 
620 PRINT"DO YOU WANT ANOTHER GOT" 
630 IPPEEK(20)=OTHEN630 
635 CLS 
640 IFFEEK(20)=CITHEN150 

II,  

IBM 
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE 
COMPATIBLE INTEGRATED PERSONAL 
COMPUTER 
. The new direct 1000 series of integrated personal computers feature 

software and hardware compatability with IBM PC and XT Systems. 
• MS-DOS 2.0 operating system 

• 8088 CPU optional 8087 maths coprocessor 

• Memory expandable to 640K 

• Five expansion slots 3 comms ports 

• Hard discs and colour options 
• Communicate and exchange data with IBM, DEC, 

or Hewlett Packard Mainframes 
• Dual floppy version $3661 Plus tax 

• 10MB Winchester 	floppy $5172 Plus tax 

. OEM Distributor discounts available. 

datatel 

471% 71 Ir '7 I t 	'1 V i ' 1 9 1 9 1 n i A \ ma  

DIRECT IPC 
INTEGRATED PERSONAL COMPUTER 
DESIGNED AND BUILT IN CALIFORNIA, USA 

Datatel Pty Ltd 
19 Raglan St, South Melbourne 3205. Tel' (03) 690 4000 
80 Chandos Si, St Leonards 2065. Tel: (02) 439 4211 
S.A. Applied Data Control. (08) 79 9211. W.A. W.J. Moncrieff P L. (09) 
325 5722. W.A. Computer Communications (09) 458 9752 
TAS. Technimark (002) 72 8622. 
OLD. Z-Systems (07) 44 3715 
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Hitachi Peach 
Simpson 
Philip Cookson, Doveton, Vic 

f(x), between the limits x = a 

gram, and illustrates the DOU-

and x = b, using Simpson's al-
gorithm (for details of 
Simpson's algorithm refer to 

Geometry" by G.B.Thomas). 

restart execution of the pro-

integrates an input function 

"Calculus 	and 	Analytic 

rammable function key PF1 to 
The program uses the prog- 

This program numerically 

	

	BLE PRECISION arithmetic op- 
erations that can be performed 
on the Peach. The function f(x) 

the program, this is accom-

gram, editing the function defini-
tion program line (line 640), and 

that the user is unaware of pro-

is altered during execution of 

plished by stopping the pro-

editing is done in such a way 

gram editing. 

restarting the program. This 

100 SIMPSON 
110 ****444-11 *******IHHHE******HHHHf***********************************HHE** 
* 
120 
130 	 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION USING SIMPSON'S ALGORITHM 
140 
150 .1HHHHHHHHHHH11-1111-114141HHHHHHHHHHHHH14144141-FHI-N-IHHH14-114414HHI.**1H1********IHHHHf*** 
160 • 
170 'Instructions - Input flx/ 
180 
190 CLS:WIDTH 80:SCREEN .,0 
200 `Program key 1 to restart the program from line 600 
210 KEYI,CHR$(131fCHR$(121*.RUN 600.fCHRS1131 
220 
230 DEFDBL A,B,C,F,X 
240 'Terminate the program. Edit line 640 which defines the function fix/. 
250 'and then restart the program at line 600 using the PFL key. 
260 
270 COLOR 3:LOCATE 0,1 
280 PRINT' 	 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION 
290 PRINT.  
300 PRINT' 
310 COLOR 7 
320 PRINT' 	This program numerically evaluates the definite integral' 
330 PRINT' 
340 PRINT' 
	 • 

350 COLOR 4 
360 PRINT' 
	 x=b 

370 PRINT.  
380 PRINT' 
	 I fix/ dx 

390 PRINT' 
400 PRINT' 
410 PRINT' 
420 COLOR 7 
430 PRINT' 	using Simpson's algorithm. 
440 PRINT. 
450 COLOR 2 
460 PRINT' 
470 PRINT' 
480 PRINT' 
490 PRINT' 	Enter fix) in the following format, then press PFI 
500 PRINT' 
510 PRINT' 
520 COLOR 6 
530 PRINT'640 DEF FNX00= 
540 COLOR 7 
550 PRINT' 
560 LINE10.0)-1639,120).PSET,1,13 
570 LOCATE 0,18:COLOR 6:END 
580 • 
590 • 	 *****1111-***fHHH-1-1H/***41HHHI 
600 
610 WIDTH 80:SCREEN„0 
620 DEFDBL A,B,C,F,X 
630 ON ERROR GO TO 1090 
640 DEF FNXIX). X=3 
650 
660 'Input the limits of Integration, and the number of sub-intervals 
670 COLOR 7 
680 LOCATE 25,10:INPUT "Lower limit of integral : 	',A 
690 LOCATE 25.13: INPUT .Upper limit of Integral : 	.,B 
700 IF AID THEN GO SUB 1170 
710 LOCATE 25.161INPUT 'Number of steps 	: 	',NSTEP 
720 IF NSTEP=0 THEN GO TO 710 
730 CLS 
740 • 
750 •11-1HHHHIS4H1. 
760 ' 
770 'Simpson's Algorithm 
780 ' 
790 H.18-A//t2*NSTEP):XxA:FINTGL=0 
800 FOR N=1 TO NSTEP 
810 FINTOL=FINTOLftH/3/*IFNXIX1.4*FNXIX.H/fFNXIX+2*H11 
820 X.X.2*H 
830 NEXT N 
840 ' 
850 	 H1H********+*lam  
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860 ' 
870 'Printout of the results 
880 ' 
890 LOCATE 20,2:COLOR 6:PRINT'NUMERICAL INTEGRATION - SIMPSON'S RULE' 
900 LOCATE 0,10:COLOR 3 
910 LOCATE 20,7:COLOR 3:PRINT 'Lower limit 	Upper limit. 
920 LOCATE 2O,9:COLOR 7:PRINT USING "SONON.ONONO 
930 LOCATE 20,12:COLOR 3:PRINT 'Number of steps 	Steplength. 
940 LOCATE 20,14:COLOR 7:PRINT USING ' 	 "INSTEP,H 
950 LOCATE 20,17:COLOR 5:PRINT 'Value of the Integral .  
960 LOCATE 20,19:COLOR 7:PRINT USING 	fN.110010IN 	)FINTGL 
970 
980 .114* 
990 
1000 'Return PFI key to the default value at power up 
1010 ' 
1020 KEY1..LOAD'fCHRO1131 
1030 	 640 LOCATE 0,4:COLOR 7:LIST 
1040 END 
1050 
1060 IHHHHHH1-11* 

'Error handling subroutines 

1090 	 1220 IF ERRall THEN GO TO 
BEEP:COLOR 2 
LOCATE 5,10:PRINT" The function fix) has not 
LOCATE 5,11:PRINT.  been properly defined. 
LOCATE 5,15:PRINT" Please re-enter line 640' 
INPUT WAIT 115012,..,DUM4 
RESUME 100 

LOCATE 0,5:COLOR 2:PRINT 'UPPER LIMIT IS LESS THAN LOWER LIMIT' 
LOCATE 0.7: INPUT 'Re-enter the limits (Y or N19  ',ANS$:COLOR 7 
IF ANSIWY ..  THEN RETURN 670 
IF ANSS='N.  THEN LOCATE 0.161RETURN 710 ELSE GO TO 1180 

Super 80 
Horse Race 
George Georgiou, Kensington, NSW 

This is a horse race game 	can be substituted by printing 
written on a Super 80. It can 

	29 minus signs. System and 
work on a Microbee with few 

	TRS-80 users can substitute 
modifications, eg. line 6 has a 

	the CURSX lines with PRINT@ 
print ASCII command in it which 

	commands. Instructions are in- 
cluded in the program. 

o0001COTW000 
O0005C1.S:W=0:6=35,8.99:0=1631D=227i1=291:F.355,0=419 
00006,RINTEA29 ASIA -"/):FORO.2T015.PRINTTAP(29)"ii - :NEXTR 
000070x1S7:CURSO:PRINT -F - i0x12.32:CURSOIPRINT"1 -100+321CURSOsPRINT"N" 
0000.,01:12 , CUH5O:rfilNT"1“:0=0-i32,CURSO:PRINT"S- t0=12.32:CURSO,PR1NT"H-
0()0091 ORS.'1 ! Pk I NT -RACE - 1U:CURS32 
000101_04.- I \':X=,N'r(RNU+71+1,L=INT(RNOf2)+1 
000111-1$="/ \".1.2S=LIS:L34=L211:L44.L3SiL5$=L4fiL6SaLS11 
0001:'aX.1THENLETA.A.L:L0$="N / - :COT055 
O00131FX=2/NENLET8mBrL:L13."\ /":G01055 
00014,1X.3THENLETC=C40:02$= - \ / - :COT055 
00015IFX=4THFNLETEI=D+0,034=-5 /":001055 
0001611X.5THENLETEE+LIL4$=- \ V:001055 
O001711,X=6THENLETF.F+L:05$= -5 /".001055 
000181rX./THENLETG.C.L:L64."\ /":007055 
O0055A=A+13CURSA-4:PRINT- 
00060(ORSA.28,PR)N1- 
00065CURSA:PRINT"I11/14 - 
0006600554432.PRINTLO$ 
001008=8+1 
0010I.LURSB.4:PRINT" 
001 lOCURSB.28: PRINT" 

00165CURSC:PRINT - (3)n" 

002000=0+1 

00210CURSD*28:PRTNT- 

00220CURS0H.32,PRTNTL311 

=LJ=IRE-4:PRINT- 

00265CURSE,PRINT"I5//%-  

001200U588+32,PRINTL111 

001550113SC-4:PRINT- 

00215CURSD,PRINT"141/1- 

00280F=F+1 

00115IURSE:PRINT"c2I/X - 

00150L=C41 

00160UURSC.28.PRINT" 

00170EURSC.32:PR1NTL2$ 

00205CURS0-4,PRINT" 

00260LURSE.28,PRINT- 

002701URSE+32,PRINTL4$ 

00790,0551-4PRINT" 

	

00365CURRC:PRINT"(7)/I" 

003711FA=156THENLE/W=1:0010500 

00310CURSF+2RsPRINT-

00320CURSF.32.PRINTL54 

00355CURSC-4:PRINT" 

003731FC./184THENLETW=3,0010500 

00375IFE=/312THENLETW=5:0010500 

00327IFC.1440THENLETW=7,00T0500 

00500CURS97.PRINT-RACE OVER!", 

003/AUF./37.6THENLETWL6,COT0500 

00315CURSF:PRINT - 161/15" 

003504.A.,1 

003601 08'S0478:PRINT" 

003i0CURS0+32:PRINTLA$ 

003721FH.1120THENLFTW=2:0010500 

003241FD./248THENLETW=4:00T0500 

00400001010 

FORP.110000:NEXMCLS 

4HHHH4** 

IFIH)*****1HHH1**CHHHHHHHHHHI-11-1Ht***-111HHI-11-1111-11 

1HHHI-11-1HI-IHHHf 
* 
1070 
1080 

1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1140 
1150 
1160 
1170 
1180 
1190 
1200 
1210 
1220 COLOR 2:LOCATE 4,9:PRINT"The function ,s discontinuous 
1230 LOCATE 4,10:PRINT.in the region of integration.':COLOR 7 
1240 LOCATE 2,15:PRINT.Check far • discontinuity at 
1250 LOCATE 0,18:PRINT USING • *AMON.= 	.1X,X.H,Xf2*H 
1260 RESUME 1000 
1270 
1280 .***.IFIHHHHH1-1*****************IHHH11-************IHHHHHHHHHI-IHHHHHHHI-11-11-111)* 



00505PRINT"THE WINNING HORSE IS NUMBERN 
005061FH=WTHENGOT0550 
0050/PRINT:PRINT:PRINT 
00510PRINT"YOU WIN SOME AND YOU LOSE SOME. 	THIS TIME YOU LOSE SOME" 
00511T=T-1 
00512PRINT 
007.0PRINT;INPUT-PRESS (RETURN] TO CONTINUE-JOS 
0052500T02020 
0055011-H.ITHENLETY=2*V:T.T+Y 
005511FH=2THENLETY=2*RIT=T+Y 
0055.:il-H.3THENLETY.Z*S:T=TrY 
005531FH=4THENLETY=Z*OtT..TaY 
00554IFH=5THENLETY.1sKeT=T+Y 
005551141=6THENLETY.Q*P:T=T+Y 
0055MFH.7THENLETY=Z*J:T=T+Y 
0055/PRINT:PRINT-YOU WON"/Y)" DOLLARSII!":PRINT 
00556Y=0,MINT:GOT0520 
01000CL9:A=36 
01020CURSA-34:PRINT" 
01030CURSA-21PRINT“YOUR COMPUTER" 
01040A=A+32:1FA=388THENGOT01050 
01045GOT01020 
01050.4=47 
01052CURSA-31,PRINT" 
01054CORSA41:PRINT"POCKET PROGRAMS- 
01055A=A+32:IFA=399THENGOT01065 
01060(.0T01052 
01065A.416 
0106MURSA-1:FRINT" 
01067CURSAIPRINT-PRESENTS" 
0106811A.426THENGOT01090 
01069A.A.1 
01070GOT01066 
01090FORA=3T014.FORO.IT020INEXTDIPRINT:NEXTA 
01100RIADA:IFA,OTHENGOT01119 
01105CURSA:PRINT"X":GOT01100 
011106ATA 135,167.1991231.263.2004265:233.201.1691137 
011110ATA 173.205:237:269.268:267,235:203:171.139.140.141 
0111"20ATA 271,239,207,175,143,144,145,177,209:208.240.273.149,148,147 
01113DATA 179.211.212.213.245,277,276:275.1531152,151,183.215.216,247 
011140ATA 279.280:281 
01115DATA327,328.329,361,393:392,391,359:423.455.424,457 
011160ATA 461,429.397.365:333,332,331,369.395,396,427,459 
011170ATA465.464.463,431,399:367.335:336.337 
01118(,ATA 469.468/467:435.403,371.339,340.341,4040 
01119CURS410iPRINT"BY":CURS440:PRINT"GEORGE"*CURS471,PRINT"GEORGIOU" 
0199910R0=1T01000:NEXTO 
02000CLS:PRINT" WELCOME TO THE TRACK"sPRINTIPRINT 
020010.0,T,:100 
02010PRINT"YOU HAVE $100 TO BET WITH FOR ALL EIGHT RACES." 
02015PRIN1"THE GAME ENDS AT THE END OF THE EIGHTH RACE OR UNTIL YOU" 
02017PRINT"RUN OUT OF MONEY." 
02016PRINTIPRINT:PRINT"GOOD LUCK!" 
02019PRINTIPRINT:INPUT-PRESS (RETURN] TO CONTINUE"J011 
020201_,U.1:1FU)8THENCOT05000  

02021IFT(.0THENGOT05000 
02025uLS:PRINT"YOU HAVE $":1 
02027PRINT:PRINT"HOW MUCH MONEY DO YOU WISH TO" 
02028PHINT-BET ON RACE"(11:11NPUTZtIF(Z.0)0R(I)T)THENGOT02025 
02029V.INT(RNEI*10)+21R.INT(RND*10)+218=INT(RND*10)+2:0.INT(RND*10)+2 
02030):.INT(RN0410)42:P=INT(RND410)+2:J=INT(RN0410)+21CLS 
02031PRINT"NO. NAME 	ODDS"IPRINTCA21 45] 
0iO3.1'RINT"L11 EL SOFTWARE “iV:"/1-.PRINT"I21 DYNAMIC RAM ":F(1"/1" 
02035PRINT"(31 ACORN 	"/Se"/1" 
0204OrRINT"(4] BLUE CHIP 	":01"/1" 
02041PRINT"[5] PINK PLANET "IK:"/1- 
02042PRINT"(63 FAR OUT 	":P1"/1" 
02043PRINT"(7) DEMON DON 	-(JI"/1" 
02044CUR5288IPRINT:PRINT-WHICH HORSE"ItINPUTH 
020451FIHMOR(H>7)THENPRINTHI" WAS SCRATCHED"IFOR041T0500:NEXTO 
020461F(H(1)0R(H)7)THENCLS:GOT02031 
02098PRINTIINPUT-PRESS (RETURN] TO CONTINUE"J011 
0210000TO5 
050001FT)100THENGOT05100 
05005IFT=100THENGOT05200 
05010CLS:PRINT-T00 BAD.AT THE END OF TODAYS" 
05011F100-T,PRINT"RACING YOU LOST"iFt" DOLLARS" 
05015GOT06000 
05100CLS:F=T-100:PRINT"YOU MADE"IF:" DOLLARS PROFITIII" 
05101PRINT:PRINT"NOT BAD FOR ONE DAYS WORK":00T06000 
052000LSIPRINT"YOU BROKE EVEN. NEVER MIND MAYBE" 
05210PRINT"YOU WILL WIN SOMETHING NEXT" 
05211PRINT"MEETING" 
06000CURS2S8:PRINTNANT TO PLAY AGAIN"toINPUTJ0111, 
06001IFJOC:1,1)."Y"THENCLS:GOT02000 
06002CLS 
060035=0 
06004REM 
06005A.417 
06006CURSA-1,PRINT" 
06007LORSA:PRINT"BYEI COME BACK SOON",REM 
060081FIC=OTHENLETA=A+1:1FA.428THENLET10.9 
06010IFX=9THENLETA=A-1:1FA.417THENLETIC.0 
0601SREM 
0602000T06006 
06021REM RACE 1-- 
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LOW COST DREAMDISK 
SYSTEM FOR YOUR 

MICROBEE. 
The system that out-performs the others- 
1. Versatile: runs on any model MicroBee 16, 32 or 64k 
system running CP/M or our BeeDOS (Basic Disk Operating 
System). 
Drives may be single or double sided, and 5.25" or 8". 
Under CP/M (32 & 64k Bees), logical drive assignments are 
fully supported, giving single and multiple drive users best use 
of their systems. Our unique BeeDOS gives 16 & 32k 
machines full access to disks for storage of BASIC programs 
and data, WordBee files and machine language games. 
2. Power: Up to 4 drives 8" or 5.25". 
Standard 40 track 5.25 inch drives give 390k of storage, the 
new 80 track drives give 790k, and 8 inch drives can give up 
to 1376k. 
3. Compatible: with MicroBee disk system and many other 
CP/M formats. Our 80 track systems can read 80 and 40 
track formats. 
DREAMDISK CONTROLLER 	 $299 
(controller card, all ROMS and manuals) 
COMPLETE SINGLE DRIVE SYSTEM 	 $799 
(includes controller, 40 track 5.25" drive, all cables, 
ROMs and manuals) 
SINGLE 80 TRACK SYSTEM 	 $880 
(as above, but with an 80 track drive instead) 
DUAL DRIVE SYSTEM 	 $1050 
(as for single drive system. plus another 40 track 5.25" drive) 

Write or Phone for more information: 

DREAMDISK 
171 Moray St. South Melbourne, 3205, 
Phone (03) 690 8283. 
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Meeting the 
challenge 
of change microbee 
Four award winning models to choose from. 
microbee really is "meeting the 
challenge of change" with two ROM 
and two DISK based models, each 
guaranteed expandable to any level. 
From arcade games through to word 
processing and business management, 
you can choose the level of 
development to suit your needs. 
Tomorrow looks equally bright for 
microbee owners . . . . with new 
technology and advances . . . . with 
reports and literature on new 
software and peripherals . . . . and 
with training courses for each level of 
development. 

HI RES Economy Green Screen Monitor 

16K Educator $449 
Now with WORDBEE! 
The microbee Educator is specifically 
designed for the education market 
and has been chosen by NSW, 
Western Australia, Queensland and 
the Australian Schools Commission 
as a computer for use in schools. 
microbee Educator boasts high 
quality graphics and sound effects 
capability, exceptional performance at 
a realistic price plus powerful 
software designed for Australian 
curriculum needs. 

32K Personal 
Communicator $499 
microbee's top selling portable 
computer now features: 
Telcom 1 firmware WORDBEE, 
Microworld BASIC, machine code 
MONITOR, ADM-3A terminal 
emulation, self-test in 28K of ROM 
with 32K of CMOS battery backed 
user memory, high resolution PCG 
GRAPHICS, SERIAL AND 
PARALLEL I/O ports, 
programmable cassette interface and 
direct monochrome video output. 
A vast library of educational, 

entertainment and utility software 
is now widely available. 

Microworld BASIC supports 
full high resolution graphics, 

colour if required, music, 
110 data can be directed 

at will and best of all, 
MW BASIC is a 

breeze to program 
yourself. 
The low cost  

BEEMODEM can be added enabling 
your microbee (via your phone line) 
to communicate with other 
computers worldwide! 

Software and your 
microbee 
Whichever microbee model you 
choose there is a vast and growing 
array of software to use with it . . . . 
some built-in and included in the 
price of your computer. Games and 
family entertainment, education 
programmes, communication, 
information systems, personal and 
business finance, word processing and 
much, much more. 
Ask at your microbee Computer 
Centre for the current range of 
software included with each model or 
ask for the catalogue of "Software 
Available". 

Options and 
Peripherials 
Advanced "State of the Art" 
peripherals and options are available 
to interface with your microbee 
such as: 
microbee HI RES Economy 

Green Screen Monitor . . . $149.50 
Adjustable Monitor Stand . . . . $19.95 
BEEMODEM 	 $149.50 
microbee MB80 Dot Matrix Printer 

Parallel 	 $399.00 
Seriel 	 $449.00 
(Includes cables) 

microbee High Resolution Anti Glare 
Ergonomically Designed 
Amber Screen Monitor . . . $249.00 



welcome here 

DIRECT ORDERS 
PHONE (02) 487 2711 
TELEX AA72767 
APPLIED 
TECHNOLOGY 
RETAIL PTY LTD 

Now with Dynamic RAM 
to meet today's user demands 
64K Advanced 
Personal Computer 
(with Single 400K Disk Drive 
and all manuals) 	 $1,595 
The microbee 64K Advanced Personal Computer 
with a Single 400K Disk Drive is the ultimate 
configuration for the serious enthusiast. 
It is supplied 'bundled' with world class software 
such as CP/M, MICROSOFT BASIC, 
MULTIPLAN, WORDSTAR and a powerful 
library of support programs. Comprehensive user 
manuals are also supplied. No wonder this model 
microbee is regarded as the most powerful and 
best price/performance computer in its class. 

microbee 128K 
(with Dual 400K Disk Drives 
and all manuals) 	 $1,995 
Designed for the serious home and small business 
user, the package consists of the microbee 
with 128K of dynamic RAM controlled 
by the proven Z80A processor plus 
a dual 400K disk drive, with the 
increased power more 
sophisticated programs can 
be executed including a 
whole host of bundled 
software for word 
processing, terminal 
emulation and 
communication with other 
computers worldwide, spreadsheet 
analysis and networking. 

microbee 128K 
Computer with 

Dual Disk Drive 

microbee computer centres 
1 Pattison Ave, 
Waitara 2077, N.S.W. 
Phone (02) 487 2711 
729 Glenferrie Rd, 
Hawthorn 3122, Vic. 
Phone (03) 819 5288 
141 Stirling Highway, 
Nedlands, W.A. 
Phone (09) 386 8250 
Cooleman Court, 
Weston A.C.T. 2611. 
Phone (062) 88 6384 
151 Unley Road, 
Unley 5061, S.A. 
Phone (08) 272 1384 

455 Logan Road, 
Stones Corner, QId 4120 
Phone (07) 394 3688 
Koala Crescent, 
West Gosford 2250. 
Phone (043) 24 2711 

Authorised Dealers in:—
NSW: Carlingford, 
Coffs Harbour, Concord, 
Hurstville, Lismore, 
Sydney. 
QUEENS'LAND: 
Townsville, Cairns, 
Milton. 

VICTORIA: 
Melbourne. 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA: 
Adelaide, Edwardstown, 
Port Lincoln. 
WESTERN 
AUSTRALIA: 
Mount Tom Price. 
TASMANIA: 
Launceston 
ACT: 
Belconnen, Weston. 

re/ 
Ith 

microbee 



MORE PRODUCTS 
Inc! Tax 

Automatic Ice Printer I/F 
(Apple) 
	

$110 
DT80 Ribbon 	 12 
Disk Drive Controller 	90 
16K Card 
	

90 
Z80 Card 
	

90 
RF Modulator 	 40 
Game Port Extender 	 35 
Dataliner A4 Electric 

Copyholder 	 99 
Boss-1 Keyboard 	 199 
Computer Case 	 95 
APS-1 Power Supply 	110 
Microbee Cable 	 45 
Other Cables 	 35 
DX-85 Disk Box 	 35 
DX-88 Disk Box 	 50 
Sandy's Word Processor 	195 
Vision 80 128K Ramcard 

	
359 

Vision 80 256K Ramcard 
	

499 
Vision 80 80 Col Card II 

or Ile 	 199 

CVIICRO-EDUCATIONAL „HD 
AUSTRALIA'S LARGEST DIRECT-MARKETING COMPUTER SUPPLIER 

BEST PRICES 
BEST SERVICE 
We can do it because we're the biggest. Look at our track 
record: • 6 years in operation • 9000 customers • Multi-
million-dollar sales • Overnight delivery anywhere in Australia 
• Full service and money back warranty • Phone orders • 
Friendly service. And WE WON'T BE BEATEN ON PRICE! 
Why would you buy elsewhere? Even our competitors buy 
from us! It's true! Look at our top-selling products. 

PLASTIC BOX OF 10 
NEW: Control Data 

Storage Master Disks 
With 5 Year Warranty! 

5'/4" S.S.D.D. 

$32 inc 	,.„,„„,,,„„„, 
8“ S.S.D.D. 

$38 ex 
$42 inc. 	 0  „ 

+ $2 POST 

$29 ex LOCKABLE 

MICRO-EDUCATIONAL 
DT80 
PRINTER 
$268 ex. 
$315 inc. 

N't 	,...0.300.11° 	C! 

. 	Australia's Top-selling Printer, 
moon. soici,  

* Epson MX80 Cornpatiblejsti 	, I I 
GRAB ONE NOW, 	1 	eliSI :* 

* Friction/Tractor 	12.0 ick9 r>...:---- 
* 80 C,P.S 
• 6 Months Full Warranty 

. 

DISK BOX 
HOLDS 100 DISKS 
DX-85 for 51/4" Disks 

$35 
Dx-88 for 8" Disks 

$50 	. S2 POST 

III 

MONITOR 
GREEN SCREEN 

MONITOR 
$170 ex. 
$195 inc. 

BMC 18 MHZ NEW 

SUPER 5 DRIVE 

APPLE-COMPATIBLE 
SLIMLINE 
$235 ex. 
$265 inc. 

Super quiet Super reliable 

lid 

YJE 
MONITORS 

SWIVEL 
BASED MONITORS. 
HIGH RESOLUTION 
GREEN & AMBER 

20 MHz 
BANDWIDTH 
AMBER $199 

IS AI* 

$45 
APPLE 

JOYSTICK 

PHONE ORDERS:  Ring our toll free number: 008 02 5229 for Bankcard and 
MasterCard orders only. Overnight delivery by Kwikasair anywhere in Australia add $5 or $9 
(printers & monitors). 
MAIL ORDERS:  Send cheque/postal order/or Bank/MasterCard number to PO 
Box 154 Charlestown 2290. 
ENQUIRIES:  and orders: (049) 43 6805 and (049) 43 0624. 
RING NOW:  George, Bernard, John and Sue are waiting to take your call 9 am to 
8 pm Mon to Fri. 9 to 2 Sat. 

40 LAMAN ST 
NEWCASTLE 

POSTAL ADDRESS: PO 154 
CHARLESTOWN 2290 

TOLL FREE 

(

ORDER  HOTLINE  
008  02 5229 

17 PARK RD 
GARDEN SUBURB 

PHONE ENQUIRIES: 
(049) 43 6805 
(049) 43 0624 

 

MasterCard 

 

   



Microbee 
Lotto Draw 
Peter W. Heywood, Wahroonga, NSW 

Data Maze 
John Quinn, Casino, NSW 

Microbee 

Wahroonga NSW 
Here is a program I have written 
in the hope that I may win a sig-
nificant sum. Alas, I am no 
richer this week, but the pro-
gram works anyway. 

It attempts to simulate, as 
closely as possible, the actual 
Lotto draw. Between each 
selection the numbers are re-
randomised (if there's such a 
word). 

To stay in line with the real 
Lotto draw, six numbers plus a 
supplementary are chosen. The 
program then asks whether the  

user would like another number 
(for those who would like any 
six out of eight, etc). If the 
answer is yes, an extra number 
is printed and the question re-
peated. If the answer is no (N 
or n) the program asks if the 
user would like another set. 

The randomising statement in 
line 390 includes R1 I 1 be-
cause the number 40 will not be 
included if using RND in its in-
teger form: i.e. INT(RND#X1) 
will not yield X1. 

Good luck! 

00100 REM 	**** LOTTO DRAW **** 
00110 REM 	**** Written in Microworld Basic **** 
00120 REM 	**** by Peter W. Heywood 	-1982 **** 
00170 CLS:PRINT TAB110):UNDERLINE:PRINT.LOTTO DRAW:NORMAL 
00140 REM: stores 'Lotto' numbers; 1-40 in an array: B 
00150 PRINT:C1EAR:DIM B1401 
00160 FOR I=1 TO 40:B(1)=1:NEXT 1 
00170 R1=40 .  
00180 REM: picks first six numbers 
00190 PRINT.NUMBERS- 
00200 FOR H=1 TO 6 
00210 GOSUB 390 
00220 NEXT H 
00230 REM: prints supplementary number' 
00240 PRINT:PRINT.SUPPLEMENTARY- "; 
00250 GOSUB 390 
00260 REM: prints extra numbers if required 
00270 PRINT:PRINT"DO YOU WANT ANY MORE NUMBERS? Y OR N.  
00280 A1$=KEY$:IF Al$=.. THEN 280 
00290 IF Al$="N.  OR Al$=.11.  THEN 330 
00300 PRINT.EXTRA NUMBER- "I 
00310 GOSUB 390 
00720 GOTO 270 
00330 PRINT:PRINT.D0 YOU WANT ANOTHER SET' V OR N.  
00340 81$=KEY*:IF BIM=..  THEN 740 
00350 IF Sl$=.Y.  OR Bl$=.y.  THEN 150 
00360 PRINT:PRINT.GOOD LUCK" 
00770 END 
00380 REM: subroutine to pick from 40. thence 39, thence 
00390 D=INTARND*R1+1/ 
00400 PRINT C(EO",": 
00410 REM, lines 420 - 460 reset array without chosen number: D 
00420 F=INT(R1-1) 
00450 IF DiF THEN LET B1D)=0u0010 470 
00440 FOR k=D TO INT(R1-1) 
00450 B1K/=A(K+1) 
00460 NEXT I. 
00470 R1=R1-1 
00480 RETURN 

This program employs a sim- 	Generally, each type of area 
ple concept which allows a 3D 

	
has a value. Wall - 5, Pond - 2, 

maze to be written into data 	Path 1, Very long fall = 0. If 
statements. I used a 2D array 	you walk into a wall, you are 
for my uni-level maze for speed 	sent back the way you came. 
and simplicity but searching 	The 'teeming jungle' bit was just 
through the data each time 	for atmosphere. You can walk 
saves memory. 	 in four different directions (not 

This type of maze could be 	at the same time) or look 
popped into a conventional type 	around to see where you are. 
adventure. More levels can be 	<C>ommit suicide is another 
added. Different types of areas 	possibility 	and 	randomized 
can be devised eg. Ladder, Pit, 	monsters are fun. Elaborate to 
Teleport, etc. 	 your heart's content. 

00100 REN *11***t* *I* * * I 
10110 REM 1 1 A DATA MAZE I t * * 
00120 REM t t by JOHN QUINN * 1 1 1 
OHM REM I START/FIN ' 15/ Dec/ 83 1 
00140 REN * 1 * ******* 1 * 
08158 	 REM 
00160 CLS: DIM N(11,161: X=6: Y=4 
00170 REN * De data. * 
00180 DATA 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,5,5,5,1,1 
00190 DATA 1,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,1,5,5,1 
00200 DATA 1,5,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,5,1 
80210 DATA 1,5,1,2,2,1,1,1,5,5,5,1,1,1,1 
08220 DATA 1,1,1,2,1,1,2,1,1,1,5,5,5,5,0 
00230 DATA 1,1,1,1,2,1,2,1,5,1,1,1,1,1,1 
00240 DATA 1,5,1,2,1,2,2,1,5,5,5,5,5,1,5 
00250 DATA 1,5,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,5,1,5 
00260 DATA 1,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,1,5,1,5 
00278 DATA 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,5,5,5,5,5 
00280 	REM * For putting walls, ponds, etc. into array. * 
00290 FOR U=1 TO 10: FOR V=1 TO 15 
00300 READ N: LET NIU,V)=N 
00310 NEXT V: NEXT U  

00320 	REM * This is where it all starts. 
00330 CLS: PRINT° You are standing on a platform suspended seve 
ral hundred 	metres above a teeming jungle. Use the (11), (5> 
, (E) t (Wr 
00340 PRINT'keys to move and (1.) to look. Explore the maze for a 
while, thenwrite your own maze into the data statements at the 

beginning of"; 
00350 PRINT'the program.'1 
00360 	REM * Routine to get key and act accordingly. 
08370 POKE 257,1: K1$=KEY$: IF K1$=" THEN 370 ELSE PRINTI" "K1 
s. 
00380 IF K1$='N' THEN LET Y=Y+1: 60T0 410 ELSE IF Kl$='S' THEN L 
ET Y=Y-1: GOTO 410 ELSE IF K1$='E' THEN LET X=X+1: GOTO 410 ELSE 
IF KIWW' THEN LET X=X-1: 6OTO 410 

00390 IF Kl$='L' THEN 430 
08400 PRINTS" I'm afraid I don't know exactly what you're talkin 

about.': 60T0 370 
00418 IF NIX,Y1=5 THEN SOTO 510 ELSE IF NIX,Yl=0 THEN GOTO 548 
00420 PRINT' You have moved one unit 'Kl$' 
00430 IF NIX,Y)=2 THEN PRINT' You are standing in a pond.' 
00440 PRINT' To the North there is a 	LET A=X: LET B=Y+1: 60S 
UB 500 
00450 PRINT' To the South there is a ';: LET A=X: LET 8=Y-1: 60S 
UB 500 
00460 PRINT' To the East there is a ';: LET A=X+1: LET B=Y: GOS 
UB 580 
00470 PRINT' To the West there is a ';: LET A=X-1: LET B=Y: GOS 
08 500 
00480 GOTO 378 
00490 REM * For to look around. I 
10500 IF NIA,10.0 THEN PRINT' Cliff.': RETURN ELSE IF MA,B1=1 - 
HEN PRINT' Path.': RETURN ELSE IF NIA,BI=2 THEN PRINT' Pond.': R 
ETURN ELSE IF NI/1,13)=5 THEN PRINT' Wall.% RETURN 
00510 PRINTS' You have bumped into a wall.' 
80520 IF Kl$='N' THEN LET Y=Y-1 ELSE IF KIWS' THEN LET Y=Y+1 E 
LSE IF Kl$='E' THEN LET X=X-1 ELSE IF Kl$='W' THEN LET X=X+1 
80530 GOTO 370 
00540 PRINTS' flops! If your legs are hundreds of metres long, y 
ou're still alive. Otherwise, do you wish to be reincarnated 
';:INPUT AIS: PRINTWOh."\ 

0 

69 



System80 
Two Programs 
S. Chan, Minto Heights, NSW 

Because of the program used 
to operate the printer, a few 
characters in the listings were 
modified. The less than sign (<) 
becomes .LT., the greater than 
sign (>) becomes .GT., double 
inverted commas (") become 
only a single inverted comma, 
an " sign becomes .TM., an ! 
sign becomes .EX., and an Os 
sign becomes .AT. Now for the 
programs. 

Equation Solver 

'Simultaneous Equations Sol-
ver' This program solves simul-
taneous equations with either 
two, or three unknowns. The 
equations are entered by typing 
in the coefficients of the con-
stants in the equation. 

This program was written on 
a SYSTEM-80, but will work on 
any other computer using 
BASIC. 

100 REM 	Irs 
110 RE,  
120 RE' 	+14 
130 RE" 
135 Cop:. 400 

FO,'S 	Al' 
5mUEL (AAA 

4 44' 1962 

140 CL' :PHI"T' 	o !!LVI 'I' .LTAmS0  
WITH R, 

150 PRINT'EN1ER 4 01R 	! N IN THI. FOR-: 
, 

160 PRINT:PRINT 
170 INPHI.ENItis A 1,14,C1';AI,P1,C1 
180 INPUT'ENTER A2,1,2,C2"02,H2,C2 
183 IF A1=A2 AND E1..U2 THEN PAINT:PRINT:PH/NT'NO SOLUTION' : GO 
Tu 340 
185 IF A1.0 AND A2=0 THEN 188 
186 IF b1=0 AND B2=0 THEN 184 

SEE US NOW!! 
FOR 

COMPUTER 
BOOKS 

• RANGE 
Coop  

P 

 

Biggest in Austral'a. Always in stock — from 
Robotics to Sinclairs. 

• QUALITY 
Good service, trained staff, best titles we can find 
on every subject. 

• PRICE 
5% Discount to members. 

• AVAILABILITY 
Check us out now at your nearest branch. 
1. Sydney Technical Branch, 831 George St., 

Railway Square, Sydney. Ph: 211-0561. 
2. Bay St., Broadway (Nr. Grace Bros.) Open 

Saturday mornings. Ph: 212-2211. 
3. University of NSW on campus. Ph: 663-4024. 
4. Institute of Technology, Broadway. 

Ph: 212-3078. 
ALSO AT: Macquarie University, Ph: 888-6523. 
Sydney University, Ph: 692-3705: And at ANU 
Canberra, Armidale, Wagga, Wollongong. 
Newcastle, Bathurst, etc. VISIT US NOW! 

Modems! Modems! Modems! 

Direct Connect 
Telecom Approved 

If you need communications for your computer system. We 
design and manufacture the most complete range of modems 
available in Australia for all data communications needs. The 
following speeds and protocols are supported ex-stock:- 

1. 300 bps Full Duplex asynchronous CCITT V.21 
2.1200 bps Full Duplex Synchronous and asynchronous CCIT1 

V.22 and Bell 212A 
3. 1200/75 bps Full and Half Duplex asynchronous CCITT V.23 

and Bell 202 

All modems approved for switched or leased lines. Custom 
configurations available. Latest digital technology employed in 
all modems. 

For More Information Contact: 

WOOMERA ELECTRONICS P/L 
P.O. Box 32 Camberwell 

(03) 82 1523 (03) 82 1694 

167 GOTO 190 
188 PRINT'ILLEGAL INPUTS' : COTO 160 
190 REM 
200 A3.A1.TM.B2 	83=111.TM.B2 : C3.CI.TM.B2 
210 44.12.TM.D1 	B4.82.TM.B1 s C4.C2.TM.01 
220 REM 
240 A5.A3-A4 	B5.83-64 : C5.C3-C4 
260 REM 
270 X=C5 45 
260 REM 	++ SUBSTITUTION ++ 
290 IF B2.0 THEN Y.(CI-AI.TM.X)/Ell ELSE v.(C2-A2.TM.X)/B2 
300 REM 	++ PRINT ANSWER ++ 
710 PRINT:PRINT 
320 PRINT TA,(5).)( =';X 
330 PRINT TAB(5).Y =';V 
340 PRINT'PRINT 
750 PRINT'PRESS 'S. TO RUN.; 
760 IF INKEYS.LT..GT.'S' THEN 360 ELSE RUN 
400 REM ++4 MENU +4+ 
410 CLS 
430 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT 
440 PRINT' 	1 - SIM. EQUATION WITH TWO oNKNOWNs. 
450 PRINT' 	2 - SIM. EQUATION WITH THREE uNKNOWNs' 
460 PRINT : PRINT 
470 INPVT'ENTER SELECTION (1 OR 2)';SE 
480 IF sE.LT..GT.I AND "E.LT..GT.2 THEN 470 
490 IF SE0 THEN 140 ELE 1000 
1000 REM 	+++ SIMULTANEOUS EQUATION (II) +++ 
1010 REM 	+1+ 	FOR THREE UNKNOWN 	4+4 
1020 REM 	+Ft 	21 MAY 1982 	+++ 
1030 REM 
1035 ON ERROR COTO 1800 
1040 CLS 
1050 PRINT' 	PROGRAM TO SOLVE SIMULTANEWS EQUATION 

WITH THREE uNKNOWNS.' 
PRINT 
PRINT'ENTER THE EQUATION.; TN THIS FORM:' 
PRINT' 	 AX+BY+CZ.D.  
PRINT 
INPUT'ENTER AI,BI,C1,111.:A1,81,01,01 
INPUT'ENTER A202,C202';A20,2,0202 
INPUT'ENTER A3,B3,03,113';A3,B3,C3,n3 
PRINT : PRINT 
GOSUB 1600 
REM 	+4444 MAIN "ECTION +4414-- 

REM 	+4-1 EQUATION 	 (6) +++ 
A4=A1.TM.C2 	84.B1.TM.C2 : C4.C1.TM.C2 	D4.DI.TM.C2 
A5=^2.T,I. 01 	01 I C5.C2.TM.E1 : 115.02.V.I.E1 
116.44-A5 	E6.94-A5 	56=04-1)5 
REM ++i EQUATION 	(9) +4+ 
IF ER=1 THEN G0q1P 1680 
A7.A1.TM.C3 	87.BI.TM.C3 I C7=C1.TM.C3 	D7.D1.TM.C3 
48.A3.TM.CI I B603.TM.C1 	C8.C3.TM.C1 	D6.113.Tm.C1 
49.A7-Ag : 139.97-64 	09=07-0,1 
REM 	+++ EQUATION 	 (C) +++ 

1060 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1135 
1200 
1203 
1205 
1210 
1220 
1250 
1260 
1265 
1270 
1280 
1310 
1320 



1330 AA.A6.TM.B9 i DA=86.TM.B9 : DA=D6.TM.B9 
1340 A9.A9.TM.B6 : BV=99.TM./36 : D.=D9.TM.B6 
1370 AC.AA-AP : DC=DA-DB 
1380 REM ++4 WORK OHT '6' VALUE ++4 
1.390 A=DC,AC 
1 400 REM -1-H 6 H 9STITHTION 
1410 IF P6=0 THEN Y.11:19- A9.TM.X1/59 

ELSE Y.(D6-A6.TN.X),P6 
1420 	IF C1=0 AND C2=0 THEN Z=1D3-(43.TM.)IA-03.TM.YA)/C3 

EL'E IF C1=0 AND C3.0 THEN Z.(D2-(A2.TM.X)-C12.TR.Y11/C2 
ELSE IF C2=0 AND C3=0 THEN Z=01-( 41.T1.7)-( Al.TM.7)1/C1 
ELSE 2.(D3-( 113.T9.),)-(P3.TN.Y1)/C3 

1430 REM +4-1 PRINT ANNWER +-1-1 
1440 PRINT' 	X =';X 
1450 PRINT' 	Y .';Y 
1460 PRINT' 	2 .*;Z 
1500 PRINT : COTO 350 
1600 REM 11-1 ERROR-PRODUCING ENTRIES ++4 
1610 IF A1=0 AND A2=0 AND A3=0 THEN 1650 
1620 IF R1=0 AND D2=0 AND 53.0 THEN 1650 
1630 IF C1.0 AND C2=0 AND C3=0 THEN 1650 
1640 COTO  1670 
1650 PRINT'YON HAVE LESS THAN THREE HNKNOWNS. 
1660 PRINT'UGE THE OTHER PROGRAM.' : COTO 1500 
1670 IF C1=0 THEN 146=-61 : 56=51 : D6=D1 : ER=1 : GOTO 1260 
1680 IF C1=0 AND C2=0 THEN A9.A2 : P9="12 : D9=D2 	COTO 1320 
1685 IF C2=0 THEN A6=42 : 116=,2 : D6=02 : COTO 1260 
1690 IF C3=0 THEN A9=43 : R9=R3 : 49=03 : COTO 1320 
1700 IF A1=A2 AND AI=A3 AND 141=P2 AND P1=P3 THEN 1740 
1710 IF A1.A2 AND A1.43 AND C1=C2 AND . C1=C3 THEN 1740 
1720 IF 51=52 AND m1=-!3 AND C1=C2 AND C2=C3 THEN 1740 
1730 RET11RN 
1740 PRINT'NO SOLHTIONS' 
1750 COTO 1500 
1300 IF ERR=20 THEN 1830 
1810 FRINT:PR1NT'ERROR IN LINE';ERL 
1820 END 
1830 PRINT'IN'HFITCIENT DATA FOR THE. PROGRAM.' 
1840 PRINT'TRY AGAIN.' 
1850 COTO 1500 

Reaction Timer 
Test your reflexes. But be- 

ware of jumping the gun! 
Full instructions are in the program. 

100 006WV 500:RAND0m 
110 CL'' 
115 GO'wD 1000 
120 PRINT. AT.O,'ON YOUR HARK.`...' 
130 FOP T-1 TO 500:NEf.T T 
140 PRINT.AT.202,'CET 
150 FOP T=1 TO PND(1500):NEXT 
160 PRINT.AT.404,'GO.EX.' 
170 AS.CHR$(1911 
180 FOR 7=709 TO 737  
190 IF INKEY!=',' THEN 300 
200 PRINT.AT.X,As 
210 SEPT y 
220 PRINT'YOW ARE FAR Ton SLOW.EX.' 
300 IF  POINT(10,34).0 THEN COSIIP 400 
310 IF INKEY$='R,  THEN 110 ELSE 310 
400 PRINT' V15 PRE'.-ED 	Ton EARL ,.E.K.':9FT.AN 
500 CLS 
510 PRINT' 	TEST YOUR REFACTION TIRE.EY.' 
520 PRINT 
530 PRINT'7111 -  PROGRAM WILL TF'T YOwP REACTION TIRE.' 
540 PRINT',N'T PRE'f THE ',' KEY WHEN THE. COMPUTER' 
550 PRINT'6AY, *00.FX.'. wHEN AO,  HAVE SEEN 40W LONG IT' 
560 PRINT.TOOK v0o, .14"1' PAP —  .P. To HAVE ANOTHER (10.FX.' 
570 PRINT:PRINT:P.I.T 
580 PRINT' 	PRE' "NEW LINE' ',"vm REAT,;:INPwT QS 
590 RE1,RN 
1000 	:FOR 5=.644 TO 671 'TEP 3 
1001 FNINT.AT..f,',:'=G+1:NE/T 
1010 REINqN 

Commodore 64 
Cricket Match 
David Abram, Banksia Park, SA 

	

The program uses the 3D 
	

happens to be a sprite and 

	

sprite capabilities as shown in 	moves the bat (a sprite too). 
lines 8000-9000. 	 Lines 1050-6020 tell the com- 

	

Lines 0-105 are the initializa- 	puter if it is out or how many 

	

tion part of the progarm and as 	runs were scored or if it was 

	

shown in line 16, the inverted 
	

just a safety shot. After both 

	

commas can be placed straight 
	

teams have battled the sub- 
after the name. 	 routine (lines 7000-7150) tells 

	

Lines 120-199 wait for the 	the user who won and the 

	

user to bowl and update the 	scores for each team, then it 

	

score and the wickets. Lines 	asks you if you want a list of the 

	

1000-1025 move the ball, which 	winning team. 

0 DIKTTISX 151 ,T8st 15, 
I GOSUB8000 

91=949240:POKEV+21.01W1=0 
10 POKE53261.5:POKE53280,5:PRINT".* 
12 PRINT OMPU CRICKET.  
4 PRINT 
6 PRINTVOINNEINIMMINIMMIWY DAVID ABRAM KIP" 

PRINT ,  
20 P7ANTIMINEUIENOISIMMIIIiii7 ANY KEY TO CONTINUE" 
22 GETICK:IFFs...THEN22 
25 PRINT%rHE IDEA OF THIS GAME IS THAT YOU PICK WM/ TEAMS AND THE TEAM WITH 
HE" 
27 PRINTI81IGHEST SCORE WINS.  
29 PRINT•NtrOU MUST PICK TRC TEAMS IN ORDER FROM NBATTERS fD BOWLERS.  
30 PRINT.WOU ARE ONLY ALLOWED 9 B014..ER34 1 
32 PRINTqllifilideddiMMINAIIIMIT ANY KEY VP CONTINUE.  
35 GETKN'IFK$=—THEN37 
40 PRINT'1WHAT IS. THE FIRST TEAMS NAVE.,41NPUTTIK 
42 PRINT"WHAT IS THE SECOND TEAMS NAMEI4IINPOTT2* 
45 PRINT.UTYPE 	 TEAM,' 
49 FORZ7=17012:1NPUTTIW2I):KEXT 
50 PRINTI.WYPE 4 :7214: 4'S TEAM.  
12 FORZZ=1T012:1GFUTT2*(22):NEXT 
35 R=RN0,1 4 :1F81.5THENPRINT"...1YOU LOST THE TOSS YOU ARE BRTTING - 1130T070 
56 PRINT'1)4'OU WON THE TOSS.D0 YOU WANT TO BAT":1NPUns:IFLEFTSIEK.11=4 Y.THEN70 
60 B=1:REM YOU ARE BOWLING 
69 GOT099 
70 141=04REM YOU ARE BATTING 
90 PRINTIZI,POKEV.21,63 
lee p8iNTIMMINEWASSAIMIN 
102 PRINT.  m 	 no * 
103 FOR22=1T02 
104 PRINT. 	111 	 III • 
105 NEXT 
120 POKEV,60:POKEV+1.160 4POKEV+2.60'POKEV+3,195 
124 POKEV.4.248:POKEV.5.160:POKEV*6,245:POKEV.7,200 
130 PRINTIMINIMMEMIONAIT SPACE BAR TO 8014..- 
132 IFFEEKI 1974=60THEN1000 
140 POKEV+10.55:P0KEV+11,175 
152 PRINT3gIISCORE .:SCI. 	WICKETS .. .4 141 
154 IFW1 ,9THEN6000 
999 0010130 
1000 1341=245:BY=I50 
1004 POKEV.48.8X:POKEV+9.BY 
1007 84(.13X-1.4:BY=BY+.5 
1009 IFBY>200THEN1020 
lu I 	U 

1020 POKEV+8,BX:FOKEV+S.BY 
1022 13414,1371-118Y=By-.5 
1023 1513,1175THEN1050 
1025 GOT01020 
1050 FOR72=170.10:POKEV.10,55+ZI:PO V+1 I75:NEXT 
1057 R=RND( 1):1FRI.ITHEN1500 
1057 IFF7).9THENPRINT-1I S 	 ,SC=SC+6:60701100 
ions IFR>.3THENPRINTIVAIN 2 	 4 :SC=644.2:G0701100 
1059 IFR 7THENPR 	 ' 4 ' 	 .:SC=SC+4:001111100 
1060 IFR,.6THENPRINTN1d50 ' I 	 "ISC=SC+1:00701100 
1062 PRINTNMEA THAT'S PLAYING IT SAFE 	 ,GOT01100 
1100 G0T0140 
1500 0=5+40414:1FR ,.9THEN1550 
1502 IFR ,.6THENI570 
1503 IFR,.4THEN1590 
1504 IFR).2THENISIO 
1506 PRINT-11MM NO BALL', 	 .:SC=SC+1:60T01100 
1750 PRINT=216NRUN  OuT'''' 	 ,w1=W1.4-1:130701100 
1570 RB=INT:RNO,14.4148:RC=INT,RNDel4K12,1 
1772 IFEI=OTHENNK=T2s:R6):CK=T2KKRC4 
1575 IFB=ITHENWK=TIK4R134:CS=TIKIRC: 
1730 PRINTNIENrAuGHT 	 - BOWLED "761K 4 W1=W1 4 1 4 60T01100 
1580 RR=INT(RND,14.144+8 
1592 IF8=0THENAS=T29:17R4 
1590 IFB=ITHENWS=TNARR) 
1599 PRINT.MGMBOWLED BY "'WS," 	 - :411=u11+1:80T01100 
1810 RR=INT,RAEX i,441+6 
1612 IFB=OTHENWK=T2AKR174 
1644 IFEI=ITHEN4K=T1S(RR) 
1615 PRINT.WW.B.W. - BOWLED 47WK:W1 1+1:G0701100 
6000 IFB=OTHENS1=SC 
8002 IFE,ITHENS2-SC 
6003 IFS1 ,21AND52ASTHEN7000 
6005 SC=0:W1=0 
6007 IF51>OTHEN6=1 
6009 IFS2 ,0THEN6=0 
6020 007099 
7000 POKEV+21,0:1F61 ,62THENTIII=TIK:SC=S1:00707010 
7001 TANT211:SC=52 
7010 PRINT.UNTHE CHAMPION TEAM IS .:TO 
7020 PRINTILWITH 10 FOR "USC 
7022 IFSC=SITHENSS=62:130707025 
7023 SS=S1 
7025 PRINTISISAINST 10 FOR "195 
7030 PRINTIWO YOU WANT A LIST OF THE TEAWNIINPUTYINIFLEFININN,1)="Y.THEN7100 
7033 PRINT.00 YOU WANT TO PLAY AGAIN.4:1NPUTYS:IFLEFTSITS,1 ,="Y= THEN5 
7040 END 
7100 IFTS=TINTHENFORPL=IT012 ,PRINTTISIPLIINEXT:00707033 
7130 IFTIN=T2STHEKFORPL=17012:PRINTTECAL.NEXT:00T07033 
3000 V=53248:S=192 
8005 FOR7=2040T02045:POKE2,S:S=S.I'NEXT 
8010 FOR0=12288T012350:READO:POKEG,DINEXT 
2020 FOR0=1235270124141READO:POKEO,DINEXT 
8030 FOR0=124167012478:READD:POKEO.DINEXT 
8040 FORD=1241307012542:READO:POKE0,04NEXT 
8030 FOR0=125447012606:READOWOKEO,D:NEXT 
8060 FOR0=126067012670:READD:POKE0,0:14EXT'RESTORE 
8100 DATA0,224,0.1,248.0.3,224,0,2.80.0.2.24.0,2,96.0,1,32,0,7,56,0,11.244 ,0,11  
6101 DATA242.0.11.242.0.10.13.0.5.180.0.3.184.0,2.16.0.3,240,0,4,6.0.4.72 ,0 ,4  
8102 OMTA169.0.4.168.0.4.168,0 
8110 DATA4.166.0.4.168.0.4.168.0,4,168.0,7,184,0,3,16,0,7,56,0,7,188.0.0,0,0,0 
8111 DATA0.0.0,0.0.0.0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0,0.0.0,0.0,0,0.0,0,0,8,0,0,0 ,0.0  
8120 DATA0,0,0,0.6.0.1.199.0,1.243,0.2.187,129,4.56,192.5,188,192,99, 193 ,128,97  
8121 DATA129,128,63.254.0,15,252.0.3,248,0.3,240.0,3,240,0,3,240.0.3 ,240 ,0,2,16  
8122 DATA0.2,16,8.1,0,0.1,40.0,1.40,0 
0130 Immo, asr,¢1,0,1.3/,0,47,29li 3 O,13,98,0,671-5E0,1;tiff,t,e,am,e,(5.0,6,0,e.e,e,8 
8131 DATA0,0,0,0,0.0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,13,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0 ,0 ,0  
8140 DATA0.0,0,0.0.0.0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,192,0,3,224,0.4.48,0,8,24,0,8,24 ,0.8  
8141 DATA24,0,4,48,0.3,224,0,1,192,0,0,0.0,0,0,0,0,0,0.0.0,0,0,0,0.0,0.0.0.0.0 
8130 DATA0,0,0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.48,0.0,48.0,0,48,0,0,40,0,0,48,0,0.120,0,0.72.0.0  
8151 DATA88,0,0+104.0.0,72,0,0.120,0,0,72,0.0.88,0.0,104,0,0+72+8,0+120.0 /0 /0.0  
8152 IbITA0,0,0 
8200 POKEV.23,47:POKEV+28,47 	 ► 
8300 POKEV.39,11:POKEV+40,114POKEV+41,11:POKEV.42,114POKEV+43,24POKEV+44,0 
9000 RETURN 
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14 FREE PROGRAMS 
with each G-Pascal Compiler purchased on disk for 
the Commodore 64. * 

DEMO - G-Pascal demonstration program. 
SUB HUNT - example arcade game (joysticks, paddles or keyboard). 
MODEM64 - data communication program. 
ADVENTURE - Pascal adventure game. 
SPRITE EDITOR - create sprite shapes easily! 
SOUND EDITOR - experiment with the synthesizer chip. 
RUNTIME - create stand-alone progiams written in Pascal. 
CENTRONICS PRINT - print G-Pascal programs via parallel port 
BITMAPPED TEXT - mix text and hi-res graphics! 
NUMBER GAME - a simple Pascal game. 
PRIME NUMBERS - calculate prime numbers quickly. 
PAINT SINGLE - 'fill in' landscapes quickly in single colour hi-res. 
PAINT MULTI - 'fill in' landscapes in multi colour hi-res graphics. 
WORD WRAP wraps words around at the end of the line. 
All of the above programs are supplied free with each pur-
chase of G-Pascal on disk. G-Pascal is available from your 
local Commodore dealer, Commodore Information Centre 
Pty. Ltd., or Gambit Games. Recommended retail: $79.50 
' excludes existing older dealer storks 

If you have already purchased G-Pascal these extra programs may 
be ordered by sending $20 direct to Gambit Games. 

Gambit Games P.O. Box 124, Ivanhoc, Vii. 3079 
Phone: (03)497 1283. 

welcome here 
(11 

DINERS CLUB 
INTINNATIONal 

VISA 

Tandy PC-2  Vic 20 
Autobahn 
D. Downs, 
Numurka, Vic. 

The object is to guide your vehi-
cle down a one way street the 
wrong way. Along the way, you 
must dodge Mad Harry, the 
drunken driver, as well as the 
usual Sunday drivers. 

You recieve a free car at 
every 15 points, and there are 
three levels of difficulty. To 
move, use the "I" key to go 
right, and the " + " to go left. 

10 DIM 
T.16),H1,15),C*13.41:T.10:Mt."PC -2.  
20 FOR I.1TO 3:READ 
CO11,11,C1112,11,C11“3.11:NEXT I:FOR I-1(0 
6:READT.11,NEXT I 
30 READ 14•111.H.131.H.(51 
40 DATA 
"0906060T.,'060F0F06"..00060600",'1430301 
4","301E1E30',"00303000' 
50 DATA 
'48303048...30787830'..00303000° ."030303.  
..060606","OCOCOC"."101810" 
60 DATA 
.303030"..606060',"02070207","001C081C'," 
20702070" 

70 CLS: WAIT 0: INPUT 'Difficulty 	11-3) 
'iD:IF D<1012 1))3THEN 70 
80 CLS:5.0:M.3:R-1:PAUSE 'AUTOBAHN lc) 
1983 D. Doane' 
90 PAUSE 'CARS :'IMI'. SCORE 
:"ISI".*:P.125 
100 CLS:P-P-10:W-0:IF P<OOTHEN LET P-30 
110 F.RND I61:GCURSOR 130:PRINT S:BEEP 
1,200,20:Ir ROD 10#101()ITHEN 130 
120 PAUSE .Mad HaoryIIII ..:FOR L.25010 
OSTEP -10:BEEP 1.L.10:NEXT L:CLS:W.1 
130 IF INT (S/151-5/15AND 5.01,1EN BEEP 
M.99,40:M.M.1:D.D-.5:IF OCITHEN LET 0.1 
140 FOR 1.1T0 1,301/5 
150 IF W.1THEN LET F.RND 16) 
160 AB.INKEY. :IF AB-'"THEN 190 
170 IF Ala."/"THEN LET 0-8-2: IF R(1THEN 
LET R.I 
180 IF At-'.'THEN LET R.R.2:IF R)5THEN 
LET R.5 
190 GCURSOR P:GPRINT HBIRI:BEEP 1,15.1 
200 IF RND 11)48I-ITHEN LET F.RND 
06):BEEP 1.150.5 
210 OCURSOR 1I#5)-2:GPRINT 
'0000000000.11,01F, 
220 IF POINT (P-11,,OTHEN IF 1R-I-F)OR 
IR-FICIR (R.I.FIOR 113.2.1.1THEN 240 
230 NEXT 1:S.S.1:00TO 100 
240 IF R)3THEN LET 0.3 
250 WAIT 10:FOR I-1T0 3:CLS :GCURSOR 
P:BEEP 1.100-1142).1.2:0PRINI 
C$11,1i/:CLS :NEXT 1:M.M-1:1F M.OfHEN 270 
260 WAIT 0:00T0 90 
270 WAIT 150:PRINT 'Final Score - 'IS:1F 
SCITHEN 290 
280 PRINT 'Top ScoreII":1NPUT.NAME4  
.1140:T.S 
290 PRINT .Top 	'iHei" : 'IT 
300 WAIT 0:PRINT 'Another Game 7 ')XS 
310 AO.INKEYIN :IF Ae...THEN 310 
320 IF AO...OTHER CALL 52593 
330 IF AO,,T^then 310 
340 0010 70 

Scramble 

The program is in two parts. 
One is the character and 
machine code loader, while the 
other is the actual game. The 
game should be saved on tape 
directly after the loader. 

When run the loader will dis-
play key movement and instruc-
tions. Pushing any key will kill 
that display and will allow the 
actual game to be loaded and 
run. 

The rules of the game are 
simple. 

The object is to destroy the 
alien leader at the end of each 
run. 

To stay alive during each run 
you must bomb enemy fuel  

dumps to replenish your fuel 
supply. 

Scoring is as follows: 
5 points for bombing missiles 
10 points for bombing fuel 
dumps 0 points for bombing 
meteors 
Machine Code Notes: 
The machine code is stored in 
the cassette machine buffer and 
is quite safe from accidental 
newing. 

If you wish to use files after 
running this program it is re-
commended that the VIC 
should be turned off and on 
again. 
KEYS: 'S' = Drop bomb; 'I' - Up; 
'M' - Down 

Duncan Morrison, Clayton, Vic 

ELECTRONIC 
PROJECTS 
FOR CARS 

Another topical book in the ETI collection of 
'practical project publications. Containing over 
20 projects for the electronic hobbyist interested 
in adding features and facilities to his vehicle, 
Electronic Projects for Cars over a whole va-
rierty of topics — from test instruments to igni-
tion systems, from monitoring instruments to 
accessories, plus a hole bunch of ideas for the 
experimeter. Among the topical projects are: 
ETI-316 Transistor-Assisted Ignition, ETI-319 
Variwiper, ETI-333 Reversing Alarm. ETI-328 
LED Oil Temperature Meter, ETI 324 Twin-
range LED Tacho, ETI-325 Auto-probe Test In-
strument, ETI-575 Portable Flourescent Light 
Wand, etc, etc. 

All that, and only $4.95 — It's a steal! 
If your local newsagent or favourite electronics 
supplier hasn't got a copy, you can obtain one 
by mail order direct from ETI Book Sales, Fed-
eral Publishing, 140 Joynton Ave, Waterloo, 
NSW 2017 for $4.95 plus $1 postage 	 
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D.M0rr160n Datt , 26 -9-03 

5 POKE51.255 ,POKE52#194'0KE55,255'POKE56,19:CLR 
15 P0KE36869,242 
20 PRINT"NUOM*41611A/-1 Ir\I-..11106110160":PRINT"IBY L'.\ORRISON 1E') 31983" 
22 PRINTII 	681F-ONTROLSMOO1":PRINTIII 	NIPAPC"PRINTIO 	‘1041100 
WNO" 
24 PRINT"Il 	0111.41DROP BOMB" 
26 PRINT"IIHOU MUST DESTROY FUEL DUMPS TO REPLENISH THEFUEL LEVEL INDICATOR." 
28 PRINT"'ILL THE BLUE ALIEN TOWIN.88106 100D LUCK I*" 
30 FORP0T0143 
40 RERDR 
50 POKE5128+IoR 
60 NEXT 
70 P0KE36866,PEEK(36866)0R120 
80 DRTR24,60,36,60,102,255,255,153 
98 0RTR36,60,24,44,44,60,44,24 
100 MR192,160,160,192,0,54,42,34 
110 DATR146,84.40,214,40,84,146,0 
120 DRTR24,126,255,255,126,36,66,255 
130 DRTR0,128,192,224,255,127.12.24 
140 DATR0,04,96,144,248,0,0 
150 DRTR1,2,4,8,8./6,96,128 
160 MR0,128,96,16,8,8,6,1 
170 0ATR0,60,66,129,129,66,60,0 
180 0RTA151,104,0,0,0,0,0,0 
190 DRTR0.0,0,0,0,0.145,110 
200 DATA0,0J0,0,0,0,0J0 
210 DRTR0,0,0,0,0,0.0,255 
220 DRTR255,129,129,129.129,129,129.255 
230 DRTR24,126,153,153,255,90,66,129 
240 08180,0,126.126,126,0,0,0 
250 DRIT11,2,2,1,2,2.2.1 
260 FORIn52641.05390POKEI,ONEXT 
270 READR , IFR..-1THEN690 
280 P0KE5392+2,R 
290 2.2+1 
300 0010270 
310 DRTA160,21,162,1,/89,44,30,202,157,44,30,232,189,44,150,202,157,44,150,232,2 
32.136 
320 DATA208,236,202,169.32,157,44,30,169,2,141,235,31,169,1,141,235,151 
330 DRTR160,21,162,1,189,66,30,202,157,66,30,232,189.66,150,202,157,66,150,232,2 
32,136 
340 DATR208,236,202,169,32.157,66,30,169,2,14/•235,31,169,1,141,235,151 
350 DATR160,21,162,1,189,88,30,202,157,88,30,232,189,80,150,282,157,08,150,232,2 
32.136 
360 DATR208,236,202.169,32,157,88,30,169,2,141,235,31,169,1,141,235,151 
370 ORTR/60,21,162,1,189,110,30,202,157,/10,30,232,189.110.150,202,157,110,150,2 
32,232 
380 DATR136,208,236,202,169,32,157,110,30,169,2,141,235,31,169.1,141,235,151 
390 DRTR160,21,162,1,189,132,30,202,157,132,30,232,189,/32,150,202,157.132,150,2 
32,232 
400 DRTA136,208,236,202,169,32,157,132,30,169,2,141,235,31,169,1,141,235,151 
410 DRTR160.21,162,1,189,154,30,202,157,154,30,232,189,154,150,202,157,154,150.2 
32.232 
420 DATR136,208,236.202,169,32,157,154,30,169,2,141,235,31,169,1,141,235,151 
430 DRTR160.21,162,1,189,176,30,202,157,176,30,232,189,176,150,202,1$7,176,150,2 
32,232 
440 DRTR136,208,236,202,169,32,157,176,30,169,2,141,235,31,169,1,141,235,151 
450 DRTA160,21,162.1,189.198,30,202,157,198,30,232,189,198,158,202,157,198,150,2 
32,232 
460 DATR136.208,236,202,169,32,157,198,30,169,2,141,235,31,169,1,141,235,151 
470 DATR160,21,162,1,189,220,30,202,157,220,30,232,189,220,150,202,157,220,150,2 
32,232 
480 DATR136,208,236,202,169,32,157,220,30,169,2,141,235,31,169,1,141,235,/51 
490 DRTA160,21,162,1,189,242.30,202,157,242,30.232,189.242,/50,202,157,242,150,2 
32,232 
500 DATR136,208,236,202,169,32,157,242,30,169,2,141,235,31,169,1,141,235,151 
510 DATR160,21,162,1,189,8,31,202,157,8,31,232,189,8,151,202,157,8,/51,232,232 
520 DRTR/36,208,236,202,169,32,157,8,31,169,2,141,235,31,169,1,141,235,151 
530 DATR160,21,162,1,189,30,31,202,157,30.31,232,1139.30,151,202,157,30,/51,232,2 
32 
540 DATR136,208,236,202,169,32,157,30,31,169,2,141,235,31,169,1,141,235,151 
550 DRTR160,21,162,1.189,52,31,202,157,52,31,232,189,52,151,202,157,52,151,232,2 
32 
560 DATR136,208,236,202,169,32,157,52,31,169,2,141,235,31,169,1,141,235,151 
570 DATA160,21,162,1,189,74,31,202,157,74,31,232,189,74,151,202,157,74,151,232,2 
32 
580 DATR136,208,236,202,169,32,157,74,31,169,2,141,235,31,169,1,141,235,151 
590 DATR160,21,162,1,189,96,31,202,157,96,31,232,189,96,151,202,157,96,15/,232.2 
32 
680 DATRI36,208,236,202,169,32,157,96,31,169,2,141,235,31,169,1,141,235,151 
610 DATR160,21,162,1,109,118,31,202,157,118,31,232,189,118,151,202,157,118,151,2 
32,232 
620 DRTR136,208,236,202,169,32,157,118,31,169,2,141,235,31,169,1,141,235,151 
630 DATR160,21,162,1,189,140,31,202,157,140,31,232,109,140,151,202,157,140,151,2 
32,232 
640 DATA136,208,236•202/169,32.157,140,31.169/1,157,140,151,169.2,141,235/31,/69 
,1,141 
645 DRTA235, 151 
650 DATA160,21,162,1, 189,162,31,202,157, 162,31,232,189,162, 151,202,/57,/62,15/,2 
32,232 
660 DATP136,208,236,202,169,32,157,162,31,169,1,157,162,151,169.2,141,235,31,169 
, 1, 141 
670 DF1TR235, 151,56,160,8,162,22,169,14,157,7,31,169,2,157,7,151,152, 160,22,232,1 
36,208 
680 3ATR252,168,136,208,235,96,-1 
690 OETRI . IFIRW"THEN690 
6951'01(036867,128 
700 POKE198,5 . POKE631,78P0KE632,69 POKE633,87 - POKE634. 13 POKE635,131:END  

5 POKE36867,174'FF..1:DIMY(2):0.3 
10 PRINT":14",POKE36879,8:R.7927,POKE649,1:H.8;0.8072:T.0:J.0-3:FU02/,RESTORE:POK 
ES2,0 
15 CL.36879:POKE36869,253TOKECL.9:64.36877 , POKE36878,15 ,52.36874 
20 PRINTIIIMMMMNMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM" 
25 FOR1.070062POKE38884+1,5'NEXTTOKE38647,5POKE38646,5:M.16'N.3 
30 PRINT"110080116000800ECOOIMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM" 
50 FORI=0106,POKE38400+1,2'NEXT,FORI=77021:POKE38400.I,6'NEXT:CS.30720 
70 FORIOTOOM2 ,POKECE+8164+1,5'NEXT 
100 FOR1.0T021:POKE7680+1,16'NEXT 
105 FORI=170062STEP2:POKE8164+1,5 ,POKE816541.6!NE T 
106 FORI•0T021:POKE8098.11,11 , NEXT 
107 0010850 
110 ImPEEK(197):IFINI2ANDHOTHENPOKEA-1,32:POKER,32:AwR-22.H.H+1 
120 POKE7680+FU,32 , FU.FU-FF, IFFIX=OTHEN800 
130 IFI.36RNDHATNENPOKER-1,32 ,POKER,3241=R+22:H.H-1 
134 IF1.41RNDW.ORNDOmOTHEN2=R+1:W.1'LL.215 
140 POKER.-1,32 ,POKER,32 
143 FORI•1TO2'POKEY(I),32 
144 NEXT 
146 IFW=1THENPOKEZ,32,00SUB600 
147 SYS(5392)T.T+1 
148 IFW=ITHENPOKECS42,7TOKEZ,1 
150 POKECS+A,5:POKECS+R-1,5TOKER-1,5:POKER,6:IF0.1THENPOKECS+2,7'POKEZ,2 
151 FORImIT02:IFY(1)>OTHEN00SUB700 
152 NEXT 
153 IFT)1010THENN.3M-10 
154 IFPEEK(A+1)032THEN800 
155 IFRND(1)).3RNDPEEK(0)=ORNDY(1)=OTHENY(1)=0 , POKEY(I),32 
156 IFRND( 1)).3ANDPEEKCJ).ORNDY(2).0THENY(2).J , POKEY(2),32 
157 IFT)1000THENPOKECL.15:00T0950 
158 IFT>750THENPOKECL,1311=11 , 0070900 
159 RERDX - IFX=OTHENRESTORE:GOT0159 
160 IFT.265THEN0=0-9 , J.0-3 
161 IFT.502THEN0m0+9:J=0-3 
162 IKT.2560WN466THENKOMP-6706.rOK67746+I*26,,Ir•HexT 
163 IFT.510 THENM=16 
165 RERDF:IFT)250RNDTC500THENPOKE7921,X ,POKE7943,F , POKECL.11'Mm7 
166 IFT=251THENPOKE7943,10 
167 IFT=499THENPOKE7921,10 
168 RERDX:IFX.4THENPOKECS+8097.4 
169 POKE8097,X1FX.10THENPOKECS+8075,3 . POKE8075,0 
170 RERDXPOKE8119,X , IFX=4THENPOKECS+8119,4 
173 IFRND(1)).6ANDT)499THENPOKE7833.(INTCRND(1)611)622),9 - POKECL,12 
175 00T0110 
550 RETURN 
600 IFLOOTHENLL=LL-1 - POKES2,LL 
602 2.2+22-1FPEEK(2)=328NDPEEK(2+11=32THENRETURN 
610 POKEZ-22,32 IPPEEK(2)>4RNDNOTPEEK(Z)=9111NDN0TPEEK(2)=15THEN2=2-22 . 0010660 
612 IFFEEK(2)=15THENOOSUB660 00101000 
615 IFPEEK<2)=4THENSC.X+10:GOSUB694 .1=1 , 0010660 
620 SC=SC+5 
660 PDXECS+2,1'POKEZ,3 - F0RI=IT050 , POKES4,255"NEXT POKE2,32 W=0 POKES2,0TOKES4.0 
670 IFE=IANDT(750THENROKE2.11 .6=0 
690 2=0 W=0:RETURN 
694 IFFU)16THENFU21.2 
695 IFFU<I7ANDRU)13THENFU=18 
696 IFFU<14THEN698 
697 F0RI00TOFU"POKE7680+1,16:NEXT , RETURN 
698 FUmFU+4:F0RI=0T0FU , POKE7680+1,16'NEXT RETURN 
700 Y(1).Y(1)-23 
705 E.PEEKCY(I)-22):IFNOTE=5ANDNOTE=6ANDNOTE=32THEN750 
710 IFY(I)=RORM)=P-ITHENY(I)=0:60T01300 
740 POKECS+Y(I),3 .POKEY(1),O'RETURN 
750 POKEY(1),3 - FORE=11050 POKES4,128 NEXT POKEY(I),32 N(1i=0 - POKES4,0 
755 RETURN 
800 ROKE32,0.P06034,128:POKER,3-POKEP-1,3 FORP=IT080'E=INT(8*RND(1)) - POKECS+R,E 
810 POKECS01-1,E FORE=1T010 NEXTE,R .POKER,32 ,POKER-1,32 
820 POKE8163+0*2.32'POKE8164+0*2,32 ,POKES4,8 
825 0=0-1:1FO<ITHENPOKE8164.32 .POKE8165/32 FOR1.1103000,NEXT PPINT=T- 001.01110 
830 FOR1=01021.POKE7680+1/16 , NEXT'FU=21:8=7927:H=8 
835 IFT)7491INDT<1022THENR=7817 H=I4 
840 IFT>250ANDT<522THENR=8015 . H=4 
850 POKER-1+CS,t POKER+73.5 POKER,6 .POKER-1,5.F0R1=1101500 NEXT 0010/57 
920 U=IN.P..3*RNDI,)+1 , FORI=OTOU - POKE7965+CS-(1*22),2 PO6E79C5-(1*22)/14 NEXT 
910 313(6123) 0=U+1 
920 IFRND(1)›.6THENPDXECS+7987-WW22),4 POKE7987-(U*22),4 0010110 
930 IFRND(1)›.58NOMTHENPOKEC6+7987-U422.3 POKE7987-U*22.0.0=7979+U*22 3=7973-U 
*22 
940 GOT0110 
950 U.INT<RND(1,*3)+1'C=1111(RND'1)471+1 
960 FOR1=0TOU PGXECS.7767+(1422).6-POYE7767+(1422).14 NEXT 
970 F081=0107 POKEC8+8119-(1*22),6 .POKE8119-(1*22),14 NEXT 
975 1FC<7THENC=C+1 IFRND(1):.1THENPOKECS+8119-(1422).3 POKE8119-(I*22),I5 
980 0010110 
1000 701<E34,200 FOR1=15010230 P01<E36876.1 NEXT .  P011036875,0 
1101 	 NCI,T.reTi=1.7., WOWtr-.44 ,O,tit,,e0,l NOM ,,Jr.t6 
4.0 
1103 POKE36869,240 
1105 PRINT":14114 MISSION COMPLETED 1!"'POKES2,250 , PRINTI013ET READY FOR NEXT 11" 
1110 POKE36869,2401.RINT"AISCORD0SC 
1115 IF0)0THENFORI.1705000:NEXT ,FF.FF+.1:007010 
1120 PRINTIPLRY ROBIN (Y/N)?" 
1130 OETWIFRO""THENFORIo1T0300'POKES2,0 ,NEXT ,PRINT"11 
1140 IFRP"Y"THENPOKES2,0 ,RUN 
1145 IFFIVO"RNDO)OTHENFORI.IT0200NEXTTOKES2,0 , 00T01105 
1147 IFF10"H"THENNEW 
1150 00101130 
2000 DATR8,32,32,7,7,32,7,12,10,32.8,12,10,32,32,8,8,32,32,7,32,8,32,8,32,7,32,4  
.7,32,32 
2100 DRTR11,10,32,32.7,8,32,7,/2,32,8,10,12,32,7,10,12,32,8,8,12,32,7,32.8,7,32,  
32,11 
2200 DATR8,32,32,7,32,8,4,12,32,7,32,10,7,32,4412,10,32,32,8,8,32,32,7,7132,7,12  
.10,32,8 
2300 DATR12,0,32,32,8,7,32,32,11,8,32.32.7.32.8,32.10,32,7,32,8,7.32,32.4 
2400 DATR8,32.32,7,32,8,32,8.32,7,32,7,32,8,7,12,32,7,10,12,7,32.8,12,8,32,7,12,  
7 
2500 DATA32,11,12.8,32.8,12,7,32,32,8,10,32,32,7,10,32,4,12,8,32,4,12,7,32,4,12, 
8,32 
2600 DRTR7,/2,32,8,10,12,32,7.8.12,7,12,32,8,8,32,32,7,7,32,32,8,0 
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At your new  
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4 

Doodler ZX 80 One arm bandit 
R. Chalmers, Brisbane, Old 

DOODLER allows you to draw field; you should then press 
on the screen. 	 zero, newline. This will position 

This is done by POKEing di- 	the first dot at the left edge 
rectly to the screen, and lines 	about halfway up the screen. 
can be drawn, erased, redrawn 	The direction keys are then 
as often as you like. Naturally 	used to move the dot around, 
the graphics are chunky, in true 	one move at a time. To erase 
ZX style, but quite attractive 	a dot you backspace over it and 
designs can be created. It 

	then press either 1, move left 
shouldn't be hard to design a 	with no plot, or 9, move right 
quite interesting game around 	with no plot. If you enter a dot 
this program, with a suitable 	and then just press 1 or 9, the 
amount of memory to play in. 	last dot you entered will be 

When the program is first run 	erased. 
you will be faced with a clean 	Happy doodling!! 

Let A=10 170 IF C=5 THEN LET B=B-1 
LET B=2 180 IF 0=8 THEN LET B=B+1 

40 LET M=0 190 LET M=W+(A-1)4,33+11 
50 LET P=0 200 IF NOT C=9 THEN GOTO 240 
60 LET W=45 2IU POKE M,9 
70 FOR 1=1 TO 640 220 LET B=B+1 
80 PRINT CHR$(9) 230 GCTO 130 
90 NEXT I 240 POKE M,20 
100 GOSUB 290 250 IF NOT 0=1 	THEN COTO 130 
110 PRINT "1 WILL DELETE DOTS TO LEFT." 260 POKE M,9 
120 PRINT "9 WILL DELETE DOTS TO RIGHT." 270 LET B=B-1 
130 INPUT C 280 GOTO 130 
135 IF B=1 THEN LET B=Ze1 290 LET P=PEEK(163971 
136 IF 2 = 32 THEN LET N=B-1 300 IF P )127 THEN LET P=P-256 
140 GOSUB 290 310 LET w=PEEK(16396)4P*256 
160 IF 0=6 AND A< 20 OR C=7 AND 1)1 320 RETURN 

THEN LET A=A-2*c+13 

A PROGRAM for the gamblers. 
As it is pure BASIC it could be 
adapted to machines with 
graphics and built into quite pre- 
sentable games 	 
10 LET W=0 

15 LET M=0 

20 PAINT" 	ONE ARM BANDIT." 
21 PRINT 

30 PRINT "$1 A GO." 
31 PRIi,T 
32 PRINT 

33 PRINT 

40 PRINT "HOW MUCH IS UN YOUR KITTY." 
45 INPUT M1 

50 PRINT "11";M1 
110 PRINT 
120 PRINT "LO YOU WANT A LIST OF PAYOFFS." 

125 PRINT "Y/N." 

130 INPUT A$ 
133 CIS 

135 IF NOT AWY" THEN GOTO 260 
140 PRINT "REEL 1" , "REEL 2" , "REEL 3" , "PAYOFF" 
145 PRINT 
150 PRINT "CHERRY" , "ANY 	" , "ANY 	0.. " $3" 
160 PRINT "CHERRY" , "CHERRY" , "ANY 	0  , "$5 " 
170 PRINT "ORANGE" , "ORANGE" , "BAR 	" , " $6" 
180 PRINT "BELL " , "BELL 	, "ORANGE" , 	$8" 

190 PRINT "PLUM 	, "PLUM " , "PLUM " , 	$10" 
200 PRINT "APPLE " 	"APPLE 	, "ANY 	" , 	$15" 
210 PRINT "ORANGE" , "ORANGE" , "ORANGE" , " $18! 
220 PRINT "APPLE " , "APPLE " , "APPLE " , " $20" 
230 PRIT "BELL " , "BELL " , "SELL " , " $30" 
240 PRINT "BAR 	, "BAR 	" , "BAR 	" , " $200" 

TANDY 
ELECTRONICS 

DEALER 
Big Discounts on all Tandy 

Computers and Accessories 
Free Delivery Throughout 

Australia 
90 Day Warranty 

Bankcard and Cheque Orders 
Accepted  

Not Only the Best 
- But the Very Best Service 

Bayne and Trembath 
3 Boneo Rd., Rosebud, Victoria 3940. 
Ph: (059) 86 8288, A/H (059) 85 4947 



ZX80 
R. Chalmers, Brisbane, Qld 
250 PRINT 

260 DIM A(3) 

265 DIM R(3) 

267 DIM X(20) 

270 FOR X=1 TO 20 

212 FOR I.1 PC 3 

278 LET X(T)=RNL(6) 

280 NE::T I 

285 NEXT x 
322 PRINT "YCU :1,16 $";M1.14 

330 P4INT "NIT 6,]TURN TO 
POLL H,KDIK." 

335 INFCT 

336 .26 

350 F,  1=1 TC 

'56 	LET .(1)=2 I(A(1)) 

.L J11 670 

,;(1' I 

370 IF SOT A(1)=4 THEN SOTO 400 

375 IF “OT A(2)=4 THEN LET Er..0 

376 6010 520 

380 IF ;.;(3)=4 THEN UCTO 380 

385 IF NOT A(3)=2 'LIEN LET 4=0  

WA' t20 

SOTO 520 

LET W=30 

395 GUTO 520 

400 IF NOT k(1),5 THEN SOTO 420 

405 IF NOT .:(2)=.5 19EN LET W=0 

406 GOTO 520 

408 IF NOT A(3)=5 THEN LET ,.0 

409 GOTO 520 

410 LET W=10 

415 GOT() 526 

420 IF ILl “(1), • 	:010 440 
425 IF 	80TG 520 

428 IF NOI 	SOTO 520 

4111 LET 

44 	IF :,(T' ,(1):1 	,LIL 460 

442 IF ,(:)=1 	'.1 

44u LET A=3 

4A8 UOTO 5;0 

450 LET .A=5 

455 GOTO 520  

11, ..-)'1'0 450 

40' 	) ,, I 	t 520 

468 Ir (') 

470 IF A ! 	 , it 570 

475 LET 

478 COTO 6,- 

480 LET 8=6 

485 	ill. N 

490 11, 	820 

495 IF NUT A(2).6 THEN GOTO 520 

497 IP A(3).3 THEN GOTO 510 

500 IF NOT A(3).6 THEN GOTO 520 

505 LET w.20 

500 Gm 00 

510 LET W.15 

520 IF NOT W.200 THEN GOTO 527 

525 PRINT 

526 PRINT "111.111*4* JAC,.POT **** 

527 PRINT 

530 PRINT "YOU WIN S.;W 

535 PRINT 

540 LET M=M-1+Y 

545 PRINT "AGAIN 7 YIN." 

546 	PRINT "TO. LIST. PAYOUTS,KEY P." 

550 INPUT AS 

551 CIS 

552 IF AS="P" THEN GOTO 136 

555 IF AT AS-"Y" THEN COTO 560 

556 LET W.0 

557 GOTO 320 

560 	IF >1144C ml THEN GOTO 580  

562 CLS 

565 PRINT "CMRATULATIONS, 

YOU WON $";M 

566 PRINT "YOUR TOTAL NOW -$0;M.041 

570 STOP 

580 IF M1.114:0 THEN GOTO 595 

590 CIS 

591 PRINT "TOO AAD.YOU LOST $";-M 

592 STOP 

595 CLS 

600 PRINT "YOU HAVE TO PAY ME $";-M 
610 STOP 

620 PRINT ; 

621 IF NOT A(I)=1 THEN GOTO 630 

625 PRINT "CHERRY", 

626 RETURN 

630 IF NOT A(I)-2 THEN GOTO 640 

635 PRINT "ORANGE", 

636 RETURN 

640 IF NOT A(I)=3 THEN GOTO 650 

645 PRINT "BAR", 

646 RETURN 

650 IF NOT A(I)-4 THEN GOTO 660 

655 PRINT "BELL", 

656 RETURN 

660 IF NOT A(I)•5 THEN GOTO 670 

665 PRINT "PLUM", 

666 RETURN 

670 PRINT "APPLE", 

675 RETURN 

680 STOP 	 

:I' "1 

; 	( 

r 

583 	11,  

EkH,T 

A NT 	" ; X; " ..." ; 

ZX 80 

Pontoon 
R. Chalmers, Brisbane, Old 
THIS GAME lets you play 
against the computer. This is 
not as difficult as it sounds be-
cause the computer, like the 
banker, can deal itself too many 
cards and bust. 

If you have more than 4K, 
you can extend the game to in-
clude more than one player. 
2 LET G-0 

3 LET 11-159 

5 CLS 

10 LET B.0 

20 LET D.0 
30 LET E.0 

40 LET F.0 

41 PRINT "PONTOON(21)" 

42 PRINT 

43 PRINT "YOU CAN HAVE UP YO 5 CARDS" 

44 PRINT "PRESS Y TO DEAL A CARD" 

46 PRINT "IP NO MORE CARDS WANTED,KEY N." 

47 PRINT "THIS WILL DISPLAY BANKERS HAND." 

4a PRINT "IF BANKER ASKS FOR CARD,KEY Y." 

49 PRINT 

51 PRINT "HOW MUCH IS YOUR 8.T '  

52 INPUT G 

53 CLS 

54 PRINT "TO DEAL,PRESS Y." 

55 PRINT "YOUR BET IS $";G 

56 PRINT "TO SEE BANKER,PRESS N." 

58 GOSUB 400 

59 PRINT 
60 PRINT "YOUR CARDS ARE." 

65 "PRINT 

70 PRINT "1 	2 	3 	4 	5" 

71 PRINT 

80 PRINT 0; 

90 LET A.0 

568 .101'0 580 

569 PRINT ,;"...";X:"..";Y 

570  PRINT 

585 IP Z+X+Yl 18 THEN PRINT "CARD. PLEASE.(Y)."; 

590 IF Z+I+Y '18 THEN GOTO 630 

595 IF Z+1(+Y . 18 THEN PRINT "ANOTHER CARD BANKER 7" 

600 INPUT BS 

610 IF 14.,, y. THEN LET W.RND(10) 
620 PRINT V 

630 IF 2444./44> A+B+D.E+11  AND 2+X.Y+WA:22 

THEN PRINT " I WIN," 

635 IF Z+X+Y+W,A+B.D+E.F ANL S+X+Y 1‘22 

THEN LET H.H.G 

640 IF Z+X+Y+W ( A+11+D+E+F OR 2+1(4.Y+W >21 

THEN PRINT "YOU W114." 

642 IF Z+X+Y+W <A+134.1)+E+F OR Z+X.Y.W >$1 

THEN LET H=H+G 

645 IF Z+X+Y+W A.B.D.E.F THEN LET H.H-G 

644 IF Z+X+Y+W 	A+0+D.I.E+F THEN PRINT "HANKER PAYS."; 

(Z+X+Y+W)+1;"..YOU LOSE ." 

645 PRINT ".11";G;".Y011R TOTAL .";H 

650 PRINT 

655 PRINT "TO GO AGAIN,KEY N/L" 

656 INPUT AS 

657 GOTO 5 

100 IF A+B.D+E.F) 21 THEN COTO 1000 

710 IF A.B.D+E+F . 21 THEN PRINT "PONTOON." 

720 IFA+B+D+E+F <21 THEN RETURN 

722 LET H-H+G 

725 PRINT "YOU WIN.4"4;".YOUR TOTAL =1";H 

730 PRINT 

735 PRINT "TO GO AGAIN,KEY N/L" 

736 INPUT AS 

737 GOTO 5 

1000 PRINT 

1005 LET H-H-G 

1010 PRINT 

1015 PRINT "YOU BUSTED.(OVER 21)." 

1018 PRINT "YOU LOST S"VD,".YOUR TOTAL 4";H 

1020 PRINT 

1030 PRINT "TO GO AGAIN,KEY N/L." 
1040 INPUT Al 

1050 GOTO 5 

75 

100 GOSUB 700 

110 GOSUB 400 

120 PRINT "....;C; 

130 LET B.0 

140 GOSUB 700 

150 GOSUB 400 

160 PRINT "...";C; 

170 LET NC 

180 GOSUB 700 

190 GOSUB 400 

200 PRINT "...";C; 
210 LET E.0 
220 
	

700 

.30 
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Australia's No. 1 Microcomputer Mail Order Club. 
FREE MEMBERSHIP WORTH $30 WITH 

PURCHASE OF $100 OR MORE ON INITIAL ORDER. 
SPECIAL OFFER 	SPECIAL OFFER 

OF THE MONTH PART I 	OF THE MONTH PART II 
Superbase 64 For Commodore 64 MOW k  
the powerful RRP 	Micromail 

warstwatirawallaNWIWO 
database 	$180 	$149 

(see below for 
membership 
benefits). 

for C=64, Apple, ATARI 
Electronic Arts Software 

4 80,  t,.8..s, ts, 

.7= 
===7= 

Software includes sales tax 
SYMPHONY 
Lotus 1 2 3 
Visicorp specials 
Padmede Acctg. modules 
Delta 

Sybiz software 
:1 

I) BASE II 
Multiniale 
Corporate MBA 1200.00 1025.00 
Wordstar 3.24 595.00 455.00 
ZORK 1. II. III 59.95 49.95 
Open Aooess 940.00 850.00 
DMS $395.00 360.00 
More software call call 

More hardware call 	call 

call 
299.00 

156.00 115.00 
360.00 320.00 

call 	call 
04:. .00 
call 
Cal_ 

HARDWARE (Excludes sales tax) 
Quadboard 	 call 
Uavuntc (i4K Ranicard 	350 00 
PC Pedastool 
Colourboard 
Persyst boards 
Micr,,l'azer 64k serial 
AST boards 
Miorospooler 

MONITORS (includes sales tax) 
RR P 

Kaga Green 	 269.00 
TIT), Green surveil 	$2 	00 

51.)litilli• 	:775 	00 

Micromail 
249.00 

II 199.00 
:721) 00 

Sanyo anti-glare green 299.00 279.00 
Kaga green/IBM PC Mon 327.00 309.00 
Kaga Amber/IBM PC Mon 340.00 319.00 
RGB 	Composite Video 
Colour 463.00 435.00 
RGB Colour 640x262 775.00 725.00 
Ingersoll Colour 499.00 469.00 
JOYSTICKS 
Wit.1.1:110011.441Control call call 
Superchamp 29.95 27.00 
Triga Command 19.95 16.50 
Kraft/ Apple 88.95 79 95 
Wico 3-way .10ystii-k 49 05 •15 95 
Superjoy 24.95 17.95 
PRINTERS includes sales tax 

1 I1IP")80 S\ ;e si !  5 C 
449.00 
499 

359.00 
360 

BMC Control 	 495.00 365.00 
Star Gemini 10x 	 :,99.110 458.00 
Star Gemini 15x 	 955 00 95.00 
Uchida daisywheel 20cps 	799.00 649.00 
SP2(11101).1iNvv, 	 995.00 750.00 
.1(110 0100  Daisy Wheel 	995 00 895 00 
(' Iliili 8510 par 	 1340.00 995.00 
(' 1101i 1550 par 	 1635 oo 1250.00 
NEC printers 	 call call 
Modems 
Cicada 300 	 250.00 200.00 
Cicada 300T 	 275.00 230.00 
Cicada 300 for Commodore 64 	275.00 215.00 
Cicada 300T for Commodore 64 295.00 239.00 
CPM software Specials 	call call 
Microsoft software 	 call call 
Typequick 	 $80.00 $60.00 

Call 
call 

Order by phone 
Sydney 467-1933 

Australia Wide (008) 23-0200 
(Toll Free) 

24 Hour Service 
Bankcard and Mastercard Welcome. 

OPEN SATURDAY 
ailable. 

charges: 
Members receive: Discount vouchers 
for future purchases. 
Microgram quarterly publication. 

1, 303 Pacific Hwy., Lindfield NSW 2070 

Manufacturer's full warranty 
on all products. 

FOR ALL PRODUCTS NOT 
LISTED CALL (02) 467-1933 
Visit our showroom & shop at 
1/303 Pacific Hwy., Lindfield. NSW 2070 Training av 

Despatch guaranteed in five working days. Shipping and handling 
Hardware 	Sydney $5.00, anywhere in Australia $10.00 

Courier Delivery 	Prices subject to change without notice. 

Or send cheque or money order to Micromail, No. 

ripple 	RRP Micromail 
Hardware (excluding sales tax) 
CED card par/ser 	 135 	99.00 
Microsoft 2-80 	 545.00 445.00 

130 
Call 

545.00.  
89.95 

$80 515 
95.00 
258.00 
140.110 

599.00 
81) 1)5 
89.95 
51-95 
75.95 
69 05 
39 95 
41.0! 

48.95 
65.95 
511.9E 

RRP Micromail 
995.00 895.00 

895 	599 
call 	call 

390.00 325.00 
950.00 850.00 
695 00 495 00 

call 	call 

	

445.00 	no 
825.00 689.00 

	

595.00 	495.00 

Digitek Printmaster 
Microsoft Mouse 	 Call 
Software (includes sales fax) 
CP/M  + Wordstar + 84K 	745.00 
Homeword 	 99.65 
Bank Street writer 	$98.05 
Bank Street Smiler 	105.00 
Zardax 	 3:?•1 00 
PFS File, Graph, Report 	175.01i 
I) Base Il 	 825.00 
Home Accountant 	105.00 
Ultima III 
Master Type 	 64.95 
Graphics Magician 	84.95 
Wizardry 	 81.95 
Chuplifler 	 48.95 
hale' miner 	 46.95 
Flig;lit Siniulatui• 	 56 95 
Witness 	 72.95 
Zurk I II III 	 60.95 
Visicorp Specials 	Call 
Other software 	 call 

202 

Cz commodore 
Prices include sales tax. 
COMMODORE 64 
1541 Disk Drive 
Datasette 	 49.95 
802 printer 	 499 
1701 Colour Monitor 	 '499 
SX-64 portable (includes Software) 1499 
Koala Pad 	 149.95 
Stack Light Pen 	 79.95 
Games for Stack Light Pen 
Parallel inerfaces 
MulliplalI 
The Manager 
Simons Basic 
Data20 Parallel Interface 
Intro to Basic 1/2 
Easy Script 
Bank Street writer 
Home accountant 
Avenger 
Super Lander 
Zork I II III 
Homeword 
Choplifter 
Attack/Revenge Mutant Camels 
Typing Tutor 
Coloeus chess 
Data Manager 
Programmer's Reference Guide' 
Wanda-Adults Only 
Hover Bower 
Solo Flight 
Computer Tutor-• 
BC Basic 
Jumpman 
Video Pak 80 
Light Rifle 
IEEE 
4 slot cart. exp. 
Arrow (cass. speed up) 
Compiler 
Quick Brown Fox 
Quicksilva software 
CARCDO Interface/Graphing', 

ATARI 
	And More 

RRP Micromail 
499.0(1  389.00 
499 395.00 

42.95 
439 

449.00 
1375 

139.95 
75.95 

24.95 21.95 
call 	call 

	

1.19.00 	120.0 ) 
100.00 85.95 
80.00 74.95 

	

119.00 	Call 
42.95 32.95 

	

100.0(1 	85 95 

	

83.95 	75.95 

	

105.00 	89 95 

	

29.95 	25.95 

	

29.95 	_•e 95 

	

25.05 	21 45 

Prices include sales tax. 
600XL 
800XL 
1050 Disk Drive 
1010 Prograi» liecorckr 
Koala Pad 
Cimpli(er 
Atari Writer 
Donkey Kong 
Parallel Printer Interface 
for more software 

RRP MicromaiI 
399.00  335.00 
599.00  549.00  
699.00 629.00 
159.00 149.00 

	

149.00 	1:39.00 

	

46.95 	42.95 

	

119.95 	105 95 

	

79.95 
	

69.95 
139 

Call 	Call 

Sinclair ZX 
-18k 

Micniilri ye  
%XI Inlerface 

:299 00 229.00 
399 00 319.00 

	

141.0)1 	135.00 

	

1.19.00 	135.00 

Sanyo 16 bit 
Prices include sales tax 	RRP Micromail 
MBC 550 PC I 160k drive 1495.00 1395.00 
MBC 550/2PC I-  320k driv 1995.00 1850.00 
MBC 555 Dual 160k driv1995.00 1850.00 
MBC 555 I Dual 320k driv2595.00 2449.00 
Micropro Wordstar 
Calcstar 	 195.00 180.00 
Micropro Mailmerge 
Spellstar 1 Infostar 	295.00 275.00 

More hardware and software 	call 
FLOPPY DISKS 
Le Floppie (10) SSDD 

	49.95 	37.95 
Puck 	Floppie 	10 00 	8.95 

Le Floppie (10) DSDD 	80.00 59.95 
Verbatim (10) SSDD 

	
49.95 	39.95 

Verbatim (10) DEDD 
	

80.00 49.95 

99.65 
54.95 
Call 
21.95 
35.95 
29.95 
28.00 
29.95 
29.95 

Call 
79.95 

54.95 
299.95 
119.00 
129.00 
89.95 
89.95 
69.95 

call 

89.95 
16 95 
Call 
17.95 
29.95 
25.95 
22.00 
24.95 
18.00 

Call, 
69.95 
80.00 
46.95 

279.95 
99.95 

124.95 
85.95 
85.95 
65.95 
99.95 
call 

139.00 

: 	I I 	" 	• 	tik 	W 
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NEW YORK LETTER 

Tim Hartnell  

I'M CURRENTLY sitting in my hotel 
room in New York, just across the 
road from Central Park, a day after 
having bought an IBM-PCjr, and four 
days after experiencing the West 
Coast Computer Faire in San Fran-
cisco. 

I'll deal with the IBM-PCjr first, and 
then get to the Faire. The Junior 
stinks. It costs nearly $US1400 when 
bought in the top configuration; the 
lower one (which does not have a 
disk drive, but otherwise seems 
identical) costs just under $US700. 

The cable which connects the 
computer to the TV is described as 
an 'optional extra', for which IBM 
stings you $US35. The much-touted 
keyboard which does not need a wire 
to connect it to the processor (it 
works by infra-red, like TV remote 
control units) is boring to use. The 
keyboard has to point right at the 
system unit to work, so if you're 
typing on your knees you can't let 
the keyboard tilt back even a fraction, 
because then the thing won't work. 
An 'optional extra' keyboard cable is 
available. 

The keyboard is rubber, but the  

keys feel and act like real ones, 
rather than the squishy ones on the 
Spectrum. However, IBM has put the 
key legends behind the keys (rather 
than on top), so you have to hunch 
over the keyboard to read what each 
one does. Horrors. 

But the real disaster is to come. 
When I got the computer home I 
loaded the DOS (Disk Operating 
System) disk and turned the computer 
on; everything seemed fine. The 
computer is supplied with 'Cassette 
BASIC' as standard, and a more 
flexible BASIC is supplied on the 
DOS disk — but when I tried to load 
it, the disk refused to allow me to, 
printing on the screen 'Cartridge re-
quired'. 

I thought I might have been doing 
something wrong, so I decided to 
load some programs I had written on 
the Junior's big brother, the IBM-PC. 
And this is the real disaster: the disk 
system is 'read only' unless you buy 
a $US75 'optional extra' plug-in 
cartridge. Only after you buy this will 
the computer let you load the on-
board BASIC. Can you imagine why ► 

Most people who've learnt 
to use a computer by their 
own efforts have heard of 
Tim Hartnell: the whiz-kid 
Australian who went to the 
UK as a journalist and ended 
up founding his own pub-
lishing house, Interface Publi-
cations, which specialises in 
publishing books about 
computing - often written 
by startlingly young authors. 
Although he's based in 
London, Hartnell travels 
regularly both to the United 
States and back to Melbourne, 
where his company is head-
quartered in Australia. He 
will be sending occasional 
`letters' to 'Your Computer' 
containing news of current 
events in the computer 
world - and his own out-
spoken opinions about 
them. 
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Professionals in Peripherals. 
From the Small 
yet Big Hearted 
Microline 80CPS 
printer... 
From ONLY 

$599 Retail 
Inc. 'Rix, 	Feed and 
Paper Roll Holder. 

To the Heavy Working Capabilities of 
the 350CPS Model 2410... 

Microline offers 
you everything 

you have 
come to 

expectfrom 
the word 

"QUALITY". 
Microline Printers and Pacesetter Peripherals add up to 
professional products for professional requirements. 
So for your Next Printer, Contact the People who Understand 
the word "PROFESSIONAL". 

PACESETTER 
PERIPHERALS 

OEM/Dealer enquiries welcome. 

1 divisimi 	VSI Electronics I  Itistralid I Pty. Ha. !Incorporated 

16 Dickson Avenue, ARTIMUM/ 2064. ,V.S.W. PlIONE: (02) 439 4655 
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a computer manufacturer would have 
decided to sell a computer with a 
disk system that could only be used 
to run commercial software unless 
you buy an 'optional extra'? 

For $US100 more than I paid I 
could have bought a Kaypro II from 
the same store, complete with real 
keyboard and thousands of dollars 
worth of real software (a word 
processor and the like), plus two 
disks and a built-in monitor. The IBM-
PCjr is a real turkey. 

Sunny San Francisco 
- and Grey Suits 
In San Francisco, the sun was 
shining (in contrast to last year, when 
it rained right through the show) for 
the ninth West Coast Computer Faire. 
Jim Warren, who started the show 
when he was a typical Californian 
hippie of the seventies, actually 
turned up to his final show (he's just 
sold it to the book publishing giant 
Prentice-Hall) wearing a tie, which 
just shows you the dangers of getting 
rich. He told me the show had 
become "a real bitch", and he was 
extremely glad to be shot of it. 

In the beginning (that is, nine years 
ago) the WCCF was a great big 
carnival. Apple was launched there 
(when the only five Apples which 
existed in the world were on the 
stand), the Osborne first saw the light 
of day there, and the show was an 
exciting event to take part in. 

Now all that has changed. Unlike 
some of the big shows which combine 
the business with the fun parts of 
computing quite successfully, this 
show has become all dull men in 
grey suits. There was only one stand 
(and the show is comparable with the 
March PC84 extravaganza in Sydney) 
displaying games software you could 
actually try out — the Atarisoft stand. 
The two biggest stands were IBM's 
with the Junior (the stand was 
deserted for much of the show), and 
Apple's with the Macintosh. You 
couldn't get within 20 feet of a 
Macintosh for most of the show, and 
during demonstrations the crowds 
blocked the aisles, and even spilled 
onto the neighbouring IBM stand. I 
bet that thrilled the IBM people. 

There were more book publishers 
exhibiting than computer manufacturers.  

Commodore didn't even bother to 
show up. The focus and excitement 
have definitely left the WCCF, and 
now with Prentice-Hall in charge the 
men in grey suits are certain to 
dominate more convincingly in the 
coming months. 

Speakers were a Treat 
One real treat of the show was the 
guest speakers. I heard Jerry Pournelle 
(he writes the 'Users Column' in Byte 
magazine), and his talk was as 
random and wayward as his columns, 
but still fascinating to hear. 

Adam Osborne, looking very 
English in a three-piece (grey, of 
course) suit, got a huge crowd. He 
said he didn't want to talk about his 
failed company, but observed that, "In 
this industry, when people get 
knocked to the ground, they get back 
up and start again." This powerful 
homily brought riotous applause — but 
then Americans were always suckers 
for praise and moralistic statements 
(but perhaps we all are ...). 

Anyway, Adam explained how his 
new scheme, a software distribution 
system which would handle software 
like books, would set the software 
world on fire in the next four or five 
months. Drawing an analogy with 
orange producers, who grow the 
oranges then sell them to a company 
which sorts and packs them and gets 
them into retail stores, he said his 
company would buy programs from 
around 30 small independent prog-
ramming houses (the 'orange produc-
ers'), and provide all the marketing. 
The programmers would use a set of 
uniform standards, so once you'd 
learned to work one program from his 
company you would be well on the 
way to being able to operate the 
others. 

It sounded plausible, and very 
reasonable, but a hell of a step down 
from single-handedly restructuring the 
whole way computers were sold. It 
will be interesting to see how Adam 
makes out. He certainly doesn't have 
much trouble getting media coverage, 
and that is a very big plus indeed. 

I spoke to him at a party given by 
Microsoft's Bill Gates that night, and 
he said his plan included setting up, 
or using, software houses overseas. 
So start typing. 

PACKED 
SOLID! 

Computers and 
Computing Volume 4 is 
packed solid with 
reviews, projects, 
programmes and 
information. It's just about 
enough to toggle your 
input port at its maximum 
baud rate! Available now 
at your newsagent or 
through EH Booksales this 
book is a must for anyone 
who is serious about 
Computers and 
Computing. 

Computers and 
Computing is an Ell 
Publication. Available 
from ETI Booksales, 140 
Joynton Avenue, 
Waterloo, 2017. Please 
add $1.75 post and 
packing when ordering. 
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Australia's  best 

Come on in to Dick Smith Electronics COMPUTER CITY for the very 
best! 
You'll find a computer to suit your needs - from the beginner to the 
business user ... and everything in between. 
You'll find friendly, helpful staff - experts in their fields. They'll be able 
to answer your questions with authority and accuracy. 
You II find our computers on display - working - where you can try them 
out. Nothing beats actual 'hands on' experience. 
But most of all, you'll find the reassurance of dealing with Australia's 
leading computer retailer - 50,000 owners can't be wrong - with the 
technical back-up, the service back-up and the software back-up that 
the department stores simply can't match. 
Trust Dick Smith Electronics COMPUTER CITY for YOUR computer. 

The Challenger 
The IBM PC compatible that beats the IBM ... on price, on 
performance, on features, on expandability ... on everything! 
The Challenger is the computer for the small to medium size business 
(it has 10 times the memory of Dick Smith Electronics first mainframe 
computer!) 
But it's more than that: because it is compatible with IBM PC software 
and hardware, it makes a superb scientific or industrial computer ... 
or even a low-cost IBM terminal. And you'll save a fortune! 

The CAT 
Why waste hundreds of dollars buying an Apple computer when you 
can buy The Cat ... Dick Smith Electronics' latest computer 
masterpiece! It's twice as fast as the Apple Ile. It has a bigger and 
better BASIC. A larger keyboard. Super hi-res colour graphics. More 
sound channels. Just compare the two computers and judge for 
yourself! (Ask for our free comparison brochure). 
Compatible with most Apple Ile software, The Cat is THE computer for 
education. for the student at home. for the hobbyist, for dedicated 
functions in industry ... even for the small business. 
As Electronics Australia Magazine says 'Dick Smith Electronics has 
come up with a winner with the CAT personal computer'. 

VZ-200 
The ideal comouter for the beginner who wants a computer to grow 
with: Dick Smith Llectronics incredible VZ-200. It's the low-cost way to 
go computing - without buying an 'orphan' or dumped computer with 
no back-up. 
The VZ-200 has a great range of low-cost software from games to 
small business utilities. And it's also very popular with amateur radio 
operators because of its very low noise level. 
If you're starting out, you'll start out best with a VZ-200. 
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System Unit 
The 'works' of the computer ... keyboard, CPU, 128K RAM, 
input/output ports, etc. Ideal for cassette-based applications as it is 
with nothing more to buy. Includes Centronics 
parallel printer port, cassette port, joystick & light $ 
pen ports plus RF, video and RGB outputs. 995 Cat X-8600 All this for only ... 
Expansion Unit 
Far more than mere expansion! 
As well as three IBM compatible expansion slots plus two true 16-bit 
slots, you get twin slimline disk drives and an RS-232C communications 
port. 
PLUS free software! 
We also include a range of quality software worth over $1000.... 
Microsoft MS-DOS & GW Disk BASIC, 99 Perfect Writer, Perfect Filer and Perfect 	$ I 
Calc PLUS user manuals! Cat X-8610 

Expansion unit and software ... 
This makes the Challenger more than a match to the IBM PC - much 
more. Yet the IBM PC expanded to this level costs well over $7000. 
Compare the Challenger - and $ave! 

TOTAL SYSTEM ONLY.. . $2990 
YOU SAVE OVER $4000 ON THE IBM PC!!! 



value computers 
DICK SMITH PERSONAL COMPUTER 

Apple Ile compatibility ... but near half the price! That's The CAT. 
It's the best of both worlds: the very latest and most powerful 
hardware, plus the ability to run a very broad range of tried-and -proven 
software, particularly schools & business programs. 
And because we import direct, there's no middleman to force up the 
price. It really is outstanding value for money. Again from EA: "If you 
want a machine which is compatible with the Apple II and which is 
supported by a reputable dealer, the CAT with emulator is good value". 
Check the CAT out at your nearest Dick Smith Computer City. It purrs. 

Basic CAT Computer 
Cat X-7500 

$69 
That's near half the 

price of the Apple with 
similar features! 

New shipments arriving 
to meet huge demand... 

it's incredible! 

p1/4s $ A 69 VZ-200 NAD 
Computer Bargain! 
Our high volume purchase 
power means you pay less! 
While stocks last! k 
• VZ-200 COLOUR COMPUTER 1r  

Complete with USER manual, BASIC manual 
& Demonstartion Cassette. Ready to plug into 
your TV set. Cat-X 7200 

• DATASETTE 
saving programs. Cat X-7207 	 ONLY 695°  Specially designed recorder for loading and 

• 16K EXPANSION MODULE 
Expands your memory to 24K which is essential 
for serious programming. Cat X-7205 

• PRINTER INTERFACE 
Lets you connect you r VZ-200 to most standard 

below. Cat X-7210 	 WAS $49.50 31 Centronics-type printers such as our X-7208 

• PRINTER PLOTTER 
$1169 Fantastic 4 colour printer that is an X-Y plotter 

as well! Cat X-7208 	 WAS $299 
• JOYSTICKS 

A pair of sturdy, super responsive joysticks that 

Easy to operate. Cat X-7212 	 ONLY$ 	0 add a whole new dimension to action games.  

• PROGRAMME 4-PACK SPECIAL NOW$1 995  
3 sets to choose from — Educational (X-7292), 
Financial (X-7293) and Entertainment (X-7291). Separately 

PLUS manuals and books of programmes 	 $50 

DICK SMITH ELECTRONICS 
HEAD OFFICE & MAIL ORDER CENTRE 

P.O. Box 321 NORTH RYDE 2113 
Phone: (02) 888 3200 

48 stores throughout Australiasia 

ONLY $79 

* Computers shown are with extra-cost options. 	 A761 M 



THE BEST OF COMMODORE 64 SOFTWARE 
To help you choose and save time and money, 
this book presents the top Commodore 64 
software on the market today. The author 
tested over 80 Commodore 64 programs and 
selected the best software for Video and 
Strategy Games; Education; and Home 
Management. Each review includes a detailed 
guide to the use of the program as well as 
rating its overall quality. $23.50 

THE BEST OF CP/M SOFTWARE 
Designed to help you find your way through the 
multitude of prepackaged application software. 
Only the best, time proven programs are 
reviewed and rated for performance, ease of 
use and documentation. You'll learn which 
programs have the features you are looking for 
and how they compare to others. $26.95 

THE RS-232 SOLUTION 
If you own a microcomputer, sooner or later 
you will need to connect "TS-232 compatible" 
equipment and here is the book to show you 
how. Learn to connect your system to printers; 
modems; terminals; and plotters or any other 
RS-232 peripheral, using a simple fool-proof 
method that requires no expensive tools and 
only minimal knowledge of electronics. $30.95 

BUSINESS GRAPHICS FOR THE IBM PC 
Your presentations and reports can have greater 
impact when you use the IBM PC's graphics 
features to illustrate your statistics. This book 
opens the door to a world of practical graphics 
applications. Beginning with an overview of 
graphics theory, the author explains program 
calculations and BASIC commands step by step. 
$34.50 

UNDERSTANDING C 
This clearly written book makes it easy for 
anyone with programming experience to learn 
the C language. The information is especially 

geared to microcomputers using the CP/M and 
MS-DOS operating systems, and the programs 
represent a wide cross section of today's 8-bit 
and 16-bit C compilers. A quick and enjoyable 
way to thoroughly familiarise yourself with the 
C language, the C environment, and C systems 
in general. $32.50 

THE IBM PC CONNECTION 
Learn how easy it is to use your computer 
together with household devices. Simple 
techniques for setting up your IBM PC to control 
— a home security system; temperature control 
system; a voice synthesiser; and more, more, 
more. The IBM PC is well suited for connecting 
to non-computer devices and with this guide 
and a little imagination, there is no limit to the 
exciting and useful things you can do with your 
IBM PC. $30.95 

GRAPHICS GUIDE TO THE COMMODORE 64 
This book will take you through all of the 
Commodore 64's powerful graphics features. 
You'll discover a wealth of useful piograms at a 
fraction of the cost of software. With a minimal 
amount of programming experience, you can 
learn how to control screen colour; load and 
save programs on disk or tape; create 
impressive headlines and detailed pictures; 
animate a video picture; make programs run 
faster; invent video games. $28.95 

DATA FILE PROGRAMMING ON YOUR IBM PC 
Do you need a filing system that is complete, 
flexible, and specially adapted to your needs? If 
you are dissatisfied with the programs found in 
manuals, or pre-packaged software, this book 
is for you. Learn techniques of writing BASIC 
programs for mailing list systems; library 
referencing systems; graphic displays; and more. 
Create programs for your own applications. 
Adding files, searching, sorting, editing, and 
printing formatted reports are all covered. 
$28.95 

SYBEX books are available at bookstores and computer stores everywhere but if 
you experience difficulty OR if you wish to receive regular information on new 
books, contact the distributor, ANZ BOOK CO., 10 Aquatic Drive, Frenchs 
Forest 2086. (02) 452-4411. 

) 

Australia & New Zealand Book Co. Pty. Ltd. 
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It strikes most people as strange that while Les Bell has 
a number of modern languages in his office, such as 

Pascal, C and others, he still prefers to write programs in 
a language invented by IBM in 1962. Here he puts his 

case by describing two tools he uses. 

Access Manager 
Display Manager 

A FEW MONTHS ago, in these 
pages, I reviewed Digital Research's 
PL/I-80 compiler, and attempted to 
give a feeling for the flavour of this 
one-size-fits-all language. As I 
mentioned, PUI can be used for 
commercial programming, for systems 
programming and utilities, scientific 
programming, in fact for almost 
everything. It looks rather like Pascal, 
when written well, but has none of 
the restraints of that language. 

I've been using PL/I intensively for 
almost a year now, and have hardly 
written a line of any other language 
for remotely commercial applications. 
PUI, to extend the Swiss Army knife 
analogy, is more like a cut-throat 
razor: it will give you an extremely 
close shave, but you may also cut 
yourself with it. So far, I've had a 
few nicks but none of them were seri-
ous. 

The most curious of these is the 
decision by Digital Research to 
produce one set of documentation for 
all the various versions of the 
compiler. The documentation is in fact 
for the full Subset G, but occasionally 
one runs across patches in the DRI 
compiler where it does not implement 
the full Subset G way of doing 
things. 

For example, the INDEX function, 
which performs sub-string searches, is 
documented as taking three parameters: 
the string to be searched, the string 
to search for, and the starting 
position in the searched string. 

Unfortunately, the DRI PUI-80 V1.4 
compiler ignores the last parameter, 
and searches the full string all the 
time, and there is no mention of this 
in the manuals. 

Incidentally, when I first wrote of 
PUI, I was using version 1.3. I have 
now upgraded to 1.4 and am very 
pleased. The compiler now supports 
full 53-bit (meaning double precision) 
floating point, plus a few other new 
niceties like file locking and file 
passwords on operating systems that 
support them. 

Most importantly, the documentation 
has been upgraded. The manuals 
now come in two IBM-style slipcases: 
one for the PUI Language and 
Applications Manuals, and one for the 
Programmer's Utilities (RMAC, LINK, 
and so on). The documentation is 
superb. 

But enough of PL/I. The real 
reason for this article is to describe 

two other packages which, while they 
work with PUI, also work with Pascal/ 
MT + and the CBASIC Compiler (CB-
80/CB-86). The first of these, Display 
Manager, is a screen handler and 
terminal driver, while Access Manager 
is designed to add indexed files and 
multi-user operation to programs. 

Both packages are supplied as 
relocatable object code files which 
can be linked with the user's programs, 
together with any utilities which may 
be necessary. 

Display Manager 
Display Manager is the most 
obviously beneficial to applications 
programmers. It allows the user to 
create data entry and display screens, 
making use of the various display 
attributes on popular video terminals, 
and then allows the user to perform 
data entry, editing and other func-
tions. 
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displayed, and then the editor goes 
into full-screen mode. 

Now prompts and fields can be 
entered anywhere on the screen. To 
define a field, the programmer types 

UI or I UO (for input or output) 
and then moves the cursor to the 
end of the field. The display will 
show i's or o's to represent the width 
of the field, and when it is the right 
width, pressing escape returns the 
editor to standard operation. Now 
pressing I W will display a window 
containing the field parameters. 

The input field status window 
shows the position and length of the 
field, and also whether it has 'posts'. 
These are blank character positions 
on either side of the field, which are 
needed on some CRTs to store 
certain attribute control characters. 

The status window also contains 
information about the way the 
contents of the field will be displayed: 
number of digits after the decimal 
point, whether commas will be used 
in amounts, and of course, the video 
attributes mentioned above. For input 
fields only, the window also shows 
the kind of validation performed on 
input — for example, accepting only 
integer or numeric input, or converting 
characters to upper case — as well 
as whether to beep on invalid input 
and whether to automatically return to 
the calling program when the field is 
full, or to wait for a carriage return. 

Another useful capability of input 
fields is the ability to insert template 
characters which guide the user's 
input but are not returned to the 
calling program. An example might be 
brackets and dashes in a telephone 
number or slashes in a date format. 
The DM80 editor has a rich set of 
commands for inserting and deleting 
characters and lines, centring text 
and so on. 

Up to 255 screens can be created 
and saved in a single screens file. 
The screens file is automatically 
opened by the Display Manager run-
time code, and screens can be 
selectively displayed. To use the 
system from a program, several 
things have to be done. 

The run-time part of Display 
Manager consists of a set of relocatable 
routines, supplied in a format suitable 
for linking with PLJI, CB-80 and 
Pascal/MT + programs. This means 
that it is linked with the program at 
link time, and before it is linked the 
program must know the names of the 
various modules. 

Generally, this is achieved by 
including a declarations file into your 
program at compile time; this file 
contains the declarations of all the 

 

externally compiled Display Manager 
modules. Once your program knows 
the types of the routines, you can go 
ahead and use them. 

Near the beginning of your program, 
you should open the terminal definition 
file and read a 250-character string 
from it. This string is then passed to 
Display Manager by the call: 

i = initdm(str 250); 
(or whatever passes in your language). 
The integer variable i will be assigned 
the returned error code, which should 
usually be zero, unless an error 
occurs, in which case it will be 
negative. (Pascal/MT + returns a char 
result). 

Next should come code to open 
the display file: 

i = opndis(file name); 
and to display the first screen: 

i = dispd(screen number); 
Two functions allow movement 

within the screen: nxtf(j) moves 
forwards and backwards, while posf(j) 
moves to a particular field (fields are 
numbered, by the way). To read data 
from a field, use geff(), which returns 
a character string, and to output, use: 

i = putf(string); 
Functions are provided to clear the 

screen, to override the attributes of a 
particular field (for example, to 
highlight erroneous input), and to 
detect the character which terminated 
input, such as a function key or 
control key. Fields can also be 
updated or edited. 

About the only function which is 
not provided, but which is obviously 
coded within the package, is absolute 
cursor positioning, a la UCSD 
Pascal's GoToXY function. The 
provision of this feature would make 
DM doubly useful, as it would allow 
full-screen editing. I would also like to 
see the provision of a 'Clear All 
Unprotected' function, which, while it 
is unsupported by many dumb 
terminals, would speed data entry 
screen refreshes considerably. 

Access Manager 
A common requirement, in business 
systems particularly, is to look up a 
particular record based on customer 
name, number or some other key. 
While some systems solve this by 
sorting the file and maintaining it in 
the appropriate order, this is a time-
consuming process which often 
introduces intemperate delays. 

An alternative process much used 
in mainframe computer systems is the 
use of index files to provide fast 
access to the correct record of the 
main file. Often, the index file is 
maintained as a tree structure which 
never needs sorting and guarantees 

Most terminals, even so-called 
`dumb' terminals, provide a number of 
display enhancements. These typically 
include half intensity, inverse video, 
underlining, flashing, and control of 
visibility, although some terminals 
have additional facilities, such as col-
our. 

Most languages do not allow the 
programmer direct access to these 
facilities, and so they must be 
controlled by sending escape 
sequences or control codes to the 
terminal. The trouble is that every 
terminal uses different codes, meaning 
that the program must be recompiled 
or patched whenever it is installed on 
a new machine. 

Display Manager tackles this 
problem first. Before using any of the 
DM functions in a program, the 
programmer must initialise the DM 
subsystem by passing it a 250-character 
string which describes the characteris-
tics of the particular terminal being 
used. Typically, this string is read 
from a configuration file. All that is 
required is a different configuration 
file for each installation — and Digital 
Research provide the control codes 
for the most popular terminals in a 
master file. 

This means that programs no 
longer need to be recompiled or 
patched for installation. In fact, DRI 
provides a sample installation program, 
written in CB-80, which reads the 
master file and allows the user to 
select a terminal from a menu. This 
can be modified to allow different file 
formats, so that printer customisation 
can be done in the same way, and 
of course, new terminals can be 
custom-installed. 

The main feature of Display 
Manager, however, is its ability to 
allow the programmer to create a file 
of screen displays which can be 
presented to the user as forms for 
completion. The main program to do 
this is a full-screen editor, DM80.COM, 
which is supplied in uninstalled form 
as DM8OU.COM and installed by an 
installation program DM8OSET.COM. 
DM80 makes extensive use of 
Display Manager features and is a 
good example of the kind of things 
which can be done with the package. 

DM80 is an interactive full-screen 
editor, which allows the user to select 
one of up to 255 screens stored in a 
display file. Each screen has a 
number and a descriptive title, and is 
stored in compressed form inside the 
display file. When a display is 
selected for editing, the user has the 
option of setting some global param-
eters, such as whether or not the 
screen is cleared before the form is 
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fast access to the main file. 
Several microcomputer packages 

use this technique: dBase II, for 
example, makes extensive use of 
index files, and a number of ISAM 
`add-ons' have been available for 
popular languages such as Microsoft 
BASIC. However, these packages 
have usually been pretty big, and 
generally difficult to use. Reliability 
seems to have been a difficulty in 
some cases, too. 

Another difficulty faced by many 
business systems is what to do on 
multi-user computer systems when 
two people both try to update a 
record at the same time. This 
example will show what I mean. 

Suppose the Acme Widget Corpora-
tion is using a computer to maintain 
its inventory records, and that each 
of the ten telephone sales clerks has 
a computer terminal which he can 
use to place orders and enquire 
about stock levels. Suppose also that 
within the space of a few minutes, 
both Albert Armstrong and Brian 
Beaver take an enquiry about Acme's 
special hinged widgets. 

Albert keys in the product code, 
the computer uses indexed file 
access to find the inventory record 
and the display tells him that there 
are thirty widgets in stock. He tells 
the customer this; only as he is 
doing so Brian is keying in the same 
product code, the computer accesses 
the same record and displays a stock 
quantity of thirty. 

"Fine," says Albert's customer, "I'll 
take twenty". So Albert keys in the 
order and presses the TRANSMIT 
key. The computer starts processing 
the order, but while it is doing so, 
Brian's customer decides he wants 
twenty-five widgets and Brian keys 
that in and presses TRANSMIT. By 
now the computer is up to adjusting 
the inventory system, so it deducts 
Albert's order from the stock on 
hand, leaving ten widgets in stock. 
Seconds later, it processes Brian's 
order and (assuming the worst) 
subtracts twenty-five from ten, leaving 
minus fifteen. 

The result is that Brian's customer 
gets left in the lurch — he ordered 
twenty-five widgets; the company had 
them in stock; so where are they? A 
worse situation can occur when both 
orders are simultaneously subtracted 
from the original record and then 
written back; only the later update is 
recorded so that although 45 widgets 
were sold, the inventory now shows 
five left in stock! 

In proper commercial transaction 
processing systems a system called 
record locking is used to get around  

this problem. Whenever a program 
accesses a record, other programs 
are either barred from using it at all, 
or barred from writing to it until the 
original 'owner' releases it. An 
alternative is file locking, which bars 
simultaneous access to an entire file. 

Access Manager provides an 
advanced form of this facility for 
multi-user micro systems based on 
the MP/M II operating system. While 
MP/M II does provide record and file 
locking, Access Manager extends this 
capability considerably. 

Index Files 
But first, index files. Access  

Manager allows the programmer to 
open up to 10 index files and 20 
data files at any time under CP/M, or 
40 index files and 40 data files under 
MP/M II (of course, there's nothing to 
stop programs accessing files directly 
if more are required). Index files can 
be up to 8 Mbytes in size, and data 
files up to 8 Mbytes on CP/M or 32 
Mbytes on MP/M II. 

Data files must consist of fixed-length 
records, in exactly the same way as 
most languages treat random access 
files. The internal structure of each 
record is dictated by the program. 
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Access and Display Manager DIGITAL 
SOUND 

PROCESSING 
APPLE II 

The DX-1 Sound Processing 
System is the result of painstaking 
research and development by the 
Decillionix Corporation in Silicon 
Valley, U.S.A. With this amazing 
new product you can record, 
process, and playback real sound. 
Real sounds can be modified 
under computer control in ways 
never before possible. 

While other systems 'generate' and 
produce 'computer' sound, DX-1 
allows you to enter, save, process, 
sequence and play real sound 
entered directly by a microphone 
or another source. 

Ask for a demo tape and 
information sheet now ($3.00) and 
convince yourself of the incredible 
capabilities of the DX-1. 

DX-1 System $320 
+ $5 pack/post 

(includes all software and hardware) 

Sole Australian Distributor 

P.O. BOX 260 CAMMERAY, 
N.S.W. 2062 

Ph: (02) 90-6868 
Dealer enquiries invited. 
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Index files simply contain the key 
value for each record together with 
its record number in the data file. 
However, the internal structure of 
index files is not that simple; Access 
Manager makes use of a structure 
known as a B+ Tree. This is a 
multi-way height-balanced tree (all the 
branches are the same length), and 
guarantees the minimum number of 
disk accesses to locate a particular 
key. In the B+ variation of the B-
Tree, all the key values are stored in 
the leaves (bottom-most level) of the 
tree. 

Figure 1 (after the DRI documenta-
tion) shows how B+ Trees work. To 
find the data record with key value 
180, the system first accesses the 
root node. Because 180 is between 
150 and 270, the middle branch is 
taken, to node 12. Here we take the 
right branch, because 180 is greater 
than 178, and wind up at node 4. 
Here we find the record number (9) 
corresponding to the key value. 

AM80 provides sets of functions for 
the creation, maintenance and use of 
index files. Like Display Manager, it 
has to be initialised before use, 
although this is more important in a 
multi-user environment. 

Under MP/M, Access Manager is a 
separate program in its own right, 
and applications programs communicate 
with it by reading and writing queues. 
Since the code to read and write 
queues is quite small, using Access 
Manager in multi-user programs does 
not add appreciably to the program 
size. For single-user programs, 
however, the full size of the required 
AM programs is added to the original 
program — an addition of around 16K. 

Routines are provided to open and 
close index files, erase them and 
obtain statistics about the number of 
keys and number of nodes. And 
naturally, the user can add and 
delete keys, search for keys and 
traverse the tree in either direction. A 
major improvement over AM's pre-
decessor, BT-80, is the ability to 
position the system directly at the 
first or last key. 

A similar set of functions is provided 
for data files. Here the added 
functionality of Access Manager is in 
the area of record locking, rather 
than growing trees. Similar functions 
are provided for creating and accessing  

data files, as well as the FRELOK 
and SETLOK functions for record lock-
ing. 

Access Manager does not directly 
link the data and index files, unlike 
BT-80. Instead, the user must write a 
random record, then pass the key 
and record number to the routine 
which creates the index entry. To 
locate a particular record, one must 
perform an index search, which 
returns the record location; this is 
then read by standard file access 
techniques or through Access Man-
ager. 

A large part of the benefit of using 
Access Manager and Display Manager 
is the consistent approach to file and 
device access. Instead of using a 
variety of ways of writing files or 
handling screen input, everything is 
done the same way. The result is 
considerably more consistent — and 
hence reliable — code. 

Documentation 
We've come a long way, baby. The 
days of DRI documentation being 
stapled together at the top corner are 
long gone; the manuals for both 
Display Manager and Access Manager 
are professionally produced, bound in 
a cloth slipcase. In fact — and this 
may be a first — the manual for 
Display Manager is actually typeset! 

Both manuals are well organised, 
with comprehensive examples in all 
the relevant languages. Examples are 
also supplied on disk, ready for 
compilation and execution. 

The Access Manager documentation 
is actually split into a Reference 
Manual and a Programmer's Manual; 
the first explains the underlying 
principles and supplies details of the 
functions, while the second is specific 
to the CP/M or CP/M-86 family of 
operating systems. 

Both Access Manager and Display 
Manager are available for CP/M-80, 
CP/M-86 and PC-DOS operating 
systems, although Access Manager is 
of most benefit with MP/M II or MP/ 
M-86. For CP/M-86, Access Manager 
and Display Manager cost $511.52 
and $639.00 respectively, while for 
CP/M-80, they are $400.52 and 
$517.00 (all including tax). We 
obtained our copies from Competron 
Pty Ltd, 252 Abbotsford Road, Mayne 
4006. 
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Colossus 2.0 beat the following programs by: 

White-Knight Mk 1 I BBC Publications BBC 11.5 

Superchess 3.0 CP — Software Spectrum 12.4 

Grandmaster Audiogenic CBM 64 12.4 

Cyrus IS Chess Sinclair Spectrum 13.3 

Spectrum Chess II Artie Spectrum 14.2 

Chess Acornsoft BBC 18.0 

Chess Bug-Byte BBC 18.0 

Chess Computer Concepts BBC 16.0 

Chess Program Power BBC 18.0 

Chess Atari Atari 18.0 

Chess Uric Uric 18.0 

Chess Psion Spectrum 16.0 

Master Chess Mikro-Gen Spectrum 18.0 

Sargon 2.0 Hayden Apple II 18.0 

ZX Chess Artic ZX 81 18.0 

NOTE: White-Knight was the 1983 Home Computer European Champion!!! 
Commodore 64 Tapes $29.95 Diskettes $39.95 

CORGI BANTAM 0 ELEATRONIC PUBLISHING 

1.11°R\idigeLgAll THE BEST COMPUTER CHESS GAME ... 
COLOSSUS CHESS 2-0 

Colossus is the best computer 
chess program available on any 

home computer. It is written using 
the very latest techniques by a com-
puter chess programmer of seven 
years' experience. It has been tested 
against a wide range of other chess 
programs and proved stronger than 
any of the opposition. It has the 
widest range of true features avail-
able, including some never before 
implemented on any home computer 
chess program. Colossus also has a 
perfect understanding of all the 
rules of chess, including underpro-
motions, the fifty-move rule and all 
draws by repetition. 
STATISTICS: 
Author: Mr M.P. Bryant 
Publisher: CDS Microsystems 
Language: 6502 assembly 
Code size: 26K 
Data size: 5K 
Positions examined per second: 520 
(average) 
Estimated rating: 1750 + E LO 
OPENINGS BOOK: 
Colossus has an openings book of 
about 3000 positions, which it uses to 
play the first few moves of the game 
quickly and accurately. Lines vary 
from 2 ply to 17 ply deep. When there 
is a choice of book moves at any posi-
tion, Colossus will choose between 
them at random, with a slight bias 
towards the moves which Colossus it-
self considers best. 
RESULTS 
Colossus 2.0 has been tested against 
numerous other chess programs and 
has beaten them all. In the tests, six-
teen games were played, on various 
levels, with an equal number of 
whites and blacks for each program. 
One point was awarded for a win, half 
a point for a draw, no points for a loss. 
The results of these tests were as 
follows: 

Available from 

CORGI & BANTAM 0 ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING 
Sole Australian agents 26 Harley Crescent, Condell Park 

N.S.W. 2200 Phone (02) 709 2022 
For trade enquiries call our toll-free number 008 222 444 
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EAST LOAPINq TAPE $0.95 

FEATURES: 

41. 
O All machine code P Full-colour holes graphics 
1-2 player option IA Sound D Ball-delete function 
D Positional cue ball feature El Accurate cue 
function position E Variable shot strength 
111 Accurate table layout D Enquire colour feature 
El Puts spin on ball in any direction El Foul 
snooker option E Ball select feature D Play help 
feature on colour ❑ Joystick option 
Available from 

Sole Australian agents 
CORG I & BANTAM 0 	26 Harley Crescent, Condell Park 

N.S.W. 2200 Phone (02) 709 2022 
ELECTRON IC PUBLISHING  For trade enquiries call our toll Imo 
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ARCADIA 	WACKY WAITERS 
The spaceship Arcadia has 

been specially equipped 
with dual Plasma Disrupter 
guns and an Ion Thrust Drive 
in order to combat the deadly 
menace of the many alien 
races of the Atarian Empire. 
Your mission as commander 
of the Arcadia is quite simple 
— to destroy as many of the 
enemy as possible. Intelli-
gence reports indicate that 
the Atarian fleets will attack 
in formation and are often 
quite suicidal in their 
methods. 

CORGI & BANTAM ELECT 10 	PtiBusluNG 

CATCHA SNATCHA 

arney Bootlace, is demoted 
jpfrom ace detective of the 
aristocracy to the level of 
mere store detective at one of 
the craziest run-down stores 
in town. 
It's a hectic life for the 
hardened crime fighter when 
he has to look after lost child-
ren, taking them to the lost 
children's office in the top 
left hand corner of the shop. 
He must also rush the lost 
umbrellas and handbags to 
the lost property office ready 
for the careless owners to 
fetch. The lost property office 
is in the top right hand cor-
ner of the shop. At least some 
variety enters into the action 
when the occasional bung-
ling shop-lifter attempts to 
remove a box off the counter 
and get away with it. Barney 
has to grab the box and 
return it to the manager's 
office to prove it was shop-
lifting, but watch those shop-
lifters run as you try to grab 
that box. They hide the box 
under their coats and you 
have to keep your eye on 
them in case they get mixed 
up with the other shoppers. 
There is one time our hero 
has reason to panic — when 
the occasional customer 
drops a parcel bomb in the 
rows between the counters. 

VIC 20 

BEWITCHED 
)(M

u have allowed the evil 
agician Mordread to 

cast you down into the 
haunted maze of dungeons 
beneath his dark and forbod-
ing castle. 

He has transformed you into 
a magical key to roam for 
eternity through the haunted 
labyrinths below ground, 
whilst he enslaves all those 
who live above. 
There are four sets of dif-
ferent coloured doors, all of 
which must be opened before 
you can gain freedom, and all 
the time you are at the mercy 
of hordes of ghosts and ghouls 
intent on hampering your 
progress. At the entrance to 
the maze there are four 
coloured keys, the colours 
corresponding to those of the 
doors. You must pass through 
one of these keys to become 
the same colour, and only 
then can you open the corres-
ponding doors. 
You must escape from this 
dank, evil place so that you 
can repel the forces of dark-
ness and bring light and 
liberty to the land once again. 

VIC 20 

MST COAP/M6 

If you manage to destroy the 
entire fleet within this time 
another fleet will attack you. 
ARCADIA works on the basic 
unexpanded VIC-20, requir-
ing no memory expansion or 
peripherals except the stan-
dard Commodore cassette 
recorder. 

VIC 20 
Commodore 64 

u enter this rather ram- 
,I, 	place to find that 

the vacancy is for a waiter. 
Pure desperation for work 
makes you apply for the job, 
and the mean-looking boss 
decides you'll do but warns 
he'll keep an eye on you. 
It doesn't take long for the 
first guest to scream for ser-
vice, so off you run to find out 
what they require. Into the 
first lift you leap as it passes, 
taking you up into the build-
ing. You have been called to 
the third floor so on that floor 
you leap out. You have to 
wait for the next lift to pass 
and leap in. You timed it 
wrong and your tip is drop-
ping, but you'll soon learn. 
The lift finally passes. In you 
dive. Now you have the 
knack, you race into the lift 
and so on to the next. 
You are only paid by tips and 
the quicker you learn this 
waiter lark the better for you. 

VIC 20 
Available from 

LORG I & BANTAM V 
ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING 

Sole Australian agents 
26 Harley Crescent., Condell Park N.S.W. 2200 
Phone (02) 709 2022 
For trade enquiries 
: '08 222 444 
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PIPELINE 
You are the FOREMAN. Your 
job is to keep the pipeline 
open. Take workmen to fix 
plugs. Watch out for the 
evil Ladderman. His mission 
is to plug the pipeline and 
stop you saving thousands 
of gallons. 

JOYSTICK COMPATIBLE 
COMMODORE 64  

Guide Rankin Rodney 
through the top twenty 
mazes to number one, collec-
ting the instruments and 
bringing them home. Avoid 
bum notes and distortion, 
and rescue the instruments 
from discords. Use joystick 
and jump button together to 
step onto the moving circles. 
I I JOYSTICK COMPATIBLE 
' I COMMODORE 64 

COSMIC CONVOY 
Planets in the system Coman 
are dying. Millions of people 
need supplies urgently. A 
relief convoy is assembled 
in orbit around Com-Alpha. 
Your task is to guard that 
convoy to the next planet-
fall. You command a squad-
ron of H-Vips, each with a 
fully sorted Gon-4 stab 
laser. You know that the 
convoy must cross the Trans-
Corn freight lanes where the 
meanest space pirates could 
pounce. Survive long enough 
to escort the supplies to 
Com-Beta and become an 
Admiral — but the next 
planet in the system still 
needs supplies. 

COMMODORE 64 

MR WIMPY 
Mr Wimpy's task is to make 
his delicious Burgers and 
you must guide him around 
the screen to achieve this. 
First assemble the ingredi-
ents, avoiding the moving 
manholes and Waldo the 
burger-thief. Now make the 
Wimpy Burgers, avoiding 
the kitchen rebels. If you 
are trapped by the rebels 
you can pepper them into 
oblivion but only three 
times, unless you pick up 
the bonus gems, the ice 
cream or the cup of coffee, 
which gives you more 
chances to shoot. 

COMMODORE 64 

FAST LOARAV 
1 1 TAPES $19.95 

1 DISKETTES $29.95 
QUASIMODO must rescue 
the imprisoned Esmerelda 
from the castle stronghold. 
Jump along the Ramparts, 
swing over the Fiery pit, 
dodge the Arrows and Fire-
balls and remember to keep 
ahead of the chasing Knight. 
15 Screens of fun and ex-
citement and each one more 
difficult than the last. 

COMMODORE 64  

Spin the plates in this 3-D 
simulation of the classic 
game. Requires skill, speed 
and judgment. 
You can also do real jugg-
ling tricks like tossing up 
the plates and catching 
them, this comes in useful 
because they change colour 
at random and the different 
colours rate different 
scores. 

COMMODORE 64 

Available from 
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Sole Australian agents 
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Changes your Personal Computer into a 
powerful, easy-to-use communications system. 
Send and receive files, adjust communications 
settings, save messages to a diskette or print 
them out, define programmable keys, and 
much more. 
And with "pop-up" menus, using these 
valuable functions becomes a 'snap'. Press a 

key and the menu pops up, instantly. Then just 
select the command you wish to execute and 
you're there! Perfect Link includes a wireless 
disk file transfer program. 
It automatically installs your moden and is 
pre-programmed, auto set-up for major 
information services. Supports terminal 
emulation. 

Now everything's Perfect 
for IBM and other P.C. compatibles . . . 

Introducing VERSION 2.0 
Perfect 	 Software 

is a fully featured word processor that is so easy to 
[ learn! Simle 'pop-up' menus on screen show you how 

to perform any function with a single keystroke. Per-
fect Writer offers all the standard features including 
facilities such as multiple file buffers, virtual memory 
architecture and 80 sophisticated document com-
mands. Perfect Writer not only comes with an auto-
matic spelling checker, Perfect Speller, but a diction-
ary of synonyms, PERFECT THESAURUS. All Per-
fect Software' m  programs are fully integrated which 
will give you the powerful performance and capabil-
ities of the new Perfect standard. Feature for feature, 
its the most powerful software you can use. 

We give you more! 
Perfect Writer and Perfect Cale come with a teaching disk which 

enables you to learn the product while sitting in front of the 
computer at your own pace. 

Once you have learned Perfect Writer's command structure using 
the 'pop-up' menus, you can bypass them altogether, issuing your 
editing commands directly to Perfect Writer. Therefore if you use 

Perfect Writer once a day or once a month, it's commands are 
instantly available to you. 

*[Perfect Software' 2.0 version is available for the IBM & IBM 
compatibles. 1.0 version for the IBM & IBM compatibles, Televideo, 

8" CP-M, TI Professional, Toshiba T200, Northstar & Zenith89.1 

"The next generation in communications software." 

No other software has ever 
been so simple to use. 
No complicated directions. 
No tedious memorization. 
No confusion. 
In fact, new Perfect 2.0 
Software is so easy, you can 
learn to work any program the 
Perfect way in just 
2 or 3 minutes. 
There's nothing like it, 
now everything's Perfect. 

leads the way with elec- (Perfect Filer 
tronic 	spreadsheets 
which features built-in 
accounting and finan-
cial tools. Perfect Cale 
gives you automatic 
associated spreadhseet 
information managment 
as well as standard 
spreadsheet calculation 

and consolidation. ..i 

Perfect Cale 

is designed to assist 
you in the effective 
management of in-
formation. Essen-
tially Perfect Filer 
allows you to build 
a 	computerised 
records manage-
ment system where 
data on clients, 
customers or other 
case records can be 
stored. Plus mass 

ailing capabilitie9 

Perfect 

Perfect Information Pty. Ltd., 
480 Crown Street, Surry Hills, N.S.V. 2010 
P.O. Box 767, Darlinghurst N.S.W. 2010 
Phone: (02) 332 2177 now for your order. 

All Dealer 
enquiries 
welcome. 

'Perlect Writer. Perfect Speller. Perfect Thesaurus. Perfect Cale. Perfect Eder & Perfect Link are the registered trademarks of 'cried Software. Inc. Iterkeles'. Calitormta 



ANNUAL INDEX 
REVIEWS 

Computers 
(Format: Machine, model, processor, operating system, story title, author, issue) 

ACT, Apricot, 8086, CCP/M 86, MS-DOS, Apricot - Pick Of The Bunch, Andrew 
Nicholson, May 1984 
Access, Z80, CP/M, Access - Portable Computer System, John Nicholls, Oc-
tober 1983 
Apple, Macintosh, 68000, Apple, A New Lisa Life For Apple, Les Bell, February 
1984 
Apple, Lisa, 68000, Apple, Apple's Lisa, Les Bell, February 1984 
Apple, Lisa, 68000, Apple, PCOTY Awards - And So, The Winner, Les Bell, 
April 1984 
Apple, Ilc, 65CO2, ProDos, The Latest Apple-Portable!, Evan McHugh, May 
1984 
Apple, Ilc, 65CO2, ProDOS, Apple's Portable Bombshell, Jane Mackenzie, July 
1984 
Archives, PC, Z80, CP/M, Archives Personal Computer, Les Bell, October 1983 
Burroughs, B20, 8086/88, Proprietary, Versatile Burroughs B20, John Nicholls, 
October 1983 
Bytec, Hyperion, 8088, MS-DOS CP/M, Meet The Hyperion, Les Bell, January 
1984 
Bytec, Hyperion, 8088, PC-DOS CP/M, PCOTY Awards - Bytec Hyperion, Les 
Bell, April 1984 
COMX, 35, 1802A, BASIC, Cash & Carry Computers, Les Bell, August 1983 
Canon, AS100, 8088, PC-DOS CP/M, PCOTY Awards - Canon AS100, Les 
Bell, April 1984 
Commodore, VIC-20, 6502, BASIC, Cash & Carry Computers, Les Bell, August 
1983 
Commodore, C64, 6510A, BASIC, The Commodore 64 - A User's View, 
Michael Jennings, February 1984 
Commodore, SX-64, 6502, Commodore SX-64, Les Bell, May 1984 
Compucolor, II, Great Microcomputers Of The Past, John Newman, February 
1984 
Creswick Data, 2020, Z80, MP/M II, MP/M II On The CDS-2020, Les Bell, 
January 1984 
DEC Rainbow, 100, Z80/8088, CP/M 86/80, Rainbow 100, Mark Kosten, April 
1984 
Dick Smith, VZ-200, Z80, BASIC, Cash & Carry Computers, Les Bell, August 
1983 
Dick Smith, Wizzard, Cash & Carry Computers, Les Bell, August 1983 
Dulmont, Magnum, 80186, MS-DOS, Two Quart Bottler, Les Bell, October 1983 
Dulmont, Magnum, 80186, MS-DOS, PCOTY Awards - Dulmont Magnum, Les 
Bell, April 1984 
Hewlett-Packard, HP150, 8088, MS-DOS, HP150, Les Bell, February 1984 
Hewlett-Packard, HP150, 8088, MS-DOS, The Magic Touch, Dom Swinkels, 
April 1984 
Kaypro, II, Z80, CP/M, Kaypro II, Steve Keen, February 1984 
MicroBee, IC, Z80, MicroWorld BASIC, Cash & Carry Computers, Les Bell, Au-
gust 1983 
MicroBee, APC, Z80, CP/M, What MicroBee Did Next, Evan McHugh, March 
1984 
MicroBee, Series II, Z80, PCOTY Awards - You've Come A Long Way, Les 
Bell, April 1984 
MicroBee, 128K, Z80, CP/M, A MicroBee For Business, Evan McHugh, June 
1984 
Morrow, MD2, Z80, CP/M, Micro-Decision, Macro-Result, Robert Deane, Feb-
ruary 1984 
Morrow, MD11, Z80, CP/M Plus, DBest Machine For dJob, Les Bell, July 1984 
Multitech, MPF-II, 6502, BASIC, Cash & Carry Computers, Les Bell, August 
1983 
Multitech, MIC-504, Z80, CP/M, Multitech MIC-504, John Nicholls, April 1984 
NEC, PC8301, 80085, Microsoft, PCOTY Awards - Three Of A Kind, Les Bell, 
April 1984 
NEC APC/Bit Pad 1, 8086, CP/M UCSD Pascal, Computer Graphics - NEC 
Videograph, Evan McHugh, March 1984 
Olivetti, M10, 80085, Microsoft, PCOTY Awards - Three Of A Kind, Les Bell, 
April 1984 
Oric 1, 6502, BASIC, Oric-1 Review, Evan McHugh, January 1984 
Osborne, Executive, Z80, CP/M, Osborne's Osborne Lookalike, Les Bell, Sep-
tember 1983 
Seequa, Chameleon, 8088/Z80, MS-DOS CP/M, Chameleon Blends With IBM-
PC, John Nicholls, December 1983 
Sharp, PC5000, 8088, MS-DOS, PCOTY Awards - Sharp PC5000, Les Bell, 
April 1984 
Sinclair, Spectrum, Z80, BASIC, Cash & Carry Computers, Les Bell, August 
1983 
Sord, M23, Z80, Super Sords, Dom Swinkels, September 1983  

Sord, M68, 68000/Z80, CP/M, Draw Your Sord, Les Bell, May 1984 
SpectraVideo, SV-318, Z80, BASIC, Cash & Carry Computers, Les Bell, August 
1983 
Tandy, Color Comp, 6809E, BASIC, Cash & Carry Computers, Les Bell, August 
1983 
Tandy, Model 100, 80085, Microsoft, PCOTY Awards - Three Of A Kind, Les 
Bell, April 1984 
Tandy, Model 2000, 80186, MS-DOS, Tandy 2000, Les Bell, July 1984 
Tandy TRS80, Model 100, 80085, BASIC, Briefcase Bombshell, Les Bell, Sep- 
tember 1983 
Telcon, Zorba, Z80, CP/M, It's All Greek To Me!, Les Bell, October 1983 
Texas Instruments, 99/4A, BASIC, Cash & Carry Computers, Les Bell, August 
1983 
Texas Instruments, Prof. PC, 8088, MS-DOS, PCOTY Awards - TI Profes- 
sional, Les Bell, April 1984 
Toshiba, T100, Z80, CP/M, Toshiba T100, John Nicholls, October 1983 

Peripheral 
(Format: Machine, model, story title, author, issue) 

Admate, DP-80, Printer Special Feature, Les Bell, November 1983 
Amdek, 300A, Monitors - Amber Or Green?, Jane Mackenzie, January 1984 
Amust, DT80, Amust DT80, Ken Ozanne, June 1984 
Battpac, Quick Robin - Into The Battpacl, Derek Morris, February 1984 
BeeThoven, Computers And Music - BeeThoven On Bee, Mike Newnham, July 
1984 
Brother, HR-15, Printer Special Feature, Michael Mee, November 1983 
Centre Industries, Cicada, A Tale Of Three Modems, Bill Bolton, November 
1983 
DataSat World Modm, PSTN-1, A Tale Of Three Modems, Bill Bolton, 
November 1983 
Decillionix, DX1, Computers And Music - Sounding Out Apple, Evan McHugh, 
July 1984 
GED, Prince, Prince Of Monitors, Les Bell, October 1983 
Juki, 6100, Printer Special Feature, Les Bell, November 1983 
Koala Touch Tablet, Koalapad, Jon Barnett, May 1984 
Mitsui, MC2100, Printer Special Feature, Les Bell, November 1983 
Modem Technology, UDM1200, A Tale Of Three Moderns, Bill Bolton, 
November 1983 
NEC, Pinwriter, Printer Special Feature, Les Bell, November 1983 
NEC APC/Bit Pad 1, Computer Graphics - NEC Videograph, Evan McHugh, 
March 1984 
Olivetti, Praxis 41, Printer Special Feature, Don Kennedy, November 1983 
Ritron, Monitor, Ritron Monitor, Evan McHugh, June 1984 
Roland, DXY Plottr, The Roland Plot, Jett Richards, February 1984 
Star, STX-80, Printer Special Feature, John Nicholls, November 1983 
Sweet-P, Plotter, Sweet-P Plotter, Les Bell, December 1983 
TEC, F-10, Printer Special Feature, J J Sullivan, November 1983 
Toshiba, P1350, Printer Special Feature, Les Bell, November 1983 

Software 
(Format: Program Name, machine suitable for, story title, author, issue) 

Access Manager, CP/M IBM, Access Manager/Display Manager, Les Bell, July 
1984 
Attache, Various, PCOTY Awards - Attache Accounting, Les Bell, April 1984 
BASIC For Beginners, Apple, The All-Australian Program, Jim Rennie, October 
1983 
BEEZ80, MicroBee, Disassembler For The MicroBee, Mike Newnham, January 
1984 
BeeComposer, MicroBee, Computers And Music - BeeThoven On Bee, Mike 
Newnham, July 1984 
Busycalc, MicroBee, Busycalc On The Bee, Paul Fisher, February 1984 
C/80 Compiler, CP/M, C/80 Compiler, Ross Lane, May 1984 
COMPAS Pascal, CP/M, Pointing The Way To Pascal, Les Bell, August 1983 
DataMinder, CP/M IBM, The Minder, Les Bell, August 1983 
Defence Penetrator, TRS80, Now, That's Really Cosmic!, Ed Grigonis, August 
1983 
Delta DMS, CP/M IBM Sirius NEC etc, Delta Data Management System, Les 
Bell, December 1983 
Display Manager, CP/M IBM, Access Manager/Display Manager, Les Bell, July 
1984 
Final Word, GRIM, The Final Word?, David Vaughan, August 1983 
Fliptrack Learning, Learning WordStar By Cassette, Evan McHugh, February 
1984 
Fliptrack Learning Tapes, Learning CP/M From Cassettes, Evan McHugh, May 
1984 
Friday!, CP/M IBM, Friday!, Les Bell, June 1984 
GBS database, Kaypro II, GBS Database Management, David Hill, February 
1984 	 ► 
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Hi-Finance, IBM, HiSott's Hi-Finance, Les Bell, December 1983 
Jukebox, Commodore 64, Computers And Music - Commodore Music, Evan 
McHugh, July 1984 
KnowledgeMan, CPM IBM, KnowledgeMan - Database Plus Spreadsheet, Les 
Bell, September 1983 
Lotus 1-2-3, IBM, Lotus 1-2-3, Les Bell, December 1983 
Lotus 1-2-3, IBM, PCOTY Awards - Software Product Of Year, Les Bell, April 
1984 
MarketFax, CPJM, Market Fax, Les Bell, August 1983 
Merlin, MicroBee, Your MicroBee Computer, Richard Pakalnis, October 1983 
Micro-DOS, System 80, The Percom Connection, Paul Wade, August 1983 
Morgoth - The Arcade Adventure, TRS80, Now, That's Really Cosmic!, Ed 
Grigonis, August 1983 
Multi-Sound Synthesiser, Commodore VIC-20, Computers And Music - Com- 
modore Music, Evan McHugh, July 1984 
Multimate, IBM Sord, Wang-Style Word Processing, Dom Swinkels, February 
1984 
MusiCalc 1, 2, and 3, Commodore 64, Computers And Music - Commodore 
Music, Evan McHugh, July 1984 
Music 1-2-3, Atari, Computers And Music - The Musical Atari, Evan McHugh, 
July 1984 
Music Composer, Atari, Computers And Music - The Musical Atari, Evan 
McHugh, July 1984 
Music Learning Fun Disk, Apple, The All-Australian Program, Jim Rennie, Oc- 
tober 1983 
Music Tutor, Atari, Computers And Music - The Musical Atari, Evan McHugh, 
July 1984 
Nevada Fortran, CP/M, Nevada Fortran And Mother's Drawers, Les Bell, August 
1983 
Panik, TRS80, Don't Panik!, Ed Grigonis, December 1983 
Perfect Software, CP/M, Kaypro II, Steve Keen, February 1984 
ProKey, IBM, ProKey, John Nicholls, June 1984 
Punctuation And Style, CP/M, The Word, Punctuation And Style, Les Bell, Oc- 
tober 1983 
Rally Racer, TRS80, Now, That's Really Cosmic!, Ed Grigonis, August 1983 
Reach For The Stars, Apple/Commodore, Reach For The Stars!, Greg Whiley, 
February 1984 
Spell, CPISA, Spell - Catch Those Mistakes!, Ross Lane, September 1983 
Spellbinder, CP/M IBM, Top Word Processing, John Nicholls, October 1983 
Star Cresta, TRS80, Now, That's Really Cosmic!, Ed Grigonis, August 1983 
Stellar Warp, TRS80, Now, That's Really Cosmic!, Ed Grigonis, August 1983 
Synthesound, Commodore VIC-20, Computers And Music - Commodore Music, 
Evan McHugh, July 1984 
TK!Solver, IBM, Which Solver? TK!Solver, Les Bell, September 1983 
TerminApple, Apple, Communications On An Apple, July 1984 
The Word Plus, CPM, The Word, Punctuation And Style, Les Bell, October 
1983 
Typequick Typing Tutor, The Humble Keyboard Revisited, Evan McHugh, May 
1984 
Ultima II, Apple, The Ultimate Adventure, Glen Thornley, April 1984 
Videograph, NEC APC, Computer Graphics - NEC Videograph, Evan McHugh. 
March 1984 
VisiOn, IBM, VisiOn, Les Bell, April 1984 
VisiWord, IBM, Visiword, Les Bell, December 1983 
Wizardry Scenario No. 3, Apple, Commodore, Legacy Of Llylgamyn, Glen 
Thornley, May 1984 
Zardax, Apple, PCOTY Awards - Zardax Word Processor, Les Bell, April 1984 

Books 
(Format: Book name and author, story title, author, issue) 

CRT Controller Handbook: Gerry Kane, Books In Brief, Eric Lindsay, June 
1984 
Digital Circuits Ready-Reference: John Markus, Book Reviews, Eric Lindsay. 
December 1983 
Digital Electronics Hands On: George Young, Book Reviews, Eric Lindsay, 
December 1983 
Doing Business With Pascal: Richard/Douglas Herger, Book Reviews, Les 
Bell, August 1983 
Doing Business With SuperCalc:, Book Reviews, Les Bell, August 1983 
Information Systems Design: Brookes/Grouse/et al., Book Reviews, Les Bell, 
August 1983 
TRS80 Color Programs: Rom Rugg and Phil Feldman, Book Reviews, Les 
Bell, August 1983 
Texas Instruments Electronics Textbooks, Book Reviews, Eric Lindsay, Feb-
ruary 1984 
The Cheap Video Cookbook: Don Lancaster, Books In Brief, Eric Lindsay. 
June 1984 
The Crooked Computer: William G Shingler Jr., Book Reviews, Eric Lindsay, 
December 1983 
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Owner Report 
(Format: Machine (or program), model, processor, operating system, story title, 
author, issue) 

Apple, Lisa, Apple, Apple's Lisa, Les Bell, February 1984 
Battpac, Quick Robin - Into The Battpac!, Derek Morris, February 1984 
Commodore, C64, BASIC, The Commodore 64 - A User's View, Michael Jen- 
nings, February 1984 
Compucolor, II, Great Microcomputers Of The Past, John Newman, February 
1984 
DEC Rainbow, 100, CP/M 86/80, Rainbow 100, Mark Kosten, April 1984 
IBM, PC, PC-DOS, An Update On The IBM PC, John Nicholls, October 1983 
Morrow, MD2, CP/M, Micro-Decision, Macro-Result, Robert Deane, February 
1984 
OSI, Superboard, Superboard and Dabug - A Winner, Garnett Znidaric, August 
1983 
Olivetti, Praxis 41, Printer Special Feature, Don Kennedy, November 1983 
Osborne, 0-1, CP/M, The Computerised Journo, Phil Scott, August 1983 
Tandy TRS80, D/D Kit, Double Density, Double Fun, Michael Hannon, August 
1983 
Busycalc, Busycalc On The Bee, Paul Fisher, February 1984 
Defence Penetrator, Now, That's Really Cosmic!, Ed Grigonis, August 1983 
Micro-DOS, The Percom Connection, Paul Wade, August 1983 
Morgoth - The Arcade Adventure, Now, That's Really Cosmic!, Ed Grigonis, 
August 1983 
Kaypro, Perfect Software, II, CP/M, Kaypro II, Steve Keen, February 1984 
Rally Racer, Now, That's Really Cosmic!, Ed Grigonis, August 1983 
Spell, Spell - Catch Those Mistakes!, Ross Lane, September 1983 
Star Cresta, Now, That's Really Cosmic!, Ed Grigonis, August 1983 
Stellar Warp, Now, That's Really Cosmic!, Ed Grigonis, August 1983 
TerminApple, Communications On An Apple, July 1984 
Ultima II, The Ultimate Adventure, Glen Thornley, April 1984 

New Models 
(Format: Machine, model, processor, operating system, story title, author, issue) 

Apple, Macintosh, 68000, Apple, A New Lisa Life For Apple, Les Bell, February 
1984 
Apple, 11c, 65CO2, ProDos, The Latest Apple-Portable!, Evan McHugh, May 
1984 
Apple, 11c, 65CO2, ProDOS, Apple's Portable Bombshell, Jane Mackenzie, July 
1984 
Bytec, Hyperion, 8088, MS-DOS CP/M, Meet The Hyperion, Les Bell, January 
1984 
Dulmont, Magnum, 80186, MS-DOS, Two Quart Bottler, Les Bell, October 1983 
Hewlett-Packard, HP150, 8088, MS-DOS, HP150, Les Bell, February 1984 
Hewlett-Packard, HP150, 8088, MS-DOS, The Magic Touch, Dom Swinkels, 
April 1984 
MicroBee, APC, Z80, CP/M, What MicroBee Did Next, Evan McHugh, March 
1984 
MicroBee, 128K, Z80, CP/M, A MicroBee For Business, Evan McHugh, June 
1984 
Morrow, MD11, Z80, CP/M Plus, DBest Machine For dJob, Les Bell, July 1984 
Sord, M68, 68000/Z80, CP/M, Draw Your Sord, Les Bell, May 1984 
Tandy, Model 2000, 80186, MS-DOS, Tandy 2000, Les Bell, July 1984 

BUSINESS 
(Format: Story title, author, issue) 

A MicroBee For Business, Evan McHugh, June 1984 
An Update On The IBM PC, John Nicholls, October 1983 
Apple's Lisa, Les Bell, February 1984 
Better Service By Computer, Norman Kemp, June 1984 
Blue Skies And Hot Computers, Natalie Filatoft October 1983 
Bringing Business Home, Norman Kemp, June 1984 
Friday!, Les Bell, June 1984 
GBS Database Management, David Hill, February 1984 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part II, Les Bell, August 1983 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part III, Les Bell, October 1983 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part IV, Les Bell, November 1983 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part V, Les Bell, January 1984 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part VI, Les Bell, February 1984 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part VII, Les Bell, April 1984 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part VIII, Les Bell, June 1984 
HP150, Les Bell, February 1984 
Learning WordStar By Cassette, Evan McHugh, February 1984 
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DAVONG  DELIVERS 
WHAT  EVERY 
APPLE,  IBM,  OR 
OSBORNE USER 
WANTS. 

MORE disk storage 
Expand the disk storage of 

your Apple II*, Apple III*, 
IBM Personal Computer*, 
Osborne 1 Computer'.  — up 
to 60 megabytes of fast, 
reliable Winchester data storage. 

MORE value 
Davong 5, 10 and 15 

megabyte systems are priced 
at only $2880, $3799 and 
$4348 (ex tax). Adding 
additional Davong slave 
drives costs even less. 
Everything you need is 
included. And because the 
Davong system is universal, 
your disk investment is 
preserved, even if you 
change to a different 
personal computer. 

MORE software 
The Davong system 

includes all the software you 
need to start right away. And 
Davong's new Multi-OSna 
supports all Apple and IBM 
PC operating systems. 

The Davong Multi-OS 
operating system gives your 
computer full multitasking 
network capability. Complete 
software support includes back- 
up and restore programmes. 

MORE backup options 
Davong offers a choice of 

18Mb cartridge tape backup 
or 5Mb removable cartridge 
disk backup, at extremely 
attractive prices. 

MORE support 
Additional 9 months 

warranty available. 
MORE of what you 

bought your personal 
computer for 

Better performance, higher 
reliability, the best value — 
hard disk storage from Davong. 

The Davong Universal 
Hard Disk also supports 
most IBM PC- and 
Apple-compatible computers. 

Apple II and Apple III are registered 
trademarks of Apple Computer Corporation 

IBM PC is a registered trademark of IBM 
Corporacion.  

Osborne 1 is a trademark of Osborne 
Computer Corporation 

Multi-OS is a trademark of Davong Systems Inc 



• BANKSTOWN Cnr Brandon Avenue & Chapel Rd (02) 707 4611 
( *CROWS NEST 1st Floor, 12-14 Falcon St 	  02) 436 2900 

• SYDNEY CITY 81 York Street 	 (02) 29 3958 
*CANBERRA Custom Credit House, 38 Akuna St, Civic 	 (069 47 0322 
• BRISBANE 301 Wickham St, Fortitude Valley 	 (0 52 9000 
• MELBOURNE CAMBERWELL 662 Burke Rd 	 (03 82 8293 
• MELBOURNE CITY 284 Bourke St 	  03 663 3091 
• MOORABBIN ' Moorabbin Link', Cnr Nepean 1-1' way & Redholme St 	 03 553 3299 
*ADELAIDE 240 Morphelt St 	  08 211 7500 
• PERTH 208 Beaufort Street 	  09 328 4122 
• SUBIACO 169 Rokeby Rd 	  09 382 1900 

RS-232 cables not included. Prices apply at Tandy Computer Centres and participating Tandy 
stores and dealers, Multiplan is a trademark of Microsoft Corp. 

NSW: 

ACT: 
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VIC: 

SA: 
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A DIVISION OF TANDY AUSTRALIA LIMITED 
INC. IN N.S.W. 

The Business System that Increases 
Productivity and Lowers Taxes! 

Three Workstations in One System 
Productivity rises when you invest in a TRS-80 Model 16B, giving 
three people the power and efficiency of computing from only one 
business micro. That is just one of Model 16B's advantages, in 
Multi-User mode all three workers can perform different tasks 
simultaneously! Saving you time, money and resources. 
Complete TRS-80 Business System 
This multi-user system is only $15,765 and includes our 256K 
TRS-80 Model 16B with built-in hard disk (26-6006), two DT-1 Data 
Terminals (26-6050), DMP-2100 printer (26-1256) and cable 
(26-4401), and the Multiplan financial forecasting and modeling 
program (26-6480). 
Truly Multi-User 
Multiplan answers countless "What if . . ." questions in 
seconds! Multiplan for Model 16B allows three people to 
use the program simultaneously. For instance, you can 
track cash flow, a department head can figure a 
budget, while an accountant works on profit and 
loss statements. All data is stored on the hard 
disk, so files can be shared by all users in the 
system. Peripherals can be shared, too. And 
you can add ready-to-run, multi-user software for 
accounting, inventory, word processing and data 
base management. 
Tax Benefits 
The purchase or lease of our Model 16B 
System to your office may qualify your 
company for taxation deductions of up to 18% 
Investment Allowance and Depreciation of 331/3% 
per annum. See your accountant for details. 



Local Area Networks, Les Bell, August 1983 
Making Buildings Intelligent, Evan McHugh, June 
1984 
Making Lotus As Easy As 1-2-3, Howard Karten, 
February 1984 
Market Fax, Les Bell, August 1983 
Micros In A Mainframe World, Frank Liebeskind, 
October 1983 
Micros in A Mainframe World - Part 2, Frank 
Liebeskind, December 1983 
Multltech MIC-504, John Nicholls, April 1984 
Networks - Personal Experience, Les Bell, Au-
gust 1983 
PCs For Large Organisations, Les Bell, October 
1983 
Practical Networking, Les Bell, August 1983 
ProKey, John Nicholls, June 1984 
Put On Your Dancing Shoes, Norman Kemp, June 
1984 
Rainbow 100, Mark Kosten, April 1984 
Talking Tallyphone, Evan McHugh, April 1984 
The Computerised Journo, Phil Scott, August 
1983 
The Final Word?, David Vaughan, August 1983 
The Great Database Search, Matt Whelan, June 
1984 
The Minder, Les Bell, August 1983 
Tom Thumb v The Go!laths, Norman Kemp, June 
1984 
Toshiba T100, John Nicholls, October 1983 
Versatile Burroughs B20, John Nicholls, October 
1983 
VisiOn, Les Bell, April 1984 
Wang-Style Word Processing, Dorn Swinkels, 
February 1984 
What Really Happened To Osborne?, Bill Bolton, 
April 1984 

BEGINNERS 
(Format: Story title, author, issue) 

Getting Friendly, Part Three, Jeff Richards, Sep-
tember 1983 
Getting Friendly, Part Four, Jett Richards, Oc-
tober 1983 
Getting Friendly - Part V, Jeff Richards, May 1984 
Getting Friendly, Part VI, Jeff Richards, June 1984 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part Ii, Les Bell, Au-
gust 1983 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part Iii, Les Bell, Oc-
tober 1983 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part IV, Les Bell, 
November 1983 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part V, Les Bell, 
January 1984 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part VI, Les Bell, 
February 1984 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part VII, Les Bell, 
April 1984 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part VIII, Les Bell, 
June 1984 
Learning WordStar By Cassette, Evan McHugh, 
February 1984 
MicroBee Graphics - Part 1, Mike Oborn, 
November 1983 
MicroBee Graphics Part 2, Mike Oborn, December 
1983 
Playing With Your MicroBee's Video Disp., Eric 
Lindsay, February 1984 
RCPMs - The Free Software Smorgasbords, Bill 
Bolton, September 1983 
The Christmas Nightmare, Helen Burnett, De-
cember 1983 
Understanding Assembler - Part XII, Les Bell, 
August 1983 
Understanding Assembler - Part XIII, Les Bell, 
October 1983 
Understanding Assembler - Part XIV, Les Bell, 
November 1983 
Understanding Assembler - Part XV, Les Bell, 

CICADA 
300 Baud 
DATA MODEMS 

• CICADA 300 
• CICADA 300T 

with telephone 
• CICADA 300 

for use with 
Commodore 64 
and Vic 20 
computers 

— CENTRE INDUSTRIES 

ELECTRONICS & 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
EXPERTISE 

187 Allambie Road, 
Allambie Heights, 
NSW 2100. 
P.O. Box 184, Brookvale, 
NSW 2100. 
Telephone: (02) 451-5555 
Telex: AA22671 

Dealer enquires 
welcome. 

ANNUAL INDEX 
February 1984 
Your MicroBee As A Composer, John Dowdall, 
February 1984 

TUTORIALS 
(Format: Story title and series number, author, 
issue) 

Getting Friendly, Part Three, Jett Richards, Sep-
tember 1983 
Getting Friendly, Part Four, Jeff Richards, Oc-
tober 1983 
Getting Friendly - Part V, Jeff Richards, May 1984 
Getting Friendly, Part VI, Jeff Richards, June 1984 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part II, Les Bell, Au-
gust 1983 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part III, Les Bell, Oc-
tober 1983 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part IV, Les Bell, 
November 1983 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part V, Les Bell, 
January 1984 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part VI, Les Bell, 
February 1984 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part VII, Les Bell, 
April 1984 
Getting dBest From dBase - Part VIII, Les Bell, 
June 1984 
Logic For Literati - Part IV, Les Bell, August 1983 
Logic For Literati - Part V, Les Bell, November 
1983 
Logic For Literati - Part VI, Les Bell, February 
1984 
Look-Up Tables, Collyn Rivers, December 1983 
MicroBee Cassette interface Modification, Daniel 
Ford, June 1984 
MicroBee Engineering Notebook, Max Maughan, 
September 1983 
MicroBee Graphics - Part 1, Mike Oborn, 
November 1983 
MicroBee Graphics Part 2, Mike Oborn, December 
1983 
MicroBee Variables, Eric Lindsay, August 1983 
RCPMs - The Free Software Smorgasbords, Bill 
Bolton, September 1983 
Starting An RCPM System - Part 1, Bill Bolton, 
June 1984 
Stringing Along, Ray Greet, August 1983 
System Expansion - Part I, Roy Hill, December 
1983 
System Expansion Part 2, Roy Hill, January 1984 
Undeieting Apple Files, Keith Jeeves, December 
1983 
Understanding Assembler - Part XII, Les Bell, 
August 1983 
Understanding Assembler - Part XIII, Les Bell, 
October 1983 
Understanding Assembler - Part XIV, Les Bell, 
November 1983 
Understanding Assembler - Part XV, Les Bell, 
February 1984 
Understanding Assembler - Part XVI, Les Bell, 
April 1984 
Word Games With 'The Word', Jeff Richards, De-
cember 1983 

EDUCATION 
(Format: Story title, author, issue) 

Elami - Your Friendly Robot, Tom Moffat De-
cember 1983 
Learning CP/M From Cassettes, Evan McHugh, 
May 1984 
Learning With The Tortoise, Peter Thacker, April 
1984 
Learning WordStar By Cassette, Evan McHugh, 
February 1984 
The Humble Keyboard Revisited, Evan McHugh, 
May 1984 
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THE MORROW MICRO DECISION WAS CONCEIVED AS A COMPUTER AND 
SOFTWARE PACKAGE TO FILL THE NEEDS OF SMALL BUSINESS AT A COST 
EFFECTIVE PRICE. 

IT HAS MET WITH WIDE ACCEPTANCE IN THIS ROLE BUT AT THE SAME TIME 
HAS WON THE ACCLAIM OF AN INCREASING NUMBER OF PROFESSIONALS 
AS A PRODUCTIVITY TOOL. 

CAPABLE OF EASY INTERFACE TO DATA CAPTURE EQUIPMENT, DIGITISERS, 
PLOTTERS AND THE LIKE IT IS HELPING INCREASE THE EFFICIENCY OF 
SURVEYORS, ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS. 

NOT JUST HELPING TO COUNT THE DOLLARS BUT ALSO TO MAKE THEM. 

MORROW 
FROM AUTOMATION STATHAM TP Y. 

LTD 
47 BIRCH ST BANKSTOWN 

NSW 2200 (02) 709-4144 
TLXAA73316 

ASSCO TP Y. 
LTD. 

153 ELEY ROAD, BLACKBURN 
VIC 3130 (03) 233-6355 

TLX. AA 30333 

VICTORIAN & SOUTH AUSTRALIAN 
SALES & SERVICE 



ANNUAL INDEX 
POCKET PROGRAMS 

Apple 
( Format: Program name, machine written for, language, story title, author, issue) 

Beginning And Ending, Apple, M/L, Pocket Programs Littout, Michael Phillips, September 
1963 
Debugging, Apple, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, W Hughes, September 1983 
Decimal-Hex, Apple, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, R Chalmers, November 1983 
Dodgles, Apple, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Michael Wann, November 1983 
Draw, Apple, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Martin Scerri, March 1984 
File Length & Address, Apple, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Robert Chalmers. January 
1984 
File Reader/Writer, Apple, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, R Badby, September 1983 
Galactic War, Apple, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Michael Wann, November 1983 
Graphing Utility, Apple, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, Victor Zalakos, January 1984 
HI-Res Page Peeker, Apple, BASIC, Pocket Programs, Tony Humfrey, July 1984 
Supermaze, Apple, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Martin Donnon, January 1984 
The Game, Apple, BASIC. Pocket Programs, Tony Humfrey, July 1984 

CP/M 
Date Converter, CP/M IBM, dBase II, Text File, Anthony Barnett, April 1984 
Envelope Addresser, CP/M, BASIC, Your Osborne Computer, Steve Townsend, December 
1983 
QuIckdraw, CP/M, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Paul Bachelor, November 1983 
Scrub, CP/M, C, Your CP/M Computer, Bill Bolton, August 1983 
TELDIR 1.00, IBM AND CP/M, BASIC, A Better Mousetrap . ., Lloyd Borrett, August 1983 
Unscrub, CP/M, C, Your CP/M Computer, Bill Bolton, May 1984 
WC (Word Count), CP/M, C, Understanding Assembler — Part XIII, Les Bell, October 1983 

Commodore 
Address List, Commodore, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Simon Jones, September 1983 
Allen, Commodore, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, S Jones, January 1984 
Cricket Match, Commodore, BASIC, Pocket Programs, David Abram, July 1984 
Designs, Commodore PET, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Douglas Fahlbusch, November 
1983 
Disk File Copy, Commodore, BASIC. Pocket Programs Liftout, N Carlsen, November 1983 
Function Plotter, Commodore, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Chris Allen, September 1983 
Graphics Editor, Commodore, BASIC, Your VIC Computer, Andrew Farrell, September 1983 
Hangman, Commodore, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Chris Makowski, March 1984 
Mercuron, Commodore, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, Grant Woolston. September 1983 
Pet Screen Grid, Commodore 4016, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, Peter Bungay, January 
1984 
Piano, Commodore, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Douglas Fahlbusch, November 1983 
Queer Stories, Commodore, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Michael Wann, March 1984 
Scramble, Commodore, BASIC, Pocket Programs, Duncan Morrison, July 1984 
Shoot-em-Up, Commodore, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, Mark Wilkinson, January 1984 
Snake, Commodore, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, C J Allen, November 1983 
Sprite Racer, Commodore, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Justin Bridgman-Lee, January 
1984 
Tortoise, Commodore, Learning With The Tortoise, Peter Thacker, April 1984 
Video Poker, Commodore, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Ian Forster, March 1984 
YAM-compatible comma program, Commodore, G-Pascal, C64 Communications Program, 
Nick Gammon, March 1984 

IBM 
Date Converter, CP/M IBM, dBase II, Text File, Anthony Bamett, April 1984 
Get (Comma package), IBM, PIA, Leeward Of Mount Crisis, Frank Lee, May 1984 
Send (Comms package), IBM, PL/I, Leeward Of Mount Crisis, Frank Lee, May 1984 
TELDIR 1.00, IBM AND CP/M, BASIC, A Better Mousetrap . . ., Lloyd Borrett, August 1983 

Microbee 
Asteroids, MicroBee, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Denis Crowdy, January 1984 
Attack Of The Zargons, MicroBee, BASIC/ML, Pocket Programs Liftout, Mark Morris, Sep- 
tember 1983 
Bee Clock, MicroBee, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Bernard Wansbrough, November 
1983 
Catch, MicroBee, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, Steven Mileham, September 1983 
Data Maze, MicroBee, BASIC. Pocket Programs, John Quinn, July 1984 
Easter Sunday, MicroBee, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftoul, R Watkins, November 1983 
Graphic Painter, MicroBee, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, Tony Lock, January 1984 
Hangman, MicroBee, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Mark Giandomenico, January 1984 

Lotto Draw, MicroBee, BASIC, Pocket Programs, Peter Heywood, July 1984 
Memory Dump, MicroBee, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, David Morrison, January 1984 

Safe Lock, MicroBee, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, Paul Smith, September 1983 
Screen Dump, MicroBee, BASIC, Your MicroBee Computer, Mike Newnham, September 
1983 
Screen Dump, MicroBee, MIL. Pocket Programs Liftout, Daniel Wong, March 1984 
Topsy Turvy, MicroBee, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Richard Larkin, September 1983  

Typing Tutor, MicroBee, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, David Morrison, November 1983 
Utest, MicroBee, M/L, Pocket Programs Littout, Mike Newnham, March 1984 
Variable Lister, MicroBee, MicroBee Variables. Eric Lindsay, August 1983 

Peach 
Calendar, Peach, BASIC, Your Hitachi Computer, Dom Swinkels, May 1984 
Disk Map, Peach, BASIC, Your Hitachi Computer, Dom Swinkels, February 1984 
Disklook, Peach, BASIC, Your Peach Computer, Dom Swinkels, August 1983 
Life Simulation, Peach, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, J L Elkhorne, March 1984 
Remprint, Peach, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, D J Omond, November 1983 
Simpson, Peach. BASIC, Pocket Programs, Philip Cookson, July 1984 
Wordgame, Peach, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Philip Cookson, March 1984 

Sharp/Tandy 
Autobahn, Sharp/Tandy Pocket Comps, BASIC, Pocket Programs, D Downs, July 1984 
Car Computer, Sharp/Tandy Pocket Comps, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Phil Carter, 
March 1984 
Caverns Of Krull, Sharp/Tandy Pocket Comps, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, John Ed- 
wards, November 1983 
Dashboard Computer, Sharp/Tandy Pocket Comps, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, Claude 
Collo, January 1984 
Menstruation Forecast, Sharp/Tandy Pocket Comps, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, 
Claude Colle, January 1984 
Obesity, Sharp/Tandy Pocket Comps, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Claude Colle, January 
1984 
Telephone Meter, Sharp/Tandy Pocket Comps, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Phil Carter, 
March 1984 
Weight Watchers, Sharp/Tandy Pocket Comps, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Claude 
Celle, March 1984 
Wordex, Sharp/Tandy Pocket Comps, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, S Corrigan, Sep- 
tember 1983 

Sinclair 
Atomic Laser, Sinclair, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, John Annable, November 1983 
Doodler, Sinclair, BASIC, Pocket Programs, R Chalmers, July 1984 
Eye Robot, Sinclair, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, D Thorpe, January 1984 
Gold Digger, Sinclair, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Paul Vandenberg, January 1984 
Graffiti, Sinclair, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, Jason Teh, January 1984 
Hex To Decimal, Sinclair, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, R Chalmers, March 1984 
HiLo, Sinclair, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Neville Predebon, September 1983 
Loader and Others, Sinclair, BASIC/ML, How I Rewrote The Language, Benjamin Smith, 
September 1983 
Maze, Sinclair, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, R Chalmers, March 1984 
One-Arm Bandit, Sinclair, BASIC, Pocket Programs, R Chalmers, July 1984 
Pontoon, Sinclair, BASIC, Pocket Programs, R Chalmers, July 1984 
Rublk's Cube, Sinclair, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, D W Moore, March 1984 
Shark Balt, Sinclair, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Paul Vandenberg, November 1983 
Shoot 'em Down, Sinclair, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Peter McKay, September 1983 
Try And Catch Me, Sinclair, BASIC, Pocket Programs UMW., Paul Vandenberg, January 
1984 

Tandy TRS 80/System 80 
Balloon Bomber, TRS80, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, Graham Beland, January 1984 
Drawing Board, TRS80, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, Kim Henkel, September 1983 
Fuddle, TRS80, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Kim Henkel, January 1984 
POKEIng For Graphics, TRS80, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Paul Wade, September 
1983 
Paint Brush, TRS80, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, Ben Brown/Shaun Tennant, Sep-
tember 1983 
Program Generator, TRS80, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Craig Fisher, January 1984 
Sideways Print, TRS80, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, Tony Hinde, September 1983 
Surround, TRS80, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftoul, Kim Henkel, November 1983 
Equation Solver, System 80, BASIC, Pocket Programs, S Chan, July 1984 
Reaction Timer, System 80, BASIC. Pocket Programs, S Chan, July 1984 

Other Machines 
Cube Rotation, Hitachi MB 16001, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, M Jarvis, November 
1983 
Graphic Sine Waves, VZ200, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Dean Nickasen, January 1984 
Horse Race, Super 80, BASIC, Pocket Programs, George Georgiou, July 1984 
Life Simulation, BBC, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, G Armitage, November 1983 
Life Tables, HP3000, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liltoul, Phil Carter, March 1984 
Planetary Distances, Wizzard, BASIC, Pocket Programs, G Shapley, July 1984 
Programmable Char. Generator, Sorcerer, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Peter Fallon, 
January 1984 
Ski, Oki if-800, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Tony Hinde, January 1984 
Supertrek, Super 80, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liflout, George Georgiou, November 1983 
Tattscan, Atari, BASIC, Pocket Programs Littout, Paul Scofield, November 1983 
Text Tidier, MBASIC, BASIC, Pocket Programs Liftout, Roger Browne, September 1983 
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THE PENGUIN BOOK OF COMMODORE 64 GAMES - Robert Young and Paul Copeland -
ISBN 0 14 007890 8; THE PENGUIN BOOK OF VIC 20 GAMES - Paul Copeland - ISBN 0 14 
007888 6; THE PENGUIN BOOK OF APPLE GAMES - Rohan Cook and Tim Hartnell - ISBN 
0 14 007889 4; THE PENGUIN BOOK OF MICROBEE GAMES - David Johns and Tim Hartnell 
ISBN 0 14 007891 6. 

GIVE YOUR COMPUTER 
ENTERTAINME T INSURANCE 

DYNAMIC GAMES FOR YOUR VIC 20. If 
your VIC 20 is not spending as much time 
playing with you as it should, this book will 
bring it into line. Mathew Boek, a 15-year-old 
Melbourne schoolboy, gave up his paper 
round to write this great collection of VIC 
games. And what a superb collection it is. 
The book includes arcade action games like 
METEOR STORM, CRAZY SQUASH and 
CAVERNS OF MARS. You'll fight monsters 
and search for treasure in the DEMON 
CASTLE and evade goblins and fairies while 
attempting to kill a fierce dragon in the 
ENCHANTED FOREST. This book is 
published by Interface Publications at 
$14.95, ISBN 0 907563 34 1, and 
distributed in Australia and New Zealand by 
Pitman Publishers. 

HOW TO PROGRAM THE COMMODORE 64 
- IF YOU'VE NEVER PROGRAMMED A 
COMPUTER BEFORE. If you've never 
programmed a computer before, and you'd 
like to be able to program your Commodore 
64 in just a few hours, then this $14.95 book 
is for you. Written by Robert Young, this 
easy-to-follow guide assumes no prior 
knowledge of computer programming. 
However, in just a few hours you can be 
writing worthwhile programs of your own. If 
your local bookshop does not stock this 
book, tell them they can order it from Pitman 
Publishers. It is published by Interface 
Publications, ISBN 0 907563 47 3. 

GETTING STARTED ON YOUR MICROBEE -
Petr Lukes and Tim Hartnell. Now that you 
have a Microbee, Petr Lukes and Tim 
Hartnell show you how to get the most out of 
it, quickly and easily. The authors lead you 
step by step in this complete guide for the 
first-time programmer. Through dozens of 
programs - including DUCK SHOOT, CITY 
BOMBER and a pinball-like program 
BAGATELLE - you quickly learn to 
understand, enjoy and feel in control, 
programming your Microbee. This book is 
published by Pitman Publishers, at $12.95, 
ISBN 0 85896 086 9. 



SOFTWARE REPORT CARD 

Program: 
Made by: 
Useful for: 
Hardware required: 
Bad points: 
Price: 
Review copy from: 

Terminapple 
K-RAM Software 
Home and business computer communications 
Any Apple II. II 	Ile, 48K minimum, 80-column card 
Does not work with CP/M 
$120 incl. tax, $107 ex. tax 
City Personal Computers, 55 York St, Sydney 2000. (02) 29-2461 

Modem and NetComm interface card for the Apple II and Ile. 

enormously in friendliness, price and 
features. Until recently I hadn't seen 

a suitable program to fill all my 
needs. 
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Data communications is another application to which 
your Apple will lend itself. Here George Bray tells what 

you'll need to make it happen, while expounding on 
Terminapple as the best communications program 

he has found. 

Communicating 
by Apple 

YOUR APPLE can 'talk' to other 
computers with the help of three 
things: 

A modem takes information from 
your Apple and sends it over the 
telephone line. Different modems run 
at different speeds. Which one you 
buy will depend on how fast you 
want to send and receive characters. 
Most people at home and in small 
businesses would use 300 baud, or 
about 30 characters per second. With 
such a modem, sending one paragraph 
of 120 characters would take four 
seconds. A 1200 baud modem would 
send the same paragraph in one sec-
ond. 

A Serial RS-232 Card is normally 
used to run a serial printer. However, 
you can also use this to run a 
modem. Most serial cards can work 
at speeds of up to 9600 baud. A 
cable is needed to connect the serial 
card to the modem. 

A Communications Program runs 
the entire show. It allows you to send 
information through the serial card to 
the modem and out to the wide 
world. You use the program, so it 
must be easy to learn and have all 
the features you need. 

Success Comes in Many Forms 
I have had success with the following 
serial cards: CCS, Apple Super Serial 
Card, Digicard Serial and Digicard 
Communications Card. These modems 
also gave good results: Sendata, 
Dataphone 2, Netcomm Apple Modem 
and Datacraft. 

Communications programs vary 



Nissei 
Sangyo 

One of the world's largest system 
marketing and sales organisations! 

It's not so important that you know our name. Although, Internationally, we 
are well-known marketing and sales specialists of electronic products 

— and a turnover of more than A$1,400 million speaks for itself. However, 
it is much more important for us that you are impressed by our products. 

VERSATILE, LOW COST 
WP-1000 PRINTER 

A PICTURE'S WORTH: 
NSA/TOEI COLOUR MONITOR FTC-1201-R 

Specifications: 
• 9 Wire, 100 CPS (10 CPI) Logic Seeking and 

Incremental Operation, 80 Column Printer 
• RS232C and Centronics Interface Standard 
• Backward Feeding Standard 
• Fanfold, Roll Paper and Cut Sheet Paper is usable 

as standard 
• Characters of various size are available 

Condensed, Double-width Pica and Elite etc. 

Specifications: 
• COMPATIBLE WITH IBM PC AND OTHER FINE 

PERSONAL COMPUTER 
• 12", 640 x 200 LINE RESOLUTION 
• RGB ANALOG/RGB PLUS INTENSITY TTL LEVEL/ 

RGB TTL LEVEL 	 SWITCH SELECTABLE 
COMPOSITE OR SEPARATE TTL LEVEL 

• QUALITY CONSTRUCTION, MADE IN JAPAN 

nsA Dealer enquiries welcome. 
For further information, please contact: 

N issei Sangyo Co., Ltd. 
(Incorporated in Japan) 

200 PACIFIC HIGHWAY., CROWS NEST, 
N.S.W. 2065. AUSTRALIA. 

TELEPHONE: (02) 923-1522 (4 lines) 
TELEX: AA70941 	FACSIMILE: (02) 922-2498 



LOW 
LOW 
PRICE 

AGC Monitor 

* FREE — 360° swivel base 
* Super high resolution 
* Crisp 80 chr. display 
* Non-reflective screen 
* Resolution: 1000 lines 
* 22 M. Hz band width 
* F.C.C. Class B. approved 
* Attractive styling 

OVERSTOCKED: 
WE MUST CLEAR!! 

Green. 	 SAVE 
$ Screen 140 	inc. tax 	 $80 

Amber t. p„, 	SAVE 
Screen "I / 	inc. tax 	 $90 

THIS OFFER WILL NEVER 
BE REPEATED ON THESE 
TOP QUALITY MONITORS 

Rush your order to: 
eannport__ 

Address: 537 Boundary St. 
Spring Hill 
Brisbane. 4000 

Phone: (07) 229 0066 

Terminapple 
Terminapple by K-RAM Software 
silences my disappointment in 
communications programs. First, it 
has a great manual. The inexperienced 
user can run through the tutorial, 
which starts at 'Setting Up' and 
moves gradually to the more advanced 
features. 

Second, it is simple to use. All the 
things you need to know are displayed 
on the top line of the screen. To 
drive Terminapple, you only have to 
use four keys (Escape, Return and 
the arrows). My goldfish could do 
that! 

Third, it has advanced features. 
Terminapple supports seven and 
eight-bit characters; odd, even and no 
parity; control characters; local echo, 
error checking, full or half duplex, 
and the list goes on. I will concentrate 
on the features that Terminapple 
excels in. 

Let us say you communicate to 
many places, and each place needs 
a password. In many cases you may 
have to type ten lines of passwords 
just to find out the latest stock prices. 
Terminapple will do these log-ons for 
you — quickly. 

Terminapple Time Lord 
Most communications programs allow 
you to receive information into 
memory. You then have to save it as 
a file on disk, to print later. Other 
programs allow the information to be 
sent to the printer or screen. Ter-
minapple incorporates all these 
features and more. Incoming information 
can immediately be sent to a file on 
the disk, the screen and the printer —
all at the same time and at high 
speeds. 

Telecopy 
If you are talking to someone else 
who is using Terminapple, it is 
possible to send them an entire disk, 
or any disk file in Pascal or Apple 
DOS, over the telephone. Sending 
and receiving directly to disk is 
usually dangerous. If one byte is not 
sent or received correctly, the entire 
file or disk may not work. K-RAM 
Software has introduced a unique 
error-checking means of communicat- 

Terminapple will wait until the line is 
better, fix all the errors and continue 
to send and receive. 

Break-Out 
One small but useful feature of 
Terminapple is the `Break' function. If 
you select Break, a delay will be sent 
to the other computer. Large computers 
have the occasional urge to send 
pages and pages of information which 
you do not need. Break will tell them 
to shut up. 

What You Need 
Terminapple will run on any Apple II, 
II+ or Ile. You must have either an 
Apple, Vision-80, Digicard or Videx 
80-column card, and a serial card. 
Only 48K is required; however, if you 
have 64K Terminapple will use it. 
Terminapple comes on disk, one copy 
on each side, and update copies are 
available at ten dollars each. 

If you are jumping into communica-
tions, it is a big financial leap. For 
starters, a decent modem and serial 
card will cost around $400, and you 
can expect to pay $80 for a cable. 
Terminapple, an Australian program, 
is not tied with import duties and is 
inexpensive at $120. 

Bad Points 
Terminapple does not yet support CP/ 
M files and disks, but I believe this is 
being taken into consideration. The 
main problem in writing a 'do all' 
program is fitting it in memory and 
leaving adequate space for the user 
to work. Terminapple takes up a lot 
of room and only leaves around 30K 
as a buffer. The answer to this is: if 
you need to receive more than 30K, 
receive the information directly to 
disk; your disk drive thus becomes a 
140K buffer. 

I'm afraid there aren't any more 
bad points! 

Conclusion 
Terminapple is a fast, well-written 
communications program which has 
many features and is simple to use 
and it's cheap, too! 

You can get hold of a copy of 
Terminapple by contacting Paul 
Zavros on (02) 29-4678 during 
business hours. 



Data '84, the latest computer show to be held in 
Sydney this year, was an odd mixture of taste sensations 
proffered to what one might have thought was a rather 
sated public. But it seems there are a few notches left 
in the belt of the grey-suited customer to take in new 
computer sustenance, even if the fare is a little stale. 

By Natalie Filatoff 

Top: HP's Thinkjet 
printer's 
disposable 
printhead. 

Right: Nashua's 
data conversion 
system, which 
copies data from 
20 cm disks to 
13 cm disks and 
vice versa. 

THERE WAS hardly anything new at 
Data '84. The Apple 11c, though ripe 
and juicy, had been bitten in advance 
by press releases; sticky fingers had 
already touched the screen of the 
HP-150 (no saucy jokes here, 
please); IBM had no fresh produce; 
and the Cat, trying hard to look as 
though it really had swallowed the 
mouse, was old hat. 

Of the few new items on the 
menu, a large percentage were half-
baked: "Yes, there's some new 
accounting software for the Commodore 
64 ... well, it's not here yet. No, we 
can't show you any brochures." Just 
goes to show how hard it is to keep 
a few tasty surprises in the pantry 
when there are so many of these 
occasions to cater for. 

The decor was tutti truth, bubble-and-
squeak and combination chow mein, 
all reheated from the PC Show, and 
tossed together to give the somewhat 
biting flavour of too many competitors 
each trying to put the most tempting 
seasoning into the broth. 

Attendance 
Despite the gaudy presentation, about 
26,000 peckish, mainly business-
oriented visitors wound their way past 
the 101 stalls, sampling selectively 
and sometimes making a meal of it. 

Most exhibitors were pleased with 
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the response, and like prim hostesses, 
said they were glad the children had 
been left at home. Garry Swalling of 
Canon seemed to voice the opinion 
of many when he said, "We're in 
business, we're in debit and credit, 
and this is the type of show we want 
to be at." 

Never Seen Before 
Of the fresh, crisp and crunchy 
morsels, the Hewlett-Packard Thinkjet 
printers were probably the most 
interesting. The range features 
disposable ink-jet printheads which 
are made up of a liquid ink supply 
and twelve microscopic nozzles. Each 
nozzle can supply a drop of ink on 
demand from the printer as the 
printhead scans across the paper. 
These printheads are expected to 
cost under $12 each, for which sum 
you will be able to print around 500 
pages of text; this works out cheaper 
than the typewriter ribbon needed to 
produce the same amount. 

The Thinkjet printers can be bought 
to interface with HP computers, HP 
calculators and portable computers, 
and non-HP computers such as the 
IBM-PC, Compaq, Texas Instruments 
and Apple II. They print at 150 
characters per second (about 1300 
words a minute), weigh from 2.4 to 
3.4 kg, and accept fanfold or single- 

sheet paper in A4 or 21.5 by 28 cm 
(8.5 by 11 inch) sizes. 

Graphic resolution for the Thinkjet 
printers allows either 96 by 96 dots 
per inch or 192 by 96 dots per inch. 
The HP 2225B can operate as a 
portable (when used with calculators 
and portable HP computers), and 
uses a NiCad rechargeable battery 
pack which will print 200 pages of 
normal type on one charge. The cost 
of these new HP titbits (when they're 
ready for picking) will be around 
$828. 

Also still in the oven at HP is the 
Nomad briefcase computer. This little 
concoction is battery operated, runs 
9 cm disks, has a 16-line liquid 
crystal display, and is said to be able 
to use all the software designed for 
the HP-150. 

Nerve Jangle 
Commodore tried to distract diners 
from the slightly underdone texture of 
its accounting software for the 
Commodore 64 by playing a little 
mood music. The first two lines of 
the 'Are you keeping up' jingle, 
played continuously, gave surrounding 
purveyors acute indigestion. The 
promised software includes general 
ledger, stock control, creditors, 
debtors and invoicing/sales analysis 
packages, each of which will cost 
$100. 



Above: Interior Modular Products isn't suggesting this is how you'll 
end up if you don't respect ergonomics, merely displaying correct 
skeletal posture! 
Right: Hewlett-Packard's Thinkjet printer hooked up to an HP-150 
Touchscreen computer. 

IBM-PC compatibles were like 
French onion dip when it first became 
a party fad — hard to avoid. They 
included the Emtek-PC, the Eagle, 
the Compaq, and the Televideo and 
Corona ranges. 

The prize for the most amazing 
takeaway packaging had to go to 
Colecovision. The Adam expansion kit 
for owners of the Colecovision games 
machine included a memory console, 
Smartwriter printer and keyboard, all 
in an enormous multi-coloured box 
which looked very much as if it 
contained one of those things that 
slices, dices, chops, grates, mixes, 
purees, juices and separates. 

Computer Comfort 
A large number of exhibitors were 
showing a tendency to care more for 
the posture of their customers. Not 
only were companies like Interior 
Modular Products showing a range of 
healthy but still appetising furniture, 
but many of the computer vendors 
were also displaying their products on 
ergonomically designed tables. 

A sprinkling of stands offering 
courses in the use of both hardware 
and software ware appreciated by 
most attendees. Deloitte, Haskins and 
Sells, an international firm of chartered 
accountants, runs introductory and 
advanced training courses in the use  

of programs such as Multiplan, Lotus 
1-2-3 and dBase II. They will also 
help you cook up accounting systems 
specifically suited to your business, 
with these popular packages as the 
main ingredients. 

Arthur Young self-teaching video 
packages are also available for users 
of Visicalc, Multiplan and Lotus 1-2-3; 
and the Stamford College Group is 
offering six-month home study 
courses in Business Computing, 
Methods and Systems, Advanced 
Methods and Systems, and Computer 
Programming. 

In these days of uncertain laws 
governing software, and of vast 
amounts of important and classified 
information being stored on disks, 
there was a preoccupation at Data 
'84 with keeping unwanted hands out 
of the cookie jar. Communication 
Control was selling its Prolok system 
for software producers. Prolok disks 
are customised with a unique fingerprint 
which is invisible to the legitimate 
user, but prevents unauthorised 
copying. For those who find themselves 
storing an increasing volume of 
confidential company information on 
disk, companies like Wilbroprint & 
Computer Supplies were offering 
secure storage systems, from lockable 
file boxes to safes designed to 
protect disks from both theft and fire. 

On the Periphery 
Another interesting side dish which 
we hadn't heard of before was 
Kwikasair's computer delivery service. 
The company claims to offer premium 
transit times, premium space allocation, 
a packaging service, pneumatic load 
control and air-ride suspension 
linehaulers when transporting your 
computer load. The cost is calculated 
on how far the PC(s) have to travel, 
how much room they take (in cubic 
metres) and how fast you want them 
to get there. 

Nashua's data conversion service, 
which copies data from 20 cm disks 
onto 13 cm disks and vice versa, had 
nothing to do with food at all, but 
was nonetheless regarded as a 
tasteful addition to the computing 
world. 

NEC's new Astra-Phacs phone 
accounting system, available through 
NEC's communications division or 
through Telecom, keeps track of the 
cost of calls made from different 
company extensions. It can generate 
reports on call details by extension; 
give call summaries by department, 
division or corporation, and generally 
allow you to keep track of things in 
order to make your use of phones 
more cost-efficient. 

As is usual when covering such 
events it was hard to take everything 
in, but we tried. Gulp.  
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Stair 

For the jo 
of your choice  

Need faster throughput for those long spreadsheets or 
near letter quality for a report or proposal? What about 
firing off some program listings — or even homework? 
For all jobs, for all people — get STAR Power. 
GEMINI-Best-selling 120 cps model for both home and 
business applications. Tractor feed, friction feed, roll 
paper, and full graphics all standard. Economical. 
Reliable. Compatible. 
DELTA- Rugged assistance for when the job demands 
more. 160 characters per second fast, Delta solves 
small and large business needs. More buffer (8K), more 
interface (both serial and parallel) — less dollar. 

   

   

  

PRINTERS FOR 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

   

   

RADIX-The Powerhouse. Feature-packed Radix prints 
at the speed of light (200 cps) but slows down to 
excellent near letter quality resolution for when looks 
count. Tear-off edge and semi-automatic sheet feed 
included with standard model. 
All models available in two sizes — 10 and 15 inch. 
*Recommended Retail Price 
GEMINI 10X $449 GEMINI 15X $795 
DELTA 10 $795 DELTA 15 $1195 
RADIX 10 $1280 RADIX 15 $1550 
"Please add sales tax where applicable. 

Please ask for: 
SYDNEY (02) 452 5231 

	
Michele Cahill 

MELBOURNE (03) 529 7644 
	

Kevin Murphy 
BRISBANE (07) 221 4727 

	
Bruce Isbister 

Distributed by: 
Case Communication Systems Ltd. 
1-3 Rodborough Road Frenchs Forest NSW 2086 



WELCOME TO the new BBC column. 
I've got three topics for you this month: 
speed, education and the * commands. 
In coming months we'll be looking into 
some of the joys of networks, and at 
ROM-based software. 

Speed 
The BBC has never been accused of 
being a slow machine, but there'll al-
ways be a need to make it go faster. 
There is a section in the User Guide 
which suggests ways of speeding up 
programs, but don't take it too seriously; 
a few experiments will show that some 
of these suggestions are misleading. 

You should certainly use system vari-
ables A% to Z% as loop counters. They 
will at least halve the time spent count-
ing loops with real variables. Dropping 
the variable from the 'Next' statement 
will speed things up another five per 
cent. 'Repeat ... Until' loops are about 
three times slower than 'For ... Next' 
loops and should be avoided in parts of 
a program that are vital to execution 
speed. 

So far the User Guide seems correct, 
but when it comes to choosing between 
Procedures or Gosubs, things get very 
confused. 

Procedures are slower than Gosubs, 
and attaching parameters will slow them 
down even further. Calling one with no 
parameters (for example PROCname) 
and using global variables to carry data 
between the main program and the pro-
cedure executes about 20 per cent 
slower than a Gosub, contradicting the 
User Guide's claim. Things get even 
worse when you start using parameters: 
calls such as PROCname (A%, N%) or 
PROCname(N$) will take three times 
longer. 

More experiments will show that the 
comments about ordering integer and 
real arithmetic on one line (on p.195) 
are incorrect most of the time, but only 
by about 0.1 per cent, so it hardly 
seems to matter. The claim that 'Repeat 
... Until' loops are much faster than 
using 'If ... Then' needs checking, too; 
I found it only one per cent faster in sev-
eral applications. 

The moral seems to be that you have 
to decide which is more important: 
readability or pure speed. Personally, I'd 
go for readability every time speed 
wasn't of absolute importance. 

Educational Software 
It's always perplexed me to hear the 
claim that there isn't much good educa- 

tional software around for the Beeb: UK 
magazines are full of advertisements for 
all kinds of software, which ranges in 
quality from mediocre to inspiring. More 
interesting is the fact that most of the 
educational material isn't listed outside 
professional magazines. A colleague re-
cently returned from the UK with a list 
of Muse software for the BBC, which ran 
to 12 pages. Another source of good 
material is MEP. Write to MEP at 
Cheviot House, Coach Lane Campus, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, for details, or 
contact Barson Computers here (86-88 
Nicholson Street, Abbotsford 3067; 
phone (03) 419-3033). 

In Australia, Jacaranda Wiley has 
published a series of well-designed ac-
tivities for introducing map reading skills 
to primary children. Their release has 
brought a new level of professionalism 
to the publishing of educational software 
in Australia; schools may purchase their 
software on approval. 

Using * Commands from BASIC 
Occasionally you need to send * 
(Operating System) commands with a 
BASIC variable attached to them, from 
within BASIC programs. The part of the 
operating system that deals with * com-
mands is the Command Line Interpreter 
at &FFF7 and, particularly in BASIC 1, 
it isn't up to coping with anything too 
much out of the ordinary. 

One application would be to " SAVE 
a part of memory named in the course 
of a BASIC program, for example a 
screen. The command needed is: 

* SAVE <filename> 3000 + 5000. 
There are a number of ways to get 

around this. One approach is to use 
MID$ to extract each character in turn 
from a string and pass it to an OS-
BYTE(&FFF4) call with Y% containing 
the ASCII code for the character, X% — 0 
and A% =138. 

Less comprehensible, but more eleg-
ant, is to call &FFF7. Let's say we're 
saving a picture from the screen under 
a filename held in N$. First, set aside 
a bit of memory big enough to store the 
longest string one is likely to need: usu-
ally 32 characters is more than enough. 
1000 REM Routine to uaye a Mode 2 screen. 
1010 REM Filename is in NI. 
1020 OSCLI=E,FFE7 

: REM Address of Command Line 
Interpreter. 

1030 DIM Sp 7.2 
: REM Set aside space for the string. 

1040 REM 
Hue indirection operator to load 
memory space with command. 

'ono tSp"SAVE 'i Nt 	" 7,000.5000. 
REM Omit the i 

1060 REM Now pot address of Sp into X% and Y%. 
1070 XX,Sp MOD 256 	Y%=Sp DIV 256 
10110 CALL OSCLI 

"DIGICARD 
SPECIALS 
FOR THE 

APPLE 
COMPUTERS" 

DIGICARD DISK DRIVES 
$379.00 ex tax 

FASTER TRACK TO TRACK ACCESS 
MORE PRECISE HEAD POSITIONING 

BIGGER STORAGE 

DIGICARD 80 COLUMN CARD 
$200.00 ex tax 

DIGICARD 80E COLUMN 
CARD (APPLE 2E) 

$158.00 ex tax 
"THE ULTIMATE 80 COLUMN APPLE" 

70% FASTER THAN OTHER 80 
COLUMN CARDS. 

CP/M & PASCAL 1.1 compatible 
Inbuilt Communications Terminal 

(80 col. only) 

DIGICARD RS232 SERIAL 
INTERFACE CARD 

$145.00 ex tax 

FULL SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITY 
16 SWITCH SELECTABLE BAUD 

RATES FROM 75-19200 

See your local dealer or contact 
DIGICARD direct on (03) 439 1366 

Maclagan Wright & Associates. 
11/22 Bridge Street. Eltham. Victoria 3095 

DIGICARD 
OFFERS 

• AUSTRALIAN 
DESIGN & 

MANUFACTURE 
• A 12 MONTH 
GUARANTEE 

OFFER CLOSES AUGUST 1ST, 1984 

BBC 
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Totally IBM 
compatible. 

FREE 
LOTUS 123 

While stocks 
last! 

• 

END OF FINANCIAL YEAR SPECIALS! 
(Prices so good — you should buy two) 

OSBORNE EXECUTIVE 
$3198 (inc. tax) + PRINTER FOR $50 

OR THE FOLLOWING SPECIALS 
SPECIAL No. 1 
HARD-DISKS 
TRANTOR Hard-disk gives 
10MB of storage. Easy to 
use and ready to run. 
It's value is over $3700. 
For this special only — $2750 
We include 10 CP/M utility 
programs already loaded on 
the Hard-disk for you. (Worth $100) 
SAVE $1050 ON THIS 
SPECIAL No. 1 

July is a special time for business 
professionals. It's the commercial 
new year, and at Perfect Solutions 
we know how important that is. 
Now is the time to start computing. 
If you need a computer you'll 
never find better value. 
With each EXECUTIVE bought at 
full retail — $3198 — you can 
select one of the following specials. 
AND with each sale we will include 
full accounting software valued 
at $1200 FREE. 

PRINTERS 
SPECIAL No. 2 
BROTHER HR. 15 	 $550 

save $250 

BROTHEP HR. 25 	 $999 
save $400 

STAR GEMINI 10" 	 $300 
save $250 

STAR GEMINI 15" 	 $550 
save $400 

SPECIAL No. 3 

SPECIAL No. 4 

SPECIAL No. 5 

LIMITED STOCK ONLY 
ALSO TELEVIDEO P.C. 
256K SPECIAL AT $4999 

(inc. tax) 
MAIL ORDER 
Send Cheque/Money Order 	  

Name: 	  

Address: 	  

	 Postcode: 	 

(Bankcard accepted for deposits only) 

Perfect Solutions 
P.O. Box 165, FRENCHS FOREST. 2086 

Phone: (02)290-3858. Telex: AA70510 



SHARP 
OWNERS! 

SOFTWARE 

Strategy Software 
— 175 Titles for MZ700 
—Games 

Adventure, arcade, strategy 
— Education 

Pre-school, primary, secondary 
— Business 

Spreadsheet, general ledger, 
database 

—Utilities 
Pascal and basic compilers 
disassembler, basic extender 

—Other 
Dust covers. book. printer IlF 
3" Micro drive coming soon 

—34 Titles for PC 1500 
— Spreadsheets. databases. 

engineering. games 

Aust Distributors for: 
HISOFT, SOLO. SHARPSOFT, DCS. 
POCKETINFO, MINIMICRO 
Tel: (03) 560 7705 

HARDWARE 

Sharp MZ 721 
Intelligent printer 
Interface 

— Parallel to suit most popular parallel 
printers 

— True asctll conversions 
—Fully software compatible with S Basic 

and X Basic 

Full range of sharp personal 
computers and accessories 

IME COMPlY1 LK SYS 11-N1S 
It 	P.1,1, 111 	 I 

382 Smith Street 
PO Box 301 
Collingwood, Victoria 3066 

V IC-20/C64 

JUST WHEN I thought the Vic had been 
totally forgotten by Australian dealers, 
Dolphin Computers arrived on my 
doorstep waving around some amazing 
new add-ons. 

I managed to drag my dusty Vic out 
from under several other redundant ob-
jects and brought it to life for long 
enough to be suitably impressed by 
what I saw. 

The Currah voice synthesiser has 
been around for a while, though not in 
great numbers. A robot-like voice com-
mands your attention through your nor-
mal television speaker. The synthesiser 
plugs into the expansion port and is 
situated from $A000 to $A7FF. That 
means it will conflict with some car-
tridges, but, not to worry, this one alone 
will probably be enough to keep you 
busy. 

Speech may be produced in several 
ways. At first, each keystroke is spoken 
as it would be if you said the key. This 
option may be toggled with a phonetic 
echo instead, so that each key is re-
peated how it sounds. 

Words are sent to the synthesiser 
using these phonetic sounds to produce 
complete words. The quality is very 
good, though at times the voice sounds 
like it has to try very hard to get out what 
it has to say. 

The Currah voice synthesiser sells for 
$66.50. Dolphin also has a new three-
slot expansion unit with DIP switches 
and a ROM socket. Very sturdy con-
struction and pleasant styling would 
have to rate it as the best one I've seen 
to date. It's a pity it wasn't out a few 
months back. 

A programmer's aid ROM may be in-
serted into the spare socket, and the ex-
pansion port is reproduced at the rear 
of the board. Expanding along these 
lines will cost you $65. The program-
mer's aid is $32 as a ROM chip or $47 
as a cartridge. It offers a wide range of 
useful utility commands, such as 'Re-
number', 'Dump', 'Trace', 'Edit' and 'Re-
sume', plus colour and cursor com-
mands. 

More Games 
Did I say more games? Yes, Dolphin 
Computers also had some new games 
from the UK. Apparently we will see a 
lot more from over that way in the future. 
A few from Bug Byte, to whet our appe-
tites, included Scramble, Cosmiads and 
Panic (based on an Apple program). 

They all featured the usual jerky char-
acter animation, with explosions that left 
a lot to be desired. Nonetheless, they 
were as good as you can expect for 
$19.95. 

64 Tips 
Many of you may already know of a 
common SYS command used to 'Reset' 
your computer when you're in a messy 
situation. The one to remember is SYS 
64738. This actually causes the 64 to 
jump to the same routine it normally 
executes when you first turn on your 
computer. 

Here is another which is very similar, 
except that some of the routines nor-
mally executed are bypassed. Try this 
one after you've changed the border 
and background colour to suit your own 
tastes. 

SYS 64747 ... (a few bytes ahead of 
64738) 

Easy Fun 
Feel like a little music? Owners of the 

early versions of Easy Script should try 
typing the following for a soothing sur-
prise. 

'F1' — CTRL 3. 
Amazing what programmers will add 

when they've got a little spare time and 
space. 

By Andrew Farrell 
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TRS/80  

FIRST, a correction. In my February arti-
cle on assembly language a line of text 
was omitted which in this case gave an 
entirely erroneous statement. Wads-
worth's Z80 Instruction Handbook, pub-
lished by Hayden, is available from 
McGill's in Elizabeth Street, Melbourne, 
and other bookshops (although the sup-
ply from America seems alarmingly 
short). The Assembly Language Toolkit 
containing DBUG and ROM manuals is 
available from Micro 80, 433 Morphett 
St, Adelaide. 

Replacement For Scripsit? 
The updated and improved version of 
'Zorloff', now called 'LeScript', has had 
good reviews from a number of users of 
my acquaintance. While many of the 
new capabilities and features seem of 
little value to my particular use, what is 
attractive is the ability to merge names 
from a separate data file, so one can 
send the same letter to a number of 
people, with changes in the text as well 
as in their individual name and address. 
This is the same feature embodied in 
Profile 3 + , for use on the Model 3 with 
SuperScripsit, but LeScript turned out to 
be much cheaper. Of course both 
SuperScripsit and Profile do many other 
things, but it was this very facility that 
attracted me and made me think of 
changing from my much valued Scripsit. 

So I set about finding out how much 
LeScript would cost and where I could 
get it. I looked at the advertisements in 
80micro (an American specialist TRS 
magazine) and found it is sold by the 
original software house for $130, but is 
available from one of the discount soft-
ware houses for $110. I then found it 
costs $208 if bought from the Australian 
agent. Now I'm aware there are costs in 
importing software in a business situa-
tion, and that customs duty may be pay-
able, and a whole lot of other consider-
ations. But I couldn't help wondering if 
this were just another case of the local 
agent taking advantage of the average 
Australian's reluctance to send overseas 
direct. Or perhaps the 'agent' is not an 
agent, receives no agent's discount, so 
has to put his margin on top of the im-
ported price? 

All I'm saying is to observe the oft-
quoted warning, 'Let the buyer beware'. 

Improvement 
For the past few months the quality of 
the content of 80micro has been de- 
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teriorating. Now I'm pleased to be able 
to report that, following the change in 
ownership, it seems to be on the upward 
path again. While there is still a way to 
go to reach its former standard, at least 
the movement is there. So I consider it 
again one of the few specialist TRS 
magazines worth buying regularly. 

Toy Computers 
Now the price of the more 'serious' 
Tandy models has come down to a 
more affordable level, I can see no 
reason for the business user to force 
himself to get by with what I'd class as 
hobbyist computers: the Model 1s, Sys-
tem 80s and so on. I have a Model 1, 
but I would not contemplate using it in 
my business. In 1978 there was no 
other realistic choice, but today there is. 

The reason I mention this is because 
of the number of inquiries I've received 
from readers who seem to be in just this 
area. Not that I expect them to sell their 
whole system. I'm aware, though, that 
quite a few readers use this magazine 
as a fount of general knowledge before 
buying something. So what I'm saying 
is you should consider whether the sec-
ondhand and/or 'cheap' unit is really a 
bargain if bought for 'serious' use —
where loss of data is indeed serious and 
means loss of money. 

Assistance 
While on the subject of people who write 
to me for assistance, a large number 
seem to have a System 80 and/or are 
running NEWDOS. I can't suggest any 
general answer to problems with the 
combination. The obvious thing is to try 
a different DOS, or see if the same 
problem exists on a Model 1. 

I've previously mentioned John Ross 
as a source of assistance for System 
80ers. He is even more relevant now 
that Dick has stopped support, and the 
interest and use of modems and com-
munications via telephone lines is grow-
ing. The problem with System 80s and 
terminal programs is that Model 1 uses 
different ports for the RS232, so either 
a new terminal program is needed (and 
I've not heard any user reports of those 
advertised as being specifically for the 
System 80) or the program or interface 
needs to be modified. Because of the 
critical timing involved with receiving 
data (and to a lesser degree with send-
ing it) I understand few are bold enough 
to attempt program modifications them- 

selves. John does have an RS232 to 
convert the System 80 output so it looks 
like Model 1, which then allows you a 
free choice of the excellent Model 1 ter-
minal programs such as Telecom and 
Modem 80. He also has a number of 
other hardware modifications for both 
System 80 and Model 1, as well as 
cheap expansion interface and printer 
cable for the System 80. 

John will also undertake modifications 
of the 'standard' programs (EDTASM + , 
Scripsit, MON3 and so on) that are defi-
nitely necessary for the System 80 to 
use what are actually Model 1 pro-
grams. John's new address is: 2-B 
Green Road, Woodville 5011, (08) 45 
6332. Please send at least the return 
postage with your inquiry; while John 
does these modifications as a hobby, he 
(in my opinion) does not charge nearly 
enough and will be out of pocket if you 
don't. 

Another source of assistance is Ian 
Robertson at 22 Hilary Crescent, Mod-
bury North 5092, (08) 263-0653. Ian's 
expertise is with Scripsit modifications 
for System 80s, stringy floppies and 
printers. Because there are so many dif-
ferent printers with so many differing 
facilities, and just as many requests 
from their owners, Ian has to virtually 
custom-write each printer driver. So you 
can expect it to cost up to $30, but write 
first. Again, Ian does it as a hobby, so 
please enclose return postage. 

When you send a program to either 
John or Ian they will apply the patch to 
your own program, not just give you a 
new version without the other patches 
you may already have installed. But it's 
a good idea to mention such patches in 
case any of your required customisa-
tions conflict. 

When you're writing to me, either for 
assistance, or for a copy of The 
Adelaide User Group's newsletter, also 
include a stamp. Otherwise I'll wait until 
the next bulk mailing, which could make 
you think I've ignored you. 

MON 3 Printing 
The first release of Mon 3 (the monitor 
I have and still do recommend) came 
with only a single sheet list of the com-
mands. The author claimed he'd send 
the full manual as soon as it was pre-
pared, but mine never arrived — though 
later purchasers did get a quite corn-
prehensive (photocopied) manual. One 



20cps IS' LOP 
BIDIRECTIONAL TRACTOR 
CUT SHEET GUIDE 
CUT SHEET FINDER 
DUAL CUT SHEET FEEDER 
DUAL BIN ADAPTOR 
ENVELOPE ADAPTOR 
FABRIC RIBBON 
RED/131J CK RIBBON 
MULTISFRIKE FILM RIBBON 
ALL THIMBLES 

5  1 1.35.00 
$264.00 
$101.00 

$117100 
$1385.00 
$214.00 
$250.00 

512.00 
$13.00 
$12.50 
$17.00 
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BX 80 DOT 
MATRIX PRINTER • 
Printing method: Serial impact dot matrix. 
Printing format: Alpha-numeric -7 x 8 in 8x 9 dot matrix 

field. Semi-graphic (character graphic) 7 x 
8 dot matrix. Bit image graphic -Vertical 8 
dots parallel, horizontal 640 dots seriaVline. 

Character set 	228 ASCII characters. Normal and italic 
alpha-numeric fonts, symbols and semi 
graphics. 

Printing Speed: 	80 CPS, 640 dots/line per second. 
Printing direction: Normal - bidirectional logic seeking. 

Superscript and bit image graphics - 
(unidirectional, left to right). 

Dot graphics 	Dot graphics density up to 1280 dots per 
density: 	 line. 

Ribbon cartridge type. 
Columns/line: 	Normal size- 80 columns. 

Double width - 40 columns. 
Compressed print- 142 columns. 
Compressed double width - 71 columns. 
The above can be mixed in a line. 

Paper feed: 	Adjustable sprocket feed and friction feed. 
Paper type: 	Fanfold single sheet 

Thickness - 0.05mm (0.002") to 0.25mm 
(0.0I") 
Paper width - 101.6mm (4") to 254mm 
(10") 

WITH A QUICK CHANGE OF MODULE, SPINWRITER 2000 
MATCHES YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER TO THE LETTER 
NEC Spinwriter 2000 Terminals are professional printers that interface with your personal computer as no others can. 
Just pop in the appropriate interface module and go! 
NECs unique 'thimble' is renowned for high-quality printing. These low-cost, long-life 
thimbles contain up to 128 characters and can hold and print two different typefaces 
using 10,12 or 15 pitch or proportional spacing. TechnicaVmath thimbles provide 
full character alphabet plus numbers, sub- and super-scripting and many 
scientific and arithmetic symbols. Spinwriter's multipurpose, quick change 
thimbles bring such features to life. 
Spinwriter 2000 Terminals match a 20 CPS printing speed with advanced 
professional functions such as letter-quality output, multiple typefaces, 
business forms handling, wide-format printing, 
arithmetic/scientific symbols and more. 

SPINWRITER 2000 	 NEC 
FROM ONLY $1308.00 

Plus Sales Tax 
FROM 	 applicable 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
MODEL 855 

DUAL MODE PRINTER 

$1,408." 

NEC - 2000 BASIC 
NEC - 2000 TRACTOR 
NEC -2000 CSG 
NEC-2000 CSF 
NEC -2000 DCSF 
NEC-2000 DBA 
NEC-2000 EA 
NEC - 2000 FABRBN 
NEC -2000 RBRBN 
NEC -2000 MSRBN 
NEC - THIMBLE 

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
PROFESSIONAL COMPUTER IS THE ANSWER 

"%Air,40,400,  
Model 855 features: 	dittallate  
Printing capabilities. 

32 x 18 dot matrix double-pass 
35 cps letter quality mode 
9x 9 dot matrix 
150 cps draft quality mode 
Optimized bi-directional printing 
9-wire stored energy printhead 
100million character printhead life 
Software-selectable bold and 
shadow print 
Superscripts and subscripts 
True descenders and underlining 
Full ASCI I 96 character set 

Word Processing Capabilities. 
• User-selectable font modules 

- Inserted in front of printer (up to three at any one 
time) 

- One font style per module provides both draft and 
letter quality character set 

• Font styles available in: 
- Courier 
- Courier Italics 
- Prestige Elite 
- Modern Proportional Space 
- Gothic f 10 pitch) 
- Gothic (15 pitch) 
- Orator 

• Standard daisywheel (Qume and Diablo) and data 
processing (Epson) compatible escape sequences. 

Graphics. 
Raster graphics 
Horizontal dot densities of 60, 72, 120 and 144 dpi 
Vertical dot densities of 72 and 144 dpi 
Eight-bit vertical input 
64 Mosaic graphic character set 
Available in draft and letter quality mode. 

Ribbon. 
• Snap-in ribbon cartridge 
• Three million character life 

Texas Instruments has combined the 
most desired features and functions 
into one system, preplanned to easily 
expand as your information needs 
grow. 
System Unit. 
Compact cabinet houses the central 
processor, disk and diskette drives, 
power supply plus the optional circuit 
boards needed for your applications. 
Everything is located in one place, 
and option boards can be plugged 
in by the user. There are also 
additional slots for significant 
future expansion. 

y
. 

Features: 
Twin 320KB disk drives, 128 
KB RAM. 
Keyboard. 
Attractive, low-profile 
keyboard with popular  

57-key typewriter layout plus 
separate 18-key numeric keypad, 5 
cursor control keys and 12 special 
function keys. Features improved 

key "feel" — scientifically arranged 
for fast, easy operation. The key 

board has continuous height adj 
ustment from 5 to 15 degrees 

slope. The standard 256-
character set can be expanded to 

512 characters for scientific or 
special business use. 

Display Unit. 
12-inch monochrome with 

high resolution green 
screen -25-line by 80-col 
umn format. Can use op 
tional graphics capability 

and, when an applica 
tion requires, sero 

Ding which simplifies 
editing and reading. 

Colour monitors also 
optionally available. 

eISS:r3'3333:1:13333$S”,  

Printers. 
For clear, hard copies of data and graphics, TI offers the new 850 Series printers. These 
new I 50-cps printers are the latest. 
Software determines how productive your TI Professional Computer will be. In selecting 
your software, you need to understand the relationship between operating systems, their 
associated languages and application programs. 
Operating systems are master programs that give your computer functional instructions. 
The most popular are the versatile MSTm-DOS, Digital Research's CP M-86 5  and 
Concurrent CP/M-86TH. These operating systems, in turn. use specific languages such as 
BASIC, Pascal. FORTRAN or COBOL. 
The Texas Instruments Professional Computer can use all of these popular operating 
systems. 

MC/MACr'9820 

AVAILABLE NOW FROM ONLY 

$4550 lFA11)LICABLE 

You'd expect to pay up to $6,000 for a comparable system! 

MAGRATHS ELECTRONICS Phone or Mail. 
55 A'BECKETU STREET, MELBOURNE, 3000 
Tele (03) 347 1122, Telex AA31001 
Prices subject to c hange without notice. 

— Mail or phone orders add $2.00 up to I kg pack/post Special rates for heavy items on request. 

ALL ITEMS  INCLUDE  S/TAX  UNLESS  STATED OTHERWISE. 
welcome here 



68000/6500 PRICES SLASHED 
65CO2P-1 	6MHz, 64 Pin Dip 	 A$28.80 
65CO2P-1 	1MHz, Enhanced instruction 	9.90 

set 
65CO2P-2 2MHz 	 10.89 
6502A 	CPU, 40 Pin, Clock, 64K 	 6.30 
6511AQ 	Single Chip Micro, CPU, 	15.57 

RAM, 2MHz, RS232, Timer 
6541A 	Periph. Controller, RAM, 23 	10.26 

I/O, Host Slave liF Timer 
6541AQ 	2MHz 	 11.25 
6522 	VIA 40 Pin, two 8 bit I/O 	 5.04 

Ports 
6522A 	2MHz 	 5.58 
6532A 	COMBO 40 Pin, 2MHz 	 6.95 
6545A-1 	CRT Controller 	 10.35 
6551 	ACIA 28 Pin, SW Prog. Baud 	6.03 

Rate 
6551A 	2MHz 	 6.66 
6592 	Single Chip Printer 	 10.35 

Controller (for EPSOM 
Series 200 and 500 Printed 

2716 
	

2K x 8 EPROM 450nSec 	 4.36 
2532 
	

4K x 8 EPROM 
	

6.05 
2732 
	

4K x 8 EPROM 
	

6.05 
2764 
	

8K x 8 EPROM 
	

12.03 
5213 
	

2K x 8, 5V, EPROM 
	

27.00 
QUIP 64 
	

Socket for 65110 and 6541Q 
	

1.85 
CRYSTALS 1.8432MHz, 2.00MHz 	 2.86 

32.768KHz, 3.686MHz, 	 1.82 
8.00MHz, 4.00MHz, 12.00MHz 

Plus Sales Tax, Postage and Pack 
(where applicable) 

energy 
CONTROL 

P.U. Box 6502, Goodna. OLD. 000 
BRISBANE — AUSTRALIA 

Phone: 61-7-288 2455288 2757 
Telex: AA43778 ENECON 

FiockwrIl 

MSynertek 

12 MONTHS GUARANTEE 

OUTPLAYS, OUTLASTS, OTHER 
JOYSTICKS! 
ASK A SUPERCHAMP 
OWNER! OR CONTACT: 
VIC: S A:T A.S. COMPUTERPLAY 
(03) 5611078 
NSW: PROGRESSIVE SOFTWARE 
(02) 446393 
OLD: CHESS SALES QLD (07) 529633 
WA:GAMES WHOLESALE CO 
(09) 3496111 

pour TRS/80 

   

   

of the things missing from the initial 
sheet was the documentation of the 
printing facility. Most of the commands 
(of course not such things as loading a 
tape) can be sent to the printer as well 
as the screen. I've seen two versions 
(there may be more): one uses shift P, 
the other uses the down arrow instead 
of Enter after putting in the information 
required. A simple trial will determine 
which version you have. If you can't get 
either to work, disassemble the program 
and look for a message about the print-
er. Then contact John Ross to modify it 
to work on your System 80. 

More Back-ups 
After my somewhat extended plea for 
making back-ups in March, I feel I 
should report two of the results of read-
ers contacting me and disputing any 
such need. 

Both people use their systems in the 
business world, which is probably even 
more relevant to my assertion that it can  

be embarrassing to lose data. Consider 
the loss of face if you had to ask every 
one of your customers if you sold them 
anything last month because you've lost 
all your records? 

One fellow who has never made 
back-ups delighted me by phoning to 
say he was beginning to think there 
might be something in what I say, be-
cause he'd just lost four days' work in 
entering data. I was pleased not that 
he'd lost it (even I'm not that smug), but 
that he should tell me. At least in his 
case the source was still available. 

The other case still has me wonder-
ing. These days most typesetting is 
done on computerised typesetters, and 
is stored on diskette. Even though some 
(not all) models have two disk drives, it 
seems a common practice not to bother 
with backing up. In a rather lengthy dis-
cussion with one of these practitioners 
I was told that these machines (costing 
$100,000 in many installations) are 
much more reliable than our systems,  

and have protection against such things 
as power failures or disturbances. In 
eight years of daily work the fellow had 
lost only five diskettes, so the 
economics of the situation were against 
the cost of diskettes and the time it 
takes to back-up. The difference I see 
is that it will only be time that is lost 
here, as opposed to un-recoverable in-
formation in (for example) an accounting 
situation. Perhaps Our Editor or Our 
Typesetter will venture an opinion here? 

Your beloved, efficient, obliging, reason-
able, long-suffering Typesetter would 
like to venture the information that he al-
ways backs up copy at the typesetting 
end when he keyboards it in, when re-
quested or when the job is complex, un-
usual, or interestingly formatted. He also 
backs it up at his computer end if he has 
converted it from disk. He would willingly 
back everything up at his computer end 
if he had the facility to transmit from the 
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Tandy's new Model 2000, reviewed on page 51 of this issue. 

typesetter back to the computer. He is 
discouraged from backing up everything 
at the typesetting end by economics. 
The gentlemen (I use the word ironi-
cally) providing the 20 cm floppies for-
matted for the typesetter rip us off to the 
tune of $27.50 per floppy (a rise from 
$1750 during the past two years). I am 
a continuously protesting victim of such 
highway robbery, but to no avail. Be-
cause of my fiercely competitive prices 
and the tardiness of some customers in 
paying their bills — Your Computer very 
much the exception — I find it necessary 
to limit the number of floppies I buy at 
this exorbitant price, and distasteful to 
deal with pirates. 

Thank you, Mr Murray (our long-suf-
fering typesetter) — glad we're still 
friends! 

Hardware Back-ups 
After pondering the situation of some-
thing happening to my beloved Model 1, 
I decided the actual keys are the only 
parts not readily replacable from stan-
dard sources. So I inquired at the local 
Tandy Computer Centre as to the cost 
of a whole replacement keyboard (that 
is, just the PC board with the keys, not 
the whole CPU box), and found they 
wanted just under $110. So I decided 
this was reasonably cheap insurance for 
my whole system. Alas, when it arrived 
they informed me they now wanted 
$170. Even though the staff seems to be 
constantly changing in my particular 
local Computer Centre, it appears what 
matters more than customer satisfaction 
and good relations brought about by 
staff and organisational efficiency is 
sales figures. I've had enough letters ex-
pressing dissatisfaction to know this 
store is not an isolated case, and 
Tandy's sales success is despite the 
sales personnel. 

So now I'll do as others have and look 
about for a cheap second hand unit to 
use for spare parts. There are some 
non-working keyboards advertised in 
the daily papers and the computer 
magazines. So if you too have a fully ex-
panded system, it may be worth consid-
ering if this is worthwhile insurance. 

Which DOS? 
Regular readers will know my prefer-
ence for LDOS, though I can understand 
some may find it a little heavy going at 
the start. A less complex DOS is  

DOSPLUS, and though it doesn't have 
as many features as LDOS, it is cer-
tainly far in advance of TRSDOS, which 
has since been abandoned by Tandy for 
LDOS. 

On a different track altogether is 
NEWDOS, which has purposely chosen 
to go down a different road from 
TRSDOS and therefore lose a lot in 
compatibility. The rumours continue that 
Apparat will cease support for NEW-
DOS, and will not be releasing a newer 
version. 

One thing I particularly appreciate 
with LDOS is its patches (supplied 'free' 
with the DOS) for other programs which 
need changes to run under LDOS. It 
seems to me that if the DOS is the 
reason why a program won't run, it 
should be the DOS maker who supplies 
the patches. It's not realistic, to my way 
of thinking, to expect the writer of a pro-
gram to provide a version to run under 
every DOS on the market. 

General Reading 
When I'm asked for a source of general 
reading in a magazine, I recommend the 
American (not the British) Personal 
Computing. It is not machine specific, 
but reports general news and trends as 
well as articles on particular topics. It 
could probably be loosely termed as the 
American equivalent of YC; there's no 
incestuous tie-up involved, it's just 
that as this magazine reflects the Au-
stralian scene, American Personal Com-
outing reflects the American scene. 

Don't be an Island 
A big benefit of knowing others within 
the local users' group is to be able to 
'bounce' ideas around, and get 
another's view of a problem. I recently 
had an experience of this in a phone call 
from an extremely competent profes-
sional calling STD from Sydney, who 
had a problem with four lines of assem-
bly code and needed another to look at 
it. I suppose there's less loss of face if 
you don't do it locally, but I for one don't 
mind asking. You'll probably find it's a 
two-way exercise unless you come 
across that unique individual who never 
makes silly mistakes. 

Don't be Hasty 
At the moment I'm writing this with tape 
Scripsit (of course) because my disk 
controller doesn't want to work. My point 
is that I'm glad I'm not like the many 
who've thrown out their cassette 
machine, and recorded music over their 
tape programs — for then you wouldn't 
get my column this month. Similarly, 
with any non-standard system (and tape 
is the only standard system) such as 
fast-tapes, stringy floppies and so on, I 
suggest you keep a standard version of 
your programs and data to guard 
against certain failure of something one 
day. While I could certainly contact 
another member of my local users' 
group and possibly borrow something, I 
feel it's far better to be self- sufficient in 
this regard. But when I do need help, 
the group is there. 	 ❑ 
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YES YOU CAN PHONE 
THE VIC CENTRE MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT 

ON (008) 777130 STD FREE 
FREE DIGITAL CLOCK 

The VIC CENTRE mail order department 
is open now 24 hours a day 365 days a 
year, here you can phone FREE on 
(008) 777 130 at any time whatsoever 
from any where in Australia. 
YOUR PHONE CALL REFUNDED 

Try it NOW. Phone (008) 777 130 to 
put your name on the mailing list and 
you will be credited your 200 for the local 
call charge against any future order that 
you place. 

YOUR FREE DIGITAL CLOCK 
You will also receive FREE, if you don't 
already have one, a digital table clock. 
(Catalogue value: $19.95). This is a solid 
state digital quartz LCD table clock with 
5 functions. It is decorated with the multi 
colour VIC Centre logo. Don't forget to 
ask for it!! 

FREE USER NEWSLETTER 
Also once on the mailing list you 

will receive your regular FREE user 
newsletter which will hold technical tips, 
useful hint, specials and other benefits. 

FREE STD PHONE CALL 
We have now installed for you the latest 

Telecom (008) phone service on which 
you can phone the VIC CENTRE order 
department from anywhere in Australia 
for the price of a local call. We will deduct 
from your order the 200 local call charge, 
making your call to us truly FREE. 

FREE 24 HOUR SERVICE 
As well as the (008) 777 130 number 

we have installed for you the very latest 
computerised telephone answering and 
ordering machine available from U.S.A. 
This will allow you to order 24 hours a day 
365 days a year. During business hours we 
talk to you personally. 

YOU CAN SAVE 
You can now save money; save time 

with the convenience and pleasure of 
shopping from your home, you can choose 
at your leasure the items that you would 
like delivered to your door. We have 
available for you almost any item of 
software or hardware available for 
Commodore in Australia to-day and if not 
in stock we will advise you, by phone or 
post, when it is expected in or suggest an 
alternative. 

SPECIALS 
We will have specials from time to time 

for you that will be announced in your 
FREE users newsletter or you can phone 
our enquiry number (07) 397 0888 for 
further details. 

STOCK 
You will find that we endeavour to keep 

in stock most items from Australia's and 
the world's most reputable companies 
including those listed below. 

LARGE RANGE 
Our ever increasing range includes both 

software and hardware from:- 
Commodore, Imagineering, Ozi soft, 

Kiwisoft Progressive Software Compania 
Abacus, Romik, Totl, South Pacific 
Software Quicksilva, Micro Applications, 
High Technology, Ashton Scholastics, 
ANZ Book Co., Computer Classics, 
Computer Market, Dataform, Kim 
Books, Pitt water Computers, Melbourne 
House, Lamasoft, Umi, Hes, Creative, 
Auto Simulations, Pixel, Phototronics, 
Wiz ware, Microgenis, Currah, The Vic 
Centre, Computer Craft, Contronics, Vic 
Education and others. 

We also stock a large range of amatuer 
radio equipment including ICOM. 
YA ES U, DIA WA and ATN etc. 

OUR GUARANTEE TO YOU 
Beside the manufacturers warranty you 

will have our personal guarantee to 
replace or repair any faulty item ( in 
original condition and packaging) returned 
to us within 90 days of the date of your 
VIC CENTRE invoice date. 

CREDIT CARDS 
We accept your Bankcard, Master card, 

Visa card and American Express for all 
phone and mail orders. 

SAVE money, SAVE time and phone 
FREE right NOW from the comfort of your 
home. 

What could be easier for you than 
placing an order with the VIC CENTRE. 
Phone the order department now on 
(008) 777 130, 

For enquiries and local Brisbane orders 
phone (07) 397 0888 for prompt service. 

Mail orders are also welcome at the 
VIC CENTRE. Write to: 

THE VIC CENTRE 
416 LOGAN ROAD, 
STONES CORNER, 
QLD. 4120 
TELEX. 40811 

STD orders only (008) 777 130. 

Local and enquiries (07) 397 0888. 

DISTRIBUTORS, SOFTWARE HOUSES, BOOK PUBLISHERS & MANUFACTURERS. 

If you wish your products to sell whether they be Commodore, IBM, APPLE etc. 
Contact Brian Beamish of the VIC CENTRE as we are looking to increase our range 
extensively. 



your TI 

HELLO AGAIN. This month I will be 
continuing our guided tour of the 99/4A 
Home Computer System, with a closer 
look at the disk drives, printers, joys-
ticks, monitors and communications de-
vices available. I have also received 
some exciting new software — from local 
sources and from the United States, in 
both tape and cartridge formats — which 
I will share with you. 

But first to answer some readers' let-
ters. Mr David Ritson of Campbell in the 
ACT asks where he might find some 
magazines with more information and 
programs for the 99/4A Home Com-
puter. Well, besides Your Computer, 
there are three I can recommend. They 
are Computer and Video Games, pub-
lished by EMAP National Publications in 
London; Home Computer Magazine, 
published by Emerald Hill Publishing Co 
in the USA; and Enthusiast '99, the offi-
cial publication of the International 99/4 
Users' Group. Enthusiast 99 is free to all 
members of the International 99/4 
Users' Group (address in April issue of 
Your Computer), and is published bi-
monthly. 

Mr CHF Hurst of Earlville, Cairns, has 
asked for more information on 
peripheral equipment not manufactured 
by Texas Instruments. This is a tricky 
topic since according to TI any internal 
equipment adjustments or additions 
used in conjunction with the 99/4A will 
void the user's 12-month warranty. I do 
know of a number of people using Dick 
Smith drives, various types of printers 
(Case, Microline, C.Itoh and Olivetti), 
Cicada 300 modems and numerous 
Atari-type joysticks with adapters — but 
apart from these items, little else has 
come to my notice. If there are any 99/ 
4A users who have used non-standard 
equipment I would be very pleased to 
hear from them, as I am sure such infor-
mation would be of benefit to everyone 
in the long run. 

Thank you to those people who took 
the time to communicate with me and I 
hope this column will flourish as a result. 

A Guided Tour — Part II 
After setting up your 99/4A Home Com-
puter and using it for some time, you 
may wish to add one or more disk drives 
(the 99/4A accepts up to three); add a 
printer for 'hard copy'; access some of 
the bulletin board services that cur-
rently abound in Australia (for example 
MI-CC and Public Access); or you may 

By Peter Lynden 

have worn out your old TI joysticks and 
wish for something a little more robust. 
Well, read on and perhaps you'll find the 
answer to your questions. 

The disk memory system requires a 
disk drive controller card mounted inside 
the peripheral expansion box, and at 
least one disk drive. A further two drives 
may be added outboard, if more serious 
word processing or business work is un-
dertaken. There is an alternative to this 
system: if greater storage is necessary 
a double-sided disk system can be 
used. A number of small companies in 
Melbourne are currently offering such a 
system (see Softex, an independent 
magazine published for 99/4A users by 
members of the Melbourne Users' 
Group). Also, an American company, 
Percom Data Corporation, offers a self-
contained add-on drive for US$389. It is 
single-sided, single-density with 92 
Kbytes of formatted storage. A 
peripheral expansion box or disk con-
troller card is not needed. It plugs di-
rectly into the console on the right side. 

Many computer users have not fully 
appreciated the business applications to 
which the 99/4A can be put. Word pro-
cessing (like that which I'm using to 
write this article), Microsoft Multiplan 
and even CP/M-80 2.2 are all available 
for the 99/4A. The well respected Digital 
Research CP/M system comes on a 
card that fits neatly into the peripheral 
expansion box, complete with its own 5 
MHz 8085 CPU, 64K RAM, 8K ROM 
and a users' guide. It is available from 
Morning Star Software, 4325 S W 
109TH Ave, Beaverton, Oregon, USA 
97005 — for US$595. This gives the user 
access to many business programs 
which can be downloaded from CP/M 
bulletin boards through modem connec-
tion. All you need is to join a club such 
as MI-CC for access. Other small busi-
ness-orientated software packages in-
clude databases, accounting packages 
and financial forecasting (currently avail-
able from Computerwave, George 
Street, Sydney). 

When looking at printers, the 
'peripheral jungle' becomes even more 
confusing, since there is such a bewil-
dering array of printing units available; 
from 'thermal-type' to letter-quality type-
writers with interface cables. First, you 
need an RS232C/P10 device. This can 
either be a card for the peripheral ex-
pansion box or a 'stand-alone' unit (I 
know of at least one group of users here  

in Sydney with such a unit under con-
struction) which connects in daisy-chain 
fashion to the right hand port on the 99/ 
4A console. The advantage of the 
RS232C card is it also has a parallel 
port (PIO) which allows for a more con-
venient transfer of data. This lets you 
buy an RS232C-compatible printer or a 
Centronics-type parallel printer. Those 
of us using modem communication are 
able to use the PIO port for printer 
duties, leaving the RS232C port free for 
connecting the modem. 

The difference between serial and 
parallel printers is in the method of 
transfer of information. The computer 
tells the printer what character to print 
by sending it eight bits of data. In the 
serial format each bit follows the other 
to the printer, while in parallel all eight 
bits travel at the same time along eight 
separate wires. Obviously parallel 
methods are capable of much faster 
transfers, but this difference is not signif-
icant in comparison with the speed 
capabilities of printers sold nowadays. 

Printers are usually classified accord-
ing to their performance in speed and 
quality of print, and many carry product 
names incorporating these performance 
characteristics. Common printers are 
either dot matrix or daisywheel. Dot mat-
rix printers are very fast and form their 
characters as arrays of tiny dots; while 
daisywheel printers are usually slower in 
comparison, but the type is indistin-
guishable from an expensive typewriter. 

So which one do you buy? As a rule 
if you require high speed output or if you 
wish to 'dump' graphics, dot matrix is for 
you. If you need a high quality letter 
writer, a daisywheel printer would be 
your choice. 

One other aspect you might like to 
bear in mind when shopping for a printer 
is whether you will need friction feeding 
as well as tractor or pin feeding. The 
traditional typewriter uses friction feed-
ing to roll the paper through the car-
riageway. This feature is also available 
on many printers. It is an advantage 
when using specially printed office 
stationery or other single sheets. Tractor 
feed uses computer paper which can be 
purchased in large quantities (for 
example, 5000 sheets), and it has 
sprocket holes in perforated edges that 
can be torn off after use. These holes 
position the paper in the printer. 

Both dot matrix and daisywheel are 
what we call impact printers; that is, 
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HI-TECH C 
An Australian developed Z80 C Compiler 

that runs rings around the opposition. 

Features: Disk formats: 
• Compiles Full V7 C 	including — 8" SSSD 

enums and structure operations Kaypro 
• Produces fast, compact code — * Osborne 

outperforms all competitors DEC Rainbow 
• Complete I/O library .Others: enquire 
• Source for libraries included (* $5 surcharge on these formats) — 

no royalties Pricing: (all prices include tax) 
• Easy to use — one command Compiler 	limited 	 $125 — 	support 

12 Months full support 	125 compiles, assembles and links 
• Powerful debugging tool included Manual only (refundable) 	25 
• Command line I/O redirection P&P 	 7 
• FAST floating point Cross Compilers 	enquire — 
• Locally developed and supported 
• Supports ROM-based software 
• Includes MACRO assembler, linker 

and librarian 

System Requirements: 
Z80 CPU 
56Kb RAM 
200Kb Disk space 
CP/M 2.2 
or any UNIX system 

Availability: NOW 
(Watch for 8086 version soon) 

 

  

  

   

HI-TECH SOFTWARE 
P.O. Box 118, Eastwood 2122 	Ph: (02) 85-4552 
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words and symbols are formed by pres-
sing an inked ribbon against plain paper 
in the required pattern. Another method 
is thermal printing. Here, the printing 
element contains tiny dots which are 
selectively heated as the element pas-
ses over paper that is thermally sensi-
tive. This produces permanently dark-
ened spots at those points where the 
element was hot. Thermal printers re-
quire special paper that sometimes yel-
lows with age, but their two main advan-
tages are quietness of operation and 
relatively cheaper price. 

Finally, a brief word about television 
sets, monitors and joysticks. An ordinary 
TV set is tine for the average computer 
user who doesn't need 80-column 
screens for business use. As a matter 
of interest, the display from the 99/4A 
was recently voted as being the best yet 
seen on a commercially available home 
computer here in Australia. 

There are two types of RF modulator 
available for the 99/4A: UHF or VHF. 
There has been some speculation that 
the picture quality of one is better than 
the other. I have compared them and 
couldn't see any such difference. The 
UHF modulator is tuned to channel 36 
and the VHF to channel 4 (not channel 
1 as indicated on some of the latest 
shipments). If you are using an old black 
and white TV, you may need to buy a 
special adapter called a balun to con-
nect your modulator cable to the screw 
terminals on the back of your TV. These 
are available at electrical stores for 
about $2 (Dick Smith Cat. L-4454). 

A monitor is similar to a TV, but it 
doesn't have a tuner. The image pro-
duced on a monitor (colour, amber or 
green) is not processed by any adapters 
or tuners and is of a superior quality. It 
can also handle 80 columns without 
straining the eyes. The only disadvan-
tage is you can't watch TV while waiting 
for that long program to load from your 
tape deck. 

Many people have found the joysticks 
supplied by TI to be poor performers 
when it came to the test (for example, 
games like Parsec and Munchman), but 
my experience has been that there are 
few controllers which can handle the 
speed of either of these games. I prefer 
the keyboard cursor keys. If you are 
looking for an alternative, try some Atari-
type controllers with a special adapter. 
I have been using a double-adapter 
from Beckenham Computing Services 
(phone (02) 522 9386), but I'm not sure  

whether the company is still in business. 
Alternatives are available from Corn-
puterwave in Sydney (double type), or 
Waltons in Parramatta (single type). The 
double costs around $25, the single 
around $10. You can connect such exo-
tic units as the Wico Red Ball, but ex-
pect to pay at least $45 — $50 each for 
them. Munchman will still elude you, but 
these joysticks work well on almost 
everything else — including Donkey 
Kong and TI Invaders. 

I have some new software from the 
US and I am pleased to be able to re-
view it for those readers also taking the 
mail order plunge. Be prepared, how-
ever, to pay some customs duty if you 
order more than one item. This usually 
amounts to about A$6 to A$10 for two 
items. I personally feel that the quality 
and price of software available in the 
United States is worth this minor hassle 
and other people I have spoken to 
agree. 

Burgertime Review 
Burgertime comes on ROM cartridge 
from Texas Instruments, which licensed 
it from Dataeast USA. It starts with a 
simple black and white title screen ask-
ing the user to 'press any key to begin'. 
The action starts immediately with four 
characters: Mr Hotdog, Mr Pickle, Mr 
Egg and you, Chef Peter Pepper. 

This game takes key elements from 
several popular arcade games and 
fuses them into what I think is one of the 
most addictive games I have played 
since Munchman. Here we have the 
climbing action of Donkey Kong, the 
evasive skills needed in Munchman and 
the smooth, high resolution graphics of 
Parsec. Burgertime is itself an adapta-
tion of a very popular arcade game. 

As Pete Pepper, you are in charge of 
a kitchen in which several of the food 
items have gone out of control — they 
want to prevent you from doing your 
work of making hamburgers. The villians 
can only be avoided by walking and 
climbing around the kitchen, by snuffing 
them out with your pepper shaker, or by 
squashing them under burger layers (for 
extra points). You begin the game with 
five chefs and each successful screen 
completes four burgers. You may not 
advance to the next screen until all four 
burgers are completed with bun, salad 
and meat. There are six patterns for 
each kitchen, which increase in diffi-
culty. Extra pepper shakers are awarded 
when you cross the ice-cream cone in  

the top-centre of the kitchen. Believe 
me, these are necessary if you want to 
survive the higher levels of play. I have 
managed to reach level two, with a 
score just over 12000. If you can beat 
this score please let me know — I'm curi-
ous to see what happens on higher 
levels. 

Points are awarded as follows: extra 
chef every 10000 points; burger layers 
earn 50 points for each level they fall; 
and snuffing Mr Hot Dog brings 100 
points, Mr Pickle 200 points and Mr Egg 
300 points. Ice-cream is worth one extra 
pepper shake plus 300 points, and 
coffee is also worth one more pepper 
plus 1000 points. Burgertime also fea-
tures a 'game pause' option, as well as 
a choice of joystick or keyboard control. 

The documentation supplied is imagi-
natively presented, thorough and easily 
understood — definitely a plus for TI. 

Well, that's all for this month. I hope 
to be able to devote the majority of the 
next column to reviews of software and 
books. 	 ❑ 

NINE DIFFERENT ROUNDS. 
ALL MACHINE LANGUAGE. 

HIGH SCORE TABLE AND DEMO MODE. 
COMPLEX SOUND AND BACKGROUND 

RHYTHM. 
SMOOTH, FLICKER-FREE PIXEL GRAPHICS. 
FOR 16K TRS-80 MODEL 1, 2 & SYSTEM BO. 

PRICE: $19.95 PLUS SI POSTAGE/HANDLING 
." OTHER GREAT GAMES AVAILABLE • • 
THE GLADIATOR 	 MOON SCOUT 

NEUTROID 	 ESCAPE ZONE 
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOGUE 

SEND MONEY ORDER/CHEQUE TO: 

F UN 

422 13\-1E/EVNILSET; RD, 
SUNNTBANK 1109 

TRS-80 

1 	 DONUT DILEMMA 

AND 

SYSTEM 80 
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Regd. Office; suite 1505, THE HONEYWELL CENTRE, 
124 WALKER ST, NORTH SYDNEY 2060 

INTRODUCING THE USED PC MART 
THE PLACE TO BUY AND SELL YOUR USED PC 

HOW IT WORKS 
THE USED PC MART  is a place where people with 
equipment for sale can DISPLAY, DESCRIBE, 
DEMONSTRATE AND SELL THEIR OWN WARES. 

BUYERS ARE PRESENTED WITH A WIDE RANGE OF 
PRODUCTS and can discuss the characteristics and merits 
of each system with the EXISTING OWNER. 

Many of the systems will have been enhanced by the 
addition of software, and hardware, often from third party 
suppliers. This ADDED VALUE may be a significant factor 
in the decision-making process of a BUYER. However, the 
only way this can be established satisfactorily is in 
circumstances which encourage browsing, discussion and 
demonstration. 

We estimate that more than 50% of all new PCs sold will, 
for one reason or another, be available for re-sale within 2 
years of original purchase. We formed  THE USED PC 
MART to provide a professionally organised forum in 
which mutually beneficial recycling could occur. 

We will arrange venues at MOTELS on MONDAY AND 
TUESDAY EVENINGS EACH WEEK beginning on 
MONDAY, the 9th JULY. The MOTEL idea was adopted 
because it provides a congenial atmosphere in which to 
present the equipment for sale and allows the BUYER a 
totally obligation-free opportunity to consider the 
appropriateness of any particular system for his own 
requirements. It also gives us the flexibility to change or 
add venues and at the same time keep the overheads down. 
This is clearly beneficial to you, but it does mean the 
BURDEN OF REMEMBERING THE DAY AND THE 
VENUES is left with YOU!! (our telephone number might 
help you there). Since you are the principal beneficiaries we 
don't see this as a real problem!! 

SELLERS WHO WISH TO GET IN ON THE ACTION, phone 
us for a table reservation. 

We are anticipating a good response to our initiative, so if 
you want to take part give us a call, pronto! Who knows, 
there could be a stampede especially as: 

When a Seller is successful, he pays a small commission. 

THE EL RANCHO MOTEL 
CNR. EPPING AND HERRING RDS, 

EASTWOOD. 2122 
MASSIVE PARKING AND EXCELLENT RESTAURANTS AND 

BARS AVAILABLE 
Come in and make an evening of it; 
everyone will be pleased to see you 

ON ANY MONDAY OR TUESDAY FROM 5.30 to 9.00 pm 
as of the 9th of July. 

:CALL 
NOW! 
(02) 868-3813 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

CALL 
NOW! 

(02) 868.3813 

* 

* 



VOW CP/M 	 

THERE ISN'T a lot of published material 
which shows how to use some of the 
newer and more sophisticated facilities 
of high performance operating systems 
like Concurrent CP/M-86 and MP/M-86. 
Most of the programmers who are good 
at programming in these environments 
are quietly sitting on that knowledge and 
not spreading it around, because they 
see it as commercially valuable. The 
same seems to apply to MSDOS, and 
so on. 

In the hope of shedding some light on 
the subject, here is a utility I recently 
wrote for CCP/M-86, which illustrates 
how to use one of the extended BDOS 
calls and how to manipulate process de-
scriptors. 

The utility, called U.CMD, allows 
changing the drive and user area with 
one command. Those of you who are 
CP/M 2.2 hackers may be wondering 
what all the fuss is about, since it is 
easy to achieve this under CP/M 2.2 —
but CCP/M does things differently ... 

Processes 
Many of you may not be familiar with the 
term 'process', which is used a lot in the 
following explanation of U.CMD. In 
single user operating environments it is 
common to talk in terms of 'programs' 
that are executed by the user. In multi-
user environments it is better to think of 
'tasks' which are executed by the user. 
A 'task' will be comprised of a number 
of 'processes' which actually implement 
that 'task'. 

Theory of Operation 
As the significance of the extended 
BDOS functions in CCP/M-86 and MP/ 
M-86 is not always well understood 
(even by those of us who should know 
better), here is a description of the 
mechanisms which caused this utility to 
be written and allow it to work. 

In a CCP/M-86 or MP/M-86 environ-
ment, the Terminal Message Processor 
(TMP) is 'normally' the owning process 
for all user processes. That is, the TMP 
is like the CCP in a CP/M system and 

By Bill Bolton 

initiates all user programs, but as CCP/ 
M and MP/M are multi-tasking environ-
ments the TMP only temporarily passes 
control to the user process and expects 
to regain it when the user process termi-
nates. The only circumstances under 
which this may not happen are if the 
user process itself initiates another pro-
cess with a higher priority than the TMP, 
or if the user process 'chains' to another 
process. 

One characteristic of one process in-
itiating another is that it establishes a 
'parent/child' relationship. The child pro-
cess inherits its parent's drive and user 
number and, even if the child process 
changes the drive and user number dur-
ing execution, when it terminates and 
control reverts to the parent, the 
parent's drive and user number are 
reasserted. 

I have become accustomed to using 
a utility which allows me to change drive 
and user area simultaneously in a CP/M 
environment. I wanted to have the con-
venience of this utility in CCP/M-86 and 
MP/M-86 environments. The challenge 
was to find a way for a child process to 
alter its parent's drive and user number, 
so that when control reverted to the 
parent the parameters set by the child 
were asserted. 

Process Descriptors 
The solution lies with the process de-
scriptor. The CCP/M-86 and MP/M-86 
operating systems maintain a System 
Data Area (or SYSDAT) which contains 
Process Descriptors for all current pro-
cesses. Among other entries in the pro-
cess descriptor are the current drive and 
user number for that process, and the 
process descriptor address or 'offset' in 
the current SYSDAT segment of the 
process's parent process. The operating 
system provides a function call which 
will return the address of the process 
descriptor for the current process. From 
that, it is possible to determine the loca-
tion of the parent process and go in and 
modify the drive and user numbers so 
that when control passes back to the  

parent process, the parent asserts the 
drive and user numbers set by the child. 

Note that this utility doesn't actually 
Call the BDOS functions for setting drive 
or user area ... it doesn't need to. The 
operating system will pick up the values 
from the parent process descriptor and 
do all that tedious stuff for you when the 
parent process regains control. 

Now all this works fine as long as you 
initiate U.CMD from the TMP, which is 
normally what you would do. That 
makes the TMP the parent process. If, 
however, you conspire to initiate U.CMD 
from some other process, it will simply 
change the drive and user area of that 
process, not the TMP! Presumably the 
only reason you would do this is be-
cause you have 'replaced' the TMP with 
another command processor, so the ef-
fect would still be the same. Anyway, 
the point is that the TMP drive and user 
area will only be changed if the TMP is 
the parent process — so don't say you 
weren't warned. 

The utility is built using the 'small' 
memory model and uses the 96-byte 
stack provided by the operating system. 

Availability 
See page 121 for the listing of U.CMD. 
The source file for U.CMD, called U-
CCPM.A86, is available for downloading 
from the Software Tools RCPM system 
and may be available on other RCPM 
systems by the time you read this. 

DR FORTRAN 
A few more details about the new DR 
FORTRAN 77 have become available. 
Major features are: 
■ Meets all ANSI X3.9 specifications for 

FORTRAN 77 
■ Supports 8087 
■ Arrays up to 65,546 elements 
■ Single and double precision real num-

bers 
■ Subscript checking option 
■ Free-form source coding without re-

gard to fields or columns 
■ 40-character variable names 

DR FORTRAN 77 is now due for re- 
lease in early July. 

Naturally our prices are competitive and 
our range of computers and peripherals 
soil both home hobbyists and business 
persons, liUT our biggest selling feature is 
5111.1. ll,e service err give both before  and 
alter every sale . . . 	US! 

MAX FOR MICROS 
-f<-4t1:1M 11111I[011) 

(02)93  1383 	 AH 908 1718 
539 PITTWATER RD, BROOKVALE 2100 	 
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Listing of U.CMD (see page 119). 

* 
U.A86 

.* * Selects user area and drive with one 
one command for CCP/M-86 and MP/M-86 ; * 

By: 	Bill Bolton 
Software Tools RCPM 

Software Tools RCPM uses CCITT V.21 standard, 300 bps modems 

International 	+61 7 378 9530 
Australia 	(07) 378 9530 

;VERSION LIST, most recent version first 

;29/Apr/84 Added version check, tightened code considerably 
(isn't the 8086 instruction set wonderful when you 

• 	start to get the hang of it). 
Version 1.1 	Bill Bolton 

• 
;28/Apr/84 Initial implementation after the "penny dropped" on 

how to modify the TMP process descriptor in an MP/M 
environment! Version 1.0 	Bill Bolton 

********** ***** ****. ********** ************* 

;IMPLEMENTATION NOTES 

;You should make this utility accessable from all drives and 
;all user areas by putting it on your SYSDISK and setting the 
;SYS and R/0 attributes. You also have the option of restricting 
;the maximum user area and of setting the maximum drive number 
;that the program will select. 

;This program should be GENCMDed with the following command line 

GENCMD U 	(simple isn't it) 

Bill Bolton, 29/Apr/84 

;This utility WILL NOT WORK with (single task) CP/M-86 

VERS 	EQU 	1 	;Major version number 
REV 	EQU 	1 	;Revision number 
• 
FALSE EQU 0 	;1=2 
TRUE. 	EQU 

	
OFFFFH 

FCB 	EQU 
	

5CH 	;Default file control block in data segment 

C WRITESTR 
S-BUOSVER 

11D6S 
P5 ADR 

	EQU 	9 	;BOOS display string 
EQU 	12 	;BDOS return version number 
IIQU 	9C1i 	;BDOS return process descriptor address 
EQU 	224 	;BOOS software interupt 

TAB 	EQU 	9 	;ASCII tab character 
EQU 	OAH 	;ASCII line feed character 

CR 	EQU 	ODH 	;ASCII carriage return character 

POISE. 	IOU 	126 	;Offset to disk in process descriptor 
PUSER 	EQU 	13H 	;Offset to user in process descriptor 
PARENT EQU 	LEI! 	;Offset to parent in process descriptor 

MFM 	EQU 
	

11H 	;MP/M-86 
MPMN 	EQU 

	
13H 	;MP/M-86 with networking (did it ever exist?) 

CCPM 	EQU 
	

14H 	;CCP/M-86 
CCPMN 	EQU 

	
16H 	;CCP/M-86 with networking (DR/Net) 

;Set maximum parameters 

MAXUSER EQU 	15 	;Maximum user area (in range 0-15) 
NUMDRVS EQU 	6 

	
;Maximum drive number (in range 1-16) 

CSEG 

2g_BDOSVER 	;Which OS are we under? 

AH,MPM 	;MP/M-86? 
OK 
AU,MPMN 	;MP/M-86? 
OK 
AH,CCPm 	;CCP/M-86? 
OK 
AH,CCPmN 	;CCP/M-86? 
OK 
VERSION 	;Not multi-tasking, yell 

OK: 
BX, FCB+1 
	

;Point to 1st character of command 

AL,\BX1 
Al.', 
	

;Blank? 
DIGIT 
	

;No, process it 
USAGE 
	

;Yes 

DIGIT: 
AL,'0' 
	

;In range for user number 
DIGIT1 
	

;Yes 
USAGE 
	

;No, not digit or drive specifier 

MOV 
INT 
CMP 
Jz 
CMP 
Jz 
CMP 
JO 
CMP 
JX 
JMP 

MOV 

MOV 
CMP 
JNZ 
JMP 

SUB 
,)AE 
JMP 

;In range for user number? 
;Yes 
;No, get 1st char again 

;Set high BCD byte 
;Point to second character of command 
;Single digit number? 
;Yes 
;Is it a digit? 
;No, can't be disk specifier either 
;Yes, is it a disk specifier? 
;Perhaps, leave until later 
;Adjust pointer for two digits 
;Make BCD in AX into binary in AL 
;Prepare to enter SETUSR 

;In range? 

;No 
;Save for later 

;Point to next byte 
;Fetch it 
;MOre to do? 
;No, just do it 

;Valid drive specifier? 
;NO 
;Yes, make it upper case 
;In BOOS range? 
;Yes 
;No 

;In BIOS range? 
;Yes 

;No, drive specified is too high 

;Save for later 

;Save current data segment 
;Get our process descriptor address 

;Shuffle process descriptor segment 
;DS set to process descriptor segment 
;ES set to data segment 
;DI set to process descriptor offset 
;Paint to parent process descriptor 
;Get parent process descriptor offset 
;Point to parent process descriptor 
;Point to disk byte in parent 
;Get new disk 
;Was a disk change requested? 
;No 
;Yes, change it 

;Point to user byte in parent 
;Get new user 
;Was a user change requested? 
;No 
;Yes, change it 

BETE 	 ;We're off to see the wizard 
;liar return to initiating process) 

;Display a "Version. message if the OS is wrong 

VERSION: 
MOV 	DX,Offset V_MESSG 
JMP DISPLAY 

• 
;Display a "Usage" message if no parameters provided, or if illegal 

USAGE: 
MOV 

DISPLAY: 
MOV 
INT 
JMPS 

DX,Offset UMESSG 

CX,C WRITESTR 
224 - 
EXIT 

DSEG 
ORG 	LOCH 	;Don't forget the base page 

VMESSG DB 
DB 
DB 

UMESSG DB 
DB 
DB 
DB 
DB 
DB 
DB 
DB 
DB 
DB 
DB 

'Wrong Operating System!',CR,LF,LF 
'This program is ONLY for CCP/M-86 or MP/M-86',CR,LF 
'$' 

'User and drive selector: U.CMD - Version ' 

'For CCP/M-86 and MP/M-86 ONLY, by Bill Bolton' 
CR,LF, IF 
'Usage:',CR,LF,LF 
TAB,'U 613',TAB,'Selects user area 6 on drive B.',CR,LF,LF 
TAB,'U 11',TAB 
'Selects user area 11 of the current drive.',CR,LF,LF 
TAB,'U 10,TAB 
'Selects drive B with the current user area.',CR,LF,LF 
'S' 

DRIVE. DB TRUE 
SUSER DB TRUE 

NO 

MOV 
MOV 
CMP 
JZ 
SUB 
JB 
CMP 
JNB 
INC 
AAD 
MOV 

SETUSR: 
MOV 
CMP 
JNB 
MOV 

DIGIT1: 
CMP 
JB 
MOV 
JMP 

DIGIT2: 

AL,10 
DIGIT2 
AL,\BX1 
SETDRV 

AH,AL 
AL,\BX)+1 
AL,' 
SETUSR 
AL,'0' 
USAGE 
AL,10 
SETUSR 
BX 

AH,AL 

INC 
MOV 
CMP 
JZ 

• 
SETDRV: 

CMP 
JB 
AND 
SUB 
JNB 
JMP 

AL,AH 
AL,MAXIISER+1 
USAGE 
Byte Ptr SUSER,AL 

BX 
AL,\BX} 
AL, ' 
DO_IT 

AL,'9'+1 
USAGE 
AL, 5101 
AL,'A' 
SETDRV1 
USAGE 

SETDRV1: 
CMP AL,NUMDRVS.  
JNAE SETDRV2 

JMP USAGE 

SETDRV2: 
MOV 	Byte Ptr DRIVE,AL 

;Set selected parameters 

DOIT: 
PUSH 
MOV 
INT 
MOV 
MOV 
POP 
MOV 
ADD 
MOV 
MOV 
ADD 
MOV 
CMP 
JO 
MOV 

DO_USER: 
INC 
MOV 
CMP 
JZ 
MOV 

EXIT: 

DS 
CL,PD ADR 
BOOS - 
AX, ES 
DS, AX 
ES 
DI,BX 
DI, PARENT 
BX,\DI1 
01,8% 
DI, PDISK 
AL,ES:Byte Ptr DRIVE 
AL, TRUE 
DO USER 
\DA1,AL 

DI 
AL,ES:Byte Ptr SUSER 
AL,TRUE 
EXIT 
\D11,AL 
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Just how much you get 
out of the new `ICL Clan' 

depends on what 
you're prepared to put in. 

ICL are looking for some very special 
partners amongst PICK* and UNIX* specialists. 

Right now, ICL is planning a major product 
introduction to the Australian business 
community. 

We should be talking to each other, 
because the new 'ICL Clan' has a lot to offer. 

`ICL Clan' is a multi-user micro-computer, 
based upon the Motorola 68000 micro-
processor. It will support up to 16 workstations 
working under either the PICK or UNIX 
operating systems. 

The 'ICL Clan' will be launched by 
an aggressive marketing campaign, which will 
include extensive television advertising. 
The product and its promotional campaign will 
generate superb opportunities for ICL, its 
distributors and software partners— all working 
better, together. 

ICL is determined to supply the 'ICL Clan' 
with the very best application software 
available— together with a distribution network 
capable of providing the levels of service which 
all ICL customers enjoy. 

For the software supplier, ICL could open 
up international markets which you may not 
currently have access to. 

For the vertical market specialist, 'ICL Clan' 
would enable you to extend sales into some 
new profitable areas within your own field. All 
combined with a generous discount structure 
or commission scheme which rewards success. 

The sooner you join in with us, the more 
you'll be able to take advantage of the demand 
that we are committed to generate. 

Contact Ron Nissen of ICL now on (02) 
4529900 or complete the attached coupon. 

pease send me more information regarding the new 'ICL Clan.' 
Post to: 

I Mr R. Nissen, ICL (CBA) Australia Pty. Limited, 
14 Rodborough Road, Frerichs Forest, N.S.W. 2086. 

Name 

Designation 

Company 

Address 

Tel 	 gar 
We should be talking to each other. 

JWT091, P0181 

MIN 



RV* 

elt Sanaa 

Qty 
	

Product 
	

Price 

rF  or information regarding other products please write 

Name: 	  

Address: 	  

Signature: 	  
FUTUREHOUSE 
P.O. Box 344, 
Coorparoo. QLD 4151 
Regd. Office 226 Old Cleveland Road, 
Coorparoo, Brisbane. Q. 4151 Phone: (07) 394-2877 

Please find enclosed cheque/money order 
Please charge my bankcard 

000111001110111000E1=1000111 
Expiry date 	  

Please send me the following 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 

Flirt/REHOUSE 
THE COMMODORE 64 CONNECTION 

JOY SENSOR 

THE 
JOYSTICK 
WITHOUT 
A STICK 
(SENSOR PAD) 

$34.95 

ZAXXON 
$44.95 

DOODLE 
COLOUR 

SKETCH PAD 
$49.95 

USING YOUR JOYSTICK 

$149.00 

$89.00 
$55.00 

$39.00 
$39.95 
$39.95 
$49.95 
$39.95 

$49.95 

$39.95 
$35.00 
$31.95 
$31.95 
$35.00 
$45.00 
$45.00 
$45.00 
$35.00 
$39.95 
$40.00 
$40 

FREIGHT FREE-
AUSTRALIA WIDE 

DATABASE 
Delphi's Oracle 
WORD PROCESSING 
Paper Clips 
Heswriter 
EDUCATION 
Pipes 
Up for grabs 
Cosmic Life 
Hescoco 
Fraction Fever 
Sams Book 
(inc. 30 Program Cassette) 
ARCADE GAMES 
Fast Eddie 
Ape Craze 
Pegassus Odyssey 
Enniaxx 
Jawbreaker II 
Lode Runner 
Jumpman 
Jumpman Junior 
Super Cuda 
Oil Wells 
Pit Stop 
Silicon Warrior  

Flight Simulator 
Sword of Fargoal 
Martian Raider 
Moondust 
Mr Robot & His 
Robot Factory 
Pooyan 
Save New York 
Frogger 
Starfire/Fire One 
Time Runners 
Lunar Outpost 
Fort Apocolypse 
Pharoahs Curse 
FANTASY GAMES 
Snokie 
Crush crumble & chomp 
Davids Midnight Magic 
Dragonriders of Pern 
Gateway to Apshai 
Castle Wolfenstein 
Protector II 

-BUSINESS 
The Home Accountant 	$89.00 
SKILL GAMES 
Kindercomp 	 $40.00 
Facemaker 	 $40.00 
In Search of the Most 

Amazing Thing 	 $40.00 
Snooper Troops 	 $40.00 
Rhymes & Riddles 	 $40.00 
TYPING TUTORS 
Taylormade 	 $39.95 
World Invader/Typing 

Tutor 	 $34.95 
ACCESSORIES 
Light pen (inc S/Ware) 

	
$35.00 

Cardco +G Interface 	$99.00 
Flip'n File 15 Disc Storer 	$11.95 
Boss Joystick 
	

$27.95 
Wico Command Control 

Joystick 
	

$39.95 
Allsop 3 Data Cassette 

Cleaner 	 $8.95 
Basic Keyboard Overlay 	$11.95 
Easyscrip Keyboard Overlay $11.95 
C 20 Data Cassettes 	$1.20 

Compu cover keyboard dustcover $21.50 

$40.95 
$35.00 
$39.95 
$39.95 

$45.00 
$40.95 
$45.00 
$39.95 
$49.95 
$45.00 
$40 
$39.00 
$39.00 

$40 
$39.95 
$39.95 
$44.00 
$25.00 
$29.95 
$34.95 



c 
ANNOUNCING 	 

PFiLITEET YOUR EC:MINTERS iTlEiTlaiY 
fiOfili1ST Fi.F.I. Pii10 POWER LIFIE SLIFiCES 
Design Features 

The computer protector from Edor Electronics has been designed 
to plug directly into a three pin 10 amp wall socket.  

The unit incorporates a potted line filter (single stage. two stage or 
two stage with earth line choke). and a metal aside vanstor 
supplying clean output voltage to an integral three pin 10 amp 
socket for equipment connection.  

The computer protectors are completely sealed to ensure 100'. 
safety for the user and are available in I. 3. 6 and 10 amps.  

FUM 	IC I III It II r II NW, 	1/1...1A 	 Iv 	1,1.011 	 InN lrs  

MANUFACTURED BY: 

Type No. Current Filter Type Retail 
Price 

PIT-  1-1A 1 AMPS.  1 STAGE $45 00 
PIF 1.3A 3 AMPS.  1 STAGE $47 00 
PIF 1.6A 6 AMPS 1 STAGE $49 00 
PIF 1-10A 10 AMPS 1 STAGE $51 00 

PIF 2-1A 1 AMPS 2 Si AGE $58 00 
PIF 2-3A 3 AMPS 2 STAGE $63 00 
PIF 2-6A 6 AMPS 2 STAGE $65 00 

PIF 3-1A I AMPS 2 STAGE -4 ELC 572 00 
PIF 3.3A 3 AMPS 2 alAGE+ELC S75 00 
PIF 3-6A 6 AMPS 2SIAGE 	ELC $78 00 
PIF 3-10A 10 AMPS 2 STAGE 	ELC 682 00 

FOR P 8. P ADD $3 00 

[OOP! 
LLEETBEIPIES 8 Bernhardt Ave. Hoppers Crossing Vic. 3030 Telephone:03-7492605 

CP/M 

Public Domain Software 
At the time of writing (March '84) both 
the Melbourne PC User Group and the 
IBM-PC SA User's Group were distribut-
ing the PC/Blue public domain software 
to their members. Other groups being 
formed in Perth, Sydney and Canberra 
have also expressed an interest in the 
software. (Contact details for these new 
groups will be published when avail-
able.) 

Late in '83, PC Connection Australia 
undertook to make the PC/Blue software 
available as a non-profit service until 
other channels of distribution were avail-
able. As the user groups are now pro-
viding the software, PC Connection Au-
stralia has withdrawn the service. If you 
haven't joined one of these user groups 
yet, I recommend you do so. Most 
groups provide access to a newsletter, 
meetings, and the public domain soft-
ware. 
PAMS News 
There are two new systems to report on 
this month. Computer Ventures in 
Adelaide has a Bulletin Board System 
running. This is a commercial venture 
with an annual subscription. The CV-
BBS does allow visitor access and that 
is probably the best way to get details 
of subscribing to the system. 

Another Omen RTRS system is now 
on line. The Omen III system in Perth 
is running Peter McGrath's popular 
RTRS software. The 0M3-RTRS is run-
ning on restricted hours at the moment. 

I believe there should soon be at least 
two remote PC/MSDOS systems on- 

line. The system in Melbourne will use 
IBBS software on an IBM-PC and will in-
itially be a message only system. The 
Sydney system will be run by Dick Smith 
Electronics, to support their new 'Chal-
lenger PC-compatible', and will also use 
the IBBS software. 

Anyone in Newcastle who is inter-
ested in seeing an RCPM system run-
ning there should get in touch with the 
Newcastle Microcomputer Club and ask 
them why they are taking so long to get 
their system going. 

PAMS Numbers 
AUSTRALIA 
Software Tools RCPM (ST-RCPM) (07) 
378 9530 24 hours EST. 
Mi Computer Club BBS (MiCC-BBS) 
(02) 662 1686 24 hours EST. 
Micro Design Lab RCPM (MDL-RCPM) 
(02) 663 0151 24 hours EST. 
Sydney Public Access RCPM (SPA-
RCPM) (02) 808 3536 24 hours EST. 
Omen RTRS (OM-RTRS) (02) 498 2495 
1630-0900 + 24 hours weekends. 
Sydney TRS-80 UG RTRS (STRUG-
RTRS) (02) 332 2494 24 hours EST. 
Melbourne CBBS (MICOM-CBBS) (03) 
762 5088 24 hours EST. 
Sorcerer CBBS (SCUA CBBS) (03) 836 
4616 24 hours EST. 
Tardis RCPM (TARDIS-RCPM) (03) 67 
7760 1800-0800 + 24 hours weekends. 
Gippsland RCPM (GL-RCPM) (051) 34 
1563 24 hours EST. 
Adelaide Micro UG BBS (AMUG-BBS) 
(08) 271 2043 1000-2200 weekends 
only CST. 
Computer Ventures BBS (CV-BBS) (08)  

255 9146 24 hours CST. 
Outback RCPM (OUTB-RCPM) (089) 27 
7111 24 hours CST. 
Omen II RTRS (0M2-RTRS) (089) 27 
4454 24 hours CST. 
Omen III RTRS (OM3-RTRS) (09) 279 
8555 0800-2400 + 24 hours weekends. 
NEW ZEALAND 
Attache RBBS (ATT-RBBS) ISD 64 9 76 
2039 + 24 hours NZT - domestic (09) 
76 2039. 

Software Tools RCPM 
The Software Tools RCPM has acquired 
the first 40 volumes of the PC/Blue 
PCDOS public domain software (thanks 
Lloyd), and now has them available for 
downloading on request. PC/Blue is a 
public domain software collection for the 
IBM-PC, put out by SIG/M. These vol-
umes include PC-Talk III, and a BASIC 
communications program that uses 
Christensen protocol. 

A further nine volumes have arrived 
from the C User Group and are also 
available for downloading, on request. 
This brings the CUG collection up to 45 
volumes. The new volumes include the 
Citadel BBS system, a Small C compiler 
and graphics system for the Tandy 6809 
colour computer; a text editor; two text 
formatters; BDS C compiler utilities, and 
so on. 

Several new SIG/M volumes have 
been released (up to at least volume 
165) in the US and should be available 
by the time you read this. The CP/M 
User Group has managed to trickle out 
a few more volumes and is now up to 
volume 95. 
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VS 

A totally automated 
word processing system 
isn't totally automated.. 

No matter how sophisticated the software, 
extensive the memory, or rapid the printer, no word 
processing system is "totally automated" if you 
have to feed letterhead, forms or envelopes by 
hand. 

That's where BDT's Autoflo sheet and envelope 
feeders come in. 

BDT feeders are designed as universal add-on 
units, attaching quickly and easily to all popular-
make word processing system printers. No 
screws, bolts, special tools — or training — are 
required to attach, remove or operate a BDT 
feeder. 

Depending on model, there is a BDT feeder 
designed to feed and collate up to 230 sets of 
letterhead, second sheets and envelopes, in any 
order, and under complete operator control 
in one loading. 

until you add a 
BDT sheet feeder. 

BDT feeders can handle bond 
letterhead, or form sets up to five-part, 
from 6 to 12 inches in width, up to 14 
inches long. 

Models equipped with integral or 
optional envelope feeders can 
accommodate from business to catalog-
size envelopes. 

Paper and envelopes are fed gently 
into the printer in less than one second 
through a path which assures perfect 
alignment, a critical factor when working 
with letters, forms or statements. 

BDT has an Autoflo sheet and 
envelope feeder to fit your exact word 
processing need, and priced more 
competitively than ever. 

Sold and serviced by authorized dealers 
throughout Australia. 

Call or write us. 

EMT 
For more information on Calidad Automatic Document Feeders fill in and post 
this coupon to Calidad's nearest office or telephone now fora demonstration. 

Company name 

Address 

Code 

Products marketed by 

163 Brougham St. Wool loomooloo Sydney N.S.W. 2011 
Telephone: 357 1355 
Telex: AA24166 

Contact 

Equipment/Printer Model 
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POW ATARI 

WELCOME again to the Atari column. 
For this month I've reviewed Bill 
Budge's Pinball Construction Set, but 
first I'll discuss the Source. 

Straight from the Source 
The Source is known as 'America's In-
formation Utility'. It enables you to find 
out almost anything you wish to know, 
24 hours a day (although it's sometimes 
down between 4 am and 6 am New 
York time), every day of the year. To 
join the Source costs US$100, and you 
are asked to pay with an American Ex-
press card, a Visa card or a Mastercard; 
they aren't too keen on billing you direct. 

It usually takes about a month to re-
ceive your password and user-name, 
which give you access to the system. 
You also receive the User's Manual and 
Command Guide. The manual discus-
ses Source facilities at length, while the 
Command Guide simply lists all the 
commands. You are also kept up to date 
throughout the year by two monthly 
newsletters, 'SourceWorld' and 'Up-
date'. 

To obtain access to the Source you 
must have an account with OTC, 
through whose computers you are con-
nected to Telenet and then the Source 
(it's not as complicated as it sounds). 
Write or phone OTC for more informa-
tion on obtaining access to Telenet. 

Once on-line — and after the brief intro 
which announces the time, when you 
were last on, and any urgent information 
or news (our winning the America's Cup 
was included in this bit) — you are con-
fronted with the Source menu. Simply 
pick the number of the service you re-
quire, for example Personal or Busi-
ness, or pick '6' which will lead you to 
the command level. Going straight to the 
command level bypasses a series of 
menus (usually only for the beginner) 
and allows you to enter commands di-
rectly — after the prompt (->), of course. 

The services available through the 
Source are many and varied, and in-
clude: CHAT, for talking directly to other 
users; MAIL, for leaving messages for 
other users or groups of users; PART', 
for participation in a teleconference; and 
POST, to read or post messages in over 
80 categories from Aircraft to Satellite 
TV, User Publishing to Zenith. 

The news service is particularly pow-
erful, and uses the resources of United 
Press International (UPI). News stories 
are very current (for example, the Amer- 

By Ernie Sugrue 

ica's Cup news was 15 minutes behind 
the live coverage on television), and are 
numbered and dated for easy reference. 

Businessmen can keep track of their 
stock holdings; access the latest quotes 
on any stocks; or find the latest prices 
of gold, silver and other commodities 
from butter to rubber and orange juice. 
Hourly reports are also available from 
both the American Stock Exchange and 
New York Stock Exchange. Updates are 
recorded hourly throughout the working 
week. 

CSTORE opens up a new way of 
shopping from your computer terminal. 
Computer games, travel services (in-
cluding an international airline timeta-
ble), restaurant guides (for the USA), 
and an ever-growing user publishing 
library, are a few of the other services 
available from the Source. 

Perhaps the most interesting and po-
tentially powerful item available is IOD 
(information on demand). This allows 
you to obtain bibliographies on any sub-
ject for research or study. It is claimed 
that IOD can "locate, photocopy, or ac-
quire published information in any form 
from almost any country". This informa-
tion includes things such as conference 
papers, journal articles and annual re-
ports. It can also research any subject 
you require — the floor plans of Austrian 
hospitals, for example! An 'aware ser-
vice' of IOD will keep you up to date on 
any changes in your specific field, pro-
viding current bibliographies on such 
things as competitors, product markets 
or research problems. 

The IOD service is an added extra 
with an added extra cost, which varies 
in magnitude according to the complex-
ity of the problem. It may be quite ex- 

pensive, but you will get a response to 
a request within 24 hours. 

The general cost of the Source fluc-
tuates depending on what time of day 
(in the US) you use it; the range is be-
tween $7.50 and $25 an hour. OTC 
charges $12 an hour and 60 cents for 
every thousand characters (in or out); 
this averages out to about 70 cents per 
minute. For more information on 'Amer-
ica's Information Utility' contact: 

The Source 
1616 Anderson Road 
McLean VA 22102, USA. 
Phone: (703) 7340 7540 (between 8 

am and 1 am, New York time). To dial 
ISD, precede this with 0011-1. 

The OTC address (for access) is: 
Box 7000, 
Sydney 2001. 
Phone: (02) 230 5599 

Creative Pinball 
Bill Budge's Pinball Construction Set is 
one of a kind, enabling you to create 
pinball games just like Raster Blaster in 
your own home. 

The program disk itself is for a 48K 
machine and comes in a cleverly de-
signed package with a comprehensive 
instruction manual. 

Upon loading the disk, the screen 
shows the playing field of the game on 
the left and the pinball parts box on the 
right. 

Initially the playing field has a fairly 
standard shape, but this, as with almost 
everything in this program, may be 
changed to suit your will. To create your 
masterpiece you manoeuvre a hand 
which is situated in the upper left-hand 
corner of the playing field. You could 
start by moving it to the parts box to pick 
up a bumper (place the hand over the 
object and press the joystick button). 
Moving the joystick will move the object. 
To drop it, release the button. Up to 120 
pieces can be placed on the board. 
Once you move a piece from the parts 
box, another takes its place. 

To change the shape of your field, 
grasp the arrow and place it on any of 
the dots in the corners of the field, press 
the button and move the joystick. The 
playing field moves out of shape (or into 
shape), until it gives the outline of your 
masterpiece. 

When you've spent an hour placing 
flippers, bumpers, slingshots, kickers, 
launchers, drop targets, spinners, ball t► 
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Ideal for 
• COMPUTERISTS 
• OEM MANUFACTURERS 
• DEVELOPMENT LABS 
• UNIVERSITIES 
• INDUSTRIAL 

APPLICATIONS 

❑ MEGA-BOARDTM with full assemb y instructions 	 $165 
n  USERS MANUAL with theory of operation, 

schematics, block diagram, application notes  	$36 
MEGA-BIOSTM fully compatible MS-DOS/PC-DOS BIOS $45 

QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
DEALERS AND OEM MANUFACTURERS 
QUANTITY 

 Compatible 
I/O Interface 
Connectors 
(Full PC compatible) 
(compatible with all 
IBM-PC" plug-in cards) 

Hardware Reset 
(Overcomes reset flaw 
in PC) 

8088 Processor 
(Same as PC) 

Standard Key-
board Interface 
(Full PC compatible) 

Board Size 
10.5 inch X 13.5 inch 

Full Mega-Byte Ram Capacity! 
On board! 
(With parity) 
EI 256K Bytes using 64K chips 
Et 1 Mega Bytes using 256K chips 

$165 
Evaluation 
Board Kit 

mE{,Q-BoaRir Evaluation Board Kit! 
(Blank board with full assembly 
instructions and parts list.) 

Includes highest quality PC board 
with gold plating, silk screen, 
solder mask 

O 

Power Connector 
(Full IBM* pinout 
compatible) 

Wire Wrap Area 
To facilitate special custom 
applications! 

ORDER NOW!!! 

Special J1 
Interface 
(Allows horizontal mount-
ing of compatible expan-
sion cards for easy bus 
expansion and custom 
configuring) (Board has 
62 pin gold plated compat-
ible connector) 

Extended ROM 
Capability 
(Runs all compatible PC 
ROMS) (Jumper program-
mable to accommodate all 
popular 8K, 16K, 32K and 
64K ROM chips and NEW 
EE ROMS! VPP power pin 
available for EP ROM 
burning!) (External 
VPP voltage required) 

8087 Numeric 
Processor 
(Same as PC) 

Peripheral 
Support Circuits 
(Same as PC) 

ORDER NOW!!! 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! 

10-day money hack guarantee if not completely satisfied 

mma-BoanD 
THE ULTIMATE OEM/PC 

COMPATIBLE SINGLE 
BOARD COMPUTER 

FULL IBM — PC* 
COMPATIBILITY! 

PHILITRONIC 1 7A FBRIGHTON SRTD.. mSTELKBLDA 
TEL 

 TEL 51334270285. 534 0286 

"IBM and IBM PC are trademarks of International Business Machines 	 1983 Display Telecommunications Corporation 



Meta-4 
the australian data base adventure 

SPECIAL OFFER 
until 31St July 1984 

Save $200.00. Get the MS-DOS 
version of META4 for the same price 

as the CP/M version, $395.00. 
(normally $595.00) 

THANK YOU 
to all our customers and META4 dealers who have 

helped launch META4, the most powerful, easy to use 
data base system available. Your response to this 

new Australian product has been tremendous. 

NEW VERSION 
We support our customers. Return your old disks and 

$25.00 + $5.00 postage, and we will send you the 
latest version (1.5) of META4. 

See our full page advert elsewhere in this magazine 
for further details on META4 and the nearest META4 

dealer to yOu. 

SYSTEM SOLUTIONS PTY LTD (incorporated in 
Victoria) 28-30 Palmerston St. Berwick Vic. 3806 

(03) 707 2851 

PRESENTING 

EASY [ K 
THE LOW COST MOBILE COMPUTER DESK 

A quality product at a price you can afford. 

• Made in AUSTRALIA 
	 IDEAL GIFT! 

• Easy assembly 
• For use in the home, office at 

work or in the class room 
• Packed in cardboard box 
• Laminated in teak 
• Sturdy steel construction 
• Solid castors 
• Courier delivers to your door 
• Dealers' Union ies welcome 
• Cheques, Bankcard 
• Money orders, 
payable to 

HOME COMPUTERS 
160 Main Road (Burwood Hwy), 
Upper Ferntree Gully, Vic. 3156. 
Telephone (03) 758 2124. 

Name 

Address  
	 State 	 Postcode 	 

Bankcard 	 Signantre 	  

El Cheque enclosed El Bankcard 

VOW ATARI 

   

   

hoppers and eaters, magnets, lanes and 
rollovers, gates and targets in your crea-
tion, you can really let loose. 

Go to the magnifier icon at the right-
hand side of the parts box, and 'pick it 
up'. Move the paintbrush onto the play-
ing field and press the button. That sec-
tion of the playing field is now magnified 
seven times in the right-hand box. Press 
the button and move the paintbrush; the 
magnified image changes as you move 
over the different parts of the playing 
field. Moving the paintbrush over mag-
nified areas will paint over them, and 
also over the actual object in the field. 
Using this method you can sign your 
name, block out bumpers (but really 
they're still there) — the possibilities are 
almost endless. 

Then old Bill Budge lets you do some 
very sly things. For example, you can 
block out a bumper, and return to the 
main 'creating mode' to move the 
bumper (the invisible one) off the play-
ing field. The image will return (the  

negative of a negative is positive), but 
the bumper will not be there and any 
ball will pass through it. 

The 'world' icon enables you to 
change the weight of the ball, its speed, 
and how much kick and bounce you 
have in your game. 

The 'AND' gate is a bit complicated, 
but can be very powerful. It allows you 
to set the scoring of each piece (such 
as bumpers, targets and so on), and 
also the sound effect for that piece when 
hit. 

In real pinball a major objective is to 
get bonuses, perhaps by dropping all 
rollover targets or by hitting a certain 
sequence of pieces. In PCS this is also 
possible. 

Grab the screwdriver and connect the 
pieces (three may be connected to each 
other) to an 'AND' symbol. Choose the 
score you want. Now, if you hit all these 
pieces, you get a bonus of whatever you 
choose. 

You can save your games, load  

demos and games, or make games. 
Games can also be played indepen-
dently of the master disk, which means 
you may create games for your friends 
who don't have the PCS — but I can 
guarantee they'll want one. 

This game is excellent. Anybody who 
enjoys games, creating, art or even real 
pinball will get a lot of pleasure from it. 

I'm not sure if it is available in Au-
stralia yet (it wasn't at the time of writ-
ing); contact Imagineering on (02) 212-
1411 for details. 

Adventure Special Interest Group 
If anyone is interested in being part of 
an Adventure Special Interest Group, 
which will hopefully help lost adventur-
ers as well as advise of any new adven-
tures, please contact me and enclose an 
SSAE for more information. My address 
is: 

Ernie Sugrue 
PO Box 594, 
Maryborough 4650. 
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SUPER 5 CP-80 Dot Matrix 
Printer 
80 CPS Tractor/Friction Feed 
80/142 Col/Line 
(Normal/Compressed) 
Bit Image: 640 x 8 Standard 
Centronic Interface Standard 

TEAC FD-55 Disk Drives 
FD-55B 40 Tracks DSDD 
(500KB) 
FD-55F 80 Tracks DSDD 
(1.0MB) 
FD-55G 77 Tracks DSDD 
(1.6MB) 

TVT-6600C VDT 
15 Function Key 
Emulate D200, VT52, ADM3A, 
H1500 

GM-1211 12 Inch Swivel 
Monitor 
Bandwidth: 20MHz 
Resolution: 2000 Characters 

SUPER 5 EN-P1090 Dot Matrix 
Printer 
80/96 CPS Tractor/Friction 
Feed 
80/136 Col/Line 
(Normal/Compressed) 
Bit Images: 576 x 8 Standard, 
1152 x 8 D. Density 
Centronic Interface Standard 

Dealer Enquiries Welcome 

MULTITECH COMPUTERS 

A ft la 	/ 

-....................... ...) 

COPAL SC-1000 Dot Matrix 
Printer 
100 CPS Tractor/Friction Feed 
80/142 Col/Line 
(Normal/Compressed) 
Bit Image: 576 x 9 
RS232/Centronics Interface 
Standard 

0.--...- ..1-='•--- 
_ . . . 	.0„.1  ......11, ...-. 

-CI 
-1:1 

0 
- NI 

SUPER 5 SP-110 Printer Buffer 
64K Memory Standard 
(Expandable) 
3 Computer to 1 Printer 
Copy/Pause/Reset Switches 
4800 Char/SEC Data Transfer 
Centronics Standard Interface 

SUPER 5 T-40 Apple 
Compatible Drive 
Quality TEAC 54A Mechanism 
40 Tracks 163KB Capacity 

PERFECT Brand Floppy Disk 
Soft Sector 100% Certified 
MD-1D S/Side Double Density 
MD-2D D/Side Double Density 

MULTITECH COMPUTERS 
202 High St. Northcote 3070 

Phone (03) 489 0430. Telex AA38581 Polyon 



FREE CLASSIFIEDS are for readers only, not commercial organisations. Classifieds of 20 words 
or less are accepted free of charge; for classifieds of more than 20 words the first 20 words are 
free, and then it's 205 a word. 

Black and white prints or line drawings may be included if suitable for publication, and will be 
charged for at $10 per photograph. 

More than one ad per issue will be treated as a single ad and charged accordingly. 
COMMERCIAL RATE: Minimum 20 words at 355 a word. Photographs $20 each. 

Print or type your ad clearly and legibly, double-spaced, and include separately your name, 
address and phone number for our records or checking purposes, even if these details aren't to be 
included in your ad. 
Send it to YOUR COMPUTER Readers' Classifieds, PO Box 21, Waterloo 2017. 

32K Microbee Computer: Kaga Denshi 
monitor, recorder - $700. Phone (066) 533 
716, (066) 532 273 ah. 
Wanted: Documentation for Apple Assem-
bler Lisa or DOS Toolkit. Good price for these 
or other public domain assemblers. Phone 
(02) 938 4767. 
Wanted: Copy of Wizardry and/or Ultima. 
Will swap for many arcade games or what-
ever. You name it! Phone David (058) 621 
188 ah. 
Sharp MZ721: 'Hyperware'. Stop the invad-
ers. Beware the droids. Avoid the gravity pull. 
$16.95 includes postage. P Marston, Box 
258, Bentley 6102. 
Meta-4: At last - just released a genuine re-
lational database for your microcomputer. It's 
Australian, too, a 1983 AUSOM (Apple Users 
Society of Melbourne) challenge prize winner 
and available at an introductory price of $200 
(till 31/5/85). Send for the manual $25 (P&P 
inc.) and see for yourself; and when you 
order (which you will) this amount will be cre-
dited against the package price. Operates 
under MS-DOS, PC-DOS, and CP/M (includ-
ing Apple II/CPM) - various disk formats. 
After May 31 1984 package prices will be 
from $405 to $655 depending on Op. sys./for-
mat (manual $35). Contact: The Computer 
Works (065) 53 5485, 19 Isabella Street, 
Wingham 2429. 
Computer Management of Learning: A kit 
of seven programs for the educator. The four 
main programs are letter grade evaluation, 
short answer question marking, a guide to 
media selection and a simulation of a Darling 
Downs farm. Includes a user's manual and 
Apple II + disk. Mail order $18 to Brian 
Fowler, 7 Dora Street, Toowoomba 4350. 
TRS-80 Model 1 Software: Six games on a 
single disk; Supa Nova, Attack Force, Cos-
mic Fighter, Galaxy Invasion, Meteor Mission 
11, Talking Robot Attack. Send cheque for 
$15 to Craig Sedgwick, 7 Eyre Street, Chifley 
2036. 
VZ-200 Quality Software: Poker, Circus, 
VZ-Invaders, VZ-Ghost Hunter, Hoppy, 
Super Snake, Knights & Dragons, Defence 
Penetrator, Star Blaster, Asteroids, VZ-Panic, 
Planet Patrol, Ladder Challenge, Lear Jet, Air 
Traffic Controller, Word Processor, Editor As-
sembler, Rally-X, Monitor Disassembler, 
Graphics Pack, Checkers, Typing Teacher, 
Speed Reading, Hangman, Blackjack, Golf 
Lessons, Tennis, Spellomatic 1 & 2, 3 & 4, 
Flashcard 1 & 2, 3 & 4, Statistics 1 & 2, Intro 

to Basic, Galazian, Adventure and Mailing 
List. Choose any 8 programs above for a low 
price of $35 (P&P inc). Send your orders to 
Simo Bjelic, 29 Mayo Crescent, Salisbury 
Downs 5108. 
Microbee: 35 per cent off all Mytek software. 
Latest programs, EPROMS, cassettes. Not 
copies. In original packages with warranties. 
Phone (09) 386 3449. 
30-Day Warranty on VZ-200: 16K RAM, 
cassette player, all leads, manual, sample 
programs book, software - $250 ONO. 
Phone (02) 99 1975. 
Apple Software: Will swap anywhere in Au-
stralia. Send list to: Scott Atkinson, 9 Rivett 
Court, Mudgeeraba 4213. 
Apple Software: Send a list of yours to ar-
range swapping by mail. Stephen Cheung, 60 
Spencer Road, Killara 2071. 
ACT VIC-20 Bi-monthly Magazine: Many 
interesting programs and articles. June issue 
$2. Bi-monthly $12 per year. Write to Chris 
Groenhout, 25 Kerferd Street, Watson 2602. 
VIC-20 Program Library: High quality 
games, utilities, educational and miscellane-
ous programs available. Send SAE to Chris 
Groenhout, 25 Kerferd Street, Watson 2602, 
for list. 
Sega SC 3000 Owners: Write for details of 
technical manual and programming informa-
tion to Brian Gibbs, 22 Cotswold Crescent, 
Newlands, Wellington, New Zealand. 
Commodore-64: BASIC programs compiled 
into Machine-Code - $5 inc. P&P. Jarrad 
Webb, 16 North Street, Henley Beach 5022. 
Phone (08) 356 7844. 
For Sale: VIC-20 computer with new 
Datasette and over $300 worth of acces-
sories. Urgent sale. $250 ONO. Phone (03) 
233 1667. 
TRS-80 Programs: Versafile, never used, 
with full documentation - $30 (disk); Astrol-
ogy, with full documentation - $20 (cassette). 
Phone Rob (03) 481 8985 ah or 387 2876 
bh. 
Microbee: 68K Series 2 PC, TV/Monitor, 
Datasette, Quickshot joystick, manuals, over 
55 games. $700. Phone (02) 819 7018. 
Excalibur Owners: Dump and enter memory 
with Basic Monitor. Display formats include 
hex., decimal and ASCII. Cassette $9.95 
P&P inc. L Adney, 5 Baringa Avenue, Sea-
forth 2092. 
Microbee: Wimbledon Tennis. One or two 
players, three levels. Tape and listing - $5. 
T Knowler, 9 Waterman Place, Fraser 2615. 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 
BBC Computer: With 400K single disk drive. 
New, includes warranty. RRP $2423. Sell 
$2100, less if tax exempt, ONO. Free freight. 
(066) 53 1446. 
Apple Software: Wordstar $69, Multiplan 
$59, Apple Pascal 1, 2 & 3 $79, Apple Forth 
$29, VisiCalc $49, Magicwindow $39 and 
games software, all cheap due to change of 
hardware. Phone: (02) 371 0352. 
Wanted: Addresses of suppliers of Commo-
dore 64 software. Write to D Hamilton, 32 
Miro Street, Young 2594. 
Microbee: 'EZ.PCG'. No more adding pow-
ers of 2! Individual characters of arrays up to 
6 x 3 may be generated with simple keyboard 
strokes. Features: Inverse, inverted and mir-
ror-image characters; editing of any char-
acter; saving to tape of PCG data for use in 
another program. If you are serious about 
using the PCG, then this program is a must. 
$18 all inclusive. Enquire also about 'Invoix' 
a work data filing and invoice generating pro-
gram. Steve Bywaters, 3/32 Arcadia Street, 
Coogee 2034. 
Microbee Software: Sea Battle, One Day 
Cricket, Yahtzee, Sword Quest, Busy Calc, 
Escape from Colditz and Maths Adventure. 
The lot for $65 (P&P inc.) or $10 each. For 
more information please phone Brett Bacher 
(055) 81 1445 or write to me at 48 Murray 
Street, Casterton 3311. 
NEC Advanced Personal Computer: Dual 
disk monochrome includes word processor, 
spreadsheet, BASIC, disks, plus extras -
$4000. Phone (062) 41 3926. 
VZ200 Tenpin Bowling Program (ex-
panded): Test your bowling skill with this 
computer simulation. Send $11 to GJ 
McCleary, 1 Grey Street, Emu Plains 2750. 
Apple Cardreader: Recently serviced CED 
cardreader plus interface, cards, software -
$398 ONO. Phone (03) 546 3233 bh or (03) 
879 1526 ah. 
Spectrum Programs: Games and educa-
tional; all Australian. Send SAE for price list 
to D. Noble, 34 Murri Street, Blackheath 
2785. 
Wanted: Buy or loan - copy of Dr. Dobb's 
Journal for May 1980. Phone: (02) 636 5207 
ah. 	 ❑ 
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vs new complete single Doarct computer special) 
designed for system integrators. OEMs. 

educators. and hobbyists. 
• Z-80B CPU at 6 MHz 
• 64K RAM 
• Floppy disk controller for both 8' and 5" di Ives • 2 Serial Ports 
• Centronics printer port 
• Clock calendar 
• Hard disk adapter (optional) 
• DMA controller (optional) 
• Improved CP 'M compatible op system. 
Available as board only or as complete system 

• Introductory special plus sales tax 
Microtrix Pty. Ltd. 

24 Bridge Street, Eltham. 3095 
(03) 439 5155. 

MF COMPUTERS PTY 

‘1111 01 IN 
	 LTD 

9 Add Avenue, Brookville, 
Tel.: (()2) 939-180(1. 

Standard 	COMPLETE SYSTEM FROM 1  
Software 	 $4800 (Plus tax) 	1 

• All 8' CP M 2.2 	Including the table. 
• Languages: Basic, 	 :, 
Cobal. Fortran. CB80, 	••i• :,  gm Pascal 	 , , 	]gimt 

—m... :... • Communications 	rasoari, ,.t::::: ------,-------- "- Software 
• Software available  
for Business and 
Home.  

MF2000 
Approved by the Energy Authority of NSW. 

market directory 
DEALERS, distributors, mail-order houses and other commercial organisations or individuals who 
have a message to spread but don't want to outlay the sums required for full-scale advertising can take 
advantage of our Market Directory — small ads to help those searching for outlets, services and.  
equipment. For details contact Your Computer on,(02) 662-8888 or write to PO Box 21, Waterloo 2017. 
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commodore 
'EAW.C.TRF11/10E77 

Computer Specialist 
Scientific & Business applications. Computer 

courses now running from $48 
NOW AVAILABLE: CBM Business System 
8032, 8050, PRINTER plus Stock, Debtors, 
Creditors, &Ledger 
Total package 	 $4500 

SPECTRAVIDEO SV.318 plus Datasette plus 4 
programs expandable to 256K 	$399 

Contact: MICRO VISIONS 
472 Anzac Pde., KINGSFORD. 

NSW 2032 	Phone: (02) 662-4063 

11300iSOFT EDIT1 
Home Computer Specialists 

Large stocks of books and 
software for 

ZX Spectrum and 
Commodore 64 

Mail Orders: A 	 Sf',1  
P.O. Box 426 Boronia 3155 
P.O. Box 325, Kensington 2033. 
Callers Welcome: 
7/255 Dorset Road, Boronia, Vic, 
Phone: (03) 762-6244 (24 Hours)  

VZ 200 SOFTWARE 
An increasing range of quality software. Rapid 
turnaround of orders and enquiries. Realistic prices and 
helpful user support 

SUPER INVADERS 10 levels, fast action and 
diem sound effects 	 $10.00 
PAK MAN 4 different mazes, bonus symbols 
iind great sound effects. 	 $10.00 
GRAPHICS PACKAGE: Character designer. 
drawing commands and demonstration. 	$10.00 
VZ DEBUG Disassembler and monitor 
combined over 20' commands. 	 $20.00 
BIORHY I HM. Chart your way to success Printer 
or hues output 	 $10.00 
MORSE-CODE Learn Morse the easy way 
without having to buy a practice kit 	 $10.00 
Handling Charges. Per Order 	 $1.50 
Send S.A.E. for further information or your order to:-- 
R S Miller, 2 Guinane Ave Hoppers Crossing 3030 
Phone Enquiries' J Hawley (03)3671469 

CABLES 
Alt SERIAL 	 S2 'MO 
A /J. PA R,1 /ILL a 	$.35.00 

MALE/FEMALE CONNECTORS 

CENTRONICS 'IY SERIES 
IVRITI: FOR I ME PRICI: LIST 

PRINTERS 
STAR GLAIINI lox — 5495.00 

DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS 
FROM $775.00 

INCEIMES CABLE AND 'L 'l 

ARBITER 
ELECTRONICS 
SHOP 82 STAFFORD CITY, 

STAFFORD ROAD, 
STAFFORD QLD. 4053 

PH. (07) 352-5792 
N.1,01 ( 	 \:1,1 NI I 

AS NEW — Dulmont Magnum 
Portable with160K CMOS RAM 

Plus 2 Disk Drives & D(TRA 
256K 

Private Sale — 83500 
(Cost 85500) 

Phone (02) 428-1801 A.R. 

A comprehensive catalogue for SORCERER In-
cluding GAMES, UTILITIES, EDUCATIONAL, 
MUSIC CP'M PROGRAMS plus HARDWARE, 
MEMORY UPGRADES, etc.. is now available. 
REPAIRS 'Doctor' service available for ailing 
Sorcerers. 
SSBASIC. This is a direct enhancement of the 
STANDARD ROM PAC. It comes in four 
EPROM chips that replace the chips currently in 
the ROM PAC. SSBASIC supports ALL the origi-
nal commands PLUS TEN NEW ONES: ie. 
CALL: CSAVE;CLOAD*; CURS; EDIT; ERRL 
(Errortrap); GET: LP (x); OfP(x); PRINT USING 
and OLD. EPROMS are supplied pin compatible 
with existing BASIC ROM chips. An incredibly 
low $72 is the cost of these EPROMS. 
For FREE catalogue of all our programs and 
services contact: 

RORA DATA SERVICE, P.O. BOX 80.VILLAWOOD 21 

Software 
Duplication 

COMMODORE - APPLE - IBM PC 
AND MOST OTHER FORMATS 

Totally independent software 
diskette and cassette duplicating 
service using specialized hi speed 

duplication equipment. 

INDEPENDENT SOFTWARE 
11.2W DUPLICATION 
3 Park Avenue. Westmead. New South Wales 2145 

P O. Box 545, Parramatta N S.W 2150 
Telephone (021 635 0704 



Read the full story in 
"Computers in Australia Ill" 
A 243 page comprehensive reference on 
the progress of computing in Australia. 
* Plus 72 page History of Computing in 

Australia, with 120 pages of data, photos. 

To: Foundation for Australian Resources, 
C/- Faculty of Math. and Computing Sciences, 
New South Wales Institute of Technology. 
P.O. Box 123, Broadway, N.S.W. 2007 

Please forward me 	 books of "Computers in 
Australia III" (a $35 each. I enclose $ 	  
as payment. 

Name 

Address 

Postcode 

"Disk Drive Service 
And Maintenance" 

Mr Floppy Pty Ltd offers full maintenance 
and "6 Months Service" as recommended 
on most brands of floppy and hard disk drives. 
Quick turnaround and very competitive 
rates. 
* Maintenance Contracts available. 
* 6 Monthly Service Contracts. 
* Used by Govt. departments. 

MR FLOPPY PTY LTD 
9 Ada Avenue 
Brookvale N.S.W. 2100 
Tel.: (02) 939-1800. Tlx: AA73775 

CAPTAIN MAIL ORDER COMPUTERS 
(a subsidiary of Micro Visions) 

Assorted games on tape 	$9.99 
10 Programs in one of these categories: 

TYPE A.... Adventures 	TYPE B....Arcade 
TYPE C....Educational 

VHF Modulator for C=64 	$50 
C=64 and Friends 	$??? 

Some VIC20 Cartridges (w $15 
ORIC-1 (48K) 	$399 plus FREE game 

SPECTRAVIDEO SV 	318 plus Datasette plus 4 
programs. Expandable to 256K 	$399 

Send S.A.E. for list & order form to: 
PO Box 30, CROYDON, NSW 

2132 

SINCLAIR ZX SOFTWARE 

Gloster Software Announces a new release 
Mulligames pack for the 48K ram ZX 
Spectrum. 
Incredible value••8 full size game programmes, 
many taking up full 48K ram. computer war, 
spacetrek. star battle, memory, jigsaw puzzle, 
screen draw, cube and sudden dice. 
All programmes fully accessible to user-many 
games feature our unique sprites graphics with 
instructions on how to use the routines in your 
own programmes. 
Over $80 value for only $29.50 including 
postage if paid with order. Free ZX81 and ZX 
Spectrum catalogues available with S.A.E. 
Gloster Software 
G.P.O. Box 5460 cc 
Melbourne, 3001. 

MI\ 

MEDIA 
COPYING 
SERVICE 

* Copying of most formats 
* Reasonable rates 
* Quick turnaround 

Tel: (03) 772 0781 
(03) 772 9177 

RS232 SWITCH PROBLEMS? 

Let the RS232 tester help you solve your 
computer interface problems. 

* Simple Connection * No Power needed 
* Displays transmit data 

receive data, request to send, clear to 
send, data set ready, data terminal ready, 

carrier detect. 
$38.00 post paid Plus tax. 

MF COMPUTERS 
9 Ada Ave Brookvale 2100 

Tel.: (02) 939-1800. Tlx: AA73775 

ENJOYABLE PROGRAMMING 
with 

HITACHI PEACH MB-6890 
Join our 

HITACHI PEACH USERS' CIRCLE 
Australia-wide Postal Group 

Send 30c stamp for details of member- 
ship, and a List of our outstanding 
software currently available to 

members. 
WHAT-IS WHAT-IF BUSINESS 

SYSTEMS 
34 Lucerne Crescent 

Frankston 3199 

HIGH RESOLUTION/HIGH QUALITY MONITORS 
for any computer complete with tilt/rotate stand. 

AUSTRALIA'S LARGEST MAIL ORDER MONITOR SUPPLIER. 

GREEN from $170-185. AMBER from $175-199. NTSC (colour) from $290. 

All on 14-day Money Back Guarantee and full 
6 month Parts/Performance Guarantee. 

For next day delivery contact us 6 days weekly: 
VIDEO TECHNOLOGY (MONITORS) 

17-19 Herbert St., Dulwich Hill, or call (02) 569-3015 

How are they related in major Australian companies? 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: We are happy 
to receive your comments and, if they are of 
interest to other readers, publish them. Let-
ters will only be considered for publication if 
they include your name and address, al-
though we can withhold such details from 
publishing on request. Note that we reserve 
the right to (and probably will) edit all letters 
for the sake of brevity, clarity or accuracy. 

Subscriptions: Standard 12-issue rate within 
Australia: $30. Surface rate for New Zealand 
and Papua New Guinea: $35.60; airmail rate 
$47.60. Save on two years' subscription: 
Australian rate $52: surface rate to New 
Zealand and Papua New Guinea $63.20: 
airmail rate $87.20. Rates for other countries 
on application. All overseas rates quoted and 
to be paid in Australian dollars. Twelve months' 
subscription is available free with membership 
of the Mi-Computer Club. Allow up to eight 
weeks for subscription processing. 

BACK COPIES: and single issues are avail-
able from the publisher's office ($2.50) or by 
mail ($3). We will supply photostat copies of 
articles where a back issue is not available, 
at the single-magazine price for each feature 
copied. 

READERS' ENQUIRIES: We will make every 
effort to answer readers' written enquiries, if 
accompanied by a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope, although staff shortages and dead-
line pressures may cause delays. Please in-
clude your telephone number(s) with any 
enquiry. Phone enquiries not related to sub-
scriptions, readers' advertisements, or other 
'service information' cannot be accepted. 

COPYRIGHT: All material appearing in Your 
Computer magazine is copyright and cannot 
be reproduced in part or in full, by any 
means, without the written permission of the 
Publisher or Managing Editor. Computer 
clubs and schools can, however, apply for re-
stricted permanent reproduction rights for 
non-commercial, limited-circulation use (e.g. 
newsletters and class instruction.) Given that 
it sometimes takes us a while to answer such 
requests, you can consider that restricted 
permanent rights apply in these cases from 
the day you send in your letter, and will later 
be confirmed (or withdrawn) by our reply. 

LIABILITY: Although it is policy to check all 
material used in Your Computer for accuracy, 
usefulness and suitability, no warranty, either 
expressed or implied, is offered for any 
losses due to the use of any material in this 
magazine. 

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTIONS: Contribu-
tions to Your Computer are welcomed and 
will be given every consideration*. Please  

read these notes carefully to get an idea of 
the style and format we prefer. 
All Contributions: should include your 
name, address, and home and office phone 
numbers (in case we need to check details). 
Each page of your submission, and any ma-
terial sent with it, should also carry your 
name. 

Style: All items should be typed (or printed) 
and double-spaced on plain white paper. We 
will only accept original copies - no photo-
stats. Include your name, address, telephone 
number and the date on the first page of your 
manuscript (all manuscript pages should 
have your surname and page number in the 
top right-hand corner). Be clear and concise, 
and keep jargon and adjectives to a mini-
mum. 

Contributions By Telephone: Contributors 
who have modems and suitable software (in 
the MODEMTYAM mould - see our stories 
on Christensen Protocols in the May and 
June 1983 issues) can arrange direct transfer 
to our computers, or obtain special con- 

tributor access to the Mi-Computer Club Bul-
letin Board system, which is on-line 24 hours 
a day, seven days a week. 
Contributions on disk: Contributions can be 
accepted in a wide variety of disk formats, al-
though some we have converted outside our 
offices, which will add to the (often lengthy) 
delay between receipt and acknowledge-
ment. The preferred medium is IBM standard 
format single-sided, single-density 20cm CP: 
M disks. We can also handle, in-office, 
Kaypro II and Osborne 13cm disks, MicroBee 
tapes and 13cm Apple DOS or Apple CP/M 
disks. If you have one of the formats listed 
by Archive Computer Services in Brisbane 
(usually advertised in this magazine), we can 
accept that too. Please pack them extremely 
carefully if posting and label all disks with 
your name, address and phone number. 

*Although the greatest care will be exercised 
with contributions, no responsibility can be 
accepted for the safety or return of any let-
ters, manuscripts, photographs or other ma-
terials supplied to Your Computer magazine. 
If return is desired, you should include a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope. If return 
is critical - say it's something you can't afford 
to lose - then don't send it; we are careful, 
but we're not perfect. 
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ANOTHER HARD ACT 
TO FOLLOW! 

FIXED REMOVABLE 
WINCHESTER DISK SYSTEM 
I/. 	IP 	TRA 

 

RUN 	 WRT 

 

Act's fixed removable disk systems give yo 
MEGABYTES IN THE PALM OF YOUR HAN 

No matter which micro you have, you can 
make it ACT. The ACT fixed removable 
winchester is compatible with most micros — 
• APPLE I & IIE • COLUMBIA P.C. 
*CORONA/WORDPLEX • DEC RAINBOW 
100 • HEATH/ZENITH H89/Z89 • HITACHI 
PEACH • IBM P.C. • KAYPRO • MICROBEE 
• MORROW MICRO-DECISION • NEC 
APC • NORTHSTAR ADVANTAGE & 
HORIZON • OSBORNE I & EXECUTIVE 
• SANYO MBC-1000 & 555 • SIGMA/OKI 
MODELS 20 & 30 • SIRIUS • SUPERBRAIN 
I/II • TANDY II & III • TIME OFFICE 
• TOSHIBA T-300 • XEROX 820 
• PANASONIC JB-3001 • AND OTHERS. 

Combine the best of two storage systems 
— the speed and capacity of a hard disk 
and the mobility of a floppy. 
You can backup the days data, remove the 
disk and store it safely or carry it interstate 
in your briefcase — a great storage system! 

USTRALIA 
Yo 	• 	more to buy 
Australian! 
ACT is manufactured in Australia and 
supported by an Australian organisation 
committed to backup support and service. 
It's a professional ACT. 

t Australian 	d Telecommunications 
75 Willoughby Road, Crows Nest, NSW 2065. 
Telephone 02 439 6300, Telex AA 24816 

DISTRIBUTOR 
Direct Data, 1065 High Street, Armadale, Victoria 3143. Telephone 03 20 6949. 
Computer Mart, 356A King William Street, Adelaide, South Australia 5000. Telephone 
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48K (MTX500), 80K (MTX512), 
EXPANDABLE TO 512K RAM 
Take a close look at the MTX 512 and MTX 500; which 
begins with the sleek black metal housing, the design 
is elegant in its simplicity. Remarkable for the power 
and complexity it represents. 
MTX 512, 64K. MTX 500, 32K. USER RAM built in, 
with total expansion to 512K. And that doesn't 
include 16K of dedicated VIDEO RAM. 
Speaking of video, the MTX starts off where other 
micros end up. Vivid screen capabilities with 
256 x 192 pixels interference free high reolution 
graphics. 16 brilliant colours and 32 programmable 
sprites. Also the MTX has 8 separate definable 
windows on the world. Thus, you can manipulate 
spread sheets on the MTX and see the impact of 
changing variables in graphics at the same time. 
Far from ordinary as well are the built-in system 
outputs that come standard on the MTX. The 
Centronics parallel printer port. the two 
industry-standard joystick ports. The uncommitted 
parallel I/O port. The Cassette port with 2400 baud. 
Separate TV and Video Monitor Ports. The 4 channel 
sound hi-fi output. Plus a ROM cartridge port, 
optional twin RS232 ports on communications board. 

INTERACTIVE LANGUAGES AND 
ROUTINES — A LOOK AT THE WAY 
ALL MICROS WILL ONE DAY 

PERFORM. 
With the MTX, you can create and manipulate programs 
using four different languages interactively through the 
FRONT PANEL DISPLAY. 
Housed in the MTX's 24K ROM is MTX BASIC "Extended 
Basic", MTX GRAPHICS, MTX NODDY an 11-command 
"Easy Learn" Language for children, ie "LOGO" and 
MTX Assembler, enabling programming in assembly 
language. Assembler/Disassembler tied to basic provides 
keyboard access to Z80 CPU STORAGE locations memory 
and program PASCAL FORTH are also available in ROM 
packs. 

Also, a numeric keypad, eight 
dual function keys. 

Abbreviated basic commands, 
built-in Syntax verifier. 

Automatic cursor-honing to 
errors, auto-line numbering 

and automatic scrolling. 

The 160 MEGABYTE CONNECTION. 
Unbelievable expandability. Z80A Processor running 

at 4MHZ. FDX Floppy disk system single and twin 
500K disk drives operates in CPM 80 Version 2.2 MDX 

HARD DISK system, 10, 20 or 32 Megabytes. SDX 
SILICON DISK (256K). Dramatically increases the 

efficiency of proven eight bit CP/M SOFTWARE to the 
speed of 16/32 BIT SOFTWARE levels and greatly 

reduces disk wear. 
SYSTEM provides up to 160 Megabytes of storage 

capacity via twin RS 232 C. NODE Software and 
OXFORD RING Communications Network which links 

255 units. 

WORD PROCESSING PACKAGE 
FROM ONLY $1,199 (EX. TAX) 

The package includes A MEMOTECH MTX 512. The 
powerful NEW WORD (TM) Professional word 

processing software in ROM CARTRIDGE PLUS A 
correspondence quality printer, exceptional value. 

A LOOK AT THE PRICE 
There is one simple Equation for pricing, the more the 

engineering, the lower the cost. 

MTX 500 (48K) ONLY $666.00 (Ex. Tax) 
MTX 512 (80K) ONLY $745.00 (Ex. Tax) 

SOFTWARE FROM ONLY $19.95 
Make no mistake. When you turn this page, you'll be 

returning to a world very different from this one. A world 
in which all microcomputers will suddenly seem very 

ordinary. 

For more information and the location of 	,%e 
your nearest dealer, contact —  interface  

P.O. Box 214, LINDFIELD, NSW 2070 
or PHONE (02) 46-4374, 

the sole Australian distributor for MEMOTECH. 
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME. 

SERVICE NATIONWIDE 
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interface 
P.O. Box 214, 
LINDFIELD. N.S.W. 2070 
Ph: (02) 46-4374 

Please send me the latest 
information on your product range 

Name: 	  

Address: 	  

	  Postcode: 	 

Telephone: 

NEW FOR COMMODORE 64 
MAKE YOUR 64 A COMPLETE 
BUSINESS MACHINE WITH A 

VIDEO PAK 80: 
Features: 
• High resolution 80 

column display. 
• Includes word 

processing software. 
• Includes spread 

sheet software. 
• Includes terminal 

emulator software. 
• 80 column mode 

allows full use of 
BASIC. 

The Video Pak 80 from Data 20, is an integrated 
system that features a word processor, spread 
sheet and 80 column screen adaptor cartridge for 
the Commodore 64. 

PARALLEL 
PRINTER INTERFACE: 

Features: 
• Connects standard 

parallel printers to 
Commodore computers 

• Translates the 
Commodore 
character set to ASCII 

• Passes through 
graphics characters 

• Does not require 
power hookup from 
the printer, computer or 
any external source 

• Attractive packaging 
— it looks like a 
cable, no ugly boxes 

• Easy to use — simply 
plug it in, no software to 
load or switches to 
configure 

DATA 
DISTRIBUTED BY 

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME 
Stack CBM 64 IEEE-488 
Cartridge 
(Ma available lay VIC20) 

An economic and efficient device which plugs 
into the cartridge slot of the computer and 
provides a standard CBM IEEE-488 connector. 
This enables many of the common IEEE-488 
devices such as Commodore 3000,4000 and 8000 
series disk drives and printers, and most Hewlett 
Packard units to be used with the CBM 64. 

Stack CBM 64 RS232C 
Interface 
(Also available for viC.20) 
The interface is a small cartridge-like device 
which plugs into the user-port of the CBM 64 and 
provides a socket which enables the computer to 
communicate with most RS232 devices such as 
printers, teletypes, modems, vdu's etc. 

Stack CBM Compiler for 
1541 Disk 
A fully CBM 64 Compatible Compiler which 
produces programs which operate many times 
faster than the normal Basic Interpreter on the 
CBM 64. 
This program enables o program written in BASIC 
to run at speeds approaching those achieved 
by the best machine code authors. 

Stack CBM 64 Arrow Plus 
Cartridge 
Arrow Plus is a cartridge for the CBM 64 computer 
providing the user with the following features:- 
*High Speed Cassette Operation at up to 7 times 
normal speed. 

'Machine language Monitor. 
*Hexadecimal Calculator. 
*Assembler. 
eDisassembler. 

Stack 4 Slot Motherboard 
(Also for vic.2or 
The motherboard is simply a 4-goes-into-1 
adaptor for the CBM 64 cartridge slot. 
It has several important design features for 
maximum user appeal ar.d 



From only 
$28.00* per week 
all up! 
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From $28.00* per week its the most affordable word processing solution around! 

Offer includes: • Dedicated word processing computer • 10 software applications and programs • Industry 
standard CP/M operating system • High quality, full feature visual display terminal • Letter quality printer 

• Installation and systems familiarisation • Easy to follow instruction driven user interface 

THE WORD TRAVELS FAST! 
Archives have placed hundreds of systems into 
Government, Commerce and Industry over the past 
nine months. It must be the best value for money pack on 
offer today. Its' reliability and ease of use make it a 
tremendous buy for the most inexperienced computer 
user. There is no need to learn the technicalities as the 
system is explained in step by step instructions plus 
applications have "on screen" help! 

Check this for value: * Famous WORDSTAR word 
processor with a spelling checker corrector * Easy-to-use 
Database system for information storage and retrieval  

* Powerful financial modelling package * A bookkeeping 
suite with extensive reports (MD3 only) * A cheque book 
maintenance application * 3 programming languages 
including industry standard MBASIC * Communication 
software for talking to other systems * Letter quality 
printer with an optional cut sheet feeder * Terminal 
keyboard dedicated to word processing * Installation and 
familiarisation with the system (Metropolitan and certain 
country areas only). 

Contact your local dealer for the details of this offer 
or book now for a seminar at Archives offices. 

*Lease price to approved purchasers. a archive.) 
computers australia pty ltd 

• 163 Clarendon St, Sth. Melbourne, Vic. 3205. 
Tel: (03) 699 8377 Telex: ARCAUS AA39388 

• 16th Floor, 55 Lavender Street, Milsons 
Point, NSW, 2061. Tel: (02) 922 3188. 

• 419 Remuera Road, Remuera, Auckland 5, New 
Zealand. Tel: (9) 50 3548 
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The only home computer 
that comes with its own 

school library 



The Sinclair Spectrum is just $249 for the 16K model, $359 for 48K. Microdrives (mass information storage units) $149. Interface I (an expans 
Interface 2 (lets you use the ROM cartridge, a revolutionary new software form) $79. Printers $169. The Spectrum takes any standard joystic 

If your kids get to learn about computers 
now, it can be a definite advantage when 
they leave school. 

However, few computers provide any 
real help with a more immediate problem: 
getting your kids through school. 

The sad fact of the matter is unless you 
spend thousands of dollars, you end up 
with little more than a tricked up computer 
games machine. 

And your kids end up skipping their 
homework again. 

One exception is the Sinclair Spectrum 
It's the only home computer with a 

whole library of educational software. 
So instead of competing with your kid's 

homework, it actually complements it. 
The Sinclair Spectrum also happens to 

be the perfect computer to teach your kids 
about computers. 



REMOTE 
CONTROL 

on device which allows Spectrum to drive microdrives, communicate with other computers, send data by telephone, network, etc.) $149. 
k. All prices recommended retail. 

Because it starts out as a simple and 
inexpensive keyboard. 

And grows, piece by piece, into the 
sophisticated computer system you see here. 

So don't buy your kids a computer that 
ignores their education. 

Give them the one that teaches them 
about computers while it helps them 
through school. 

The Sinclair Spectrum 

The Sinclair Spectrum. 
The Sinclair Spectrum and the vast 

array of educational software that goes 
with it are brought to Australia by Barson 
Computers Pty Ltd, Australia's leading 
independent computer company. 

BARSON COMPUTERS 



The Sinclair Spectrum is 
available from these 
authorised dealers 
VICTORIA 
Ballarat North: Computer Biz. 
Bendtgo: 
Cartridge Disk & Tape. 
Boronia: Rocksoft Computers. 
Colac: Hallaron Motors P/L. 
Echuca: 
Peals Office Equipment. 
Fawkner: Gosub Computers. 
Geelong: 
Griffiths Booksellers P/L. 
Greythorn: 
Dltraphase Computers. 
Kew: Micro Farr. 
Malvern: Computer Bytes. 
Melbourne: 
Collins Booksellers P/L. 
Myer Vides. 
MYER: 
Doncaster. Southland. 
Northland. Eastland. 
Knox City. Hohpoint West. 
FranIcston. Bendigo. Ballarat. 

Albury. Geelong. Dandenong. 
Chadstone. Melbourne. 
Morwell: 
J & D Computer Services. 
South Yana: Gametronics P/L. 
Springvale: 49th Chariot. 
Warragul: Select Office Supp. 
Wheelers Hill: 
Computerplay-Scisys 
Whittlesea. Whitilesea Video.  

NEW SOUTH WALES 
Artarmon. 
Dolphin Computers. 
Bomaderry: 
Southern Communications 
Broken Hill: B.H. Spectrum. 
Byron Bay: Compu-Byte. 
Chippendale: 
The Microcomputer House. 
Ctiatswood: Computerhme. 
Clovelly. Greytella P/L. 
Coifs Harbour. Compute-Ed. 
Crows Nest: Logic Shop. 
Micromail. 
Dee Why: Computennal 

Drumuleyne: Computermat 11. 
Gosford. 
Tomer niw's Electronics. 
Granville. 
Desktop Computer Services. 
Gunnedah: 
Landlink Communications. 
Kiama: Kiama Pharmacy. 
Lane Cove: E. Grunwald. 
Lismore: 
North Coast Stationery. 
Liverpool: Trinity Computing. 
Maitland: Ecroray P/L. 
Moridale: Metropolitan 
Home Computer Centre. 
Mt. Druill: Gemtronics. 
MYER: 
Chalswood. Tweed Heads. 
North Albury. 
Webbs Electronics. 
North Sydney: Computer Man. 
RTA Business Services 
Parramatta: 
Della Computer Systems. 
Parkes: J B Young P/L. 
Polls Point: Advance Electric. 

Redfern: Sheridan Electronics, 
Roseville: Computer 
Education Services. 
St. Marys: Hi Tel Hi Ft P/L. 
Sydney. Angus & Robertson. 
Computerwave P/L. 
The Computer Spot. 
David Reid Electronics. 
Wagga Wagga: J B Young P/L. 
West Tamworth: 
Landlink Communications 

A.C.T. 
Belconnen: I B Young M. 
Canberra City: I  B Young P/L. 
Fyshwick: Sieves 
Communication Centre. 
Mawson: Charles V Price. 
Phial • 
Jacaranda Electronics P/L. 
Woden: I B Young P/L. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
East Perth: W J Moncrieff P/L. 
Geraldton: Microbyte. 
Kalgoorlie: Goldfields 

Business Machines P/4. 
MYER: /lomat. Fremantle. 
Karrinyup. Perth City. 
Perth: 
Australian Business Computing. 
Backgammon Shop. 
Computers Everything. 
Geralds Electronics 
Mallard Computer Systems. 
Myer Perth Ltd. 
West Perth: Microbase. 

QUEENSLAND 
Brisbane: 
Computers & Peripherals 
Cairns: Electronics World. 
Milton. Software 80. 
MI. Gravatt: Mr. Computer. 
MYER: 
Brisbane. Broadbeach. 
Brookside. Carindale. 
Chermside. Coorparoo. 
Fortitude Valley. Indooroopilly 
Strait-pine. Toowoomba. 
Southport: 
Cold Coast Education Centre. 

Walborn°. A K Microsystems. 
Townsville: Town & Country 
Computers. 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
Adelaide. 
Key Computers. 
Myer Southern Stores. 
Northgate Computing. 
Southern Info & Robotics. 
Talking Computers. 
Trans-World Trade Centre. 
Moonta: ABS-Computers. 
Port Lincoln: Westcoast 
Electronics Supplies 
Toorak Gardens: 
Cybex Computing. 
TASMANIA 
Hobart: 
The Logic Shop. 
Quantum Audio. 
Launceston: 
Advanced Electronics. 
Birchalls Ltd. 

Dow McIntosh & Kelly. BAR03 I. 
Supplement to Your Computer. Printed by Owen King P/L. July, 1984. 
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